
PRISON FOCUS 
Submissions Welcomed

Prison Focus welcomes prison reports, articles, 
stories, opinion pieces, poetry, book reports, 
cartoons and all artwork. 
Submissions are not guaranteed to be 
published, nor will they be returned. We always 
appreciate, but generally cannot respond to 
individual submissions because of the volume 
of mail we receive.

Suggestions for general submissions:
 ●  Letters or articles  (generally 250-500 words)
 ●  Larger articles are accepted though inclusion 
will depend on available space, and may be 
edited.

 ● Artwork. We always appreciate your artwork.  
Artwork may be published in the Prison Focus 
Newsletter, and/or used in other capacities to 
further CPF’s mission.

Send contributions to 
California Prison Focus, Editors
4408 Market St., Ste. A
Oakland, CA 94608 

ABOUT CPF
Prison Focus is a publication of California 

Prison Focus. We are a small, community-based 
organization that works with and on behalf of 
California prisoners. We investigate and expose 
human rights abuses within California prisons, 
through prison visits and correspondence, and 
widespread dissemination of our quarterly prison 
reports. We provide incarcerated men, women  
and the LGBTQ population, with resources on 
how to advocate for themselves. We provide 
our newsletter free of cost, to individuals in 
solitary confinement. This is our 59th issue of the 
Prison Focus Newsletter! Central to our work 
is training ourselves, prisoners and their loved 
ones in self-advocacy through public protest, 
networking, coalition building, letter-writing and 
contacting prison officials and policy makers.  
We educate, foster awareness, solidarity and 
empowerment towards change. 

CONFIDENTIALITY 
STATEMENT

We care about the privacy and 
safety of everyone who writes to us 
at CPF.  We understand that there 
are risks involved, and also realize 
that most letters are sent to us with 
the hopes that CPF will use the 
letters to expose prison conditions 
and abuses, and to change the public 
narrative about crime, "criminals" 
and justice. Unless you tell us 
otherwise, we may share your letters 
and reports anonymously, in order to 
educate the public, through your own 
voices. We rely on you to tell us if you 
do NOT want us to share your letter 
(or artwork) at all, if you specifically 
DO NOT want your letter shared in 
Prison Focus, and/or if you DO want 
us to use your name, initials and/or 
name of the facility.

Subscriptions

Subscribe to Prison Focus and receive four 
issues (published every 3-4 months)

 $20  for non-prisoners, $8 for prisoners 
and free to individuals in California SHU, ASU or 
PSU. 

Help us keep our records current.  Let us 
know if your address changes. Individuals in 
ASU must confirm address between issues.

We rely entirely on donations in order to 
keep the paper free for people in solitary 
confinement.  Every stamp and dollar counts. 

GRATITUDE
Thank you to all of those who have 
given their time and money to 
make this issue possible.  Thank 
you to all of our individual donors, 
from both inside and outside the 
prison walls.  
The number one obstacle to 
printing this newspaper more 
often is lack of funds. Thank you 
for your continued support!

California Prison Focus 
works to expose and end human rights abuses of people incarcerated in California 
by working in solidarity with and elevating the voices of those most impacted..

grassroots work that we do.

ANYTHING WE RECEIVE THROUGH THE END OF THIS YEAR WILL BE DOUBLED!  
Join CPF's efforts to elevate unheard voices by supporting this campaign. 

   Contribute by visiting www.prisons.org/donate

CPF HAS RECEIVED A $25,000 MATCHING GRANT! 

“I was kind of feeling forgotten and 
once again all of you came along” L.E.

JOIN CPF AT OUR 
MONTHLY 

LIBERATE THE CAGED VOICES!
    LCV event details, video footage   

and blog at www.prisons.org 
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to challenge, and if they can’t prove to the board they have 
possible employment and a place to stay, the board isn’t 
going to let them go. Preparation matters, and I suggest two 
metrics to judge states by how well they help people prepare 
for their parole hearings:

 ●Departments of Corrections should provide case 
managers to each person within six months of their 
arrival in prison. (10 pts.)These case managers would 
help inform incarcerated persons what programs they 
needed to take, work with those persons to prepare for the 
hearing itself, and connect them to outside agencies after 
parole was granted.

 ●Every incarcerated person should have access to any 
documents or records the parole board relies on to 
make its decision. (10 pts.) Parole boards make their 
decisions based on a person’s criminal history and current 
offense, and every incarcerated person should be able to 
speak to both in the presence of the board.

Transparency: Can the public understand the parole 
board’s decisions? (20 pts.)
One of the strongest critiques of state parole systems is that 
they operate in secret, making decisions that are inconsistent 
and bewildering. Neither the individuals being considered 
for parole nor the general public understand how parole 
boards decide who to release or who to incarcerate further. 
When parole systems reject people for arbitrary or capricious 
reasons, they unintentionally, but to devastating effect, tell 
incarcerated people that their transformation does not matter. 
And the public, who is paying for the criminal justice system, 
deserves to know how it works and how well it works.
Many states have begun to rely on parole guidelines and 
validated risk assessments as a way to step back from the 
entirely subjective decision-making processes they have 
been using. These instruments have their own deficiencies, 
but states that use them and provide the public access to that 
decision-making process were graded higher than states that 
refuse to pull back the parole-decision curtain.
Transparency can be measured in three ways:
• Parole boards should have guidelines to help them make
unbiased parole decisions, and those guidelines should be 
shared with the public. (8 pts.) Fair processes don’t thrive in 
the dark. More parole boards have turned to parole guidelines 
and validated risk assessments as a way to move away from 
“gut decisions,” and as a way to give themselves more cover 
for difficult political decisions. Some states will create their 
own instruments from scratch, without having them validated 
scientifically for bias, and the public deserves to know what 
criteria is being used to release people into their community, 
or to deny community members their freedom.
•Parole boards should issue yearly, public reports that
explain deviations from outcomes recommended by parole 
guidelines. (6 pts.) Institutions with oversight over parole 
boards should receive reports detailing release rates and their 
deviations from recommended guidelines and assessments. 
While parole boards are still expected to exercise personal 
discretion — otherwise, all parole decisions could be made 
by a computer — parole boards should be required to publicly 
explain why they might be consistently denying release when 
published guidelines recommend release.
•Individuals who are denied parole and fit all the
requirements should be able to appeal a denial and get 
either a rehearing or a credible explanation for that denial 
based on objective factors. (6 pts.) Every state seems to have 
a version of a statute that claims, “Parole is not a right; it is 
a privilege.” However, incarcerated individuals should have 
a reasonable expectation that they will be released if they 
are eligible for parole, if they have completed all required 
programming, if they have no major disciplinary infractions, 
and if they have housing and employment waiting for them.
Our list of 16 states that have abolished discretionary parole 
is based on the Robina Institute’s classification of states as 
having either largely a determinate — without discretionary 
parole — or indeterminate — with discretionary parole — 
system.
Our policy suggestions — and the relative point values — are 
our own, but the data for 27 of the states is based on the Robina 
Institute’s excellent series Profiles in Parole Release and 
Revocation: Examining the Legal Framework in the United 
States. For the seven states with indeterminate sentencing 
systems that the Robina Institute has not published profiles 
for (Mississippi, Montana, North Dakota, Tennessee, South 
Carolina, South Dakota, and West Virginia), Prison Policy 
Initiative volunteers Eva Kettler, Sari Kisilevsky, Joshua 
Herman, Simone Price, Tayla Smith and I delved into statutes 
and parole board policies to collect the necessary data. The 
sourcing for each state is in Appendix A. Additional data 
about how these policies are reflected in grant rates, technical 
violaton rates and other outcome metrics are available in the 
appendix to my earlier report Eight Keys to Mercy: How to 
shorten excessive prison sentences.
Our intent with the scoring was to make it possible to compare 
systems that are both very different and very complex in a 
way that will make sense across state lines. In particular, 
we tried to give factors that we felt were more important a 
greater weight. Other advocates — and some state leaders 
— may disagree with some of our findings of fact or with the 
weights that we gave to various factors that make up a fair and 
equitable parole system. We welcome new information and 

factual corrections, and encourage our readers with different 
ideas on how parole should work to publish alternative 
analyses with their own scoring systems.
Four of the sections require more comment:

 ●We believe that parole decisions should be made 
on objective criteria and that subjectivity should be 
prohibited. The decision to release someone should 
be based on a number of factors — participation 
in educational and vocational programs, in-prison 
disciplinary history, and other verifiable metrics that 
indicate personal transformation. All too often, denials 
for subjective reasons like the “gravity of the offense” 
or whether the release will “lessen the seriousness of the 
offense” serve only to diminish the motivation necessary 
for change. Unfortunately, only Michigan gets full credit 
for explicitly prohibiting subjectivity, and 16 states earned 
zero points because their statutes specifically list examples 
of subjective excuses to deny parole. For this reason, we 
gave partial credit to 17 states whose statutes refrained 
from encouraging denials for subjective reasons.

 ●We believe that prosecutors should not be allowed 
to weigh in on parole decisions. No states prohibit 
prosecutorial input, so we gave our highest score here 
— 3 points — to those states whose statutes were silent 
on this matter. We gave two points to states that alerted 
prosecutors only after parole had been granted. States that 
allowed input from prosecutors (usually also requiring that 
the prosecutor ask or register for notification of a parole 
hearing) received one point, and zero points were given 
to states that mandated prosecutors be notified before all 
parole hearings.

 ●We believe that every incarcerated person should 
be given an opportunity to be paroled, so we gave points 
to states by the share of their prison population that was 
eligible in 2016 for release on parole. This is an important 
factor because it demonstrates how many people are 
statutorily eligible to be released. This is also an imperfect 
measure, for several reasons. Some states do not report the 
necessary data; the existing data does not reflect how many 
people will never be statutorily eligible to be considered 
for release, and in addition, existing parole policies could 
influence this figure. For example, a parole board that 
refuses to release people would create a higher percentage 
of individuals eligible for release, and a parole board that 
released almost everyone at the first opportunity would 
have a lower percentage of incarcerated individuals eligible 
for release. To our knowledge, there is not yet a multi-state 
comparable way to determine: of the people sent to prison 
in a given year, how many of those will be considered 
for release before their maximum release date? And of 
those people, how many will be eligible for consideration 
significantly earlier than their maximum release date?

 ●We believe that transparency requires parole boards 
to produce annual reports to the public and the legislature 
that include statistics on parole denials and justifications 
for those denials, particularly when those denials contradict 
any guidelines given to the parole board. Because all 
parole boards issue reports, we gave the full 6 points to 
13 states that require the parole board to publish reports 
with enough detail for the legislature to hold the board 
accountable, and zero points to all other states.

We also gave extra credit — and sometimes took away points 
— for post-release policies. All too often, states that offer 
programs to incarcerated individuals to help them succeed 
then allow that work to be undone by harmful post-release 
policies. State parole authorities returned to incarceration 
approximately 60,000 individuals on parole for technical 
violations in 2016 without those individuals committing a 
new offense. The conditions placed on those leaving prison are 
rarely in and of themselves violations of law. If an individual 
on parole leaves the county without permission, buys a car 
without telling a parole official, or tests positive for drugs, 
those behaviors should be dealt with through collaboration 
between parole officials and community agencies. At no time 
should a non-criminal violation subject someone on parole to 
re-incarceration.
I thought three post-release conditions were worthy of 
singling out:
1. Prohibiting an individual from associating with someone on
parole or who has a criminal record;
2. Limiting how long someone can be on parole, or conversely,
imposing additional time past what the original sentence called 
for; and
3.Imposing supervision, drug testing, or electronic
monitoring fees.
Re: association. This prohibition is based on a belief that 
merely being in the company of another person on parole — 
or who has a criminal record, regardless of how long ago the 
actual crime occurred — will invite criminal behavior. This 
policy ignores the widely-accepted idea that the mentorship 
and guidance of someone who has gone through a negative 
experience — be it incarceration, cancer, divorce, substance 
abuse, the death of a spouse or child — is affirming and 
positive. Lastly, denying those leaving prison the right to 
associate with others like them ignores the powerful impact 
on local, state, and national criminal justice policy reform by 
groups of formerly incarcerated individuals, many of whom 
are on parole, all of whom have criminal histories.

Re: time limits. I gave points to states that provide one 
or more mechanisms to shorten parole because there is no 
evidence that unending supervision results in anything other 
than higher recidivism rates. (Recall that currently people 
are rarely granted parole unless they are deemed a low risk 
of committing another crime.) Meaningful supervision 
when someone first leaves prison can be positive, if it is 
not overly restrictive and goal-oriented instead of sanction-
oriented. However, many states issue a boiler-plate set of 
conditions that are not tailored to individual needs, and thus 
do not contribute to successful reentry. As Massachusetts 
officials readily admit, “by virtue of being under supervision 
in the community, an inmate may have a higher likelihood 
of re-incarceration.” Shockingly, a few states even give 
parole boards the power to extend supervision past the end 
of the imposed sentence - a devastating policy with dubious 
legality.
Re: fees. Finally, very few individuals have the economic 
means to comply with the array of fees that some states 
impose. While these states usually claim to waive fees 
depending on the released individual’s capacity to pay, in 
truth, parole officials pressure newly released people to pay 
as much and as quickly as possible and threaten to impose 
sanctions otherwise. That ignores two truths:
•Almost no one leaving prison has assets, wealth, or
savings.
•Many individuals leaving prison have other financial
obligations, including child support, restitution, and unpaid 
fines.
Individuals should not bear the cost of their incarceration. 
Supervision is simply an extension of that cost.
To be sure, some states have quirky, mostly punitive, 
conditions of supervision that might warrant point 
deductions, but we choose not to do that because it was 
not possible to have a comprehensive review of these 
conditions that would allow for truly fair comparisons 
between states.

This report relies heavily on the publications of the Robina 
Institute of Criminal Law and Criminal Justice at the 
University of Minnesota, which centralize many important 
details about parole eligibility, hearings, and post-release 
policies and conditions.

Corruption At RJD
Dear CPF, As the above named state prisoner, I 

write to you after having been privy to read the 
summer 2018 #56 informative newspaper ... What 
really struck my interest is the usage of bogus 
“confidential” memos being secretly placed in the 
C-file for retaliatory purposes. Because I was a target 
at RJ Donovan State Prison regarding the above, I’d 
like to share the most nefarious misconduct, leading 
to a civil trial:

In January 2014, [we] were attacked on “A” 
facility yard. An officer witnessed such but failed to 
issue a report. I filed a complaint because of their 
failure to protect. [Later in] 2014, after having done 
a SHU, I was receiving weekly visits. But in early 
August, a “secret confidential memo” was authored 
by a squad officer (my 1st complaint was filed) 
stating that I am a [gang member] in an organized 
prison drug operation, smuggling meth through 
visiting. When my brother came to visit as he always 
does, the visiting sgt/lt. told my brother that they 
have a warrant to strip search his person due to the 
suspected drug trafficking. My brother humiliated 
himself and complied. Only after he complied did 
they ask him to sign a consent to search. 

All of their allegations were absolutely false - I’ve 
never been a gang member and my brother is a 
positive member of society. 

No CDCR 1030 forms was issued. Months later 
came the retaliatory U/A’s … I was already giving 
negative tests for the drug program. However in early 
2015 the squad lieutenant ordered a yard officer to 
do a “random” test, which came back positive. I was 
found guilty of a U/A that was blatantly tampered 
with … This act caused me to seek relief in federal 
court. I’m seeking to file criminal charges because the 
memo and retaliation may affect my 3-strikes Prop 
57 chance for early parole. High ranking officers 
need to be held accountable for promoting this type 
of conduct!

What I am most grateful for is the process and 
perseverance the creator has given me to fight for 
justice - for over 20 years. It is my objective to 
parole and use these talents to educate and protect 
the youth.

For now, the fight does not stop! Thank you for 
this time and opportunity to write you. We must 
continue to address these issues because there 
are others who are unable to do so but suffer the 
consequences without having a meaningful resource.  

Respectfully, Anonymous  
NOTE: Outside friends and family members can find 
the complete Know Your Rights pocket guide: Visiting 
Rights in California Prisons published by Legal Services 
for Prisoners with Children on their website at https://www.
prisonerswithchildren.org/legal-support-center/visiting rights/

Serving The Interests Of Prisoners And Their Loved Ones On The Outside For Almost Thirty Years

 See more on yard merging/NDPF on page 17 

THE MAYHEM 
OF MERGED YARDS 

How a California Prison Policy is Terrorizing the 
Incarcerated and Their Families

By Ruthie Montalvo
Originally published April 11, 2019 by Silicon Valley Debug
www.siliconvalleydebug.org/stories/the-mayhem-of-merged-yards

Having a loved one in prison is a nightmare, but due to a recent policy 
called “merged yards” I, and other families of the incarcerated, live in 
immense fear that our loved ones will be harmed or killed.

I have personally been affected by this terror of a program, as my husband 
was forced onto what’s called a “Non-Designated Programming Facility” not 
once, not twice, but three times.

The Non-Designated Programming Facility (NDPF) is a program in which 
Sensitive Needs Yard (SNY), previously known as Protective Custody (PC) 
and General Population (GP) inmates are forced to cohabitate and program on 
a Non-Designated Yard together.

Non-Designated programming facilities have been implemented in the fiscal 
year of 2018-2019. When I first learned of the merging, I was in disbelief, 
as I absolutely could not wrap my head around the concept of putting two 
classifications together after two decades being separated for safety issues.

This practice is extremely unsafe for the incarcerated, as the results of 
the forced integration have been devastating across the state of California. 
There have been riots, stabbings, and violent assaults. Not only are those 
inside suffering from physical effects, but many are going to administrative 
segregation, which is solitary confinement. Those placed in these conditions 
also end up receiving disciplinary write-ups that result in additional time, and 
transfer to higher security levels hundreds of miles from their families, even 
if they are the victims. More often than not, this is the case. Violence has 
escalated significantly due to the integration; however, it is not publicized and 
there are many incidents that are covered up by the California Department of 
Corrections and Rehabilitation (CDCR).

This has severely impacted me, as my husband was forcefully transferred 
to an NDPF yard three times, where he encountered violent outcomes. At the 
time, my husband was four months away from release, and had no violence 
while incarcerated. He was programming extremely well until he was forced 
onto one of these yards and repeatedly attacked. This is a complete setup for 
failure.  

For many months, CDCR’s response to families raising concerns is that 
these are “minor incidences.” How many of these so-called minor incidents  
— stabbings, severe beatings, use of weapons such as locks — have to occur at 
the expense of our incarcerated loved ones well-being? Families are enduring 
nothing short of torture as their loved ones could be a casualty at any point in 
time. Let me give a mental picture of what a walk in our shoes feels like.  

Days leading up to and following my husband’s transfer, with no 
communication whatsoever, I consider myself lucky if I can capture 3-5 hours 
of sleep a night. I weep in my sleep and wake up in terror, gasping for air, 
praying to God that my husband was not harmed or worse. I close my office 
door, so that my colleagues don’t see me crying in my office. I work in an 
environment where I cannot share that my spouse is incarcerated. I drive back 
and forth to work often missing my exit in a complete fog as I stare out the 
window trying to wrap my head around how something of this magnitude 
could happen to so many inmates/families and yet no one listens, cares or 
gives their lives and safety another thought. The heartache is unbearable, and I 
pray that I do not receive a call that my husband has been seriously harmed or 
worse. The mental and emotional distress are so severe that I have been forced 
to seek care by my medical doctor, as my blood pressure is incredibly high and 
I am suffering from extreme anxiety and depression. 

I would like to know how CDCR justifies instilling this terror in families? 
How would you function and go about your daily life if you were aware your 
loved one was intentionally being placed in harm’s way; yet, you had no way 
of knowing what was going to happen, how they’d be harmed, or if at some 
point you would receive a phone call stating they were severely injured or 
killed. How do CDCR administrators look themselves in the mirror? Their 
actions are atrocious. 

I question how many times someone has to be faced with intentional violence 
at the hands of CDCR before they are omitted from this barbaric program? 
How is there any justification for the deliberate indifference? Much like my 
husband, there are other incarcerated and families enduring this situation, and 
some have been severely injured. How is there no relief from this nightmare? 
These are human beings whose lives are not expendable. They are serving the 
time for their convictions; however, they do not deserve to be intentionally 
placed in harm’s way.

CPF HAS RECEIVED A $25,000 MATCHING GRANT! 
ANYTHING WE RECEIVE THROUGH THE END OF THIS YEAR WILL BE DOUBLED.  
Support Prison Focus by Contributing to This Campaign!   
Here's Why your support matters...
  "I have received Prison Focus Issue 58 Spring 2019. It has influenced me at a whole new level. 

Solidarity is a word I haven’t heard or seen in a long time. It reminded me and woke an old soul 
within me; No matter my life sentences and being a child raised through incarceration by my elders 
and peers.... I beat the DA referral. I was not prosecuted due to insufficient evidence. One battle 
won, yet another ahead. One battle at a time. I am only one man.But now, after reading your 
paper I don't feel alone on these battlefields, with pen and paper as my weapons of choice... Thank 
you for your solidarity." Sesar

Contribute by visiting www.prisons.org/donate

 "As you can see, reform doesn’t work. We can call every politician and beg them to 
support every bill. It still don’t seem to stop these institutions whom are ongoingly and 
effectively cutting us off from any relief. There are people dying in prison who deserve a 
second chance, but the bias and prejudice side of society does not believe in fairness or 
that there are deserving people in here." Enoch

 "Over the past decade, I have literally watched, as convicts who CDCR told the public 
were hardened beyond redemption or repair, struggle and succeed to become productive 
citizens of society, while prison officials become the very criminals we were once portrayed 
to be…"  Anonymous

SUPPORT CALIFORNIA PRISON FOCUS TO MAINTAIN 
THIS PLATFORM FOR VOICES WE NEED TO HEAR...

JOIN CPF AT OUR MONTHLY LIBERATE THE CAGED VOICES!
LCV event details, video footage and blog at at www.prisons.org. 

Art:work by Kevin “Rashid” Johnson

“This brother took the time to teach me 
how to mind travel, how to embrace my 
Blackness, how to see only the good in our 
people, and to even love the parts of me that 
I think to be imperfect." Devon Bush

"You and your lessons will be remembered 
always. And, like you, will forever inspire 
resistance. Determination. The longing to be 
free. And the courage to fight for it."  Zah

 

Long Live the spirit and Legacy of 

"My father was a believer in unity, he fought 
for the rights of prisoners, he fought for 
unity and solidarity against racial bias or 
racial separation…. He was a very, very 
loving man – a man who had a lot of heart 
about everything. He taught me so much 
about just accepting where we are in life and 
what we’re doing in life and how to make the 
best of where we are and what we have…. 
– to receive that much love through a glass
window is just unbelievable." Allegra Pinell

hugo “yogi  Bear” pineLL
March 10, 1945 ------ august 12, 2015

Do you know what REALLY goes on behind 
the walls of California prisons? 
  Hear directly from the voices that California 
  Department of Corrections DON'T want you to hear. 

Learn the truth 
Letters and articles of incarcerated  community members 

 are denoted with a star.

Prisoner Hunger Strike 
Solidarity (PHSS) Update

 Page 6

Arizmendi Bakery supports our cause! Let’s continue the
reciprocal support of community empowerment by visiting their 
worker-owned bakery and taking home some goodies. This is what 
community looks like!
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 California receives a non-passing grade in
national parole study. See page  12  
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FAILURE SHOULD NOT BE AN 
OPTION: Grading the parole release 
systems of all 50 states  
By Jorge Renaud, February 26, 2019
www.prisonpolicy.org/reports/grading_parole.html

F
rom arrest to sentencing, the process of sending someone to 
prison in America is full of rules and standards meant to guarantee 
fairness and predictability. An incredible amount of attention is 

given to the process, and rightly so. But in sharp contrast, the processes 
for releasing people from prison are relatively ignored by the public 
and by the law. State paroling systems vary so much that it is almost 
impossible to compare them.
Sixteen states have abolished or severely curtailed discretionary parole, 
and the remaining states range from having a system of presumptive 
parole — where when certain conditions are met, release on parole is 
guaranteed — to having policies and practices that make earning release 
almost impossible.
Parole systems should give every incarcerated person ample opportunity 
to earn release and have a fair, transparent process for deciding whether 
to grant it.
Parole systems should give every incarcerated person ample opportunity 
to earn release and have a fair, transparent process for deciding whether 
to grant it. A growing number of organizationsand academics have called 
for states to adopt policies that would ensure consistency and fairness 
in how they identify who should receive parole, when those individuals 
should be reviewed and released, and what parole conditions should 
be attached to those individuals. In this report, I take the best of those 
suggestions, assign them point values, and grade the parole systems of 
each state. Sadly, most states show lots of room for improvement. 

How we graded and what distinguishes a fair and equitable parole 
system.
To assess the fairness and equity of each state’s parole system, we 
looked at five general factors:
1.Whether a state’s legislature allows the parole board to offer
discretionary parole to most people sentenced today; (20 pts.) 
2.The opportunity for the person seeking parole to meet face-to-
face with the board members and other factors about witnesses 
and testimony; (30 pts.) 
3.The principles by which the parole board makes its decisions; (30 pts.)
4. The degree to which staff help every incarcerated person prepare
for their parole hearing; (20 pts.) 
5.The degree to which the parole board is transparent in the way
it incorporates evidence-based tools. (20 pts.) 
In addition, we recognize that some states have unique policies and 
practices that help or hinder the success of people who have been released 
on parole. We gave and deducted up to 20 points for these policies and 
practices. For example, we gave or deducted some points for:
Does the state’s sentencing structure empower a parole board to 
review people for possible release on discretionary parole? (20 pts.)

Parole boards can only review individuals who the legislature (and 
sometimes judges) say they can. Sixteen states passed laws effectively 
denying the possibility of parole for almost everyone committing crimes 
after those laws went into effect. To be sure, many of the remaining 34 
states deny parole for individuals committed of certain crimes, but still 
offer discretionary parole to the majority of incarcerated individuals 
at some point in their sentence. Those 34 states all received 20 points. 
The states that have abolished discretionary parole received zero points 
and their procedures (for people convicted under the old law) were not 
evaluated further.
Parole hearings: Who gets a seat at the table? (30 pts.)
Unlike what happens in the movies, most parole hearings don’t consist 
of a few stern parole board members and one sweating, nervous 
incarcerated person. Most states don’t have face-to-face hearings 
at all, and instead do things like send a staff person to interview the 
prospective parolee. The staff person then sends a report to the voting 
members, who each vote (perhaps in isolation), and the incarcerated 
individual never has a chance to present their case or present their 
parole plans to the voting members, or perhaps to speak to their crime, 
or to rebut any wrong information the board may have. On the other 
hand, most states, by legislative mandate, give prosecutors and crime 
survivors a voice in the process. I have five metrics by which I rate 
whether or not a state has robust practices when it comes to parole 
hearings.

 ●The board should mandate face-to-face parole hearings. (15 
pts.) Few people would hire someone, or rent a room to someone, 
or buy a house from someone without first sitting down and having 
a conversation. A person seeking freedom deserves to sit down and 

Alabama - F
Louisiana - F
Ohio - F-
Alaska - F
Maine - F-
Oklahoma - F
Arizona - F-
Maryland - -D
Oregon - F-
Arkansas - F
Massachusetts - F
Pennsylvania - F
California - F-
Michigan - C-
Rhode Island - F
Colorado - F

Connecticut - F
Mississippi - C-
South Dakota - D
Delaware - F-
Missouri - F
Tennessee - F
Montana - D
Texas - F
Georgia - F
Nebraska - F
Utah - C-
Hawaii - C+
Nevada - D
Vermont - D+
Idaho - F
New Hampshire - D-
Minnesota - F-

The sixteen states with an F- made changes to their laws that largely 
eliminated the ability to earn release through discretionary parole. 
(Except for Life and some other select offenses, California abolished 
discretionary parole release in 1977.)

face those who will deny or approve that freedom. The 
voting members should see and speak to the person to 
whom they are granting or denying freedom. (And by see, 
we don’t mean via phone or video conferencing.)

 ●There should exist a process by which someone seeking 
release can challenge incorrect information that the 
board may use to deny parole. (6 pts.) A parole decision 
is often based on information provided by outside law 
enforcement agencies, or by prison gang intelligence 
officers, and that may be wrong or outdated. It is important 
that there be an opportunity to make the parole board’s 
decision more accurate.

 ●Prosecutors should not be permitted to weigh in on 
the parole process. (3 pts.) Their voices belong in the 
courtroom when the original offense is litigated. Decisions 
based on someone’s transformation or current goals should 
not be contaminated by outdated information that was the 
basis for the underlying conviction or plea bargain.

 ●Survivors of violent crimes should not be allowed to 
be a part of the parole-decision process. (3 pts.) The 
parole process should be about judging transformation, 
but survivors have little evidence as to whether an 
individual has changed, having not seen them for years. 
A truly restorative collaboration would ask survivors of 
crime for their help in crafting transformative, in-prison 
programming for individuals convicted of violent crimes, 
but would not allow their testimony to influence parole 
decisions.

 ●Supportive testimony should be encouraged. (3 pts.) 
Anyone who has had a day-to-day interaction with the 
incarcerated person and anyone who intends to offer 
tangible support to the person seeking parole should be 
allowed to testify in person. It is obvious that a person 
with a substance abuse problem would benefit from a ride 
to AA meetings and why a parole board would benefit 
from an in-person inquiry into that volunteer’s dedication. 
On the other hand, many states have rules that prohibit 
correctional staff — who are often the only people who 
have had day-to-day contact with the incarcerated person 
and can speak to their behavior and to their recent on-the-
job performance — from testifying at parole hearings.

Parole principles: Who is eligible for parole and are they 
treated fairly? (30 pts.)
Certain principles should be present in a fair parole system. 
Do all incarcerated individuals have a chance to earn parole? 
Do they understand what is expected of them? If they fulfill 
all the criteria expected of them, does the parole board grant 
parole or deny parole for other, more subjective reasons? 
And if the board denies parole, how often are individuals 
reviewed again? I graded states on the extent to which their 
parole systems reflect those principles.
 ●Every individual in prison should be eligible for parole. 
(12 pts.) In 16 states the pool of individuals eligible for 
parole is rapidly diminishing because state legislatures 
have stripped their parole boards of the power to grant 
release but to a dwindling number of individuals sentenced 
decades ago. Many other states have Truth in Sentencing 
statutes in place, which means individuals are not 
eligible for parole until they have almost completed their 
sentences. And at least six states have almost a quarter of 
their incarcerated population serving life without parole, 
or sentences so long that they amount to virtual life.

 ●Each state should have presumptive parole. (9 pts.) This 
policy gives every incarcerated person a list of specific 
things they must do to make parole, all but guaranteeing 
their release at a predetermined date if they fulfill the 
state’s requirements. This would inject fairness into the 
system and allow incarcerated persons and their families 
to better prepare for release.

 ●Parole board members should not use subjective 
criteria to deny parole. (6 pts.) Some boards and 
members base their decisions on criteria so subjective it is 
unlikely two people would agree on whether those criteria 
have been met. In addition, parole denials are often based 
on static factors that can never be changed or are beyond 
the control of the incarcerated individual. The most 
common reason for denial is a version of “serious nature 
of the offense,” which will always retain the same nature 
and is simply a way for the board members to say, “Come 
back next time.” All too often, parole boards will review 
an incarcerated person who has satisfied all of the typical 
requirements to be released and then denies that person for 
subjective or static factors. Such denials send the harmful 
message that the parole board neither recognizes nor 
rewards transformation.

 ●No more than a year should elapse between a parole 
denial and a subsequent review. (3 pts.) Some states, 
such as Texas, allow up to ten years to elapse between 
reviews. A parole denial by the board in a robust system 
should only be based on factors such as non-participation in 
required programming or recent disciplinary infractions. A 
year is more than sufficient for the incarcerated individual 
to address reasonable, objective, denials like these.

Preparation: If you get one shot at freedom, shouldn’t 
the state help you get ready? (20 pts.)

A parole hearing could be someone’s only shot at freedom 
for years. If they don’t know what programs the board 
expects them to take, or what information they may have 

NO WAY OUT? 
By Steve Drown, CSP-Soledad

T
oward the end of 2006, two prisoners 
incarcerated at the California State Prison - 
Solano attempted suicide; one was successful, 

the other had to be airlifted to a special health-care 
facility due to the extent of his self-inflicted injuries. 
Both were life-term prisoners who had just completed 
or had pending parole consideration hearings before 
the then Board of Prison Terms (BPT), now known as 
the Board of Parole Hearings (BPH). 
How common is this occurrence within the state's 
other prisons? And why? 
At some point, the 'lifer' can reach the place of feeling 
hopeless, with no way out. The "Pine Box" syndrome 
comes to mind as one is repeatedly bombarded with 
the words, "The only way these lifers will ever get 
out of prison will be in a Pine Box," (Gov. Gray 
Davis) ringing in your head day in and day out. These 
feelings compound themselves until it becomes 
despair, generated by the belief that you have been 
deserted by all; your family, friends, the system. The 
questions most often asked by families are, “Why 
will they not grant you parole? Have you been lying 
to us all along?” Trust is gone due to these continuous 
denials…. 

He has experienced years and years of broken 
promises by trusted people in power, who told him  
"Stay clean and out of trouble, program and make 
something out of your life in a positive way, and 
when your time comes, you'll be free to rejoin society 
and your family.” In my case, having served over 40 
years behind these walls, bars and electric fences, I'm 
still waiting for them to make good on their end. 

The courts sentenced "lifers" to terms set by law, 
which the judges/juries felt were just punishment. 
Politicians, victims' rights groups, and the correctional 
officer's union have pushed their own special and 
separate agenda, which is in direct contrast to a 
court's action. At what expense to taxpayers? 

When a "lifer" appears before the BPT, he is given 
specific guidelines that he is expected to complete in 
order to be considered suitable for parole. At the time 
these guidelines are made by the BPT members (who 
are appointed by the governor), the "lifer" is given 
the impression that if he successfully completes the 
requirements and develops a complete understanding 
of insight and remorse for the crime he committed, 
he will be found suitable for parole, with an expected 
release forthcoming. 

However, after the prisoner completes all the 
requirements asked of him, he is then either 
continually found unsuitable for parole or has his 
parole date revoked for reasons that can never be 
corrected or improved upon; "the crime." Remember, 
the facts of the crime can never be changed. There 
are no “do-overs," just a choice to make a personal 
change and maybe, someday, make a difference. 

This is all part of the rehabilitative process. The 
desire or impulse within the "lifer" to improve is 
being taken away by the action(s) of the governor and 
the administration. Multiple governors over the years 
have said, “I'm going to let them (the members of the 
BPH) do their job." Yet, in a majority of instances, 
the suitability findings are reversed. 

Whatever happened to justice or following the 
dictates of the law? Whatever happened to the aspect 
and function of rehabilitation within the system? 
Whatever happened to acknowledging successful 
self-rehabilitation and the completion of good deeds 
while incarcerated? Whatever happened to positive 
programming and working within the system to better 
yourself? These questions need to be considered 
while not minimizing the crime in any manner. 

Statistics have continuously demonstrated that the 
rate for first time "murder offenders across the nation 
to reoffend after release is below 1%, while other 
violent crimes reoffend at a rate of approximately 
85%. Their acts result in victims having to live with 
what's been done to them for the rest of their lives. 

One can spend hours on the topic of corrections 
and the multiple problems within. However, that's not 
the reason for this missive. It is, rather, to ask a very 
important and implicating question: How many find 
themselves in this dilemma where the only way out 
is to take one's own life? And more importantly, Why? 

Life, in and of itself, is much too short to end it 
so abruptly. Yet, it's long enough to recover from its 
many adversities, People have recovered from far 
worse than  incarceration. 

Virginia - F-
Illinois - F-
New Jersey - C
Washington - F-
Indiana - F-
New Mexico - F-
West Virginia - D
Iowa - F
New York - D-
Wisconsin - F-
Kansas - F-
North Carolina - F-
Wyoming - B-
Kentucky - F
North Dakota - F
Florida - F-
South Carolina - F
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ACUERDO PARA 
PONER FIN 

A  ENEMISTADES
Agosto 12, 2012

A Quien Corresponda y Todo Prisionero en California:
 Saludos de parte de todos los Representantes de la 
Huelga de Hambre del Corredór Corto PBSP-SHU 
Por este medio, estamos presentando este Acuerdo 
Mutuo de parte de todos los grupos raciales que se 
encuentran aquí en el PBSP-SHU(Hoyo).  En donde, 
hemos llegado a un acuerdo mutuo acerca de los 
siguientes puntos : 

 ● Si de verdad queremos llevar a cabo cambios 
sustantivos y significantes al sistema de CDCR, 
de una manera beneficiosa para todo individuo 
serio , que nunca han sido quebrantado por las 
tacticas de tortura destinadas a convertirlos a ser 
soplones estatales via interrogatorio, que ahora 
es el tiempo que juntos podamos aprovechar este 
momento, y poner un fin a los más de 20 a 30 años 
de enemistades entre nuestros grupos raciales.

 ● Por lo tanto, comenzando el 10 de Octubre, 
2012, todas las enemistades entre nuestros 
grupos raciales … en el HOYO/ SHU, Ad-Seg, 
la Población General, y Cárceles de Condado, 
oficialmente terminaran . Esto indica que, de esta 
fecha y adelante, toda enemistad entre grupos 
raciales tienen que terminar… y si asuntos 
personales se presentan entre indivíduos, todos 
tenemos que hacer todo lo posible por agotar  los 
medios diplomáticos para resolver disputas; no 
debemos permitír que los asuntos personales e 
individuales se conviertan en problemas raciales!!

 ● Tambien queremos advertirles a aquellos en la 
Población General que IGI continuará a mandando 
Informantes encubiertos al Patio de Necesidades  
Sensitivas  (SNY) entre los prisioneros serios 
de la PG, prisoneros con órdenes del IGI a ser 
informadores, soplones, ratas, y obstruir, con el 
fin de perturbar y debilitar el entendimento mutuo 
de nuestros grupos colectivos sobre los temas 
deseados para nuestras causas mutuas [es decir, 
obligar a CDCR a abrir las lineas principales a 
la GP , y regresar a un sistema rehabilitador de 
programas significativos /privilegios, inclusive 
visitas conyugales para los sentenciados a vida, 
etc. via actividades de protestas pacíficas/no 
cooperación e.g., huelgas de hambre, , no trabajar, 
etc. etc.].  Todos deben seguir concientes y 
vigilantes a tales tácticas, y rehusar permitír que 
tales soplones de IGI  ocasionen caos y reanuden 
enemistades entre nuestros grupos raciales. No 
podemos seguír siendo manipulados con las 
viejas tácticas de dividir y conquistar de los IGI, 
ISU, OCS, y SSU’s !!!

Para concluír, debemos mantenernos fuertes a 
nuestro acuerdo mutuo desde este punto en adelante 
y enfocar nuestro tiempo, atención, y energía sobre 
causas mutuas  y beneficiosas para todos nosotros [es 
decir, los prisoneros], y en nuestros mejores intereses. 
No podemos seguír permitiendole a CDCR  usarnos 
uno contra el otro para su propio beneficio! Porque 
la realidad es que juntos, somos una fuerza poderosa 
que puede positivamente transformar este sistema 
corrupto a un sistema que en verdad puede beneficiar 
a los prisoneros, y con eso, al público en General… y 
nosotros simplemente no podemos permitir a CDCR/
CCPOA – la Union de Guardias, IGI, ISU, OCS, y 
SSU, a continuár saliendose con su forma constante 
de opresión progresiva y el almacenamiento de miles 
de prisoneros, incluyendo los 14,000 (+) prisoneros 
detenidos en confinamiento solitario en camara de 
tortura [es decir,el SHU/HOYO/Unidades de Ad-
Seg], por decadas!!!
Enviamos nuestro amor y respeto a todos aquellos de 
mentes y corazones similares… adelante en la  lucha 
y solidaridad…
Presentado por el grupo en el Corredor Corto en PBSP-SHU:
Todd Ashker, C58191, Arturo Castellanos, C17275
Sitawa Nantambu Jamaa (Dewberry), C35671 Antonio 
Guillen, P81948, And the Representatives Body:
Danny Troxell, B76578, George Franco, D46556, 
Ronnie Yandell, V27927, Paul Redd, B72683, James 
Baridi Williamson, D-34288, Alfred Sandoval, D61000, 
Louis Powell, B59864, Alex Yrigollen, H3242, Gabriel 
Huerta, C80766, Frank Clement, D07919, Raymond 
Chavo Perez, K12922, James Mario Perez, B48186,
[NOTE: All names and the statement must be verbatim 
when used & posted on any website or media, or non-
media, publications.] 

MEDICAL COPAYS ENDED!

CDCr announced that copays for medical and dental 
visits were eliminated on March 1, 2019. This is a 
positive step taken mainly due to pressure by many 

groups, including CCWP. The current legislative bill, AB 45, 
authored by Assembly member Mark Stone, which would 
abolish copays in all California prisons and jails, just passed 
through the Assembly Public Safety Committ ee and will 
continue through the legislative process. 

“Copayments prevent incarcerated people from accessing 
critically needed healthcare,” said Assembly member Stone. 
“Although CDCr took the encouraging step of voluntarily 
eliminating copayments in state prisons last week, it is still 
essential that we keep AB 45 moving forward to set this 
change in statute and to eliminate this barrier to healthcare for 
the over 70,000 people incarcerated in CA jails.” 

The ACLU of CA, CCWP, Ella Baker Center for Human 
Rights, Initiate Justice and Union of America Physicians and 
Dentists are co-sponsors of AB 45. There will be continued eff 
orts to ensure copays are eliminated in all county jails and to 
ensure that they can't be reinstated in state prisons.

STOP PRISON PROFITEERING
The Stop Prison Profiteering campaign, founded by The 

Human Rights Defense Center (HRDC). targets the financial 
exploitation of prisoners and their families through fee-based 
video visitation, debit release cards and money transfer fees, 
among other services.

Join HRDC in fighting the companies and governments that 
are financially exploiting prisoners and pushing the costs of mass 
incarceration on to the families of prisoners. This includes money 
transfer services, commissary companies, pay to stay fees, for-
profit probation and parole, the bail bond industry and the other 
parasites feeding off the prison system.
They are currently collecting information about the ways that 
family members of prisoners and detainees get cheated by the 
high cost of sending money to fund inmate accounts, and the 
ways that this money is given back upon release from custody 
(such as debit cards from private companies). There are pending 
federal actions where your stories could make a difference in 
these practices. 
The more we can collect the greater impact we can have.
If you or someone you know has been charged high fees to send 
money to a prisoner or to access money when released from 
custody we would like to know the following:
1) The name of the facility and state it is located in. 2) The
name of the company processing the money or issuing the debit 
card. 3) How much money was taken from you? Were the fees 
disclosed? If so, how? 4) What documentation do you have? 5) 
When did it occur? 6) Did you object?          
Please send responses to: Prison Legal News Attention: Kathy 
Moses , PO Box 1151 , Lake worth, FL 33460 
Or family members can email: 
kmoses@ humanrightsdefensecenter.org

CREATING A RESUME FOR A 
SUCCESSFUL RE-ENTRY
Free service provided by Lara Sedaghat 

A resume is the first opportunity to introduce yourself 
to a future employer, and/or to show the BPH your 
level of commitment to living a “productive” life, 

upon release. Resumes are an extension of your personality, 
character, experiences, passions, goals, dreams, skills and 
strengths. Through written correspondence, Lara takes the 
time to know you, to understand your story, and then to create 
a resume that represents who you are internally and what you 
have (and/or would like to) accomplish(ed). If you have no 
outside work experience or a low level of formal education, Lara can help you translate “street” skills into "professional" 
resume skills. Your inside work and programming will be included. Lara’s unique and innovative service is available to all 
of you, but she especially encourages those who are up for a parole hearing soon, to reach out to her. Write to Laura and 
request a list of the information you will need to provide to her, to get things started.   Lara Sedaghat, 9815 Jake Lane Apt 
13206, San Diego, CA 92126

THE MISUSE AND OVERUSE OF 
SOLITARY CONFINEMENT AT ICE 
DETENTION FACILITIES

As of August 3, ICE was detaining more than 55,000 
people in detention centers nationwide, inclduging 
thousands of detainees in solitary confinement, 

some for months at a time, a new report from the Project on 
Government Oversight (POGO), an independent watchdog 
that investigates government abuses, has found. There 
were at least nine cases in which detainees were held in 
isolation for more than a year. These people are often the 
most vulnerable immigrant detainees - including people with 
severe mental illness (roughly 40%), LGBTQ people and  
people with disabilities. Immigration detention is civil — it 
is not meant to be punitive.

POGO’s report analyzed more than 6,000 solitary 
confinement incident reports, covering a span of slightly 
more than two years. Studies conducted by ICE  in 2012 
and 2013 found that about 1.1 %  of the detained immigrant 
population was in isolation at any given time, as compared to 
a national average for prisoners of 4.5%.. 

 The U.N. has said that that holding somebody in solitary 
confinement for 15 days or more is torture.
[Based on an article by Spencer Woodman of The Intercept, 
published on August 14 2019 at https://theintercept.
com/2019/08/14/ice-solitary-confinement-mental-illness/]

MENTALLY ILL PRISONERS ARE 
HELD PAST RELEASE DATES
By Ashley Southall, New York Times, Jan. 23, 2019

On paper, a 31-year-old man found to have serious 
mental illnesses was released from a New York state 
prison in September 2017 after serving 10 years 

behind bars for two robberies.
But in reality, the man, who asked to be identified by his 

initials C.J., still wakes up each day inside a maximum-
security prison in Stormville. Though he is technically free, he 
is still confined to a cell because of a Kafkaesque bureaucratic 
dilemma: The state requires people like him to be released to a 
supportive housing facility, but there is not one available.

Lawyers for C.J. and five other mentally ill men filed a 
federal lawsuit in Manhattan on Wednesday seeking to force 
Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo to address a shortage of housing for 
people with serious mental illnesses who need help adjusting 
to life outside prison walls.

The men are no longer being held in prison because they 
committed offenses, their lawyers argue, but because the 
state has determined they are likely to become homeless once 
released — a practice they contend amounts to discrimination 
under federal civil rights laws.

  "I will say this before I let you go, I have a 
strong desire to make myself a person who's 
experiences in life not only are ones that I learn from, 
but can offer value to the lives of others..." Mustafa

PREPARING FOR PAROLE? 
NEED PROGRAMMING 
OPPS?
CORE: Criminal Offender Reform Establishment 
 A Change of Heart 2 A Heart of Change

CORE, A non-profit group of educators who believe in the 
powers of consideration, choice and change, provides 
incarcerated students with selfhelp course materials 

to assist in their process of rehabilitation. Students complete 
and return their completed work to receive a Certificate of 
Completion and a Letter of Reference. The Certificate of 
Completion & Reference Letter can be shown to the BPH for 
recognition and potential employers to illustrate your progress 
while incarcerated. 
Courses Available:  
Mindset makeover - Changing your thoughts to change your
ways.  Biological Blueprint - What qualities you inherited to 
become who you are.  Self-Awareness - Nurture your good 
qualities and eliminate the negative ones.  Goal Gaining - 
Setting your goals and making them achievable.  Perspective 
Personified - Seeing the world through more eyes than only 
yours. Dreaming in Color - Making your dreams a reality
Cost for each course: $20.95 
Payment may be made by Money Order/Institutional Check to: 
CORE (3 complete books of (20) Forever
Stamps will be accepted as payment for each course.)
Please send course request (on a piece of paper) and
payment to: CORE PO Box 1361 West Sacramento, CA 95605 
Please allow 2-4 weeks for delivery.* 

Prison Focus Radio
Another Platform  to Elevate Unheard Voices

Prison Focus Radio is going strong! It has been a joyful journey 
with KPOO San Francisco 89.5! And we’re grateful for all the 
help along the way, keeping Prison Focus Radio going. We’ve 
interviewed some very dynamic people on both sides of the wall, 
mostly folks who’ve just recently returned home. Join us every 
Thursday 11am-noon. KPOO 89.5, KPOO.com, or go to www.
prisons.org/kpoo.

Kim Pollak, William Palmer and Nube Brown at the KPOO radio studio

 2         PRISON FOCUS

In Florida, an ongoing campaign is pressuring state officials 
to divest from prison labor, It targets the local university and 
the state Department of Transportation, which continue to 
utilize forced labor. FDOT said it has used about $67 million of 
prisoner labor since July 2015 alone.

In New York, anti-repression organizers are fighting to 
support the Bronx 120, youth who were arrested on dubious 
conspiracy charges in one of the largest NYPD raids in history. 
The meeting focused on building collective capacity to support 
each other on the outside, as well as a plan to revamp the IWOC 
national newsletter. 

IWOC Oakland members and volunteers go out weekly to 
Santa Rita Jail to offer hot food, cigarettes, free clothing and 
rides to public transportation. The two organizers who have 
been coordinating and building this effort spoke about the 
process of organizing a volunteer group and the need for a 
coalition to fight the torture and abuse inflicted by the Alameda 
County Sheriff’s Office.

The talk focused on making the practice replicable in 
other cities and towns. It emphasized the fact that care for 
one another is an essential part of our work: that supporting 
and helping to meet each other’s bodily needs is critical to 
maintaining the community ties that a jail or prison seeks to 
break. The presentation also encouraged people to cultivate 
an understanding of the cages in their own neighborhoods as 
sites of counterinsurgency, where state and federal funding for 
police and sheriffs’ departments has produced a state of warfare 
against civilians.

Saturday: Prison abolitionist are very frequently met with 
the important question: “In a world without prisons, what will 
we do to address cases of abuse and violence and keep people 
safe?” The FTP convergence addressed this head-on. A panel 
discussion on domestic violence was led by a comrade from 
London, and a law professor who has written a book called 
“Decriminalizing Domestic Violence: A Balanced Policy 
Approach to Intimate Partner Violence.”

Leigh self identified as “probably the most small-c  
conservative here” and has been doing domestic violence 
work for 25 years, originally coming at it from a relatively 
mainstream, pro incarceration perspective. She shifted to 
favor decriminalizing after seeing – in her own work and in 
the research – that criminalization has failed as a strategy for 
ending intimate partner violence, and she acknowledged that 

FIGHT TOXIC PRISONS 
REPORT BACK
By Angela Roberts & Eric Palba
Published in the San Francisco Bay View on August 3, 2019

T hree members of the Incarcerated Workers Organizing 
Committee-Oakland (IWOC) were able to attend this 
year’s Fight Toxic Prisons (FTP) Convergence in 

Gainesville, Florida, last month, and we wanted to share the 
highlights. The sessions detailed below are just a few of the 
many radical panels, call ins and conversations that made the 
weekend empowering and edifying.

Fight Toxic Prisons, a collaboration with the Abolitionist 
Law Center, is a national group focused on grassroots 
organizing at the intersection of prisons and the environment. 
FTP has also hosted convergences in Washington, D.C., 
Denton/Fort Worth and Pittsburgh.

FTP and IWOC have collaborated on several phone 
campaigns to support prisoners impacted by environmental 
contamination and disaster in states such as Michigan and 
South Carolina. IWOC is an autonomous subcommittee of 
the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW) that functions 
as an outside solidarity network for prisoners who choose to 
resist and organize against their conditions with support from 
abolitionists on the outside.

On Friday, June 14th we met with members of the 
IWOC network to hear first hand reports of IWOC actions 
and campaigns from coast to coast. We got to hear about 
campaigns to close the Dekalb County Jail in Atlanta and the 
Milwaukee Secure Detention Facility in Wisconsin. 

Center for Constitutional Rights, June 3, 2019, Oakland, 
CA

The Center for Constitutional Rights has asked the 
Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals to uphold two 
district court rulings that found the California 

Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation (CDCR) in 
violation of the terms of a landmark settlement agreement 
in a class action lawsuit that was intended to effectively end 
indefinite solitary confinement in California prisons. Under 
the 2015 agreement, CDCR agreed to transfer the nearly 
1,500 prisoners held in indefinite solitary confinement 
in Security Housing Units (SHU) to General Population. 
But prisoners in so-called “Level IV” General Population 
facilities are being forced to spend even more time isolated 
in their cells than when they were in the SHU. 

In July 2018, the district court agreed that CDCR 
had violated the settlement, by transferring the class to 
a different form of restricted housing, rather than a true 
general population unit. The Agreement also requires 
that prisoners held for their own safety in the “Restricted 
Custody General Population Unit” (RCGP) must be 
allowed group yard and recreation.  Instead, CDCR put 
half of the prisoners on “walk alone status” where they are 
denied all group activities. The district court agreed this 
was a second violation of the settlement. Friday evening’s 
filing documents those conditions and urges the appellate 
court to affirm lower court rulings. 

Luis Esquivel, a plaintiff who described his mistreatment 
in a declaration supporting the legal filing, reported 
spending most of the day confined in his cell every day. He 
told the court, "The conditions in ‘general population’… 
are similar to SHU, and my experience is likewise similar. I 
have limited social interaction and intellectual stimulation. 
I rarely go outside. It is difficult to find productive uses for 
my time. I have difficulty maintaining relationships with 
my family, especially since my ability to use the telephone 
is so infrequent and irregular. I suffer from insomnia. 
I suffer from anxiety that I feel is directly linked to the 
irregular programming: I am anxious because I do not 
know what will happen next.” 

A survey distributed by the Center for Constitutional 
Rights to a random sample of prisoners in Level IV 
facilities revealed that many spend under an hour out of 
their cells each day—even less time than when in solitary 
confinement. Further, prisoners on “walk alone status” 
spend their yard time confined to small cages with dirt 
floors and are afforded virtually no social interaction. 

Sam Miller, cooperating counsel with the Center for 
Constitutional Rights, said, “We are asking the appeals 
court to recognize what the lower court – and common 
sense – dictates: that locking someone up alone for 23 
hours a day and cutting off all social interaction is indefinite 
solitary confinement, no matter what you call it.” 

The district court found both the excessive restriction 
in Level IV facilities and the social isolation of “walk 
alone” status to be violations of the settlement agreement 
and ordered the CDCR to work with the Center for 
Constitutional Rights to design a remedy or to submit one 
on their own. CDCR did neither. 

Ashker v. Governor of California amended an earlier 
lawsuit filed by then-Pelican Bay SHU prisoners Todd 
Ashker and Danny Troxell representing themselves. Co-
counsel in the case with the Center for Constitutional 
Rights are Legal Services for Prisoners with Children, 
California Prison Focus, Siegel & Yee, Weil Gotshal & 
Manges LLP, Bremer Law Group PLLC, Ellenberg & 
Hull, the Law Offices of Charles Carbone, and the Law 
Office of Matthew Strugar. 

A second appeal by CDCR in the Ashker case will be 
briefed separately this summer, challenging the district 
court’s finding that CDCR is systematically violating the 
due process rights of California prisoners, and extending 
the settlement agreement to remedy those constitutional 
violations.   [See post-Ashker Letters on pg. 16]

The Center for Constitutional Rights works with 
communities under threat to fight for justice and liberation 
through litigation, advocacy, and strategic communications. 
Since 1966, the Center for Constitutional Rights has taken 
on oppressive systems of power, including structural racism, 
gender oppression, economic inequity, and governmental 
overreach. Learn more at ccrjustice.org.

WORST FEATURES OF 
SOLITARY CONFINEMENT 
PERSIST IN CALIFORNIA 
PRISONS
CDCR in Violation of Settlement

Recently paroled MOVE 9 political prisoners Debbie and Michael 
Africa, and their son Michael Africa Jr., delivering the keynote talk 
to a full auditorium of the 2019 Fight Toxic Prisons Convergence in 
Gainesville, Florida. Mike Jr. was born in a prison cell, where Debbie 
was able to hide him for his first week. – Photo: Jordan Mazurek

MESSAGE FROM NUBE
Raised fist and peace to all of you!

I am happy to report that we are steadily making 
improvements and continue to make progress with 
each successive month- building alliances and support, 

promoting community actions and steadily broadening 
public awareness and education.

On Juneteenth, while most people were celebrating 
the myth that slavery was abolished, we were presenting 
Liberate The Caged Voices, bringing forth the truth through 
your words, and by reading aloud the exception clause 
of the 13th Amendment, proving that slavery is legal as 
punishment for crime.

70 million people in this country have a conviction; 20 
million people are crippled by some sort of felony; 4 million 
people are on parole or probation, and 2.3 million + people 
are currently incarcerated here in Amerikkka, making 
up 25% of the world’s prison population. I’m not telling 
you anything you don’t know, but still others do not. So I 
implore you to encourage your peers inside to subscribe to 
Prison Focus, as well as your family and friends outside.

It is your voice that lets people know you and your 
families are more than a statistic. Through your voices we 
are shifting the racially and politically-motivated narrative 
of who you are from “criminal” to community member; a 
narrative that CDCr is hell bent on perpetuating. But we will 
continue our mission to replace the divisive and destructive 
system of the Prison Industrial (Slave) Complex with a 
system that recognizes everybody's humanity and potential, 
and allows people to imagine- and create, a world without 
prisons.

We remain committed to elevating your voices and 
helping to ensure that your ideas and solutions remain a 
vital and essential part of the national dialogue to enact this 
desperately needed change.

I’m also happy to report that we are now presenting LCV 
at the Freedom and Movement Center, strengthening our 
alliance with Legal Services For Prisoners With Children, 
All Of Us Or None, and California Coalition For Women 
Prisoners, with whom we share the space. 

Lastly, in issue #58, I wrote a brief piece on the death of 
Nipsey Hussle with the promise of follow-up. Many people 
were affected by his death. The commentary was diverse 
on his life - as brief as it was - , on his influence, and most 
notably, on his lasting legacy. The Crips and Bloods, their 
various factions coming from across the U.S., unified in 
grief to pay their respects to this young entrepreneur, rapper 
and community activist. Yes, he was a Crip, and still he 
promoted positivity, uplift and the ability to “work” together 
when necessary and right, for instance, on stage with the 
Bloods. (A side note: there is a little known fact in 1970’s 
history of the then flourishing CRIPS being encouraged by 
the LAPD to attack Black Revolutionary organizations. See 
film - Jackson: Not Just Another Name, The Story Of The 
Jonathan Jackson Educational Cadre (JJEC).) This seems 
particularly relevant given the strong message of Black 
unity during Black August and the continued state repression 
and tactics used to keep us divided and distrustful of each 
other). The negotiated cease fire in the name of Nipsey 
Hussle, achieved at the Gang ceasefire summit in L.A., 
brought on dialogue, questions and introspection amongst 
the gang members (See Issue #58, Pg. 9). The delicate and 
complicated dance necessary to achieve and maintain this 
cease fire cannot, and should not, be underestimated, rather 
it must be lauded, encouraged and supported - It makes me 
wonder if any of them know about the Agreement To End 
Hostilities. Nipsey Hussle, despite his success on multiple 
levels, chose to remain in his community in South Central 
LA, where he acted as a role model and inspiration through 
his community activism and the life he lived. Of course, 
there are doubters and saboteurs, but they are being proven 
wrong. The ceasefire still holds. Homicides have taken a 
slight downturn and peace talks are still ongoing. Clearly 
Nipsey Hussle lives on...Rest in Power.  All Power To The 
People! In solidarity, Nube

Soulful Sonatas 
The Black Butterflies’ Conditions

 By Torrey Hammond
  I embody the bodies
Of those who will never know
The gallows.
Still the whispers go unheard
My slang is African verbs
Catered to serve
The truth of my African word
I may have to die, to live
And alter the thoughts of all the kids
As their innocence hangs from trees
Now silenced like the leaves
Who will cry
For their beautiful lives
Of black butterflies….

Fight Toxic Prisons Continued on page 4
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NEW CURBS ON SOLITARY 
CONFINEMENT NATIONWIDE

As the terrible human cost of solitary confinement becomes more 
widely recognized, new restrictions on its use are taking effect around 
the country. Here are just a few recent developments:

On July 15, New Jersey Gov. Phil Murphy signed into law a bill 
restricting the use of isolated confinement. The new law protects 
vulnerable populations – including those under 25 or over 65, people 
with disabilities, pregnant women, and LGBTQ people -- from solitary 
confinement. And it limits duration for all to 20 consecutive days or 30 
non-consecutive days total over a 60-day period.

In New Mexico, as of July 1, pregnant women and children can no 
longer be held in solitary. Starting in November, prisons and jails in the 
state must publicly report how many people are being held in solitary; 
starting July 1, 2020,the state will restrict the use of solitary on people 
with mental illness. Also, New Mexico now has its first universal 
definition for solitary confinement. Previously the state’s jails and 
prisons were using a wide variety of definitions – making it hard for 
lawmakers and activists to get an accurate picture of how it is being used.

NEW YORK STATE TAKES A SMALL 
STEP IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION

On June 21, Gov. Andrew Cuomo, along with the Senate Majority 
leader and  Assembly Speaker announced an agreement to “dramatically 
reduce” the use of solitary confinement via administrative means (versus 
legislation that failed to pass). The deal will prohibit vulnerable prisoners, 
including pregnant women and teens, from being put in solitary. Eventually 
it would cap time spent in solitary confinement at 30 days. It also promises 
to include staff training on implicit bias and de-escalation techniques.

BIPARTISAN GROUP LAUNCHES
CRIMINAL JUSTICE THINK TANK

In an unlikely collaboration, Democratic and Republican governors, 
a Black Lives Matter organizer, and a Koch Industries exec have 
created a new criminal justice reform organization. The Council on 

Criminal Justice, which launched July 23 and is based in Atlanta, aims 
to develop bipartisan solutions to racial disparities in criminal justice 
and the negative effects of the 1994 federal crime bill. Its 25-member 
board includes political commentator Van Jones, head of the REFORM 
Alliance; California Supreme Court Chief Justice Tani Cantil-Sakauye; 
former Philadelphia mayor Michael Nutter; and Eddie Bocanegra, who 
spent 14 years in prison and now directs Readi Chicago, serving men 
affected by gun violence.

In the wake of a scathing report by 
the Los Angeles Inspector General 
regarding the rampant misuse 

of pepper spray against incarcerated 
children, the Prison Law Office joined 
dozens of juvenile justice and civil 
rights organizations to urge the Los 
Angeles County Board of Supervisors 
to phase out the use of pepper spray in 
all juvenile facilities.  In February, the 
measure passed unanimously. 

California is one of only 14 states 
that permit the use of chemical agents 
in juvenile facilities, and one of only 
five states that allow juvenile detention 
and correction that permit the use of 
chemical agents in juvenile facilities.

SETTLEMENT REACHED 
IN CLASS ACTION 
CHALLENGING CONDITIONS 
IN SACRAMENTO COUNTY 
JAIL
Prison Law Office, June 2019 (Excerpts)

On June 20, 2019, on behalf of the nearly 
4,000 people incarcerated in Sacramento 
County’s jails, the Prison Law Office, 

Disability Rights California, and Cooley LLP 
reached a proposed settlement with the County 
to address the dangerous and unconstitutional 
conditions in the jails.

The settlement of this class action lawsuit, 
Mays v. County of Sacramento, E.D. Cal. No. 
2:18-cv-02081-TLN-KJN (PC), is subject to court 
approval....

The lawsuit alleged that Sacramento County has 
failed to provide constitutionally required mental 
health and medical care to people in the jail, has 
imposed harsh and extreme solitary confinement 
conditions that disproportionately affect people 
with mental illness, and has discriminated against 
people with disabilities.

One plaintiff named in the lawsuit, Lorenzo 
Mays, spent nearly eight years in solitary 
confinement—23 hours or more in a small cell 
every day. He experienced auditory hallucinations, 
deepened depression, severe anxiety, suicidal 
thoughts, and even a Vitamin D deficiency for lack 
of exposure to sunlight. Another plaintiff, Leertese 
Beirge, spent seven months in solitary confinement 
while he was waiting to receive treatment for serious 
mental illness in a state hospital. These men, like so 
many other people held in the jail, did not receive 
the mental health treatment they needed.

“We believe the settlement, if approved, will 
result in dramatic improvements and is in the 
best interest of our clients. It calls for the County 
to end the dangerous use of ‘Total Separation’ 
for people in jail and to significantly reduce the 
use of solitary confinement. The settlement also 
requires the county to expand program activities 
and take additional measures to prevent suicide,” 
stated Jessica Valenzuela Santamaria, a partner at 
Cooley….

Under the agreement, Prison Law Office will 
monitor the implementation of these reforms to 
ensure that the County provides adequate mental 
health and medical care to the people it incarcerates,” 
said Margot Mendelson, staff attorney at PLO.

The proposed consent decree will also commit 
the County to consider measures to reduce the 
jail population and to “prevent the unnecessary 
incarceration of individuals with serious mental 
illness.” Under the settlement agreement, the County 
has agreed that a “reduction in the jail population is 
a cost-effective means to achieve constitutional and 
statutory standards.”... “The County will fail to meet 
the needs of people in Sacramento if it simply pours 
money into the jail. It must invest in community 
services and programs designed to prevent recidivism 
and reduce the need to incarcerate people 
who are homeless or have serious mental 
illness.”

LOUISIANA WINS CAUTIOUS 
PRAISE FOR “FIRST STEPS” 
IN REDUCING SOLITARY 
CONFINEMENT
Published by Kriminals.Net on May 17, 2019
 (edited for length.)

https://kriminalis.net/2019/05/17/louisiana-wins-cautious-
praise-for-first-steps-in-reducing-solitary-confinement/

Louisiana corrections authorities have taken the “first 
steps” to reform a system that places more individuals 
into solitary confinement than anywhere else in the 

nation, according to a report from the Vera Institute of Justice.
Vera researchers, who have been working with the Louisiana 

Department of Corrections (LADOC) since 2017 as part of 
the institute’s “Safe Alternatives to Segregation” initiative,  
reported that reforms are underway in several facilities to 
“reduce reliance on administrative segregation and extended 
lockdown, and [to] set limits of lengths of stay” in solitary 
confinement.

Such measures represented the “first steps towards revising 
the department’s policies to decrease reliance on indeterminate 
segregation sanctions in response to rule violations,” the 
report said.

“These initial steps…signal that possibilities for bolder and 
more impactful changes in Louisiana are on the horizon.” But 
the 109-page report made clear that there was a lot more to 
do…. 

One of the main drivers of the high numbers of individuals 
in solitary in Louisiana was the routine use of administrative 
segregation to punish “nonviolent and minor rule violations,” 
the report said.

Aside from changing the “disciplinary matrix” governing 
why and when prisoners are punished, a key long-term 
recommendation by the researchers was to phase out 
administrative segregation units altogether and replace them 
with “supportive settings tailored to the needs of different 
groups of incarcerated people,” the report said ….

But the report also made clear that although the state 
correctional leadership was committed to the change, as 
part of what it called a “blossoming” of justice reforms in 
Louisiana, there was significant resistance on the part of rank-
and-file correctional officers to ending solitary confinement.

Focus groups with security staff at every facility showed 
that most guards “viewed segregation as a tool for maintaining 
order,” and voiced “strong opposition to any ideas related 
to segregation reduction or improving living conditions in 
cellblocks.”

“In fact, line officers expressed strong beliefs that living 
conditions and privileges in these settings should be as 
minimal as possible,” the report said.

That was in stark contrast to the views of inmates, who 
provided a long list of complaints ranging from lack of air 
conditioning to the psychological trauma of being confined 
in tiny cells about the size of a parking space for long periods 
of time.

“You’re going to get claustrophobic,” said one. “You’re 
either going to start talking to yourself (or) you’re going to 
get anxiety attacks….It gets that way because humans were 
not meant to be in a cage.

“It’s bad enough you’re locked up, but when you put a 
person in a box…mentally it messes with me.”

… Although Louisiana stood out among the nation’s prison
systems for its excessive use of solitary, it continued to be a 
“debilitative practice” in many other states, said Vera in a press 
release accompanying the report. “The practice of housing 
someone in a cell for 22 hours a day with minimal human 
interaction or stimulation is used as a tool of punishment for 
approximately 61,000 incarcerated people on any given day,” 
said Vera. [Other estimates have been closer to 80,000.]

“As in all other areas of the justice system, black and brown 
people are overwhelmingly harmed, as are those who already 
have mental health needs.”

Vera’s Safe Alternatives to Segregation project has 
partnered with 16 state and local departments of corrections 
to develop reform models with a view to ending solitary in its 
current form across the U.S.

In Washington State, for example, authorities have been 
undertaking reforms since 2011, including scrapping the use 
of solitary as a form of protective custody, and developing a 
“transition pod” that can safely help individuals integrate with 
the general prison population after administrative segregation.

“Ending solitary confinement is a critical step in the work 
to address mass incarceration,” said Vera project director Sara 
Sullivan. “Our practical obligation—to reduce recidivism and 
make prisons, jails and communities safer—is as urgent as our 
moral obligation to honor the human dignity of all people.”

NEWS YOU CAN USE
 FEDERAL FIRST STEP ACT KICKS IN 

More than 3,000 individuals were released July 19 from prisons and halfway 
houses across the U.S. under the bipartisan First Step Act, which became 
law in December. And more than 1,600 federal inmates have qualified for 

a reduced sentence under the new law.
The First Step Act replaces three-strikes -- a life sentence for three or more 

convictions -- with a 25-year sentence. It reduces mandatory minimum sentences 
for nonviolent drug offenses, and retroactively reduces sentences of those found 
guilty of crack-cocaine offenses before 2010. According to a June 2019 report by 
the U.S. Sentencing Commission, African American men have been the new law’s 
biggest beneficiaries by far.

However, prison activists are concerned that the new law be adequately funded. 
Congress called for $75 million a year for each of five years, but the President’s 
2020 budget proposal explicitly lists just $14 million for First Step Act programs. 
“Trump’s plan … may foretell political fights to come over empowering the law 
or leaving it toothless,” writes the Marshall Project, a criminal-justice journalism 
group. As federal agencies, the White House, and Congress negotiate a final budget, 
prison-reform advocates are urging Congress to fully fund the First Step Act.

WOMEN WIN $53 MILLION OVER STRIP 
SEARCHES IN L.A. COUNTY JAIL

Los Angeles County has agreed to pay $53 million to settle a class-action 
lawsuit challenging invasive and humiliating searches of women at the 
Century Regional Detention Facility. A judge ruled that strip searches at the 

facility, also known as the Los Angeles County Jail for Women, violated inmates’ 4th 
Amendment protections against unreasonable search and seizure. Women at the jail 
were subjected to large, group searches in which they were forced to expose their 

genitals, with no privacy, and subjected to degrading comments from staff. The 
July 16 settlement agreement applies to more than 93,000 women incarcerated    
at the facility between March 2008 and January 2015, the LA Times reports.

L.A. SUPERVISORS 
VOTE TO PHASE OUT 
PEPPER SPRAY IN 
JUVENILE FACILITIES

JAILHOUSE SNITCHES: 
ONGOING PROBE IN ORANGE COUNTY

Federal investigators have been in Orange County, Calif. this 
summer, questioning prosecutors on their illegal use of jailhouse 
informants to extract confessions from inmates, reports the 

Orange County Register. Department of Justice investigators have also 
screened documents in cases involving jailhouse informants, looking 
for a “pattern and practice” of civil-rights violations. An appeals court 
has said the improper use of jailhouse informants and withholding of 
evidence is “systemic” in Orange County. Prosecutors and sheriff's 
officials there have been accused of deploying "professional" informants 
for decades, and the district attorney’s office has been accused of illegally 
withholding information about informants from defense attorneys. 
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STRUCTURED DECISION MAKING FRAMEWORK 
Based on information published in a recent article by the life Support Alliance, titled Have You Heard? 

T
he Board of Parole Hearings (BPH) is now moving toward shorter parole hearings, less subjectivity in decisions, 
a new framework for hearings created specifically for the California system of parole. The BPH, following 
several months of research, consultation and creation, has previewed the new Structured Decision Making Framework (SDMF), a process the board hopes will shorten hearings, 

while still covering all salient factors of suitability in deciding whether to grant any given inmate a parole grant.
Commissioners and Deputy Commissioners underwent two days of training at the end of April, working off a worksheet of factors identified as being relevant to the prisoner's current 

risk, thus assisting the panel members in making consistent, supportable decision based on empirical factors, not subjectivity. After the two days of training the panel members disbursed to 
hold scheduled hearings......with, frankly, mixed results. Some commissioners, apparently comfortable with the change and rapid time frame, began using the SDMF the next day, holding 
hearings that averaged, from reports, about two hours each, with several hearings reported as lasting only an hour--and often resulting in grants.

But some commissioners have not been using the SDMF guidelines, evident in the multi-hour length of their considerations. And while there are no firm figures or results as yet, clearly 
the intent of the BPH is that all commissioners will eventually move to the streamlined SDMF process. So it's clearly a work in progress, with more training and review in coming weeks. 
But to put some of the rumors to rest--there is no maximum time for hearings under SDMF; hearing will still take as long as they take, but BPH believes following the framework will 
reduce that amount of needed time.

The SDMF is not an out-of-thin-air creation, but an adaption of a process used by parole authorities in Canada and seven other U.S. states in making parole decisions. BPH, in conjunction 
with researchers and academics in Canada, with input from parole authorities in other states, worked to create a SDMF specific to California and our unique laws.

BPH Headquarters, Sacramento. All important aspects of California parole hearings will be retained: the prisoner is entitled to appear in person, to be provided legal representation at that 
hearing, will receive a psychological evaluation (CRA), input from DAs and victims will be considered and, despite the framework, the discretion of the parole commissioners to make their 
decision will be maintained.

reformed three- strikes laws but allowed those convicted on 
three-strikes statutes to apply for a modification of their 
sentences. Delaware took the common-sense step of making 
its reforms retroactive, but far too few legislatures do.
Historically, when sentencing reforms do grant relief to 
individuals already serving lengthy sentences, it is more 
often the result of a judicial order. (Courts make their 
decisions retroactive either by requiring states to change 
their laws, or by having the states erect frameworks for 
incarcerated people to apply for resentencing.)

For instance:
 ●When the U.S. Supreme Court reversed an earlier 

decision and declared in 1963 that it was unconstitutional 
to put poor people on trial without first appointing 
them a lawyer, the Supreme Court ignored the State of 
Florida’s plea to not make the ruling retroactive. The 
Supreme Court did so knowing that it would apply to 
many thousands of people serving prison sentences in 
five southern states, including a substantial portion of 
Florida’s prison population.

 ●In 2002, the U.S. Supreme Court reversed its 
earlier decision and, in Atkins v. Virginia barred the 
execution of the intellectually disabled — the Court 
used the term “mentally retarded” — instructing that 
the Eighth Amendment’s prohibition against cruel and 
unusual punishment should be interpreted in light of the 
“evolving standards of decency that mark the progress 
of a mature society.” The Court did not define “mentally 
retarded,” leaving each state to devise its own standards. 
Over the next 11 years, at least 83 individuals condemned 
to die instead had their sentences reduced because of a 
finding of “mental retardation” stemming from Atkins.

 ●The Supreme Court has made other improvements 
in sentencing retroactive as well, including barring 
execution for offenses committed before age 18 and 
barring mandatory life without parole sentences for 
offenses committed before age 18.

 ●State courts have also made changes retroactive. 
For example, in 2012 the Maryland Court of Appeals 
ruled in Unger v. Maryland that that jury instructions in 
capital murder convictions prior to 1981 were flawed and 
ordered new trials for the approximately 130 individuals 
still incarcerated with life sentences. (Most of those 
people were released by the state and placed on probation 
to great success.)
Conclusion 
If states are serious about reversing mass incarceration, 

they must be willing to leaven retribution with mercy and 
address the long sentences imposed during more punitive 
periods in their state’s history. Tis report provides state 
leaders with eight strategies to shorten overly long prison 
sentences. All that is left is the political will.
Note: Complete article with footnotes can be requested  
from CPF for 4 stamps.. 

People Wisen with Age. Why Can't Our 
Criminal Justice System Do the Same? 

To whom this may concern at California Prison Focus, 
I’m most appreciative to receive the info that your 

organization puts out and I’m glad that someone out that 
is putting in the work to change things . . . perhaps ya’ll 
will wake some people up to the fact that change is needed.

 I’ve been in prison now for almost 19 years for a crime 
in which no one was physically hurt. I’ll be 45 years of age 
in a few days. I’ve suffered a great deal during 

my time in prison as I’ve watched relationships fade - 
loved ones die - family become estranged. Although laws 
have progressively changed for the better, helped some get 
out and given others hope where there is none, there are 
still some like myself who remain stuck under draconian 
laws, such as 3 strikes.

 Every time I tell someone about my situation they are 
left shaking their heads.  Please bare with me as I explain.

On 4-22-1993 a day after my 19th birthday I 
accepted a plea agreement for 8 years and 4 months in 
state prison for my involvement in some robberies. I was 
paroled in 1998. I had done a little over 5 years. Two 
years after my release I was arrested for another robbery 
and received a term under 3 strikes; I was given two 
5 year enhancements for two prior prison terms, even 
though I only served one ... [T]he court looked at it like I 
had served two separate terms in prison.  Also I got ten 
years for a gun enhancement.

 Giving me a total for 45 years to life in prison. The 
youthfulness of my crimes don’t help me, as I have been 
told that I do not qualify as a youthful offender despite 
the fact that I was under the age of 25 when my current 
offense occurred.

 So - long story short - even with all of the changes 
occurring that have given prisoners renewed hope that 
they will be out sooner rather than later, individuals like 
myself still sit in prison hoping that another bill comes 
along that will change the three strikes law.

 I’m aware that I am [was] a dumb ass for not learning 
my lesson the first time, and that I may be preaching to 
the choir but I just wanted to reach out to some like-
minded people who know that people can change, and the 
system should reflect that change.  Thank you for your 
time and all your efforts.     Sincerely, Mustafa, HDSP

....I filed an habeaus corpus ... for the petty, 
vengeful 115 I was given prior to my BPH ... that 
BPH used  as an excuse to deny parole (despite:) my 
40 support letters, documents that two  reentry 
programs accepted me,  enrollment into SFSU, 
remorse letters to victim, insight chart excellent, 
positive chronos and certificates from my education 
teachers, my kids support letters, my mom etc ... 
They even brought up debriefing again etc. etc.

I honestly thought after 35 years,  
66 years old and 30 years in SHU without a 115 (violation) I would get paroled...

 ...Next time I will need to use SHU Syndrome (ie: memory recall & concentration) because the board
won't respect anything else. BPH interrogation type questions dig into one’s past... My daughter is going 
to prepare a study paper for me to use... I need a good private attorney but myself and family... [already] 
spent $$ on an attorney now lost down a rabbit hole. 

 I am not giving up. But I honestly thought after 35 years, 66 years old and 30 years in SHU without 
a 115 (violation) I would get paroled... Sincerely, Anonymous

Prison Stagnation 
By Paul David Johnson

Prison stagnation, there is no explanation,
it brings about false anticipation, no reparation, 

with little expectation.
Prison stagnation, there is no determination, it 

brings about lost hope, using dope, walking along 
a tightrope, stringing up wire across your throat, 
nothing more to achieve but lost seeds, and 
misused weeds.

 Prison stagnation, lost dedication, less 
education, little communication, far from 
transformation, only to be excommunicated from 
All demonstration, how do I die, I sometimes 
wonder, am I going under, depressed by their lies, 
why keep getting high prison stagnation that’s 
why.

 Prison stagnation, a few limitations, lost in 
gravitation, conformed in transportation, who 
needs segregation in this prison population of 
misfits, nitwits and confused convicts, present 

stagnation, lost with no congratulation. 

Still Waiting for that Second 

EMANCIPATORY 
EDUCATION 

A
s we continue in this struggle to end oppression 
throughout these prison slave kamps in 
Amerikkka, we are still being harassed by the 

fascists and retaliated against for airing our grievances. 
I’ve been told numerous times by the CO’s that IGI 
(Institutional Gang Investigators) are watching me for 
holding social gatherings on the yard, attempting to re-
educate young new Afrikans who have the potential to go 
back to society as changed men.

What I realize is that due to my long-term isolation, 
youngsters want to know how I dealt with the harsh realities 
we faced day in and out, so! I share my story in hopes that 
they will realize that they can make positive changes in 
their lives, that can impact their loved ones lives as well.

I/We on the razor wire slave plantation come from inner 
cities who were caught up in the lifestyles that was among 
us, be it gang banging, hustling street drugs, pimp’n, 
committing robberies, burglaries and other crimes due to 
survival. A lot of us, (I included) come from broken homes 
where our families were involved in criminal behavior, so 
to learn how to survive comes first-hand.

After coming to prison in early 1994 and getting into 
fights and participating in riots I was placed in the SHU  
(Security Housing Unit) where you have to learn how 
to channel your emotions, so that you don’t succumb to 
the loneliness caused by being in your cell 23 ½ hours a 
day. (The half hour includes  your every other day shower 
time.) Adjusting to being in the SHU is difficult at first, but 
once an elder gentleman gave me a book, entitled Soledad 
Brother, I realized it was by design all that has happened to 
us new Afrikans since we arrived on these shores of North 
Amerikkka, so! I continued to read and study my history. 

What I found by reading another book, Introduction of 
Afrikan Civilization, was that we were cultural people 
who lived off our land. We grew our own crops, made our 
own clothes, built our own homes, educated our children. 
We were hunters, fishermen, women sewed clothes, and 
cooked the food men brought home. 

I then started reading more, because this form of 
education was missing in school when I was growing 
up. I read Stolen Legacies by George James, and The 
Miseducation of the Negro by Carter G. Woodson and 
the Willie Lynch letter, and my views and outlook on life 
started to change, just like the author of Soledad Brother, 
So! I started following his example, and practiced an 
exercise routine, studied a lot and slept less, and turned my 
cell into a laboratory/university, so to speak, and did not let 
the entrapment of solitary confinement break me down like 
it’s done to so many other people I’ve seen.

Although solitary confinement became my reality for so 
long, I realized it’s practices were used for us new Afrikans 
to be divided and kept apart, just like our ancestors who 
were brought over here as slaves. The fascists want us to 
latch on to their way of life, speak their language, worship 
their God, and not know who we really are, because if we 
do, we’ll be awoken to our current situation in society, and 
then start to change the conditions we face. I along with 
countless others have now been released into the general 
population to do just that, and stop the practice of solitary 
confinement our oppressors are using to destroy us.

I’ll probably never be the same mentally because the 
experience I had is still there, but I remain hopeful that the 

healing process will start to take place. I also realize, I enjoy 
being human and socializing with others openly, attending 
and participating in self-help groups, and exercising with 
others in a fitness class, playing basketball and chess.

Solitary confinement in all its forms, be it Administrative 
Segregation (AdSeg) or Security Housing Unit (SHU) is 
an inhumane practice designed to break a man’s mind and 
needs to be abolished. It destroys families and friendships 
and is a very harmful practice. If anyone would like to know 
more about the PIC (Prison Industrial Complex) you can 
write to me at the address below.   In solidarity struggle.

Mwalimu S. Shakur
S/N Terrance E. White, #AG8738
CSP COR 3B205 229
P.O. Box 3466
Corcoran, CA 93212 
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thank you to everyBody for your 
thoughtfuL Letters, insightfuL 
articLes & awesoMe artwork!!
We receive far more than we are able to publish. Submissions 
and poems that are not published in Prison Focus may still be 
shared through CPF's Get Out the Unheard Voices campaign. 
We at CPF appreciate and read every single one of the them.

With Respect, In Solidarity
Dear the Board of CPF,
I would like to let all of you know that I have decided to 

resign my position with the California Prison Focus Board.
As many of you know, I have been involved with CPF for 

many years, first as an ally in 2011 with the statewide prisoner 
hunger strikes and then became more involved in 2014, fresh 
out of law school, when I joined CPF as the volunteer Legal 
Director. Very shortly after making that commitment I joined 
Kim Pollak, the new CPF President, as Vice President to the 
organization. Kim and I worked hard to maintain CPF’s stability 
and grow the organization as changes to the prison system led 
us to question how we can be most effective, and changes to 
the bay area economy made a volunteer-run organization more 
and more difficult, while needs only continue to rise. In 2017, I 
made the transition away from Vice President to Board member 
and have been so impressed to see how Kim and Nube and the 
regular, committed volunteers at CPF have continued the work 
to keep in contact with activists and those in need in prison, 
and to build out programs like the radio show and Get Out the 
Voices.

I have so much respect for the role of CPF and see its 
newly-revised mission expanding out from a focus on solitary 
confinement to all human rights abuses in prison as more crucial 
than ever.  The last newspaper was full of inspiring voices and 
truly elevated the leaders in prison who continue to persevere 
to expose the violence of the CA prison system and to enlighten 
other prisoners of what it means to put interpersonal differences 
aside to fight the larger battles of injustice.  The suffering and 
abuses are not stopping but only growing, especially with the 
non-designated program facilities (NDPF) policies bringing 
SNY and GP yards together with very crude and dangerous 
implementation. 

This decision comes not out of a lack of desire to continue 
working with CPF but an acknowledgement that as life changes, 
we must change with it, and a personal recognition of my 
have limited capacity . This is by no means a step away from 
prisoner rights work. I will continue to mentor law students 
and other volunteers in the legal service project of the Prisoner 
Advocacy Network. I am not choosing one organization over 
another so much as seeing that I need to focus my efforts to 
be a deeper contributor on less projects in order to be most 
effective.  I am happy to see new voices joining the CPF Board, 
with more individuals who are personally impacted by the 
criminal system, and those who are ready to adapt as CPF’s 
role continues to evolve within the movement.

I will continue to be an ally and want to express my gratitude 
to all of you for your commitment to this struggle. It is heart 
heavy work to bear witness to so much deep forms of injustice 
– physical violence, political retaliation, and systemic injustice
that runs within the structure of our government and political 
system. And CPF doesn’t just bear witness – we have been 
committed to educating ourselves, those who find themselves 
caged within the system, and the unknowing eyes and eyes of 
the general public. Committed to transforming the narrative of 
punishment and incarceration to a more humanized discussion 
of what it means, as a society, to put so many people in cages.

Thank you for the opportunity to travel on this path with you. 
The struggle continues.

In solidarity,  Taeva

REQUESTS TO OUR CAPTIVE AUDIENCE
 CPF is a volunteer organization. Community activists 

keep it going. Though all the activists at CPF are appreciated 
and essential, there are a couple of folks I would like to send 
some special thanks to - and to ask you to send us some as 
well, to be forwarded to them.  
 Kyle spent his senior year of highschool meeting with

us weekly/monthly helping CPF turn our old website into the 
highly engaging site that it is today, including audio and video 
recordings of letters from inside being read aloud, Prison Focus 
newsletter and radio archives, A 'Take Action' page, a Liberate 
the Caged Voices blog, resources for family members, an 
events calender  and more. It has greatly enhanced our social 
media capacity and ability to disseminate otherwise unheard 
voices. 
 Kathryn has spent months working with CPF to develop

our capacity to track the letters and reports we receive from 
behind the walls. The letters and information that we receive 
from inside are now far more accessible for us to disseminate 
through our various platforms. 

Thanks to Kyle and Kathryn and our Get Out the Unheard 
Voices campaign, yours are being heard. We have turned the 
volume of our amplifier UP. So send a shout out to Kathryn 
and Kyle. 

* I'd be remiss to not mention Nube here, as she has done
an amazing job launching Liberate the Caged Voices and 
revitalizing the Prison Focus Radio! *

  In addition, CPF aims to become more sustainable and 
transition into having a small paid staff. Please send us "Dear 
potential funder" letters, and let people know what CPF means 
to you, and why we are an organization worth supporting. 
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 CPF published an anthology in the 90's, in collaboration with 
American Friends Service Committee. We are ready to create a 
second anthology. Please send submissions for potential publication 
in a new CPF Anthology In-the-Making. Poetry, artwork and
written submissions are all welcomed. There are no strict guidelines, 
except in length. (500 words or less). As we do when selecting 
content for Prison Focus, we encourage you to ask yourself these 

questions: Does your submission inspire, 
enlighten, inform and/or politicize? 

Please send all submissions by 
December 31, 2019. Be clear how you 
would like us to give you credit. (Please 
see CPF Confidentiality Statement on 
the back page.)

NOTE ON LETTERS
Prison Focus includes full letters, excerpts and 
quotes from our captive correspondents, throughout 
each issue. Some have been edited for safety, clarity 
or due to space limitations. Most are anonymous, 
unless the writer requested otherwise. Below are the 
meanings of some of the many acronyms to help 
our outside readers.

Acronyms
EOP Enhanced Outpatient Program
CO  Correction Officer
BPH  Board of Parole Hearings
RVR    Rules Violation Report
 602       Appeal
115 Written violation
SHU Secure Housing Unit (solitary confinement)
ASU/Ad.Seg.  Administrative Segregation Unit 
SNY      Special Needs Yard (Or PC - Protected Custody)
GP         General Population
RCGP   Restricted Contact General Population
PSU      Psychiatric Services Unit 
STG      Security Threat Group (CDCr's term for 'gang')
IGI        Institutional Gang Inverstigations
ISU       Investigations Services Unit 
DRB Departmental Review Board
ICC  Institution Classification Committee
C-File (Chrono)  Central File

  Do you like to draw? We are redesigning our PRISON FOCUS banner on the 
front page of the newsletter and can use some fresh artwork. Please send any ideas or 
drawings our way. Make sure the words "Prison Focus” are bold and legible. As with all 
artwork submissions we offer a free subscription(s) of the newsletter in exchange. 
Thanks for helping create Prison Focus.

  
CPF shares your artwork, writings and photos with the public through our various 

platforms. We rely on you to make it happen. Send us photos and whatever inspired you.  
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  Dehumanizing Medical Emergency 
Dear California Prison Focus, Warm Greetings. I am 
requesting your help on behalf of the prisoners at Solano 
State Prison. Included with this letter is a State Prison 
Grievance (602) group appeal with 215 names signed…. 
We need outside support to put an end to a policy that is 
dehumanizing and hurtful to us. We are forced to sit on the 
ground for long periods of time, for [so-called] medical 
emergencies - sometimes for up to 30 to 40 minutes….
…These people receive more money for Medical
Emergencies. This is why they force prisoners to call ‘Man 
Down’ to receive medical assistance. I do not lie to you. The 
prison has no walk-up medical facility where we can receive 
help for minor elements. Prisoners call ‘Man Down’ for 
headaches, colds, flu, ankle sprains, and toothaches. I have 
been incarcerated for 38 year. I have never seen anything like 
this.  Anonymous, CSP-SOL

Suicide or Homicide? You Decide.
Greetings. This letter is to inform California Prison Focus 
regarding on-going retaliation and the murder of two fellow 
prisoners, Mr. Vargas (Mr. V) 
and Mr. Jordan (Mr. J) at Corcoran State Prison (COR). 
Despite retaliation, I am not afraid of CDCR’s tactical ways. 
The best way for me to protect myself is to tell the story to 
whoever will listen.  So, Prison Focus has my permission to 
print my Talking Points Memorandum, to edit my writing and 
can use my name.... Patrick J. Booth.
Talking Points Memorandum: Suicide or Homicide? 
This memorandum is based on events that occurred 4.11.19 at 
Corcoran State Prison. The purpose of this memorandum is to 
be a voice for inmates imprisoned in the CDCR. 
The mission of this publication is to report facts, and to open 
a legitimate pursuit of identifying issues within the world of 
prison. 
When the incident was happening, I started taking detailed 
notes.  Here are the facts… The reader can decide. 
SUICIDE OR NEGLIGENT HOMICIDE? 
Corcoran State Prison, 3B yard building 1. 
8:00am  An inmate began yelling out of his cell door, “I need 
help, I want to kill myself!”
8:10am Corrections Officer (CO) Butler went to cell 211 and 
talked to the inmate.
CO Butler: “What is wrong with you? 
Mr. V:  “I don’t want to live any more. 
CO Butler: “I can’t do anything for you unless you have a 
plan to kill yourself. 
Mr. V:  “I will hang myself. 
CO Butler: With what?  
Mr. V:  “I will make a rope out of a sheet.  
CO Butler: “Bull shit. You’re going to have to show me.” 
Then CO Butler walked away from Mr. V. 
8:35am Mr. V continued banging on his door and yelling, “I 
will kill myself.”
8:45am CO Denman yelled very loud up to Mr. V: “Shut the 
fuck up and kill yourself already!”
8:45am  Another prisoner was walking on the second tier, 
and looked into cell 211, Mr. V was hanging by the neck and 
shaking. 
8:45am Officers were notified. 
8:51am CO Denman went to Mr. V’s door and banged on the 
door with her nightstick. 
8:54am CO Denman asked CO Butler to come up to inmate 
Mr. V’s cell
8:56am CO Butler yelled for another officer to 'Get the cut 
down kit’!
8:59am Another prisoner was put in handcuffs for yelling out 
of his door, “You fucking CO’s killed that man. You fucking 
murdered him.”
9:00 Mr. V received medical attention.
11:45am Another prisoner, while working on an unrelated case 
in  the law library, reported that he overheard two CDCR officers 
talking as they were walking down the hallway. One of them 
stated, “I told Butler not to put the times on his report. If this 
fucking dude dies we don’t want his shit to blow up in our 
faces.”
I think it is so important that the family of Mr. V know the truth 
about his attempted [ultimately successful] suicide. We hear 
that Mr. V is now on life support and is brain dread. 

Make no mistake that men are being 
manipulated into suicide by corrupt 
CDCR officers. 

The CO gang, Green Wall, is very much active in CDCR. 
The prisons in California are supporting CO gangs or at least 
overlooking the Green Wall. On April 13, 2019 two days after 
Mr. V’s suicide, another man - a friend - a Mr. Jordan (Mr. J), 
was also manipulated into taking his own life, under similar 
circumstances. In EOP groups he spoke all the time about he 
wanted to kill himself. It was not clear why he was removed 
from the EOP program. Again, COs were overheard saying “I 
got one,” referring to Mr. J.
I am in the EOP program here at Corcoran State Prison, I have 
attempted suicide many times. I live on a fine line of suicide. 
The best thing for me that has come out of the suicide of two 
friends of mine is I have a feeling that they are calling on me 
from their grave to help them rest in peace. I will report the 
wrongs without fear of CDCR officers, or The Green Wall! 
All the prison has to say is that the inmate committed suicide 
and there is no investigation. 
The mental health staff stated that they are in contact with 
Sacramento but so far we have seen no investigation. Nobody 
here has been interviewed by investigators, despite having 
firsthand knowledge of the negligent homicide of Mr. V and 
Mr. J. One prisoner who did speak spoke out about the murder 
of Mr. J is now in the SHU for unknown reasons. 
How many people have committed suicide since CDCR has 
taken over the mental health care in the prison system? How 
many, without even an investigation? 
Update (3 months later): I have been transferred out of 
Corcoran Prison. I have had my life threatened. They took my 
job. Mr. Vargas passed away. I have made so much noise about 
this murder that there is an ongoing investigation now. 

 A Means to Detain and Divide
Dear California Prison Focus,
We all should be concerned with this immigration war that 
has been waged by our elected politicians.  Most concerning 
to me and many other Brothers within these walls are the 
immigrants who find themselves trapped here with us while… 
there is nothing being said about the tens-of-thousands who 
languish here in prison.

Hundreds of thousands of Black men who have been here, 
some like myself for three decades or more, who have no 
relief in sight and who are confronted daily with the reality 
that parole will never be a reality because there are too few 
rehabilitative programs with too many prisoners vying for 
these openings...
There needs to be a state-wide comprehensive study done on 
who CDCR is appointing to these rehabilitation programs and 
why there are no meaningful programs being implemented 
here at pelican bay state prison facility A. I, as well as many 
other brothers are being prevented from participating in the 
few programs they do have available because staff are by-
passing the black prisoners… who have an opportunity to 
earn their freedom back cannot do so because they are either 
being delayed in being assigned or are not being assigned at 
all... 
This cannot become an issue between... prisoners...We must 
demand that our political leaders and those whom they 
appoint to represent them within this prison system abide by 
the will of the people and follow the letter of the law;  Not 
come in these places and sow discord within the prison. 
There are many of us who have benefitted as a result of the 
law changes with Assembly Bills 1437 & 1473.  I myself am 
a recipient of good news under A.B.1473 and Proposition 57 
but that does not diminish my responsibilities in helping to 
correct what I see as wrong. These guards and administrators 

THE PRISONER CLASS
We respectfully address the foregoing in hopes that 

our voices will finally be heard and prompt an immediate 
investigation into our numerous complaints and injustices...

…We only wish that our efforts to lead productive lives
were met by [encouragement] ... Instead our efforts have 
been met by all levels of hostilities at every turn. All our 
self-help groups have been cut back from over ten groups to 
two, the number of inmates that can attend groups has been 
cut from 16 to ten, leaving a very long waiting list. And the 
Community Resouce Manager (CRM) is eliminating any 
names who’s job hours don’t correspond with group hours, 
making it next to impossible to attend. Workers are not 
allowed yard exercise or any form of exercise during the 
work week. There is always a 30 to 90 day wait for property 
and packages, property/package staff reflect a very hostile 
attitude towards inmates in which they routinely confiscate 
property/package items to generate hostilities…. [Y]ard is 
confined to Corcoran’s old SHU yards that have a 16 man 
limit in a space so small that it’s impossible to move around 
without disrupting some one else’s program.

Last Holiday season the institution chose to lockdown the 
prison to do annual searches, thus throughout the Holiday 
we were not allowed canteen, property, packages, yard, 
dayroom, or phone calls, and showers only every 3 days….

….CSP-Corcoran’s practices are unfair and unjustified… 
We have exhausted every avenue available to us to resolve 
these issues and to be heard, to no avail. Our voices have 
fallen on deaf ears as we watch our environment turn hostile. 
But, in the face of such injustice we still remain hopeful that 
some one will hear our voice and be guided by the empathy 
in their heart to use their power and or resource to help some 
men/human being in the process of changing their lives.

Thank you-God Bless, Anonymous (CSP-COR)

Quarantine: A Classic Cruelty
I recently became the MAC Rep (Men’s Advisory 
Committee) in D-4. My main “focus” is the Mental Health 
Department and the lack of Medical Care. We had a huge 
Norovirus Outbreak about a month ago and the response by 
medical was truly classic cruelty. 

We had a huge Norovirus Outbreak 
about a month ago and the response 
by medical was truly classic cruelty. 

They started to quarantine prisoners. There was at first twenty 
of us infected and quarantined in D-4. A lot of prisoners 
stopped asking for medical treatment when they heard 
nothing was being done and quarantine was the only response. 
At one point there was 40 plus prisoners on quarantine, just 
on D-Facility alone. Other yards were affected and they had 
up to 70 cases of Norovirus throughout the institution … I 
was on quarantine for five days of hell. I literally have not 
felt the same physically since. I suffer from severe back pain 
and persistent headaches. A few other prisoners also have felt 
these lingering  effects from the norovirus. The California 
Medical Board is investigating the matter and is looking for 
more information about the horrific treatment by Dr. Chav.
The host of problems start with basic laundry service, 
cleaning supplies, and the quality of mental health and 
medical care, which is well below inhumane. Plumbing 
problems and floods on the tier are a norm. I’m talking about 
safety type hazards of water flooding, often for days if not 
weeks ... It’s a regular problem here.

…Also, there is no programming here,
just the usual violence, drugs, and 
corruption. And it only gets worse as you 
try to address the issues or appeal. 

What I find real disheartening is the fact that this prison is 
located in Los Angeles and the feeling of isolation feels like 
the SHU in the Bay. [PBSP]   Your friend in the struggle,   
Francisco “Frank” Gonzalez, CSP-LAC

are attempting to pit the prison population against itself to 
avoid the inevitable - relief - for many of us.  We must not 
allow ourselves to be manipulated or pushed into a corner to 
where we become our own worst enemy again. … We must 
work together to ensure that the progress that is being made 
is not yielded back and we return to a place where there is no 
relief for any of us… I ask all of you - free, yet to be free and 
those with no near relief in sight - let’s keep pushing for the 
abolition of these places…
I understand a lot of us are upset that things are not fully 
working to our advantage, but do not get discouraged and 
give up on yourself or give up hope. Times are changing… 
We now have an opportunity… Giving up can never be an 
option for you… Keep the faith and trust that there are truly 
genuine people out there as well as in here who are fighting 
daily for change to happen and for many of us to live free and 
productive lives again. Don’t let dark minded people prevent 
you from living your truth. 

I just wanted to reach out because there are a lot of things 
taking place as things develop with these law changes and 
rule changes and many prisoners do not know what to do and 
are giving up hope or looking for others to blame for their 
disposition. We can’t go backwards when so much forward 
movement has been made. I close the way that I came with 
all due respect.   Anonymous, Pelican Bay

Psychological Warfare
Yeah man its nuts up here in PBSP Cal. Dept. of 

Corruption and Retardation. A lot of dudes miss the game 
that’s being played. It’s psychological warfare tactics... You 
have to be sharpen up on your game. If not, you fall right 
into these traps…. I’m stayin’ sucka-free. Everyone wants 
to bitch and whine, but when you give ‘em the game to push 
paperwork they say “It’s too much work and “602’s ain’t 
gonna work, so & so got shut down, what’s the hope in it?” 
They have broken a lot of dudes and sucked the very life 
out of the rest…. 

I tell ya it’s nuts cuz these cops know 
who and when to go pick on the weak, 
then call it “staff assault”. 
Now they want to put more cameras in the “blind spots” 

for “lawsuit reasons”… Ha! Ha! Ha! Cuz honestly that shit 
don’t matter. When they want you they got you!! “Stop 
resisting!!” is yelled and poom-pam you done. You should 
see it go down… As far as PC go, yeah they keep puttin’ 
‘em on the yard sayin’ they’re EOP (mental health patients) 
and they get fished out…. I just keep it real. I’ve come to 
terms with my lengthy sentence, and after all the bullshit 
I’ve been thru…. I have become resilient and mentally 
strong. Blue suit, green suit. We all human just with different 
temperaments. I’m going to survive wherever I am, and I 
will defend myself against the worst. Physical strength is 
only 10% of what it takes, you have to keep your mentals 
and emotions up to par and always stay ready so you don’t 
have to get ready!!  Much respect, Anonymous, PBSP
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DELIBERATE INDIFFERENCE AND 
SUBJECTIVE RECKLESSNESS
Farmer v. Brennan (1994) 

According to U.S. courts, failure to prevent inmate 
assaults violates the Eighth Amendment only if prison 
officials were "reckless in a criminal sense," i.e., 

had "actual knowledge" of a potential danger. In Farmer v. 
Brennan, (1994) the U.S. Court of Appeals affirmed (among 
other things), the following:

 ● Deliberate indifference entails something more than 
negligence, but is satisfied by something less than acts or 
omissions for the very purpose of causing harm or with 
knowledge that harm will result. Thus, it is the equivalent of 
acting recklessly. However, this does not establish the level 
of culpability deliberate indifference entails, for the term 
recklessness is not self-defining, and can take subjective or 
objective forms. 

 ● Subjective recklessness, as used in the criminal 
law, is the appropriate test for "deliberate indifference." 
Permitting a finding of recklessness only when a person 
has disregarded a risk of harm of which he was aware is a 
familiar and workable standard that is consistent with the 
Cruel and Unusual Punishments Clause as interpreted in this 
Court's cases. The Amendment outlaws cruel and unusual 
"punishments," not "conditions," and the failure to alleviate 
a significant risk that an official should have perceived 
but did not, while no cause for commendation, cannot be 
condemned as the infliction of punishment under the Court's 
cases. Petitioner's invitation to adopt a purely objective 
test for determining liability - whether the risk is known or 
should have been known - is rejected. This Court's cases 
"mandate inquiry into a prison official's state of mind," id., at 
299, and it is no accident that the Court has repeatedly said 
that the Eighth Amendment has a "subjective component." 

 ● The subjective test does not permit liability to be 
premised on obviousness or constructive notice. Canton v. 
Harris, 489 U.S. 378 , distinguished. However, this does 
not mean that prison officials will be free to ignore obvious 
dangers to inmates. Whether an official had the requisite 
knowledge is a question of fact subject to demonstration 
in the usual ways, and a factfinder may conclude that the 
official knew of a substantial risk from the very fact that it 
was obvious. Nor may an official escape liability by showing 
that he knew of the risk but did not think that the complainant 
was especially likely to be assaulted by the prisoner who 
committed the act. It does not matter whether the risk came 
from a particular source or whether a prisoner faced the 
risk for reasons personal to him or because all prisoners in 
his situation faced the risk. But prison officials may not be 
held liable if they prove that they were unaware of even an 
obvious risk or if they responded reasonably to a known risk, 
even if the harm ultimately was not averted. 

 ● Use of subjective test will not foreclose prospective 
injunctive relief, nor require a prisoner to suffer physical 
injury before obtaining prospective relief. The subjective test 
adopted today is consistent with the principle that one does 
not have to await the consummation of threatened injury to 
obtain preventive relief." Pennsylvania v. West Virginia, 262 
U.S. 553. In a suit for prospective relief, the subjective factor, 
deliberate indifference, "should be determined in light of the 
prison authorities' current attitudes and conduct," Helling 
v. McKinney, 509 U.S.(No. 91-1958): their attitudes and
conduct at the time suit is brought and persisting thereafter. 
In making the requisite showing of subjective culpability, 
the prisoner may rely on developments that postdate the 
pleadings and pretrial motions, as prison officials may rely 
on such developments to show that the prisoner is not entitled 
to an injunction. A Court that finds the Eighth Amendment's 
objective and subjective requirements satisfied may grant 
appropriate injunctive relief, though it should approach 
issuance of injunctions with the usual caution. A court need 
not ignore a prisoner's failure to take advantage of adequate 
prison procedures to resolve inmate grievances, and may 
compel a prisoner to pursue them. 

A Viable Option
"In a class action, once the plaintiffs establish a pattern 

of abuse, courts then may determine that the defendants 
acted with "deliberate indifference" to the women prisoners' 
endurance of the condition of sexual abuse. As this Note 
suggests, however, inmate-plaintiffs proceeding individually 
actually have little opportunity to gain injunctive relief under 
the Eighth Amendment."

[Amy Laderberg, The "Dirty Little Secret": Why Class 
Actions Have Emerged as the Only Viable Option for Women 
Inmates Attempting to Satisfy the Subjective Prong of the Eighth 
Amendment in Suits for Custodial Sexual Abuse, 40 Wm. & Mary 
L. Rev. 323 (1998), https://scholarship.law.wm.edu/wmlr/ vol40/
iss1/7] 
NOTE: More from the "Dirty Little Secret" in Prison Focus 
Issue 60

still common for Californians to bring "taxpayer actions" 
against public officials for wasting public funds through 
mismanagement of a government agency, where the relief 
sought is a writ of mandate compelling the official to stop 
wasting money and fulfill his duty to protect the public 
fisc.6 The writ of mandate is also used in California for 
interlocutory appeals. In this context, the party seeking 
the writ is treated on appeal like a plaintiff, the trial court 
becomes the defendant, and the opponent is designated as 
the "real party in interest".

Editor’s Note: This type of action is used to make the prison 
follow one of their own rules or regulations. For instance, if 
a prison is refusing to process a 602, this could be used to 
make the prison provide an answer. Or if the prison is not 
giving someone a prop 57 hearing when they are entitled to 
one, or refuses to allow someone an Olsen review of their 
files. 
6 See, e.g., Humane Society of the United States v. State Bd. of 
Equalization, 152 Cal. App. 4th 349 (2007).

What exactly is a "cruel and unusual 
punishment" within the meaning of the 

Eighth Amendment?  
Published in 2019 on the Exploring Constitutional Law 
website of Doug Linder, of University of Missouri

What exactly is a "cruel and unusual punishment" within 
the meaning of the Eighth Amendment?  Did the framers 
intend only to ban punishments-- such as "drawing and 
quartering" a prisoner, or having him boiled in oil or burned 
at the stake--that were recognized as cruel at the time of the 
amendment's adoption?  Or did they expect that the list of 
prohibited punishments would change over time as society's 
"sense of decency" evolved?  One clue to the expectations of 
the framers comes from the debates of the First Congress that 
proposed the Eighth Amendment.  On the floor of the House, 
Representative Livermore complained about the vagueness of 
the amendment's language: "It is sometimes necessary to hang 
a man, villains often deserve a whipping, and perhaps having 
their ears cut off, but are we in the future to be prevented 
from inflicting those punishments because they are 'cruel'?"  
Despite Livermore's objections, the vague language, subject 
to new interpretation over time, was left unchanged and the 
amendment ratified.  The Supreme Court in the 1958 case 
of Trop v Dulles, expressly endorsed the view that what are 
prohibited "cruel and unusual punishments" should change 
over time, being those punishments which offend society's 
"evolving sense of decency."

DELIBERATE INDIFFERENCE 
EXPLAINED
Excerpts from Justia US Law: Prisons and Punishment 
https://law.justia.com

“It is unquestioned that ‘[c]onfinement in a prison . . . is 
a form of punishment subject to scrutiny under the Eighth 
Amendment standards. Conditions [in prison] must not 
involve the wanton and unnecessary infliction of pain, nor 
may they be grossly disproportionate to the severity of the 
crime warranting imprisonment. . . .  But conditions that 
cannot be said to be cruel and unusual under contemporary 
standards are not unconstitutional. To the extent that such 
conditions are restrictive and even harsh, they are part of 
the penalty that criminal offenders pay for their offenses 
against society.” These general principles apply both to the 
treatment of individuals and to the creation or maintenance 
of prison conditions that are inhumane to inmates generally. 
Ordinarily there is both a subjective and an objective inquiry. 
Before conditions of confinement not formally meted out as 
punishment by the statute or sentencing judge can qualify as 
“punishment,” there must be a culpable “wanton” state of 
mind on the part of prison officials. In the context of general 
prison conditions, this culpable state of mind is “deliberate 
indifference”; in the context of emergency actions, e. g., 
actions required to suppress a disturbance by inmates, only 
a malicious and sadistic state of mind is culpable. When 
excessive force is alleged, the objective standard varies 
depending upon whether that force was applied in a good-
faith effort to maintain or restore discipline, or whether it was 
applied maliciously and sadistically to cause harm. In the 
good-faith context, there must be proof of significant injury. 
When, however, prison officials “maliciously and sadistically 
use force to cause harm, contemporary standards of decency 
are always violated,” and there is no need to prove that 
“significant injury” resulted….

...Deliberate indifference in this context means something 
more than disregarding an unjustifiably high risk of harm that 
should have been known, as might apply in the civil context. 
Rather, it requires a finding that the responsible person 
acted in reckless disregard of a risk of which he or she was 
aware, as would generally be required for a criminal charge 
of recklessness. Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825 (1994). In 
upholding capital punishment by a three-drug lethal injection 
protocol, despite the risk that the protocol will not be properly 
followed and consequently result in severe pain, a Court 
plurality found that, although “subjecting individuals to a 
risk of future harm—not simply actually inflicting pain—can 
qualify as cruel and unusual punishment . . . , the conditions 
presenting the risk must be ‘sure or very likely to cause serious 
illness and needless suffering,’ and give rise to ‘sufficiently 
imminent dangers.’ . . . [T]o prevail on such a claim there 
must be a ‘substantial risk of serious harm,’ an ‘objectively 
intolerable risk of harm’ that prevents prison officials from 
pleading that they were ‘subjectively blameless for purposes 
of the Eighth Amendment.” Baze v. Rees, 128 S. Ct. 1520, 
1530–31 (emphasis added by the Court). This case is also 
discussed, supra, under Eighth Amendment, “Application 
and Scope.”

 
  RESOURCES? 

 I am currently trying to do my first lawsuit for Cruel & 
Unusual Punishment clause of the 8th  Amendment.  Is there 
a way ya’ll can help? Please. I would also be thankful for 
information on any LGBTQ advocacy groups or legal help you 
can direct me to. You guys have a nice one and thank you for 
listening.” Anonymous 

Tip: Grievances must be filed within 30 days of the harm 
happening. If you do not, you may not be allowed to bring a 
lawsuit. If you would like to file a lawsuit over a continuing 
issue you may file a lawsuit as long as that issue continues, and 
so long as you have exhausted your administrative remedies.

RESOURCES
Prison Law Office (PLO) provides free self-help and 
informational materials to prisoners, including a habeas 
corpus manual. They also published The California State 
Prisoners Handbook: A Comprehensive Guide to Prison 
and Parole Law.  It costs $20 for people in custody. Write to: 
Prison Law Office, General Delivery, San Quentin, CA 94964
Black and Pink is a volunteer organization that lists LGBTQ 
on a pen-pal website, distributes a monthly newsletter of 
primarily queer/trans prisoner writing, and advocates for 
specific prisoner needs when possible. May not respond 
quickly. Write to: 
Black & Pink  6223 Maple St. #4600  Omaha, NE 68104
GLBTQ Legal Advocates & Defenders (GLAD) handles 
legal issues involving GLBTQ and HIV positive prisoners.  
Will refer out non-New England prison issues. Write to:  
GLAD 18 Tremont, Suite 950, Boston, MA 02108
Transgender Law Center’s Detention Project works 
to end the abuses transgender and gender nonconforming 
(TGNC) people experience in prisons, and other forms of 
detention. Write them concerning TGNC issues, or to obtain 
copies of their list of available reports and publications 
including Safety Inside: Problems Faced by Transgender 
Prisoners and Common Sense Solutions to Them, and 
Advocating for Yourself While in Custody in California. 
Write to: Detention Project Director, Flor Bermude at PO 
Box 70976, Oakland, CA. 94612-0976, or you can call the  
Detention Project direct line, collect, at 510-380-8229. Hay 
publicaciones en Español. 
The Center of Constitutional Rights and National Lawyers 
Guild publish the Jailhouse Lawyer’s Handbook. Send your 
request to: NLG - Prison Law Project  132 Nassau Street, Rm 
922, New York, NY 10038 [Donations of $2 (or more) to help 
offset postage and shipping are greatly appreciated.]
Prison Focus Issue 57 includes an article on page 19 about 
how to conduct legal research in the law library. $2 each. 

SCOTLAND 9 HUNGER STRIKE
   By: Joseph "Shine White" Stewart (Deputy Minister of Defense of the White Panther Organization NC-Branch) 
Edited for length

On August 1st, 1856 here in North Carolina, a fierce battle erupted between fugitives and slaveholders who sought their capture 
and re-enslavement. With Black August upon us, resistance is in the air our fallen Komrade's voices can be heard if you 
listen closely. On July 31st, myself and eight other prisoners engaged in a hungerstrike demanding superintendent Katie 

Poole address the ongoing violations ... of confinement for prisoners being housed [in solitary confinement] at Scotland Correctional. 
Prisoners were being denied outside rec, phone calls, grievances, and their sleep was being disrupted several times every night by 
medical staff maliciously banging on their door cells. Incarcerated Workers Organizing Committee of Atlanta put out a phone zap to 
support our hungerstrike and the recreation [issue] was rectified immediately, we're still waiting to hear [on the other demands]... This 
neglience on behalf of the prison staff is nothing new and there's still a mile to walk but with the support of y'all on the outside we 
don't have to walk the mile alone. Unfortunately in this process we received various types of retaliation by severe beatings, humiliating 
body searches, cell raids, withheld mail, and stolen property. Moreover, out of the nine hungerstrikers I was the only one to receive a 
disciplinary infraction and no longer do I receive vegan meals. This disciplinary infraction is being used to prolong my stay in solitary 
confinement, which I have been in since August 2018 due to my involvement in the 2018 Nationwide Prison Strike. 

I entreat that you make a call to captain Henderson and/or superintendent Katie Poole at (910)844-3078 and let them know you are 
aware of the reprisals I'm being subjected to and you want to know why, when my advocacy efforts don't violate any of the prison rules. 
Let them know you will be contacting internal affairs demanding an investigation on my behalf. If you don't want to call, I entreat that 
you send an email to them instead at karen.henderson@ncdps.gov on katypoole@ncdps.gov.

Thank you Komrades, for y'all are my voice when mine has been suppressed.   All Power to the People
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V-DAY 2019 SPOTLIGHT 
ON WOMEN IN PRISON, 
DETENTION CENTERS, AND 
FORMERLY INCARCERATED 
WOMEN excerpts

The Astronomical Growth of 
Women Impacted by Incarceration

Published by VDAY at www.vday.org

The United States has 5% of the world's population and 
a staggering 25% of the world's incarcerated people; 
a system of mass incarceration has been created, 

with 2.1 million people behind bars and nearly 5 million 
more on probation or parole. This system is a business, with 
corporations profiting off the backs of vulnerable individuals 
who were served into it via a pipeline of injustice that finds its 
roots in inequity and racism.

The vast majority of this large incarcerated population is 
poor, Black and Hispanic, with women being the fastest-
growing segment. In fact, the United States has the world's 
highest rate of incarcerated women in the world. Despite the 
fact that only 4% of the world's female population lives in the 
United States, this group makes up over 30% of the world's 
women in prison population.  Since 1980, the number of 
women in prison has grown 700%. In addition to the numbers 
of incarcerated women, 1.2 million women live under the 
control of the criminal justice through parole or probation. 
In addition, when a woman goes to prison, her family and 
community are deeply affected. More than 60% of women in 
state prisons in the United States have a child under the age of 18.

Women of color are at far greater risk of being incarcerated. 
In 2016, the imprisonment rate for African American women-- 
96 per 100,000-- was twice the rate of that for white women-- 
49 per 100,000. Hispanic women were imprisoned at 1.4 times 
the rate of white women.

The growth of women in prison has been twice as high as 
that of men since 1980, though men continue to make up the 
vast majority. However, women in communities that have 
been targeted by mass incarceration bear the brunt of raising 

Alabama DOC used the local media to 
spread misinformation by falsely reporting 
that people were eating and that the strike had 
ended. Kenneth Traywick also went on hunger 
strike to protest transfer from medium security 
to maximum at Limestone Correctional 
Facility.

Kinetik Justice, Swift Justice and Kenneth 
Traywick are all working to expose abuses 
at Limestone. Family members are being 
extorted for money in exchange for contact 
with their loved ones inside. 

Success! The practice of “bucket detail”  
(physical and psychological torture disguised 
as a measure to prevent contraband, called 
"Potty Watch" in California) ended due to 
public pressure and media coverage. ADOC 
is under investigation by the Department of 
Justice.

An FTP organizer, in concert with Kinetik 
Justice and Swift Justice, mobilized people 
from the convergence to meet Alabama organizers, loved ones 
and Unheard Voices of the Concrete Jungle for a rally on June 
22 outside of Limestone Correctional Facility in Northern 
Alabama. This is where Swift and Kinetic are currently being 
held and where many inside organizers in Alabama have been 
sent in recent years to face torturous repression and violence.

... We received word that the guys inside were ecstatic to 
see coverage of the rally on the local news. As a direct result 
of this action, demand number 2, “the removal of the corrupt 
administration at Limestone,” has been met in part!

Monday: Convergence participants took part in two 
protest actions. One was against the Florida Department of 
Transportation, which continues to use prison slavery on roads 
and highways despite Alachua County voting to end the inmate 
leasing practice [aka: slavery]. 

The other action was a rally outside the county jail, calling 
attention to a Father’s Day Bail Out campaign that is ongoing. 
One dad was bailed out that day. FTP and IWOC Gainesville 
continue raising funds to get more dads out of jail. 

The most powerful moment of the day was when one of the 
organizers read out the names of every single person inside 
Alachua County Jail – a really important moment of solidarity 
which took a lot of physical endurance, a moment where rising 
power was felt.

These are just the take-aways that stood out to us. If you’d like 
further information or to get in touch, please write to:

IWOC Oakland
P.O. Box 6305          Or
Oakland, CA 94603

A protester holds a sign highlighting the Juneteenth and 
Father’s Day Bailout organized by the Gainesville Incarcerated 
Workers Organizing Committee that ended the 2019 Fight Toxic 
Prisons Convergence. Three people were successfully bailed 
out of the Alachua County Jail. – Photo: Jordan Mazurek

this is what women of color said would happen from the 
beginning.

Key take-aways were 1) that prevention is a much more 
effective use of resources than reaction; 2) that the Violence 
Against Women Act, which is up for renewal, while aimed at 
safety, is full of the same punitive and carceral thinking that 
Leigh’s research shows has failed; and 3) Leigh challenged 
the narrative about domestic violence as being about “power 
and control” in favor of a more holistically trauma informed 
understanding.

In a break-out session, people discussed their own 
identities and positions of privilege and how those may create 
certain dynamics within the work. White folks with middle 
class and/or academic backgrounds were encouraged to be 
intentional and reflective about how they navigate movement 
spaces, and to situate themselves in their motivations and 
meet feedback head-on, especially when it comes to one’s 
blind spots and privileges.

Over dinner, we listened to a call-in panel with several 
currently caged political prisoners: Mumia Abu-Jamal, 
Rashid Johnson, KC Canada, Kwame Shakur and recently 
freed political prisoner Shaka Zulu joining us in person. The 
panel spoke on their conditions and shared their analysis of 
the carceral system’s strategy.

Notable points: Prisons are both an economic project and 
a counterinsurgency program. Their neverending goal is to 
continue “locking people up who are trying to be free.” 

A reoccurring theme and recognition 
of the discussion was that “we can’t 
destroy prisons without destroying 
capitalism.”
Sunday: The morning began with Chairman Shaka Zulu 

speaking about “hitting the ground like a paratrooper” upon 
release to fight jail construction in New Jersey. He is the 
current chairman and cofounder with Rashid Johnson of the 
New Afrikan Black Panther Party.

Rashid, in the room again via phone, shared what 
he considers some victories: Working with Florida 
organizations to found SPARC (Supporting Prisoners and 
Real Change). Bringing together families of prisoners to fight 
video visitation and high fees for use of communications 
technology.

A strike at Red Onion State Prison (Virginia supermax) 
produced a report on abuses within the prison with the help 
of outside organizations. This report, in combination with 
organizing by prisoners and SPARC, pressured the institution 
to end the practice of 22 hour a day solitary confinement.

Rashid also favored the San Francisco Bay View National 
Black Newspaper with a hearty shoutout. Finally, Rashid 
shares what he thinks is needed as we move into the future: 
1) Effective inside-outside reporting structure to facilitate the
sharing of information. 2) Need to collaborate, consolidate 
groups and movements and build alliances. 3) Need to turn 
prisons into sites of “base-building” and political education.

Organizers who live and/or work directly with people 
incarcerated in Southern states shared their work and 
strategic trajectory:

In Atlanta IWOC and several other community 
organizations and individuals are mobilizing against Dekalb 
and Fulton County jails, where people caged have been 
experiencing severe medical neglect, moldy food and cells, 
and several deaths. Dekalb uses video visitation, which is 
how the initial call for help reached IWOC and other groups 
in Atlanta.

On April 15 a noise demo was spontaneously organized, 
and groups began tabling outside Dekalb during visiting 
hours. The people who put out the call for help were placed 
in solitary. During noise demos, people inside the jail broke 
windows, shouting and attempting to get information and 
evidence to the protesters, including mold samples. Another 
solidarity demonstration was held on July 1.

In Louisiana, acts of resistance are ongoing in Angola, 
but repression has been fierce. One prisoner was made an 
example of by being dragged by ankle chains in preemptive 
retaliation for possible strike activity. 

This information is crucial in changing the public’s story 
of imprisoned people and exposing gross inconsistencies and 
injustices on the part of the state. Many people in Louisiana 
who are serving long or life sentences were convicted by 
a jury of 10 rather than 12, and over 7,000 people have 
remained caged well after their parole dates. Angola has a 
hospice care wing and a cemetery.

In Alabama, hunger strikes continue in 2019. Holman 
and St. Clair Correctional Facility were both raided by 
SWAT teams, and 30 people were transferred to isolation in 
Holman. The hunger strikers demanded release from solitary 
confinment and to be given an explanation for the transfer.

Kinetik Justice of the Free Alabama Movement was placed 
in solitary and went on hunger strike. Unheard Voices of the 
Concrete Jungle and FTP organized a series of phone zaps. 

children alone and shoring up their families financially and 
emotionally. Women are carrying the enormous economic, 
physical and emotional burdens of mass incarceration, often 
suffering severe health problems, as well as the isolation 
due to the persistent stigma of incarceration in our society.
Immigration and Detention Centers: Impact on 
Women

In the United States, the immigration crisis under 
the Trump Administration has left a staggering number 
of refugees in over 200 immigrant prisons and jails.    
According to Freedom for Immigrants it is unclear how 
many facilities exist in the U.S. and around the world.     In 
April 2018, The Intercept reported that it had unearthed 
hundreds of complaints about sexual and physical abuse 
in detention centers at the hands of U.S. Immigration and 
Customs Enforcement (ICE) agents     .

This is just the tip of the iceberg. Women and children in 
detention, as with women and girls in prison, are not safe. 
These assaults follow an alarming trend in U.S. detention 
centers, which number close to 100 now. The New York 
Timesreports that while ICE has reported 1,310 claims 
of sexual abuse against detainees between 2013 to 2017, 
the actual numbers are likely much higher according to 
experts monitoring the issue. ProPublica reports: "Using 
state public records laws, ProPublica has obtained police 
reports and call logs concerning more than 70 of the 
approximately 100 immigrant youth shelters run by the U.S. 
Health and Human Services department's Office of Refugee 
Resettlement. While not a comprehensive assessment of the 
conditions at these shelters, the records challenge the Trump 
administration's assertion that the shelters are safe havens 
for children. The reports document hundreds of allegations 
of sexual offenses, fights and missing children." 
Global Incarceration of Women

Globally, the rate at which women are being imprisoned 
has grown by 53% since 2000. One explanation for this 
alarming trend is globalization. Michelle Chen reports in 
The Nation: "The incarceration rate and rising gender-based 
violence, paradoxically, track the growing levels of freedom 
and public activity among women. Compared with North 
American and Europe, the parts of Asia, Latin America, 
and Africa where globalization has had its most severe 
effects have also undergone significant social changes: 
young women face unprecedented pressures in education 
and work, including migration from rural areas and poor 
countries for jobs, while the expectation remains that they 
will still care for their families and children."  In essence, 
women are more at risk for imprisonment than before 
because the work they engage in, or actions they are forced 
to take, are deemed illegal by the state--actions which they 
are compelled to do because of their economic status. In 
essence, globalization is putting tremendous pressure on 
women living at society's margins. Families must be fed, 
and women are forced to do whatever it takes to put food 
on the table, with devastating consequences. Take Thailand, 
for example, where as a "war on drugs" is being waged. 
There, more and more women are being sent to prison for 
selling drugs or possessing a small amount of them.  

** VDAY is a global activist movement to end violence 
against women and girls. To read this report in it's entirety, 
with footnotes, go to: www.vday.org/spotlight2019 or send 
your request plus 3 stamps to: 

California Prison Focus  
4408 Market St., Ste A
Oakland, CA 94608

 Fight Toxic Prisons
433 South Main St. 
Gainesville, FL 32601

Fight Toxic Prisons                       Continued from page 2     
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Conquer the Dragon
Dear California Prison Focus,  I am in need of soldiers, riders, 
warriors, advocates, supporters, and activist to help give birth to 
a movement directed towards prison abolishment. First, we have 
to take on, duel, and slay the dragon, which is CDCR, a plight 
sure to not only prove strenous, but also certain to result in amany 
casualty, a prime symbol of sacrifice to effect change. 

Currently, this Non Designated Program Facility (NDPF) 
mission has set a blaze to the already infamous rivalry between 
general population [GP] and sensitive need yard [SNY] prisoners. 
The NDPF design merely facilitates the acccess, increases the 
violence, and creates what the court recognize as “imminent 
danger” conditions. 

On March 20, 2019, I filed a civil rights complaint pursuant 
to to 42 UCS Section 1983, Williams v. Allison et Al., Case No. 
1:19-cv-00371-BAM (PC), in the Eastern District of California 

Don't Settle on Settling
I’d like to respond to a letter printed in your #58, Spring 

2019 issues, page 6. It was by Anonymous about taking all civil 
litigations to trial. I was raised in Cali’s CYA’S and state prisons 
for about 23 years of my life. Before I tried to outrun the 3 strikes 
law in 2000 and ended up in a worse mandatory minimum sentence 
called measure II in Oregon. 

I agree with Anonymous ["to break the prison system by 
statewide civil litigations where all prisoner cases proceed to trial 
and absolutely no settlements."] but would argue this needs to be 
done on a nationwide basis, not just state-wide. § 1983 Civil Rights 
Cases arise in U.S District Courts which are federal and subsidized 
by the Federal Government and any settlements or damages are 
paid by the state’s insurance and/or bonding company, so you 
cannot “break the state” this way.

I’ve settled two cases out of court now and so know a bit about 
which I speak, and that’s another problem we face. They have 
deep pockets and rely upon the knowledge that the majority of us 
[don’t have]. The majority of us  are poor and have never seen 
“real money” before and so they pay us off to dismiss cases. It’s 
very hard to turn down offers in the six digits! But consider this, 
they do not settle cases with losers! They file motions to dismiss or 
summon judgment motions they know they’ll win, and so if they’re 
offering to settle it’s probably because you’re going to win. 

Keep in mind as well you’ll have to show the court a good faith 
effort. If you’re unreasonable or refuse to negotiate, the court 
won’t look on you favorably. However, if you just fail to reach any 
agreement you can say you tried. Also, you run the risk of turning 
down a large settlement and the jury only awards you one dollar! 
It’s happened before so you need to know the strength and severity 
of your case.

Before reading that article, I had already decided that all future 
cases (lifer) will go to trial to set precedent that we can all build 
upon, Cali, Oregon, and others are all within the 9th circuit 
jurisdiction. So a win for one is a win for all. And be assured that 
if you win at trial the A.G. will surely appeal to the 9th circuit, and 
their decisions are binding on all of us. Also, I would encourage 
someone somewhere to create a website to make these lawsuits 
easily available to the public so they can see the abuses for 
themselves. This would bring awareness to the general masses and 
if you want real change you have to change the public’s perceptions 
on crime and justice!

Lastly all newspapers have investigative journalists whom you 
can write to, every state has a disability rights organization or 
system designed to protect and advocate for the rights of individuals 
with mental illness; They investigate incidents of abuse, neglect, 
etc. and are authorized under 42. V.S.C. 10801-10851. They are 
government funded (so you pay nothing) or  funded by private 
charities.

You’ve heard the old saying, the pen is mightier than the sword. 
This is true but like the sword, you must first learn to wield it.  
Respect to all my Modesto homeboys, Anonymous

MANDAMUS
 A Remedy for Defects of Justice

Wikipedia, August 20, 2019

MANDAMUS (/ˈmænˈdeɪməs/; lit. 'we com-
mand') is a judicial remedy in the form of an 
order from a court1 to any government, sub-

ordinate court, corporation, or public authority, to do (or 
forbear from doing) some specific act which that body 
is obliged under law to do (or refrain from doing), and 
which is in the nature of public duty, and in certain cases 
one of a statutory duty. It cannot be issued to compel an 
authority to do something against statutory provision. For 
example, it cannot be used to force a lower court to re-
ject or authorize applications that have been made, but 
if the court refuses to rule one way or the other then a 
mandamus can be used to order the court to rule on the 
applications.

Mandamus may be a command to do an administrative 
action or not to take a particular action, and it is 
supplemented by legal rights. In the American legal 
system it must be a judicially enforceable and legally 
protected right before one suffering a grievance can ask 
for a mandamus. A person can be said to be aggrieved 
only when they are denied a legal right by someone who 
has a legal duty to do something and abstains from doing it.

The party requesting a writ of mandamus to be enforced 
should be able to show that they have a legal right to 
compel the respondent to do or refrain from doing the 
specific act. The duty sought to be enforced must have 
two qualities:2 It must be a duty of public nature and the 
duty must be imperative and should not be discretionary. 
Furthermore, mandamus will typically not be granted if 
adequate relief can be obtained by some other means, 
such as appeal.3

The purpose of mandamus is to remedy defects of 
justice. It lies in the cases where there is a specific right 
but no specific legal remedy for enforcing that right. 
Generally, it is not available in anticipation of any injury 
except when the petitioner is likely to be affected by an 
official act in contravention of a statutory duty or where 
an illegal or unconstitutional order is made. The grant 
of mandamus is therefore an equitable remedy; a matter 
for the discretion of the court, the exercise of which is 
governed by well-settled principles.4

Mandamus being a discretionary remedy, the 
application for it must be made in good faith and not 
for indirect purposes. Acquiescence cannot, however, 
bar the issue of mandamus. The petitioner must, of 
course, satisfy the Court that they have the legal right 
to the performance of the legal duty as distinct from 
mere discretion of authority.5 A mandamus is normally 
issued when an officer or an authority by compulsion of 
statute is required to perform a duty and that duty, despite 
demand in writing, has not been performed

 In some U.S. states, such as the courts of California, 
the writ is now called mandate instead of mandamus, 
and may be issued by any level of the state court system 
to any lower court or to any government official. It is 
1  Learning the Law. "Writ of mandamus and the Indian 
Constitution".Lex Warrier. India. Archived from the original on 
2015-08-19.
2  RK Choudhary's Law of Writs; Mandamus.
3  "Supreme Court Rule 20". 2011-12-15. Retrieved May 29, 
2012.
4  Gangadhar Narsingdas Agrawal v. Union of India, AIR 1967 
Goa 142 (147); Regional Director v. AS Bhangoo, (1969) 73 
Cal. WN 267; Megh Nath v. Director, Technical Education, UT 
Chandigarh, 1990 (1) RSJ 126.
5  Basantilal v. Laxminarayan, 1970 MPLJ (Note)

PRISONER CHALLENGES 
ALLEGED GANG VALIDATION 
AND DEFENDS HIS RIGHT TO 
READ AND WRITE UNDER THE 
1ST AMENDMENT 
By Kevin D. Sawyer, aka Cyrus

A small victory has taken place. On April 19, 
2019, the U.S. Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit 
“reversed and remanded" my First Amendment 

case back to the Northern District Court of California. 
Now in its eighth year, this case began in late 2011, 

when I arrived at San Quentin State Prison from Folsom 
State Prison. It was then that my writings (intellectual 
property), notes, quotes and research, compiled during 
years of reading in other prisons, was seized by prison 
guards who deemed it "indicative" of association or 
membership in the Black Guerilla Family prison gang 
(think George Jackson). I am not, nor have I ever been 
affiliated with the BGF. 

Because I had read certain books during my then-
fifteen years of incarceration, certain prison officials 
questioned and held my research and writings. I filed a 
grievance to have it returned to me, along with several 
other requests. I was later threatened with "validation" 
points that could have placed me in solitary confinement, 
indefinitely. 

 After exhausting my state administrative remedies, I 
filed a civil rights suit (42 U.S.C. $ 1983). The District 
Court granted summary judgment for the defendant(s). I 
appealed and filed a motion for appointment of counsel. 
The Ninth Circuit “denied” the motion, reasoning it was 
"unnecessary” and appointed an attorney to represent 
me on appeal, pro bono. 

The case, Sawyer v. Chappell, et al., 9th Cir. Case 
No. 17-16846 (D.C. Case No. 3:15-cv-00220-JD), 
is essential to follow, because many prisoners who 
previously filed similar suits had gang affiliation, 
long criminal records, and lengthy prison disciplinary 
records. I have none of that working against me. 

For years, the California Department of Corrections 
and Rehabilitation has placed prisoners in super-max 
prisons because of what they have read or written, 
in violation of these prisoners' rights under the U.S. 
Constitution. In 2013, these prisoners led a nationwide 
hunger strike to end solitary confinement. 

San Quentin State Prison is the state’s flag ship for 
“rehabilitation," as long as it can determine what that 
looks like. Deviation from state prescribed educational 
"programming" is oftentimes construed as one's inability 
to adjust, irrespective of them remaining disciplinary 
free. For 22 years, I haven't done anything that would 
warrant a write up. 

The public isn't aware of all that takes place inside 
San Quentin, California's oldest prison. In a politically 
twisted system that boast reform as its model, the prison's 
infamy extends far beyond the men who are confined 
here. This is because every correctional officer is 
emboldened to act as warden, with impunity. 

They tried to bury me. Maybe one 
day they'll succeed. But for the time 
being, I plan to resist, read and write 
as I please. 
What I'd like you to take away from this is the idea 

that the U.S. Constitution is not in place to protect us. 
We are positioned to protect it from the tyranny of men 
who would soon oppress others, inside and outside the 
prison gate. 

I urge you to follow this case and its developments. 
Pass the information on to other journalists, writers, and 
professionals. Thank you.

CDCr Resources Dedicated to Silencing Truth Tellers
“Though our endeavor is just, the agents of 
torture and repression – the OCS (Office of 
Correctional Safety), SSU (Special Services Unit), 
IGI (Institutional Gang Investigations) and ISU 
(Investigations Services Unit) – have dedicated 
their resources towards silencing our voices and 
suffocating the true spirit of free speech.”  Abdul 
Olugbala Shakur, Mutope Duguma and Heshima Denham (From 
the Prison Focus archives,)

I Have a Dream 
….I have a dream that one day, mass civil trials and judgements 
by prisoners who suffer unjustly while exploited for what tax 
dollars our bodies bring, will thwart prison operations statewide 
by staking claim to the very tax dollars used to render us a part of 
an industry or commodity as oppose to a part of the human race.     
Anonymous, RJD

us on the outside, having this additional data might 
be important to understanding responses and inside 
issues.]

a. Currently, what is your security level classification?
If your classification been changed over your time 
while in CDCr’s system, how has it been changed?

b. What kind of yard are you currently on? (check
appropriate box):  [  ] GP   [  ] SNY   [  ] NDPF (inc. 
medical facilities, firecamp, EOP, etc.)

c. If there is anything else you want to share with us
regarding your classification, feel free to use the space 
provided below:

4. If there was one thing you wanted the outside to
know about CDCr’s “reintegration” plans, what would 
that be?

5. Feel free to add anything else you have to say,
anything you got on your mind right now. All of it 
counts and all of it matters.
Send responses to:  IWOC Oakland

   PO Box 6305
   Oakland, CA 94603

challenging CDCr’s NDPF, and on March 25th, 2019, 
a magistrate judge ruled the allegations in challenge, 
satisfy the imminent danger requirement set by Andrews 
v. Cervantes, 493 F.3d 1047 (9th Cir. 2007)

In recognizing that are hundreds of others, statewide,
held hostage to and by the CDCR’s NDPF, it is my intent 
to aid the majority by establishing a defense fund to raise 
enough money for the right attorney to make this issue a 
class action lawsuit. I would hope to further establish a 
practice where we would resist any settlement, no matter 
how appealing, and demand our right to a jury trial, as to 
know justice by its intended form. All too often CDCR 
offers settlements in compromise, without accepting 
any real liability for what wrongs its policies, practices, 
or employees impose. Pesky settlements which equate 
to ‘hush money’ to make [us] go away, which is why 
violations and deprivations persist. 

The cost of a lengthy litigation and trial, followed by a 
most handsome judgement award against CDCR would 
compel lasting solutions….John Williams, V34099  
CMF  PIP S1 117  PO Box 2000 Vacaville, CA 95696 
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 Where's the Accountability at RJD?
Dear Prison Focus,
 … CDCR officials from the Sacramento office then came 

trying to interview ‘random’ prisoners regarding treatment 
and conditions here, but still there is no discipline, 
prosecution or accountability to correctional officials who 
the prisoners swept in the wardens sweep.

 …. If the justice department don’t use the power and 
resources of the federal government to hold RJD officials 
accountable for the criminal practices and operations 
already identified by previous reports, then the California 
Correctional Peace Officers Association (CCPOA) will 
use its massive power and resources to defend an accused 
CDCR official untill vindicated or reinstated. In other 
words, when a CDCR official is accused of murder, the 
CCPOA intervene as an accomplice after the crime ... You 
see, CDCR is something of a maffia, and its no secret that 
a crime syndicate rewards its most loyal, who defend and 
protect the organization.

 So when CDCR officials demonstrate a willingness 
to lie, be dishonest and deceitful to protect the image of 
CDCR, then they are rewarded with the CCPOA’s undying 
protections as well as with ranking authority, in order to 
groom lower ranking officials on how to use the face of lies 
and deception to protect the image CDCR has built up, to 
convince the public of its honorable mission to rehabilitate, 
and ability to do no wrong.

  The Cat's Out of the Bag
Greetings to all CPF Readers & Supporters. 
I write today to salute the anonymous individual who 
exposed the truth about what has been happening at R.J 
Donovan regarding the rogue guards and their organized 
crime which was featured in the CPF #57, 2018 Winter 
edition, which was well written, and perfectly true. 

Now, I would like to give you a sample of what happened 
to me while I was at RJD Facility C back in 2017. Due in 
part to the serious decline in the C yard environment I began 
submitting back to back 602 appeals on just about every 
subject you can think of such as, food quality & quantity, 
ventilations, indigent supplies, maintenance issues and lack 
of programming just to name a few. Shortly there after I was 
approached by two rogue guards and directed to cease my 
602 activity or risk getting F*@#?!-up. Being unaware of 
all the [informants] that were kicking it with the guards, I 
proceeded full steam ahead with the 602’s. 

Later, in early August a section of chain-link fencing came 
up missing (which should have never happened had the 
guards been doing their jobs). Well, the discovery of missing 
chain-link prompted a mass search of all the housing units 
where they allegedly found a sharpened toothbrush hidden 
in my mattress, which was found by X-ray equipment ... I 
was immediately placed in Ad/Seg. 

Just for a little background, it should be noted that I 
have never had any weapons or physical altercation in my 
30 year history of being in CDCR, and for the record I 
didn’t put the weapon there! After being placed in Ad/Seg 
I was given an Investigative Employee (IE) I told her that 
I wanted a polygraph, her reply, “We don’t do that.” I stated 
that I wanted fingerprints taken. She said “We don’t do that 
either.” I then directed her to go into my property to retrieve 
a CDCR form 22 that I had in there. When I moved into that 
cell, where the weapon was found, it was never searched. 
The cell window was broke, security screws were missing 
from the light fixture and the mattress was damaged. I had 
listed all of those issues on the Form 22, and it was signed 
by my floor cop. The next thing I know, due to my triple 
CMP classification, and no power or cable outlets in Ad/Seg 
I was transferred to Lancaster without having my witnesses 
interviewed or being given the Form 22 from my property. 

The next thing I know I’m having my 115 hearing at 
Lancaster which is in violation of Title 15, 3320.I.  Inmates 
can’t be transferred before a hearing unless an emergency 
exists! When I was given the IE report she stated that she 
“was unable to find inmates property, or locate his three 
requested witnesses.” 

To make a long story short, I was subsequently found 
guilty of an A-1 offense and advised to “602 it.” A few 
weeks later I went before ICC committee where I was given 
a 7 month suspended SHU (Due to no prior history) and 
I was transferred back to RJD. When I walked back into 
my previously assigned housing unit my floor officers were 
shocked to see that I was back (they thought they had put 
me on a back burner when they planted the weapon). 

Shortly thereafter, I purchased a cellphone and began 
documenting all the set-up fights, guards sleeping, watching 
TV, unsanitary conditions, riots and the like. I was able to 
capture countless photos and video. Once I had the evidence 
I began emailing several agencies under a fictitious name, 
including the FBI, CDCR Ombudsman, Dept of Justice, 
NBC News in San Diego and an attorney in Sacramento. 

... It all came to a screeching halt … [when] the 
Investigative Security Unit (ISU) discovered that I was 
the registered owner of the Associates Network, the web 

domain, and the P.O Box. Within a few days ISU rushed my 
cell while I was on the phone to NBC …  Unfortunately, I was 
once again placed in Ad/Seg, allegedly for investigation into 
criminal activity… I’m still in ASU where I believe I am being 
silenced. Unfortunately for the guards at Donovan, the cat’s 
out of the bag. They have installed cameras. There’s a major 
ongoing investigation and I’m quite certain there’s going to 
be guards arrested! Stay tuned for more, coming to a concrete 
warehouse near you. 
Respectfully, The Associates Network (CSP-LAC) 

The Porosity of Solid Information
I am writing to inform you of my recent change of 

address - yes unfortunately back to Corcoran SHU... 
I think it’s unfortunate that those GP prisoners continue 

to ignore the fact that not all SNY inmates are rapists, child 
molesters or snitches.... A lot were run off GP yards due 
to GP prisoners acting on supposed “solid information” 
gleaned from Confidential Informants - ie: CDCR Pigs.  

Keep up the good work y’all!  Respectfully, Anon., COR

Retaliation is the Mode of Operation 
In 2013 I was placed on a special transport from Pelican Bay 

State Prison to High Desert State Prison for an assault on a 
c/o. Upon arrival I was immediatly segregated away from all 
other prisoners, in ASU. This planned decision by correctional 
staff afforded them an isolated area to: threaten/harrass me, 
contaminate/poison my food, deprive me of all basic hygeine, 
clothing, personal property, and discard my medical request for 
help forms and CDCR 602 Appeals. 

This treatment continued for approxiately 3 weeks until I 
became seriously ill, because when the c/o's were not throwing 
my food trays into my cell at me they were contaminating/
poisoning my food with some unidentified toxic substance that 
caused me to suffer a severe stomach infection (bacteria) … I 
feel  apprehensive when accepting food that's served by c/o's. 

[About a year later] I filed a §1983 civil Suit in Federal 
Court for violating my 8th & 14th Amendments rights and for 
retaliation…. Compensation is not my primary objective, I want 
to also expose c/os so that interested parties will understand 
that CDCR has not changed their illegal behavior(s) towards 
prisoners. 

The court did appoint an attorney to represent me in this 
case, though in the last 5 months he has not responded to my 
inquiries so I no longer know if he represents me. 

Holding on to Self 
Despite Cruel and Unusual Punishment

May this letter be well received ... I am a lifer who finds 
himself in ASU due to an accusation of assault on a peace 
officer - allegedly ... I’ve been productive and programming 
to lower my points and reach my goal to make it to a level 2, 
to better my chances of freedom. I won’t give up hope to be 
reunited with my wife and family…

I am serving a 37 to life sentence. I’ve been down since 
2006 came to CDCR in 2007. Ever since, I have been 
productive and without any violence on a level 4 for the  
majority of my incarceration. It’s been over 4 years since 
my last 115 or RVR [violation].

The manner I was treated after the accuser [made his] 
claim, only led to their retaliation, as if correctional officers 
have some unspoken creed. They commenced their cruel 
and unusual punishment, releasing and letting out their 
anger and frustration for allegedly assaulting one of their 
own. I had no means to defend myself while in restraints 
(cuffs).

I’ve been in similar situations in Riverside County Jail 
where inmates are beaten and thrown into unknown cells 
‘til their knots, bruises and injuries heal. If I can endure 
and survive it then, I can survive it now. Only difference is 
that today there is a means, reason, cause and purpose. It’s 
name…California Prison Focus.

I don’t fear CDCR.  Sincerely, Anonymous, Wasco 
(I share my experience with discretion)

COs Don't Take Kindly to 602s
[In] 2015, which is where I started to come across 

problems that I never faced within my nineteen years of being 
incarcerated. I am  serving a LWOP sentence which I was in 
the process of fighting when Correctional Officers (COs) threw 
away all of my transcripts and legal research.

I wound up having to file a §1983 federal civil lawsuit … 
While I was actively pursuing that case I noticed hostility…  
from various COs…. I was retaliated against with a false 115…. 
A yard guard attempted to discourage me from pursuing the 
602 by threatening me and my buddy, by stating and I quote, 
“I heard about you and how you write things up and like to 
602. I am the yard sargent and in control of the yard and I’m 
telling you, we don’t take kindly to people who 602.” After 
this, the sargent began to point me out to various COs as being 
a problem inmate. …

This set in motion a series of other retaliatory 
acts - refusing me my showers... These tactics 
wound up chilling my 602 efforts in hopes that the 
campaign of harassment would stop…

… A CO yelled out “you fucked with the wrong white boys”
and attempted to punch my belly. Then another CO slammed 
my cellie on the wall then floor. Simultaneous me and the CO 
escorting me looked back at the commotion, when another CO 
punched me with no provocation. I … could barely walk at 
this time. The CO escorting me then shoved me forward and 
as I was falling face first, I reached out instinctively. I fell on 
the CO holding his wrists two other COs started to punch me 
repeatedly. One CO then grabbed my right shoulder. The other 
CO then attacked me further by kneeing me repeatedly in my 
head ... two more COs jumped on me ... they started to verbally 
attacked us, calling us bitch, faggot, faggot boy, saying, “I got 
your punk asses now”, showing malice and forethought … I 
observed these same COs conspiring/collaborating on writing 
false RVR reports denying me my due process. This incident 
is not isolated. There are other inmates here who have went 
through similar campaigns of harassment and experienced 
unnecessary force ... Video footage/evidence is conveniently 
not available despite numerous cameras. And despite 602 staff 
complaints giving the warden/associate warden notice of these 
unconstitutional acts taking place nothing has been done to 
quell the situation.

I am going to file another §1983 suit for retaliation and 
violation of my First, Eighth and Fourteenth Amendment rights….  

Also, a friend of mine is back here in the hole again basically 
for nothing other than the CO on a yard fabricating an incident....  
Sincerely, Anonymous 

Censorship Through Retaliation
I wrote your office with a few complaints. Shortly after 

I was given a rule violation and placed in administrative 
segregation  for something I didn’t do...They read my 
letters to you - even legal mail...Anonymous, CMF

Editor’s Note: CPF does NOT currently have a 
sponsoring attorney, therefore we cannot send or 
receive (confidential) Legal Mail. Please be careful.

COMMUTATIONS AND PARDONS

B
efore Gov. Brown left office, he issued an executive 
order transferring all pending pardon and commutation 
applications to the next governor. Gov. Newsom should 

have access to all commutation applications. The Governor's 
website for commutations and pardons (www.gov.ca.gov/
commutation) explains how to file new applications or refile 
previous applications. Please write to CCWP to request copies 
of these documents. Those who applied in the last 3 years but 
weren't commuted or pardoned can submit a Reapplication for 
Commutation/Pardon form so that the Governor's office can 
request the file and re-open it for review.

Preparing for a parole hearing? Send your request and 4 
stamps to CPF, for a copy of Prison Focus -Special Parole 
Edition - Issue 54 

Correctional Officers Never 
Got the Message

I received your postcard (with that Maya Angelou 
poem on it). Thank you for reaching out. 

A little backstory, I have been incarcerated for 
23 years, have been to all levels except I. Over the 
course of my time I have been to 12 institutions 
and two of those twice and about 20 different 
yards. I have been to many ASU's and to both 
Tehachapi and Corcoran SHU.… 

...As I said, prior to arriving here I was off of the 
line for some time and over the course of that period 
we saw the CDCR forced into a new direction, (ie) 
the Coleman Case, Ashker, Prop 57 and the court 
ordered reductions in inmate population. Obviously 
transitioning from GP to SNY on top of going from 
a limited program environment to a open program 
setting one is bound to experience some new things 
but here at Donovan D-Yard it is beyond that. 
You may not know this but cops influence inmates 
and vice versa. The things that I am talking about 
specifically, I can only figure are a result of the tone 
that Sacramento seems to be taking. Sacramento 
says its now about programs for inmates, rehab 
for inmates, milestones. Sacramento says its about 
letting people out and keeping them out. Question 
is, has the Correctional Officers Union gotten the 
same message?     You are appreciated. 
From the frontline, still in solidarity, Anon., RJD

How to Challenge a Comprehensive Risk Assessment 
Information sheet explains the process for objecting to 
factual errors, mischaracterizations, or omissions in the CRA 
(aka psychological evaluation): Write to: Uncommon Law , 
220 4th Street, Suite 103,  Oakland, CA 94607
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CHEMICAL 
WEAPONS USED IN 
U.S. PRISONS
By Kevin 'Rashid' Johnson           
http://rashidmod.com/?p=2580 , June 26, 2018      
Tear gas—a banned chemical weapon

Poison gases were first developed and widely used 
as battlefield weapons during World War I. Among 
those weapons were chlorine gas, mustard gas, and 

the benignly named “tear gas,” all of which have similar 
effects, toxicity and lethality.

ecause of universal aversion to these weapons, a Geneva 
protocol was issued in 1925 banning their use in war. 
Subsequent international bans followed due to the persistent 
use of chemical weapons in war by some countries.

U.S. intervenes against 
chemical weapons abroad...
Playing to the international aversion to these weapons, 

U.S. rulers have denounced Syrian president Bashar al-
Assad as a monster based upon repeated accusations of 
his using chlorine gas against rebels and civilians during 
Syria’s ongoing civil war.

In fact, posing as a moral authority, the U.S. led Britain 
and France in joint missile strikes against the Syrian 
government on April 13, 2018, in response to accusations 
that Assad had once again gassed Syrians on April 7th.

Donald Trump then went further to threaten sanctions 
against Russian chemical companies for their role in 
supposedly enabling Assad’s chemical weapons production.

…While abusing chemical
weapons at home
As all this U.S. fakery was going on, I sat in my solitary 

confinement cell in one of Florida’s infamously abusive, 
corrupt and racist prisons, processing the countless times 
I’ve witnessed, and experienced U.S. prison officials use 
military grade chemical weapons—and often with deadly 
results—on defenseless U.S. prisoners—and this for any 
reason or no reason at all. An AlterNet article put it into 
perspective:

“Originally launched as a tool of French combat during 
World War I, tear gas has been used around the world over the 
past century to enforce colonial rule, quell popular protests 
and aid in ethnic cleansing of civilians. This ‘riot control 
agent’ was banned as a ‘method of war’ by the Chemical 
Weapons Convention, an arms control treaty that went 
into effect in 1997 and now binds in nearly 200 countries 
(although numerous states are in violation.) Yet in prisons 
and jails across the United States, far from any conventional 
battlefield or public scrutiny, tear gas and other chemical 
weapons are routinely used against people held captive in 
enclosed spaces including solitary confinement.” 1

Chlorine no worse than tear gas
If international military intervention against Syria and 

sanctions against Russia are justified responses to unproven 
government use of chemical weapons in Syria, what should 
be done to stop U.S. officials and their own chemical 
weapons manufacturers from producing and using military 
grade chemical weapons on their own subjects?

And not only is the tear gas manufactured and used in 
Amerika today the same grade of chemical weapon as the 
World War I-era chlorine gas allegedly being used in Syria, 
but U.S. manufacturers have been constantly competing to 
enhance and maximize the potency and injurious effects of 
their tear gas, free of medical or public oversight and with 
little regulation. As The Nation confirmed, U.S. tear gas is:

“Continually being modified, tested and retested for 
improvements. Thanks to thin regulations on so-called 
‘less-lethal’ weapons, that testing takes place in the dark, 
without public disclosure or mandatory medical oversight. 
That means that testing doesn’t have to be oriented toward 
minimizing risk: It can focus on maximizing pain.” 2

A lethal prison weapon
And make no mistake about it, while tear gas is portrayed 

by officials as “non-lethal,” and “less-lethal,” it is not only 
lethal, but prison officials use it in quantities and manner 
that far exceed its known lethal limits. In fact, its very use 
in prison settings makes it especially lethal, because it is 
deployed most often inside closed-in cells.

According to federal courts, the “estimated lethal dose” 
of tear gas when sprayed into closed-in cells is 5-6 grams.3

However, the quantities used by the U.S. prison officials 
inside prisoners’ cells as a matter of course is typically in 
the hundreds of grams. Six-hundred grams is the quantity 

1 Sarah Lazare, “The Scandal of Chemical Weapons in U.S. 
Prisons—Banned Worldwide in War, Tear Gas Is Routinely Used In 
U.S. Prisons And Jails,” Alternet, January 11, 2017
2 Daniel Mouttar, “Prisons Are Using Military-Grade Tear Gas 
to Punish People—A Burgeoning Arms Industry Brings the War 
Home,” The Nation, April 28, 2016
3 Williams v. Benjamin, 77 F. 3d 756 (4th Cir. 1996)

We are overjoyed to announce that ‘Comrade 
Malik’ Washington has paroled from Texas 

Department of Criminal (in)Justice! 
Comrade Malik has been a years-long contributor 

to Prison Focus, sharing his deep analysis and wisdom 
on the Prison Industrial Slave Complex, and working 
tirelessly, selflessly, and strategically as an organizer 
and activist on the inside to educate and improve the 
conditions of his fellow prisoners, while galvanizing a 
collaborative support system on the outside.

He sent out an impassioned and grateful letter 
thanking the many organizations, individual 
supporters, and comrades in the struggle behind 
enemy lines that helped make this possible, that 
can be seen in the online version of the August SF 
BayView.

Dare to struggle, dare to win, all power to the 
people!

Malik, we can't wait to welcome you home in 
person! 

We can't wait to welcome all of you home!! 
FREE THEM ALL!!

generally authorized by prison policy—which is over 100 times 
the legal estimated lethal dose.

And because characterized as a “non-lethal” weapon, these 
agents are deployed against prisoners as a first resort to force for 
the slightest claimed disruption, defiance or infraction committed 
by them while locked inside a cell.

In Florida’s solitary confinement units, for example, “disruptive 
behavior” allowing the “use of chemical agents” includes such 
benign acts as prisoners talking to each other between cells, 
arguing with staff, etc., which says nothing of the routine practice 
of guards, outright lying on prisoners to create pretexts to falsely 
justify maliciously gassing them. Florida prisons are notorious 
for such abuses. 4

Actually as a former Florida guard revealed to the Miami 
Herald, guards are trained as part of a “code” to fabricate reports 
against prisoners, to speciously justify beating and gassing them.

“Sometimes,” he reflected, ranking officials “will even write 
[the false reports] for you—all filled with lies” so they can say they 
beat or gassed someone because they deserved it. 5

While I was confined in the disciplinary wings—especially 
B-wing—at Florida State Prison, I witnessed a Lieutenant 
Stephen Thompson and various guards use such false pretexts to 
set prisoners up to be gassed, and often beaten too, on an almost 
daily basis. Many times they just randomly targeted prisoners, or 
carried out “hits” for other staff who had vendettas or clashed with 
the prisoner at another prison. Often the prisoners were waylaid 
and gassed while asleep in their beds or after being left with only 
boxer shorts in an empty cell, a common practice exposed a few 
years back at the Northwest Florida Reception Center.6

If not for many prisoners having learned improvised methods 
of protecting themselves from the lethal effects of tear gas in 
some situations, there would be a great many more prison gas 
fatalities.

I should add, however, that many fatalities do occur but are 
effectively covered up by being falsely reported as death by 
“natural causes,” instead of as murders by asphyxiation. And 
aren’t these the same sorts of cover-ups U.S. officials accuse 
Assad of using when he’s been accused of killing Syrians with 
chlorine gas?
Murders by “natural causes”

I’ve witnessed such murders by “natural causes” up close. One 
case being the October 2013 killing of Christopher Woolverton, a 
mentally ill asthmatic man who was confined in solitary with me 
at the Clements Unit prison in Amarillo, Texas.

After he was left lying unresponsive and in medical distress on 
his cell’s cold concrete floor for three days by guards and medical 
and mental health officials, they had Woolverton sprayed with 
some 600 grams of tear gas—although he was under medical 
“do not gas” orders because of his asthma. Several hours later 
he was dead.

Like in the pictures of the Syrians who allegedly died of 
chlorine gas attacks that went viral on social media on April 7, 
Woolverton died foaming at the mouth. But while U.S. officials 
charged those Syrians’ deaths as brutal and barbaric murders, 
Woolverton’s was dismissed as a routine custodial death by 
“natural causes.”

The facts surrounding Wolverton’s murder only came to light 
because I filed grievances in the prison about it and encouraged 
other prisoner witnesses to also do so, and I publicized it to the 
outside.7 As a result, Woolverton’s family read and learned about 
the situation online (prison officials did not notify them that he 
was dead,) and they brought a federal wrongful death suit. 

U.S. prison deaths like Woolverton’s aren’t uncommon, they’re 
just rarely publicized.

Another such rarely publicized incident involved a Florida 
prisoner, Randall Jordan-Aparo, which only came to light 
because, as in Woolverton’s case, other prisoners exposed it 
at great personal risk to themselves. In fact officials who then 
dared to investigate Jordan-Aparo’s death as an unjust killing 
were retaliated against by administrators at the highest levels of 
Florida’s prison system, prompting them to file suit, which was 
settled by Florida officials.8 

Jordan-Aparo’s case was similar to Woolverton’s. He too was 
in medical distress and sought medical help when his rare blood 
condition flared up. As the Miami Herald reported, he cursed at a 
nurse when they refused to help him:

“After he cursed at [the] nurse, staff forced him into a 13' x 
8' cell and gassed him with 600 grams of chemical agents.... 
Inmates in the area heard him scream: ‘I can’t take it. I can’t take 
the gas. I need a nurse!’”

“Hours later, Jordan-Aparo was dead. He was found on the 
floor of the cell with a weathered paperback Bible by his side, 
and was positioned as if he had spent his last moments gasping 
for fresh air through the narrow crack beneath the door.”9 His 
death too was initially blown off as by natural causes.

A similar tear gas death also came out in 2014. In that case, 
Rommell Johnson, another Florida prisoner who was also an 
asthmatic, was sprayed with 600 grams of tear gas inside his 
4 Julie K. Brown, “Culture of Brutality Reigned At State Prison in Florida 
Panhandle,” Miami Herald, March 21, 2014.
5 Julie K. Brown, “For Allegedly Brutal Guard, Day of Reckoning Arrives,” 
Miami Herald, September 20, 2014
6 Op cite. note 4
7 Pepper Spray, Refused Medical Care, Dies: Just Another Day in the 
Texas Prison System,” http://rashidmod.com/?p=917
8 Julie K. Brown, “After Florida Inmate’s Lethal Gassing, Claims of Cover-
Up,” Miami Herald, August 30, 2014
9 Caitlin Ostroff, “When a Sickly Inmate Was Gassed to Death, Florida 
Found No Fault. A Judge May Disagree,” Miami Herald, November 29, 2017

cell.10 He too collapsed and died foaming at the mouth. 
A weapon of torture

Tear gas in the prison setting can be described as 
nothing but a weapon of torture. How else does one 
characterize a weapon that’s designed to create the 
sensation that one’s flesh and mucous membranes are 
on fire, and causes one to suffocate? Imagine the pain of 
one’s eyes, nasal passages, lungs and flesh being aflame, 
without relief.

And the constant “upgrades” that U.S. manufacturers 
make to tear gas, is in part to enhance the severity of this 
pain and make the agents harder to flush from one’s flesh.

The abuse of such weapons (in the pain inflicted) is 
worse than the lashings and beatings inflicted on slaves 
in the old South, and the terror just as effective. Only 
tear gas may be regularly abused without leaving the 
telltale scars of other forms of physical torture.

A sadistic weapon, a sadistic culture
Not only are these barbaric abuses and murders a daily 

occurrence in U.S. prisons, but to prison officials they’re 
part of a game fueled by a deranged and sadistic culture 
and sense of official entitlement to degrade, torture and 
murder powerless people.

A glimpse was given into this closed culture in 
December 2017 when postings, on a 6000-member 
private Facebook page for Florida guards, was leaked 
to the Miami Herald. In those postings, guards mocked 
Jordan-Aparo’s tortured death, and cursed and threatened 
Herald reporters for publicizing how he was abused and 
killed. No one on that Facebook page objected to those 
postings11.

This reflects the uniformity of abusive attitudes and 
practices, or tacit complicity, of U.S. prison officials 
towards prisoners and the secretive culture that conceals 
and enables it.

To get a sense of how completely this culture is 
embraced by prison officials, consider that when at 
full capacity, Florida has 24,000 prison employees. So, 
6000 members on a closed Facebook page where guards 
openly mock prisoners they have murdered, and threaten 
journalists who publicize such abuses, is fully a quarter 
of the systems entire staff. Actually it’s a much larger 
percentage when you consider that Florida’s prisons are 
notoriously understaffed.

But U.S. officials denounce regimes like Assad’s in 
Syria as corrupt, murderous and secretive, and they 
never lose the opportunity to self-righteously critique 
the human rights records and treatment of prisoners in 
countries they dislike.
Whence comes our intervener?

So, if chemical weapons abuses in Syria that leave 
people suffocating, foaming at the mouth and dead are 
evil and justify international military responses, who 
will intervene to stop U.S. officials from doing the 
same to us? And who will sanction the four major U.S. 
companies that constantly upgrade and sell the deadly 
military grade chemical weapons used against us to 
prisons across Amerika: namely Combined Tactical 
Systems, Sabre, Safariland and Sage?

Now, what if someone dared to militarily strike 
Amerika, as the U.S., Britain and France just did to 
deter uses of chemical weapons in Syria…Well, that’s 
unthinkable, isn’t it?

Just an example of the utter hypocrisy of U.S. rulers 
who go around the world masquerading as opponents 
of injustice and pretending to have the moral (or might 
I say imperialist and racist) authority to police everyone 
else, when in reality they are the greatest purveyors of 
injustice in the world.

Dare to Struggle, Dare to Win!
All Power to the People!

10 Op cite, note 4
11 Julie K. Brown and Caitlin Ostroff, “Prison Guards Take 
to Facebook To Mock Florida Inmate Who Died While Being 
Gassed,” Miami Herald, December 5, 2017
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JUST A DRESSED UP 
GARBAGE CAN

Mental Health Within A Broken System
 By David Perryman

I
'm here to tell you my observations and what I know 
about the CDCR Coleman mental health system. It is a 
dressed up garbage can, and the entire system needs to be 

changed from top to bottom....The following is a description 
of the problems within the system, and what is needed to 
improve the system.
THE PROBLEMS
I. No Real Mental Health Care 
In the early 1990's an inmate named Ralph Coleman 
complained he was not receiving adequate mental health care 
and the judge agreed and ordered in federal court that CDCR 
was to improve its mental health care system, which it did not.
      When Ralph was in the program the only treatment available 
was the psychiatrist who oversaw medication, the therapist/
clinician who offered talk therapy, and groups. The problem 
was that when they made improvements to the Coleman 
mental health system, they simply added more programs 
and staff to more prisons, mostly procedural stuff. They 
did nothing for mental health treatment, and they kept the 
same three dusty old types of mental health treatment which 
Ralph complained about: the psychiatrist, the psychologist, 
and groups. Where was the change to the main thing Ralph 
complained of: TREATMENT?
      The problem with therapists is that they do nothing for an 
inmates with severe mental illness. They are only effective
for people with mental health problem (anger management,
stress, behavioral, etc), but they really can't do much for a 
person with a severe mental illness. Wouldn't you like to see 
Doctor Phil, on national television, try to treat a person with a 
severe mental illness? Now that would be a show to see. You 
see, a person with a severe mental illness isn't all there so he/
she can't really get what you’re teaching.
      The problem with groups is that they believe they are 
synonymous with health, like a bat is to baseball, when they 
are not. In fact many studies have shown that they have no 
effect on a person with a severe mental mental illness, and the 
same for a therapist. If a person is not all there, how can they 
get it? The only one of the three that offers any help is the 
psychologist, but even he/she lives in the dark medieval ages 
of the type of medication offered. These forms of treatment 

Guards Antagonize Mentally Ill Prisoners
    When I arrived at Lancaster I was repeatedly warned of the 
horrid conditions in the 270 Level IV EOP yards. I expected 
the usual problems we face in the Mental Health Programs, but 
nothing can ever prepare someone for the level of indifference 
by the overall staff in this facility. We had two deaths in a span 
of two weeks earlier this month. Apparently one overdose and 
a suicide. On D-facility this is nothing new to this staff who 
seem to operate their blatant abuses under the radar. Every-
thing right down to the Administration is utterly dysfunctional. 
"This block is often used as an overflow block with Prisoners 
on suicide status/crisis in the bottom tier ... I don’t even think 
it’s legit with the use of this block, to have a psych tech sitting 
in front of the cell of [somebody on] suicide status, while day-
room or yard is being run. 

 And the Mental Health Department recently instituted a 15 
minute weekly limit to our clinician appointments. And if you 
are late to an appointment you are denied service, just like that. 
It is clear they have a bunch of miracle workers coning their 
patient-prisoners in 15 minute hit-jobs because recently there 
were a large number of patient/prisoners put on a lower level of 
care....

...The disrespect and mistreatment of personal property is like 
a cancer where staff will trash your personal property if you go 
on suicide status. And that’s after they attack and beat you for 
asking for help. It’s a real systematic failure and corruption by 
staff that resent prisoners for requesting mental health services…

 The list of problems go on and on. The EOP community is 
fed up with this mistreatment, abuses, and blatant disrespect. 
Many are starting to voice concern, and this upcoming week 
the Coleman Attorneys will be visiting this prison. Silence only 
feeds the corruption therefore, I advise patient-prisoners to file 
appeals and write letters. It’s not easy but well worth the work 
to improve the EOP community and treatment.    

Francisco "Frank" Gonzalez, CSP-LAC

  Mental Health Staff: Indifferent & Negligent
I recently re-read Issue #54 and the mountain of work I’m 

facing only got bigger. The expectations put on a lifer are 
incredibly tall! The issue was “excellent” and I learned so much 
from it... 

On another note, Lancaster EOPs recently had four suicides 
that are being investigated by the Coleman Attorneys/Monitors. 
I only read the letter that was being shared by prisoners. It stated 
that mental health staff here at Lancaster are very indifferent 
and negligent… and ignored prisoners that were suicidal, and 
asking for Emergency Prison Services. I’ve been hearing the 
stories left and right about certain staff who just don’t care. I 
find it quite annoying that Mental Health Staff that only have 
a job b’cuz prisoners fueled the Coleman case and progressive 
people gave them their stinkin’ jobs, don’t care to do that job to 
the best of their abilities. Instead they hang around gossiping 
about jailhouse drama.   Anonymous, CSP-LAC

But They Could Care Less
    This whole situation also causes me great mental 
anguish.  My anxiety and depression have only 
gotten worse. My psychiatrist says I should see the clinician 
at least every other week but that does not happen. Even after 
putting in requests pretty much begging for help they could 
care less. If you tell them it is critical that you see someone 
they will pack you up and send you to another facility to a crisis 
bed. This is basically a system designed to deter inmates from 
asking for the help they need. When I read a detailed list of 
trauma … to my clinician. I was told that is a lot to deal with, 
don’t let it get to me, and that we will have to work on some of 
those things in the future when we have more time. The issue 
is there is never enough time.     
So what is it I want? 
Greater and more frequent access to mental health services.  
And the ability to ask for help without feeling like I am going 
to be punished.  Anonymous, VSP

Suicide and Depression
... I am a 34 year old African American from Los 

Angeles.  I’ve been locked up since 2011 for first degree 
burglary ... I am diagnosed with schizoaffective disorder, 
borderline personality disorder, and PTSD. Feel free to 
look up symptoms.

At New Folsom … I spoke with a psychologist. I told 
him that I was still suicidal and depressed. I had attempted 
suicide by cutting my left arm in two places, requiring 
24 stitches, while I was in California Medical Facility in 
Vacaville.

The next day they transported me to New Folsom. After 
I spoke with the psychologist he decided that he was 
going to send me back to a crisis bed. So I was placed in 
a holding cage waiting to be transferred to a crisis bed. I 
was handcuffed, with my hands behind my back and leg 
irons, per policy. 

The holding cage is located in my housing block, maybe 
three or four cages in front of the  correctional office. A 
correctional officer came on duty at 2:00 pm. There were 
now four officers in total watching me. But mainly one 
officer started talking trash about one of his co-workers, 
totally disrespecting him. Mixed with voices and trash 
talking, I told him to shut up. Then he started arguing with 
me. We threatened each other. 

Next thing, I wake up in UC Davis hospital ICU with a 
breathing tube down my throat. I was confused when they 
took the breathing tube out. The doctor asked me how I 
was feeling? I asked him what happened? The doctor said 
“you hung yourself.” I was shocked and had no memory 
of doing so. The doctor said I was very close to dying and 
that I was lucky.

I told the doctor I didn’t remember what happened. The 
doctor said someone from the prison would be coming to 
see me. The doctor explained that my losing consciousness 
and oxygen to the brain for so long, was probably the 
reason for my memory lost. 

Sergeant Steel from ISU investigation services unit came 
to interview me on camera. He asked what happened? 
I told him I couldn’t remember, except I did remember 
arguing with one of the correctional officers. He asked if 
I remembered telling all four correctional officers, Y’all 
gonna have to explain this.

[He explained that] I had then slipped out of my 
handcuffs, took off my t-shirt, ripped it up and made a 
noose. I then tied it on the top of the cage, put it around 
my neck and hung myself until I lost consciousness.

I don’t remember doing any of that! They just watch 
me try to commit suicide and did not try to stop me, why 
didn’t they stop me? The sergeant said they can’t explain 
why they didn’t stop you. They have no answers for not 
acting. 

I told the sergeant they violated the policy and 
procedure of suicide prevention protocols. Not only that 
my 8th Amendment right. The sergeant and I both agreed 
on all policy, procedure, protocol and the 8th Amendment 
violation. He said that there will be an investigation; that 
what happen was cruel and should not have happened. 

Yes it should’ve not happened... If that’s what happened. 
I am a cutter not a hanger.  The hospital did a MRI on my 
neck to see if I had any torn ligaments. I had none. I had 
no bruises or marks [except] on both of my wrists. Look I 
think at some point I was taken out of cage to be transferred 
to a crisis bed and Boom, a struggle, and I got choked out 
till I lost consciousness. Either way, my 8th amendment 
civil rights were violated; deliberate indifference, cruel 
and unusual punishment with malice intent. Such behavior 

is sick, sadistic, reckless, endangerment, gross neglect.  
As peace officers they vow to protect and serve the people 

under their care, but they failed me on purpose. I could’ve 
been a vegetable or worse, dead. Yes I have tried to commit 
suicide, but their jobs - cilvil duty, moral duty - require them 
to stop suicide, not to encourage it or sit by and watch....

…I was in my lowest, darkest place and felt like no one
cared or loved me, missing my deceased grandmother, mother, 
sister RIP... I get treated less than human; as if my life doesn’t 
matter. They played with my life. The correctional officers had 
every opportunity to intervene….  

As a result of the incident, I suffer from severe migraines 
that last one or two hours. I am on medication for blurred 
vision. I now need glasses and I have nightmares.  I am not 
the same. 

This is not the first time this has happened. I sued CDCR 
back in 2015 for misconduct of correctional officers, violating 
my 8th Amendment. But ... it was my first lawsuit. I did not have 
proper case laws or knowledge of the procedures of civil law....

...I have no family support. I am in a mental health program 
right now and cannot physically go to the prison law library. 
And they are not willing to help me, basically denying me 
access or assistance.

Those officers breached that duty, exposing me to the risk of 
imminent death. Please understand I have no one else… … I 
don’t want to be shamed, shunned, ridiculed or judged. I hated 
myself for many years now it’s time for love.   Anonymous, 
New Folsom

Playing Games With My Life
I’m under extreme stress the whole time with large num-

bers of inmates walking around me including those I consider 
enemies. 

...  at the time I was having problems breathing from my 
asthma. Stalling while stating to me I’m playing games sim-
ply trying to get in my cell. Trying to get me to stand and 
talk, are you etc. with him while I’m having an asthma at-
tack. Until I simply could no longer stand it because I could 
not breathe. I yelled in front of everyone I can’t breathe. He 
finally open my cell door so I can get my inhaler  and use it 
then he locked my door. He has continued to show open this 
like negative attitude and more toward me. Simply because 
of my medical and psych issues. I’ve attempted to talk to him  
and Sergeant Lieutenant on these issues also psych and med 
staff. Seems everyone thinks it’s a joke. 

LIES CDCr SAYS THEY CARE

Pelican Bay State Prisons's Enhanced Outpatient Program 
(EOP) Information Orientation booklet (2013) states, under the 
headline A Personal Message: "In EOP, we treat each other and 
ourselves with the respect and dignity we all deserve. AIl of 
the staff in EOP hopes your time with us will be helpful for the 
problems that brought you here. Please speak up if you have any 
questions or concerns. We do want to hear them .

...The success of the program depends upon all of us working 
together. This means that we treat each other with the respect 
and dignity we deserve. Above all, remember this program is 
designed to provide you with a less restrictive environment 
and provide you with the necessary help you might need to 
accomplish your goals. Inmate and staff safety is of highest 
importance. Your attitude and cooperation is what will make 
the difference during your time in this program. This is your 
program. Let's make it the best that it can be. 

....If you are feeling like you are going to harm yourself or 
someone else, please tell someone: (a friend, another inmate, 
custody, nursing, a clinician) WE ALL CARE AND WANT TO HELP!" 

Always Stand on the      
TRUTH

Artwork By David Perryman

"Based on Rosie the Riveter. 
We Love You Angela."
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Here's How You Can Help Prison Advocacy 
Network's Efforts to End the violence

*This summary is not legal advice. Writing to PAN
       does not initiate legal representation.

PAN is starting to draft a demand letter to CDCR. Be-
low is a sample of some of the problems and rights 
violations caused by NDPF that PAN is trying to 

gather more information about with the survey. The work 
remains in progress. PAN is interested in support for its ef-
forts to summarize problems, come up with a list of de-
mands, and expand the strength of legal arguments. PAN 
needs people to transmit CDCR issued documents (115s, 
602s, 128s, or other CDCR generated documents) about 
NDPF to get more details that people are willing to share 
publicly to make the letter stronger. The questions in the 
survey are designed for people to use to fill in the blanks of 
a template letter people can use for their own 602s or pro se 
lawsuits (Send 5 stamps to CPF for a copy of the 47 page 
template). If you return the survey to PAN it will be used to 
inform templates and legal demand letters. It may also be 
used if there is a legislative hearing. This survey's purpose 
is to gather evidence about the consequences of NDPF, so 
it's helpful if you explain specificals about why the incident 
is indirectly or directly caused by NDPF. 

Only the first survey question is mandatory, but please 
share with answers to as many other questions as you feel 
comfortable. Feel free to answer in the form of a declaration 
that advocates can send directly to officials. If there are 
multiple incidents, just make that clear by explaining the 
different dates and times.
1. NDPF Violates the Right to Equal Protection

a. NDPF Violates the Rights To Be Free From Racial
discrimination

b. NDPF Violates the Rights To Be Free From Gender
Discrimination

c. NDPF Violates the Rights To Be Free From
Sexuality Discrimination

d. Sex-Offender Status Should Be Protected
e. NDPF Violates the Rights To Be Free From

Disability Discrimination and Fails to Accommodate 
Disabilities

f. NDPF Violates the Rights To Be Free From Mental-
Health Discrimination

g. NDPF Violates the Rights To Be Free From SNY
Status Discrimination
2. NDPF Is Illegal Cruel and Unusual Punishment

a. CDCR Is Acting With Deliberate Indifference
b. NDPF Is Resulting in Cruel and Unusual

Deprivations of Life’s Necessities
c. NDPF Is Cruel and Unusual As It Fails to Protect

People In CDCR’s Custody
d. NDPF Is Resulting in Cruel and Unusual

Lockdowns and “Modified Program”
e. NDPF Is Cruel and Unusual in Facilitating

“Incremental Release” Gladiator Fights
f. NDPF Is Cruel and Unusual to People Experiencing

Mental Illness
g. NDPF Is Cruel and Unusual in Causing Sexual

Assault

CDCRS NEFARIOUS COUNTER 
TO CLOSING SHUS/PSUS
By T. Turner

Prison officials first order of business was to po-
liticize Mental Health by declaring the Enhanced 
Outpatient Program (EOP) a non designated yard; 

semantics for saying sensitive needs yard (SNY). One ma-
jor difference which activated the “administrative stir” of 
the population was stating that SNYs don’t have to “sign 
off” their status to receive the EOP services. Well, Gen-
eral Population (GP) never had to “sign on” nor “sign 
off” anything to receive such EOP services. This clearly 
illustrates prison officials wicked motive for such a move. 
Currently (Mar/Apr 2019) ASU placement notices reflect 
EOP-GP. Isn’t that an oxymoron?! A prisoner “sign on” to 
SNY; EOP is allegedly a non designated yard, however, 
prison officials are subsequently alleging SNYs are GP.  
They (did not) “sign off,” yet they’re still “signed-on”, 
remember?! Have y’all really caught the “double talk.” 
Prolly not, especially Blacks, since for the first time in 
quite awhile are being politically forced to confront what 
the masses for years have deemed “Politically Incorrect.”  
It took the “administrative puppeteers” to re-twist and spin 
words to ignite prisoner re-actions. I get that, and I also get 
the the administration’s dirty politics (under the guise of 
rehabilitation), which is affecting all races on some level 
and in some way, shape or form. They want/need the vio-
lence to significantly rise to argue for the re-opening of 
SHUs/PSUs. Why is the prisoner vs. prisoner violence ris-
ing when the administration is the one stirring the popu-
lation?! No threats meant nor intended to anyone. I am 
merely pointing out some relevant facts of what prison of-
ficials are subjecting prisoners to.

h. NDPF Is Resulting in Cruel and Unusual in
Excessive Force

i. NDPF Is Resulting in Cruel and Unusual Prolonged
Visit Interference

j. NDPF Is Resulting in Cruel and Unusual Prolonged
Phone Access Denial

k. NDPF Is Resulting In Transfers Far From Families
With Hardship
3. NDPF Housing and Classification Decisions Illegally
Violate Due Process 

a. NDPF Is Interfering with A Liberty Interest
b. CDCR is Violating Procedural Protections in

Classification
c. NDPF Is Causing Improper and Overuse of ASU

4. NDPF Is Invalid Due to Procedural Flaws In Promulgation
a. CDCR Illegally Promulgated An Underground

Regulation
b. The Remedy to An Underground Regulation Is A Rule

5. CDCR Is Engaging In Unlawful Retaliation
a. CDCR Is Engaging in Unlawful Mail Tampering about

NDPF 
6. CDCR Is Engaging in Unlawful Mail Tampering about
NDPF

Confidentiality
1. Can this information be reported to CDCR and other

government officials
  Mark only one oval. (  ) Yes      (  ) No
Tell Us About Yourself
2. Name (As Known By CDCR for mailing purposes, as

well as chosen)
3. Prison Mailing Address Including Cell/Bunk Number
4. Location Of Incident(s) (List all that apply.)
5. Does the person involved have any of these housing

characteristics? (Check all that apply and explain)
General Population (GP)
Sensitive Needs Yard (SNY)
PHU
Restricted Custody General Population (RCGP)
Non Disciplinary Segregation (NDS)
Administrative Segregation (ASU)
Debrief Processing Unit (DPU)
Stepdown Program
Other…
Please provide more details explaining any of the boxes 

checked above.
6. Does the person involved have any of these characteristics?

(Include all that apply and explain)
(  ) Enhanced Outpatient Program (EOP)
(  ) Correctional Clinical Case Management System 

(CCCMS)
(  ) MHCB Mental Health Crisis Bed
(  ) DMH Department of Mental Health (currently 

Department of State Hospitals (DSH))
(  ) ICF Intermediate Care
(  ) ACUTE Acute Care
(  ) DLT Mobility Impaired, Level Terrain
(  ) DNH Hearing, Requires Auditory Aids
(  ) DNL Learning, Requires help to understand
(  ) DNM Mobility, walks with assistance
(  ) DNS, Speech Requires Speech Aids
(  ) DNV Vision Requires Visual Aids
(  ) DPH Hearing Deaf or Hearing Impaired
(  ) LD, Learning Disability
(  ) DPM Mobility, unable to walk
(  ) DPO Mobility Intermittent wheelchair user
(  ) DPS Speech Mute or Speech Impaired
(  ) DPV Vision Blind or Low Vision
(  ) DPW Mobility Permanently requires wheelchair
(  ) DEC DDP (Developmental Disability Program) (any 

cognitive and adaptive functioning limitation)
(  ) Other 
Please provide more details explaining any of the boxes 

checked above.
Tell Us About The Facility
7. Name of Facility and Yard Where Incident(s) Occurred
8. How Many People Are There On The Yard Where The

Incident(s) Occurred?
9. Security Level of Yard: I, II, III, IV
10. How did people put CDCR on notice of the problems

before any incident occurred?
11.Describe any "town halls" or meetings or informational

literature that the facility presented about NDPF. (Please mail 
us copies.)

Tell us about what happened (circle one option, feel free 
to add detail below)

12. Do the incidents relate directly to NDPF? Yes No Maybe
13. Do the incidents relate to "incremental releases"? Yes

No Maybe
14. Do the incidents relate to "modified programs"? Yes No

Maybe
15. Do the incidents relate to "lockdowns"? Yes No Maybe
16. Did someone refuse a cellmate? Yes No Maybe
17. Describe the incident(s). Please include as much

information as you can. (Dates, times, names, locations, 
effects, and detailed facts are most helpful for a demand letter.)

Tell us about what happened after the incident(s)
Was there a committee hearing about the incident? (Was 

there notice of a hearing, was there a chance to object, was 
there a chrono? If there was a chrono, please send a copy.)

Describe any discipline that happened as a result. (For 
example, a 115 for refusing cellmate or mutual combat, 
c-status, designation as program failure, etc.)

Describe any housing transfers that resulted (such as, 
move to higher security level, custody level, ASU, SHU, 
etc.).  

Describe any physical or emotional injuries that resulted 
from the incident(s).  

Describe any impacts on release date (such as, effect on 
BPH hearing or determinate sentence credit calculations).   

Describe any lockdown that happened as a result, and 
the effects of the lockdown. 

Describe any impact on enemy chronos. (Did the 
incident involve people with existing enemy chronos? Did 
it result in enemy chronos?)

Were there past incidents with the specific people 
involved in the past? Did CDCR know about them? 

Did the people involved have incident-free time together 
on the yard before the incident?

Describe any impact on access to medical care, including 
mental health care, and disability accommodations.

Describe any impact on access to programming.
Describe any impact on classification score.
Describe any impacts on privilege group or privileges.
Describe any impacts on work group or work.
Describe any impacts on finances.
Describe any impacts on loved ones or visitors.
Describe any ways CDCR failed to follow procedure (i.e. 

denied a chance to object, didn't hold hearing or committee, 
etc.)

What reports were made to CDCR? (For example, form 
22 or 602, call or email or letter from family.) (Please 
share copies if possible.)

What is the result of reports to CDCR? (Please share 
copies if possible.)

What is the status of any 602 or staff complaint about 
this? (Please share copies if possible.)    

 What retaliation happened and why (for example, 
what action was taken as a result of a 602 being filed, or 
raising the issue at committee, etc.)

What is the status of any lawsuit about this? (Please 
share case number.) 

Are you aware of any news coverage on the incidents?
Tell us about what you think we should do about it.
41. What information do you think is needed about

NDPF? For example, through public records requests?
42. Who should be involved in organizing (name

organizations or people)?
43. What do you think advocates should do to help? (For
example, legislative hearings, challenging the underground 
regulation, writing to specific people, media work, etc.)
Mail Forms (via confidential legal mail) to: 

Prisoner Advocacy Network, NLGSF, 
Attorney Jesse Stout, CBN 284544, "Re NPDF"
558 Capp St., San Francisco, CA 94110 

(please send completed 115s, 128s, 1824s, 22s, 602s, 
letters to CDCR, petitions, declarations, etc.)

IWOC NDPF SURVEY

The Incarcerated Workers Organizing Committee 
of Oakland, CA (IWOC) is another group seeking 
to address the forced yard integrations and related 

issues. IWOC, a project of the Industrial Workers of the 
World, commited to the abolition of prison slavery - and a 
close ally to CPF,  has noted that your voices and perspec-
tives are often absent from these critical discussions. They 
have composed this survey with the aim of bringing your 
voices into the debate.

Notes on confidentiality and anonymity: You’ll notice 
that there is no space on this survey for your name and 
facility location – we recognize that one’s classification in 
the system might be sensitive information, so when you 
send this back to us we are separating the survey from the 
envelope and all other possible correspondence included 
that might contain your identity and location to respect and 
keep your anonymity. 

This survey is for internal use and education, but 
we would like to be able to quote prisoner voices in the 
material we produce to educate the public. Please check a 
box below:

[  ] Yes, I give Oakland IWOC permission to quote from 
my replies understanding that I remain anonymous.

[  ] No, only use my replies internally for educational 
purposes.

Questions
1. When did you first hear about “reintegration” or the

NDPF program? How did you hear of it and what was your 
reaction or opinion of it?

2. In your own words, what do you think about the SNY
and GP classification system? What are the reasons for it? 
Does it work? 

3. [Answer only if you are comfortable sharing this info.
We realize it is sensitive and personal information, but to 
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PHSS WANTS TO HEAR 
FROM YOU...

Prisoner Hunger Strike Solidarity Coalition was 
formed to amplify the voices of the people in 
Security Housing Units (SHU) who led the 

massive California Prisoner Hunger Strikes of 2011 
and 2013.

In an unprecedented victory, several thousand 
prisoners, including the leadership of the strike, 
have been moved out of solitary confinement and 
into general populations in different prisons. Now, 
in order to show our ongoing solidarity we are 
asking prisoners:  Are there efforts underway to 
keep promoting the "Agreement to End Hostilities"?           
Which of your current efforts of organizing inside
need our solidarity from outside?    Which of the the 
many issues facing prisoners in California are your 
priority?

One of the most effective ways for us to act is to 
bring to the outside the knowledge of what organizing 
is happening inside. Can we establish new channels 
of communication, now that legal visits are no longer 
as frequent, so that this knowledge can be shared?

Last year's statement on the 3rd anniversary of the 
settlement of the Ashker case, prisoners formerly 
held in Pelican Bay's SHU concluded: 

"...we must continue to stick together, to 
honor the Agreement to End Hostilities, and to 
fight our true opponent: CDCR’s abuses. Our 
accomplishments thus far have come about 
because of our collective power. Collective 
power is how we will achieve the goals ahead 
of us."
How is this collective power expressed in your, 

possibly new, situation now? What can we do to 
show our solidarity?
Please share with us your thoughts. Send to:

 PHSS c/o CPF
 4408 Market St., Suite A
 Oakland, Ca. 94608

The Face2Face meeting of the Prisoner Hunger Strike 
Solidarity Coalition was held on Saturday and Sunday, 
February 23-24, at the Freedom and Movement Center 

in Oakland.  Over 40 people from around the state attended, 
including approximately 25 directly impacted people. [There 
was some discussion about the fact that all in society are 
impacted by the inhumanity of solitary confinement, even 
if they are not the ones locked up.] We were also joined by 
phone for about an hour by Jules Lobel, the attorney from 
the Center for Constitutional Rights who has been leading the 
legal efforts to stop California’s use of solitary confinement, 
and by Johnny Perez of the National Religious Campaign 
Against Torture, who was with us all day on Saturday. Azadeh 
Zohrabi was our facilitator for the two days.

The morning began with sharing our oral histories of the 
work against solitary confinement preceding, during, and 
following the formation of PHSS in 2011, beginning with the 
2011 hunger strikes. Much work and several hunger strikes 
preceded the 2011 Hunger Strikes, but that 2011 was different 
because it brought together all groups. A number of people 
shared their own transformation as a result of working on this 
issue.

Jules Lobel joined us by Skype to bring us up to date on 
the status of the Ashker v. California Governor lawsuit.  The 
case was settled in 2015 followed by a two year monitoring 
period. The settlement resulted in an 87% drop in the SHU 
population, and a 62% drop in Administrative Segregation. 
Those transferred out of solitary began having contact visits, 
for many, for the first time in decades. Some former SHU and 
Ad Seg prisoners began having access to programming. When 
the monitoring period expired, the legal team challenged 
the Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation for non-
compliance of certain aspects of the settlement. Last year, 
Judge Wilken ruled that CDCR had violated the settlement 
agreement because two groups of class members (some 
in Level IV general population and others on “walk-alone 
status” in the Restricted Custody General Population (RCGP))
had insufficient out-of-cell time or social contact.  Recently, 
Magistrate Illman ruled that CDCR’s use of confidential 
information in disciplinary hearings to place people back in 
solitary was unconstitutional. He also found that the denial of 
parole based in part on gang validations is unconstitutional.  
Both judges issued orders to extend the monitoring period by 
one year; however, CDCR has appealed to the Ninth Circuit.  One 
order has been stayed pending appeal and the other might be. 

The litigation team is bringing a retaliation claim on behalf 
of Todd Ashker (who has been in solitary for a year due to a 
CDCR decision to place him in the RCGP – a restricted unit at 
Pelican Bay) and of other plaintiffs, who have been returned 
to solitary for bogus reasons.

Jules said that Center for Constitutional Rights is thinking 
of broadening the class from only gang-validated people to 
include non-gang-validated, who have received write-ups for 
activities found to have a “gang nexus.”

The Ashker case is relevant nationally:  It raises issues that 
apply in other settings, particularly the use of confidential 
information that put 100-200 people per year back in SHU. 
Confidential information is often unreliable, fabricated, and 
lacks corroboration.  For the first time in the U.S., the Ashker 
legal team got access to confidential memorandums prepared 
by staff.

He also raised the issue of how what is called Level IV in 
California looks a lot like “modified SHU,” that people get 
very little time out of their cells and aren’t able to program.  
Similarly, some of the same issues that kept people in solitary 
are now “liberty interests” showing up at parole hearings like: 
“Why haven’t you debriefed?” The implication is that the only 
way to prove you are not gang-involved is to debrief.  Or they 
are applying write-ups for the hunger strikes as serious rules 
violations, even when people have had no other violations for 
many years. And although the RCGP was created for people 
with “safety concerns,” prisoners in that status were supposed 
to get yard time and programming in small groups.  Instead 
“CDCR is turning it into hell.”  Half are on walk-alone status, 
meaning they have very limited interaction with others, and 
the pressure to debrief continues.

Jules recommended that we escalate the legislative approach 
now. He emphasized the need to collect facts on who is in 
Administrative Segregation and what is happening in Ad Seg. 
The issue of the forced merged yards was raised because it 
is very related to policies that used to govern SHU. People 
who had debriefed and others put in Sensitive Needs Yards 
for “security” or “protection” concerns, e.g., LGBTIQ, are 
now being mixed with regular general population, despite the 
potential for violence, harm, injury, and death. 25 incidents 
have been reported in the last 9 months. Jules said that CDC 

has an 8th Amendment obligation and could be sued if someone 
is seriously injured due to forced integration of yards. So issues 
around solitary confinement keep reappearing in different settings.

Jules recognized the legal work of our Bay Area attorneys and the 
importance of statewide family support to the legal struggle, and 
emphasized the central role of prisoners and the struggle to restore 
dignity and humanity to people in prisons. 

After lunch we divided into small groups to delve deeper 
into specific issues:  parole; forced merged yards; confidential 
information; abolishing solitary. Different next steps were identified 
for the first three issues.  We agreed that all issues related directly 
to abolishing solitary, but we could not at present launch a powerful 
enough campaign to do that legislatively in California. What we 
do want to do is keep making the connections between these three 
issues and their origins in the cruelties of solitary confinement. 
Several people volunteered to work on a statement on PHSS 
opposition to solitary confinement to help us clarify our position. 
We reaffirmed our commitment to ending solitary and to deepening 
our analysis of this.

 We also reaffirmed our interest in remaining a statewide coalition, 
retaining the name “Prisoner Hunger Strike Solidarity coalition,” 
since we came into being to amplify the voices of the people in 
SHU who led the massive California Prisoner Hunger Strikes of 
2011 and 2013.

We are a coalition committed to centering the leadership of 
currently and formerly incarcerated people and their families and 
loved ones.

We are collaborating on 3 campaigns:
 Merged Yards
 Parole,  and
 Confidential Information

We see these campaigns as intersecting and connected to the fight 
to end solitary confinement.

We will meet once a month on the 2nd Monday of each month 
from 6-8pm at the Freedom and Movement Center and via electronic 
means for those who are not local.

We will continue with small grants and grassroots fundraising 
until we have the capacity to do more. (We no longer have capacity 
for lawyers to meet with prisoners in different prisons.)

Our intentions around abolishing solitary, are to continue to 
monitor the settlement agreements and measure their implementation 
against the three key areas: Use/abuse of Confidential Information, 
practices like forced merged yards, and recognizing ways in 
which SHU policies continue to prevent former SHU prisoners 
from being found suitable for parole. As the prisoners and their 
family members and loved ones have always said, we will pursue 
legislative, administrative, media, and legal avenues for addressing 
these issues and limiting abuses. We will center the voices of those 
directly affected, and we will continue to amplify the voices of 
those still inside. We were reminded several times that currently 
incarcerated persons and reps agree that a focus on Confidential 
Information is urgently needed. The men inside recently suggested 
that we work on getting a legislative hearing on the subject of abuse 
of confidential information, as a way of laying groundwork for 
legislation in the next session.  They were 
seeing ways ahead that we did not see.

On parole issues we let everyone know that 
a parole committee of the coalition has done 
a lot of work doing trainings, disseminating 
information to people coming up for 
hearings, challenging the psychiatric reviews 
that often find people at higher security risk 
than is supported by the facts, meeting with 
state officials to call their attention to abuses 
we see, lobbying against re-appointment 
of certain parole commissioners.  This 
committee is in transition, however, and 
new members are needed.

On forced merged yards there is already a 
robust group of family members who have 
made six trips to Sacramento, met with 
CDCR officials, held rallies and visited 
legislative offices. They will continue to meet 
and will report to the monthly meetings of 
the coalition about next steps. We realized 
that we need a new media committee to be 
assembled and to begin telling the stories of 
what is happening on these yards. We need to 
make explicit the connection between these 
protests and the hunger strike movement - 
express the urgency - people’s safety is in 
immediate danger.

One formerly incarcerated participant called 
forced merged yards “forced relocation” 
and said it is CDC-manufactured violence. 
People emphasized this was an attempt to 

PRISONER HUNGER STRIKE SOLIDARITY COALITION 
STRATEGY MEETING

break Agreement to End Hostilities and retaliation 
for organizing. The word we had from inside is that 
CDC is trying to create violence that they predicted 
would happen when people were released from SHU, 
but did not happen. “They are trying to disturb the 
peace that we created.”

We all recognize that the task before us of making 
meaningful changes in the state’s incarceration 
epidemic is enormous. Yet making a dent in ending 
indefinite solitary confinement in California seemed 
insurmountable prior to 2011. So we are heartened 
for the road ahead. 

GRATITUDE FROM
THE HUMAN RIGHTS

PEN PALS
    Human Rights Pen Pals takes this

opportunity to thank all who have participated
in and supported our program for the last six
years.  We are now ending HRPP in it's current
form.  Even though we did match over 500
men, nearly all whom had served time in SHU,
with folks on the outside, we had many more
requests than we were able to match.  For that
we extend our regret.

We tried to stay true to our mission
for HRPP to be "a grassroots, racial justice
community organization, in solidarity with
people in California’s solitary confinement cells.
Through letter writing and community organizing,
we promoted principled, mutually educational
relationships between people in solitary
confinement and human rights supporters outside
the prison walls."

Our hope now is that each of us will 
continue to work toward bringing a little more
justice, dignity and respect for the human rights
of all people.  

In love and solidarity,
HRPP Leadership.
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Here's How You Can Help Prison Advocacy 
Network's Efforts to End the violence

*This summary is not legal advice. Writing to PAN
       does not initiate legal representation.

P
AN is starting to draft a demand letter to CDCR. Be-
low is a sample of some of the problems and rights 
violations caused by NDPF that PAN is trying to 

gather more information about with the survey. The work 
remains in progress. PAN is interested in support for its ef-
forts to summarize problems, come up with a list of de-
mands, and expand the strength of legal arguments. PAN 
needs people to transmit CDCR issued documents (115s, 
602s, 128s, or other CDCR generated documents) about 
NDPF to get more details that people are willing to share 
publicly to make the letter stronger. The questions in the 
survey are designed for people to use to fill in the blanks of 
a template letter people can use for their own 602s or pro se 
lawsuits (Send 5 stamps to CPF for a copy of the 47 page 
template). If you return the survey to PAN it will be used to 
inform templates and legal demand letters. It may also be 
used if there is a legislative hearing. This survey's purpose 
is to gather evidence about the consequences of NDPF, so 
it's helpful if you explain specificals about why the incident 
is indirectly or directly caused by NDPF. 

Only the first survey question is mandatory, but please 
share with answers to as many other questions as you feel 
comfortable. Feel free to answer in the form of a declaration 
that advocates can send directly to officials. If there are 
multiple incidents, just make that clear by explaining the 
different dates and times.
1.NDPF Violates the Right to Equal Protection

a.NDPF Violates the Rights To Be Free From Racial
discrimination

b.NDPF Violates the Rights To Be Free From Gender
Discrimination

c.NDPF Violates the Rights To Be Free From
Sexuality Discrimination

d. Sex-Offender Status Should Be Protected
e.NDPF Violates the Rights To Be Free From

Disability Discrimination and Fails to Accommodate 
Disabilities

f.NDPF Violates the Rights To Be Free From Mental-
Health Discrimination

g.NDPF Violates the Rights To Be Free From SNY
Status Discrimination
2.NDPF Is Illegal Cruel and Unusual Punishment

a. CDCR Is Acting With Deliberate Indifference
b. NDPF Is Resulting in Cruel and Unusual

Deprivations of Life’s Necessities
c. NDPF Is Cruel and Unusual As It Fails to Protect

People In CDCR’s Custody
d. NDPF Is Resulting in Cruel and Unusual

Lockdowns and “Modified Program”
e. NDPF Is Cruel and Unusual in Facilitating

“Incremental Release” Gladiator Fights
f. NDPF Is Cruel and Unusual to People Experiencing

Mental Illness
g. NDPF Is Cruel and Unusual in Causing Sexual

Assault

CDCRS NEFARIOUS COUNTER 
TO CLOSING SHUS/PSUS
By T. Turner

P
rison officials first order of business was to po-
liticize Mental Health by declaring the Enhanced 
Outpatient Program (EOP) a non designated yard; 

semantics for saying sensitive needs yard (SNY). One ma-
jor difference which activated the “administrative stir” of 
the population was stating that SNYs don’t have to “sign 
off” their status to receive the EOP services. Well, Gen-
eral Population (GP) never had to “sign on” nor “sign 
off” anything to receive such EOP services. This clearly 
illustrates prison officials wicked motive for such a move. 
Currently (Mar/Apr 2019) ASU placement notices reflect 
EOP-GP. Isn’t that an oxymoron?! A prisoner “sign on” to 
SNY; EOP is allegedly a non designated yard, however, 
prison officials are subsequently alleging SNYs are GP.  
They (did not) “sign off,” yet they’re still “signed-on”, 
remember?! Have y’all really caught the “double talk.” 
Prolly not, especially Blacks, since for the first time in 
quite awhile are being politically forced to confront what 
the masses for years have deemed “Politically Incorrect.”  
It took the “administrative puppeteers” to re-twist and spin 
words to ignite prisoner re-actions. I get that, and I also get 
the the administration’s dirty politics (under the guise of 
rehabilitation), which is affecting all races on some level 
and in some way, shape or form. They want/need the vio-
lence to significantly rise to argue for the re-opening of 
SHUs/PSUs. Why is the prisoner vs. prisoner violence ris-
ing when the administration is the one stirring the popu-
lation?! No threats meant nor intended to anyone. I am 
merely pointing out some relevant facts of what prison of-
ficials are subjecting prisoners to.

h. NDPF Is Resulting in Cruel and Unusual in
Excessive Force

i. NDPF Is Resulting in Cruel and Unusual Prolonged
Visit Interference

j. NDPF Is Resulting in Cruel and Unusual Prolonged
Phone Access Denial

k.NDPF Is Resulting In Transfers Far From Families
With Hardship
3.NDPF Housing and Classification Decisions Illegally
Violate Due Process 

a.NDPF Is Interfering with A Liberty Interest
b.CDCR is Violating Procedural Protections in

Classification
c. NDPF Is Causing Improper and Overuse of ASU

4.NDPF Is Invalid Due to Procedural Flaws In Promulgation
a. CDCR Illegally Promulgated An Underground

Regulation
b. The Remedy to An Underground Regulation Is A Rule

5.CDCR Is Engaging In Unlawful Retaliation
a.CDCR Is Engaging in Unlawful Mail Tampering about

NDPF 
6.CDCR Is Engaging in Unlawful Mail Tampering about
NDPF

Confidentiality
1.Can this information be reported to CDCR and other

government officials
  Mark only one oval. (  ) Yes      (  ) No
Tell Us About Yourself
2.Name (As Known By CDCR for mailing purposes, as

well as chosen)
3.Prison Mailing Address Including Cell/Bunk Number
4.Location Of Incident(s) (List all that apply.)
5.Does the person involved have any of these housing

characteristics? (Check all that apply and explain)
General Population (GP)
Sensitive Needs Yard (SNY)
PHU
Restricted Custody General Population (RCGP)
Non Disciplinary Segregation (NDS)
Administrative Segregation (ASU)
Debrief Processing Unit (DPU)
Stepdown Program
Other…
Please provide more details explaining any of the boxes 

checked above.
6. Does the person involved have any of these characteristics?

(Include all that apply and explain)
(  ) Enhanced Outpatient Program (EOP)
(  ) Correctional Clinical Case Management System 

(CCCMS)
(  ) MHCB Mental Health Crisis Bed
(  ) DMH Department of Mental Health (currently 

Department of State Hospitals (DSH))
(  ) ICF Intermediate Care
(  ) ACUTE Acute Care
(  ) DLT Mobility Impaired, Level Terrain
(  ) DNH Hearing, Requires Auditory Aids
(  ) DNL Learning, Requires help to understand
(  ) DNM Mobility, walks with assistance
(  ) DNS, Speech Requires Speech Aids
(  ) DNV Vision Requires Visual Aids
(  ) DPH Hearing Deaf or Hearing Impaired
(  ) LD, Learning Disability
(  ) DPM Mobility, unable to walk
(  ) DPO Mobility Intermittent wheelchair user
(  ) DPS Speech Mute or Speech Impaired
(  ) DPV Vision Blind or Low Vision
(  ) DPW Mobility Permanently requires wheelchair
(  ) DEC DDP (Developmental Disability Program) (any 

cognitive and adaptive functioning limitation)
(  ) Other 
Please provide more details explaining any of the boxes 

checked above.
Tell Us About The Facility
7.Name of Facility and Yard Where Incident(s) Occurred
8.How Many People Are There On The Yard Where The

Incident(s) Occurred?
9.Security Level of Yard: I, II, III, IV
10.How did people put CDCR on notice of the problems

before any incident occurred?
11.Describe any "town halls" or meetings or informational

literature that the facility presented about NDPF. (Please mail 
us copies.)

Tell us about what happened (circle one option, feel free 
to add detail below)

12. Do the incidents relate directly to NDPF? Yes No Maybe
13.Do the incidents relate to "incremental releases"? Yes

No Maybe
14.Do the incidents relate to "modified programs"? Yes No

Maybe
15.Do the incidents relate to "lockdowns"? Yes No Maybe
16.Did someone refuse a cellmate? Yes No Maybe
17.Describe the incident(s). Please include as much

information as you can. (Dates, times, names, locations, 
effects, and detailed facts are most helpful for a demand letter.)

Tell us about what happened after the incident(s)
Was there a committee hearing about the incident? (Was 

there notice of a hearing, was there a chance to object, was 
there a chrono? If there was a chrono, please send a copy.)

Describe any discipline that happened as a result. (For 
example, a 115 for refusing cellmate or mutual combat, 
c-status, designation as program failure, etc.)

Describe any housing transfers that resulted (such as, 
move to higher security level, custody level, ASU, SHU, 
etc.).  

Describe any physical or emotional injuries that resulted 
from the incident(s).  

Describe any impacts on release date (such as, effect on 
BPH hearing or determinate sentence credit calculations).   

Describe any lockdown that happened as a result, and 
the effects of the lockdown. 

Describe any impact on enemy chronos. (Did the 
incident involve people with existing enemy chronos? Did 
it result in enemy chronos?)

Were there past incidents with the specific people 
involved in the past? Did CDCR know about them? 

Did the people involved have incident-free time together 
on the yard before the incident?

Describe any impact on access to medical care, including 
mental health care, and disability accommodations.

Describe any impact on access to programming.
Describe any impact on classification score.
Describe any impacts on privilege group or privileges.
Describe any impacts on work group or work.
Describe any impacts on finances.
Describe any impacts on loved ones or visitors.
Describe any ways CDCR failed to follow procedure (i.e. 

denied a chance to object, didn't hold hearing or committee, 
etc.)

What reports were made to CDCR? (For example, form 
22 or 602, call or email or letter from family.) (Please 
share copies if possible.)

What is the result of reports to CDCR? (Please share 
copies if possible.)

What is the status of any 602 or staff complaint about 
this? (Please share copies if possible.)    

 What retaliation happened and why (for example, 
what action was taken as a result of a 602 being filed, or 
raising the issue at committee, etc.)

What is the status of any lawsuit about this? (Please 
share case number.) 

Are you aware of any news coverage on the incidents?
Tell us about what you think we should do about it.
41.What information do you think is needed about

NDPF? For example, through public records requests?
42.Who should be involved in organizing (name

organizations or people)?
43.What do you think advocates should do to help? (For
example, legislative hearings, challenging the underground 
regulation, writing to specific people, media work, etc.)
Mail Forms (via confidential legal mail) to: 

Prisoner Advocacy Network, NLGSF, 
Attorney Jesse Stout, CBN 284544, "Re NPDF"
558 Capp St., San Francisco, CA 94110 

(please send completed 115s, 128s, 1824s, 22s, 602s, 
letters to CDCR, petitions, declarations, etc.)

IWOC NDPF SURVEY

T
he Incarcerated Workers Organizing Committee 
of Oakland, CA (IWOC) is another group seeking 
to address the forced yard integrations and related 

issues. IWOC, a project of the Industrial Workers of the 
World, commited to the abolition of prison slavery - and a 
close ally to CPF,  has noted that your voices and perspec-
tives are often absent from these critical discussions. They 
have composed this survey with the aim of bringing your 
voices into the debate.

Notes on confidentiality and anonymity: You’ll notice 
that there is no space on this survey for your name and 
facility location – we recognize that one’s classification in 
the system might be sensitive information, so when you 
send this back to us we are separating the survey from the 
envelope and all other possible correspondence included 
that might contain your identity and location to respect and 
keep your anonymity. 

This survey is for internal use and education, but 
we would like to be able to quote prisoner voices in the 
material we produce to educate the public. Please check a 
box below:

[  ] Yes, I give Oakland IWOC permission to quote from 
my replies understanding that I remain anonymous.

[  ] No, only use my replies internally for educational 
purposes.

Questions
1.When did you first hear about “reintegration” or the

NDPF program? How did you hear of it and what was your 
reaction or opinion of it?

2.In your own words, what do you think about the SNY
and GP classification system? What are the reasons for it? 
Does it work? 

3.[Answer only if you are comfortable sharing this info.
We realize it is sensitive and personal information, but to 
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NDPF: NON DESIGNATED 
PROGRAMMING FACILITIES
Summary on Efforts to Stop Merging of the Yards 

Incarcerated people in California prisons and their 
families are living under immense fear that their loved 
ones inside will be harmed or killed while in the custody 

of CDCR. (See The Mayhem of Merged Yards on Pg. 1) In 
2016 CDCR began merging yards which were originally 
separated for safety reasons, resulting in yard fights, injury, 
death, lockdowns and parole denials. Some loved ones and 
advocates are getting together to try to stop it.

Background on CDCR Memos and Results
It appears that in April 2016, CDCR hosted a “Sensitive 

Needs Yard Summit,” after which CDCR then administered 
a policy change through a series of memos, outlining system-
wide and facility-specific NDPF policies. Ostensibly, the 
purpose of NDPF is to increase access to programming for 
everyone in CDCR. The April 26, 2018 Memo states that 
the “expansion of NDPF model seeks to balance the MSF 
populations at all institutions to provide a robust workforce 
for all institutions while also providing increased housing 
opportunities for lower level offenders.” The stated rules and 
goals laid out in the memo are not matching the reality that 
the newly integrated people are facing.

Instead of CDCR increasing program availability on each 
yard, CDCR is requiring people to change housing locations 
to unsafe housing, the process of which is taking away 
program access to protected classes of people who CDCR is 
obligated to take affirmative measures to protect. There is no 
need, much less a compelling need, to make program access 
contingent upon forcing people to face potential death. 

The memos punish people for refusing unsafe housing 
assignments that could lead to sexual assault or death. 
In contradiction to housing assignments that required 
individualized safety assessments, the NDPF memos note that 
people who refuse unsafe assignments will be disciplined, 
which can lead to transfer to higher level security facility and 
delayed release date. The memos threaten discipline under 
15 CCR 3005(c) “Refusing to Accept Assigned Housing” and 
3269.1 (“Refusal of Integrated Housing”). CDCR classifies 
both of these as a serious rules violation that results in the 
“loss of any or all of the following for up to 90 days: canteen, 
appliances, inmate packages, telephone privileges, and 
personal property.” A second offense and subsequent offense 
violations are punished with a “referral to a classification 

committee for review and determination for program failure. 
An inmate who is deemed a program failure by a classification 
committee is subject to having his/her personal property/
appliances disposed of in accordance with departmental 
procedure.”

In executing the NDPF policy as set out in the memos, 
CDCR is also forcing all  people who participate in the Mental 
Health Services Delivery System at a high level of care and 
the Enhanced Outpatient Program (EOP) — people who 
are particularly vulnerable due to their diagnosis and severe 
symptoms — to reside on non-designated yards instead of 
the typically segregated EOP housing. To qualify for EOP, 
one must show serious mental disorder and/or an inability to 
function in General Population. Thus, a policy of integrating 
people both SNY and EOP classifications with General 
Population EOP people is inherently contradictory. If CDCR 
deems someone’s mental health symptoms as so acute that 
they must be separated from people who are not designated as 
EOP, then CDCR should not house general population EOP 
with SNY EOP designated people. Putting these two groups 
who CDCR purposefully segregates to improve treatment 
together increases their risk of victimization and decreases 
their ability to program. Due to their ongoing severe 
symptoms and unique needs, CDCR should not protect 
people designated as EOP from integration with potential 
attackers, not force them to house together.

In short, the effect of NDPF is to jeopardize the very 
people CDCR deems to need special protection by forcing 
them to endure the threat of longer sentences, violence, rape, 
and death, as opposed to rewarding people who follow rules 
with more access to programs to facilitate the early release 
opoprtunites they are entitled to. 

Summary of System-Wide Problems Caused by NDPF
What follows is a summary of the system-wide effects 
of NDPF policy and its implementation gathered so far, 
however more details are needed:

 ● Increased violence, injuries, and riots.
 ● Prolonged (8 month) unnecessary lockdowns and 

more “modified program” incidences
 ● Increased discipline related to integration (For 

example, people have been disciplined for the refusal of a 
cellmate as “mutual combat,” though only one party was 
being attacked); resulting in increased sentence length for 
the victim.

 ● Increased incidences of C.O.s forcing gladiator 
fights (under the pretext of “incremental releases”).

 All the problems facing these NDY’S are happening right 
here on D-Facility EOP. ...Prisoners are bringing to light 
many of the severe issues coming from the broken failed SNY 
experiment. I’ve encountered problems that I haven’t seen or 
experienced in 27 years of incarceration, which includes prisons 
such as Pelican Bay." CSP-SAC

 “Non-designated yards are basically ending 
up on EOP & CCCM yards and it makes one wonder 
why the Coleman Attorneys haven’t made more noise 
about the experiment that they got going. Before I left 
the New Folsom EOP they had a couple of violent 
stabbings, a gruesome murder, and an attempted 
murder. This level of violence not common on an EOP 
yard, there is usually just fist fights. The violence will 
most likely end the experiment, but like everything, 
the punishments do the damage and pain inflicted on 
prisoners will just be another statistic.” CSP-LAC

 ● Negative impact on an inmate’s ability to earn credits 
under Prop 57 and access other early release mechanisms.

 ● More transfers to Pelican Bay and Corcoran 
SHUs, which are known to cause permanent physical and 
psychological damage, and to be illegal under international 
law.

 ● More dangerous cellmate assignments, as CDCR 
has ignored enemy chronos in the process of integrating 
yards

 ● Wardens made false claims about the Mitchell v. 
Felker case to justify illegal racial lockdowns.

 ● CDCR is violating the right to access to a commit-
tee hearing in issuing adverse classification determinations.

 ● CDCR is violating the due process protections re-
quired before Administrative Segregation (ASU) housing 
by moving people into ASU without proving the necessary 
“clear threat to safety and/or security.” 

 ● Increased symptom severity for people with mental 
health issues, namely those designated CCCMS or EOP, 
due to added stress of all their yards being integrated with 
people who may target Coleman victims.CDCR is failing 
to meet with Inmate Advisory Councils and Inmate Family 
Councils and is ignoring their concerns.

 ● CDCR is engaging in retaliation against opposition 
to NDPF.

 ● CDCR is tampering with mail related to NDPF.
Sample Demands

Those whos lives are in imminent danger, families and 
activists are demanding that CDCR stop violating the 
rights of incarcerated people and remedy rights viola-

tions caused by the NDPF policy. CDCR has been deliber-
ately indifferent and has subsequently failed to remedy the 
rights violations caused by the NDPF policy. Unfortunately 
the general public is largely unaware or unresponsive to the 
situation. 

Following are a list of potential demands CDCR must 
meet in order to protect the rights of the people under its 
jurisdiction.

1. Stop integrating yards.
2. Stop using illegal underground regulations.
3. Engage in formal rulemaking through the Office of

Administrative Law.
4. Participate in legislative hearings that may be held on

the issue.

[Note: For a copy of the PAN’s (47 page) template complaint 
letter, which can be customized for an individual’s situation, 
send a request and 5 stamps to California Prison Focus.]

 The system has changed for the worse as new 
laws bring hope and new chances of freedom. CDCR 
has even modified its structure, which is in progress. 
PCs are being sent here onto GP yards. This has 
already taken place in level I & II and now here in 
Wasco. The 50/50 yards [NDSF] are placing people’s 
very chances of freedom and even lives into a live or 
die situation....I strongly believe it’s gonna be chaos. 
I am trying to maintain and see this through." Wasco 

WHAT DO THE PEOPLE IN CDCR'S CUSTODY HAVE TO SAY ABOUT IT?

  WHAT DOES CDCR HAVE TO SAY ABOUT NDPF/YARD MERGING?
According to CDCR, "The safety and security of the inmates in our custody is our first priority, and our staff is well trained to ensure that continues to be the priority..."  In addition, 

"CDCR is committed to expanding rehabilitative opportunities for inmates...The focus of Non-Designated Programming Facilities is to provide an environment for inmates demonstrating 
positive programming and a desire to not get involved in the destructive cycles of violence.... 

CDCR claims that the yard merging transitions have been “mostly without incident, and the small number of people who did not agree to program on non-designated facilities have 
been transferred.”

 "... CDCR is playing the ultimate game with 
my life and the lives of many other inmates by forcing 
re-integration into a polarized broken violent prison 
system. Drop outs - child molester’s - snitches - rapists 
- homo sexual and yes, the mentally unstable are at 
risk of being smashed (beaten up) - seriously injured 
or killed under this process, while c/o’s watch and play 
it off as minimal collateral damage in order to push 
their own agenda. Saying “well there’s no SNY on the 
streets,” per CDCR director…

Questions: (1) Is this legal? (2) What happened to 
the safety and security of the institution? (3) Can I sue 
for putting my life in danger?"  HDSP

Editor's Note: See The Monell Action: Challenging 
CDCr's Failure to Protect All Persons in their Custody 
from Foreseeable Harm, Prison Focus Issue 57, pg. 7:

 "I have no problem with the concept of [Designated] 
Programming Facility Prisons. However, do not force 
prisoners who do not want to be at these prisons to go to them. 
Furthermore, if a prisoner volunteers to go to a Programming 
Facility Prison and [then] does not adhere to the rules, and 
receives a disciplinary write up … then he should be transferred 
immediately to a prison best suited for his needs. I also believe 
there should be a facility to house older prisoners who just 
want to do their time and get along." CHCF.

 "I just read your recent issue of spring 2019—Man it’s 
good. And has a lot of insight to prisoners’ struggles. I have 
a serious issue I’m dealing with. I came to prison in 2008 as 
a SNY inmate. I rescinded my SNY placement in 2017 at New 
Folsom.…My life was in danger on SNY yards and I could 
not safely program. ICC has info on the prison gang that has 
a “hit” on my life…. And now, in 2018, CDCR made non-
designated yards, and is mixing EOP inmates who are GP (as I 
am) with SNY inmates! This puts my life in danger. I’ve 602ed 
this several times and have gotten nowhere! I’ve told ICC my 
life’s in danger on SNY yards, and they do nothing! ICC has 
several “1030s” indicating my life is in danger on SNY yards! 
And they do nothing. I was sent to HDSP last October ... I was 
assaulted my first day there! I’m now in Corcoran Ad-Seg." HDSP

 I just recently read No.57-Fall 2018 issue of Prison 
Focus. It was a great issue to the current saga that is the new 
Non-Designated Yards (NDY) [Same as NDPF]. It was quite 
an eye-opener and overwhelming for an Activist in Prisoner’s 
Rights. I’ve been transferred from New Folsom EOP where 
things were starting to get testy. [Merging] all the PSU Housing 
of six total buildings is atrocious!

...The culture of corruption and abuses is so thick that many 
prisoners literally just want to transfer out of here. After reading 
and hearing the news coming out of other prisons, I know that a 
transfer is NOT the answer. [Strategies] and solutions are what 
we need. Francisco, CSP-SAC

"The 50/50 yards [NDSF] are placing 
people’s very chances of freedom and 
even lives into a live or die situation. " 
Anonymous

 Good morning to you all. I just finished reading one 
of your most informative and empowering Legal Newspaper, 
Number 57, Fall of 2018. I’m still smiling... After 27 straight 
years of confinement, and after 16 years of clean programming, 
as an elderly and disabled man confined to a wheel chair, I 
recently had to defend myself from an attack. The attacker got 
his arm fractured, and I, with 40 days to my BPH hearing was 
put in Ad-Seg, later found guilty of Battery on an inmate, with 
SBI (Causing Serious Bodily Injury), and given my first SHU 
term of 18 months...” 

 "I am an inmate who is currently being housed on 
CDC's Protected Custody Yard. Due to CDC's new integrated 
programming my safety and security is being threatened. 

Any altercations that take place due to te integrating 
procedure, inmates are being given disciplinary writs. This 
is being done to misplace CDC's responsibility for inciting 
the altercation. Duplicity, deliberate deceptiveness in their 
behavior and how c/os write the incident report "their speech".

See CA  Code of Regulations, Title 15, (pg. 145) § 3271. 
"Every employee of his or her assignment is responsibile for 
the safe custody of the inmates confined in the institution of 
the department". Comment: Former DP-4202 Reponsibility 
of Employees. Further case law Monell Action. [See Prison 
Focus issue 57] Monell v. Dpt of Social Services of the city of 
NY, 56 LED 2D611 436 U.S. 658.CDC and all dept. employees 
have a mandated duty under State and Federal Law to protect 
all persons in their custody from foreseeable harm." CVSP
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PHSS WANTS TO HEAR 
FROM YOU...

P
risoner Hunger Strike Solidarity Coalition was 
formed to amplify the voices of the people in 
Security Housing Units (SHU) who led the 

massive California Prisoner Hunger Strikes of 2011 
and 2013.

In an unprecedented victory, several thousand 
prisoners, including the leadership of the strike, 
have been moved out of solitary confinement and 
into general populations in different prisons. Now, 
in order to show our ongoing solidarity we are 
asking prisoners:  Are there efforts underway to 
keep promoting the "Agreement to End Hostilities"?           
Which of your current efforts of organizing inside
need our solidarity from outside?    Which of the the 
many issues facing prisoners in California are your 
priority?

One of the most effective ways for us to act is to 
bring to the outside the knowledge of what organizing 
is happening inside. Can we establish new channels 
of communication, now that legal visits are no longer 
as frequent, so that this knowledge can be shared?

Last year's statement on the 3rd anniversary of the 
settlement of the Ashker case, prisoners formerly 
held in Pelican Bay's SHU concluded: 

"...we must continue to stick together, to 
honor the Agreement to End Hostilities, and to 
fight our true opponent: CDCR’s abuses. Our 
accomplishments thus far have come about 
because of our collective power. Collective 
power is how we will achieve the goals ahead 
of us."
How is this collective power expressed in your, 

possibly new, situation now? What can we do to 
show our solidarity?
Please share with us your thoughts. Send to:

 PHSS c/o CPF
 4408 Market St., Suite A
 Oakland, Ca. 94608

T
he Face2Face meeting of the Prisoner Hunger Strike 
Solidarity Coalition was held on Saturday and Sunday, 
February 23-24, at the Freedom and Movement Center 

in Oakland.  Over 40 people from around the state attended, 
including approximately 25 directly impacted people. [There 
was some discussion about the fact that all in society are 
impacted by the inhumanity of solitary confinement, even 
if they are not the ones locked up.] We were also joined by 
phone for about an hour by Jules Lobel, the attorney from 
the Center for Constitutional Rights who has been leading the 
legal efforts to stop California’s use of solitary confinement, 
and by Johnny Perez of the National Religious Campaign 
Against Torture, who was with us all day on Saturday. Azadeh 
Zohrabi was our facilitator for the two days.

The morning began with sharing our oral histories of the 
work against solitary confinement preceding, during, and 
following the formation of PHSS in 2011, beginning with the 
2011 hunger strikes. Much work and several hunger strikes 
preceded the 2011 Hunger Strikes, but that 2011 was different 
because it brought together all groups. A number of people 
shared their own transformation as a result of working on this 
issue.

Jules Lobel joined us by Skype to bring us up to date on 
the status of the Ashker v. California Governor lawsuit.  The 
case was settled in 2015 followed by a two year monitoring 
period. The settlement resulted in an 87% drop in the SHU 
population, and a 62% drop in Administrative Segregation. 
Those transferred out of solitary began having contact visits, 
for many, for the first time in decades. Some former SHU and 
Ad Seg prisoners began having access to programming. When 
the monitoring period expired, the legal team challenged 
the Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation for non-
compliance of certain aspects of the settlement. Last year, 
Judge Wilken ruled that CDCR had violated the settlement 
agreement because two groups of class members (some 
in Level IV general population and others on “walk-alone 
status” in the Restricted Custody General Population (RCGP))
had insufficient out-of-cell time or social contact.  Recently, 
Magistrate Illman ruled that CDCR’s use of confidential 
information in disciplinary hearings to place people back in 
solitary was unconstitutional. He also found that the denial of 
parole based in part on gang validations is unconstitutional.  
Both judges issued orders to extend the monitoring period by 
one year; however, CDCR has appealed to the Ninth Circuit.  One 
order has been stayed pending appeal and the other might be. 

The litigation team is bringing a retaliation claim on behalf 
of Todd Ashker (who has been in solitary for a year due to a 
CDCR decision to place him in the RCGP – a restricted unit at 
Pelican Bay) and of other plaintiffs, who have been returned 
to solitary for bogus reasons.

Jules said that Center for Constitutional Rights is thinking 
of broadening the class from only gang-validated people to 
include non-gang-validated, who have received write-ups for 
activities found to have a “gang nexus.”

The Ashker case is relevant nationally:  It raises issues that 
apply in other settings, particularly the use of confidential 
information that put 100-200 people per year back in SHU. 
Confidential information is often unreliable, fabricated, and 
lacks corroboration.  For the first time in the U.S., the Ashker 
legal team got access to confidential memorandums prepared 
by staff.

He also raised the issue of how what is called Level IV in 
California looks a lot like “modified SHU,” that people get 
very little time out of their cells and aren’t able to program.  
Similarly, some of the same issues that kept people in solitary 
are now “liberty interests” showing up at parole hearings like: 
“Why haven’t you debriefed?” The implication is that the only 
way to prove you are not gang-involved is to debrief.  Or they 
are applying write-ups for the hunger strikes as serious rules 
violations, even when people have had no other violations for 
many years. And although the RCGP was created for people 
with “safety concerns,” prisoners in that status were supposed 
to get yard time and programming in small groups.  Instead 
“CDCR is turning it into hell.”  Half are on walk-alone status, 
meaning they have very limited interaction with others, and 
the pressure to debrief continues.

Jules recommended that we escalate the legislative approach 
now. He emphasized the need to collect facts on who is in 
Administrative Segregation and what is happening in Ad Seg. 
The issue of the forced merged yards was raised because it 
is very related to policies that used to govern SHU. People 
who had debriefed and others put in Sensitive Needs Yards 
for “security” or “protection” concerns, e.g., LGBTIQ, are 
now being mixed with regular general population, despite the 
potential for violence, harm, injury, and death. 25 incidents 
have been reported in the last 9 months. Jules said that CDC 

has an 8th Amendment obligation and could be sued if someone 
is seriously injured due to forced integration of yards. So issues 
around solitary confinement keep reappearing in different settings.

Jules recognized the legal work of our Bay Area attorneys and the 
importance of statewide family support to the legal struggle, and 
emphasized the central role of prisoners and the struggle to restore 
dignity and humanity to people in prisons. 

After lunch we divided into small groups to delve deeper 
into specific issues:  parole; forced merged yards; confidential 
information; abolishing solitary. Different next steps were identified 
for the first three issues.  We agreed that all issues related directly 
to abolishing solitary, but we could not at present launch a powerful 
enough campaign to do that legislatively in California. What we 
do want to do is keep making the connections between these three 
issues and their origins in the cruelties of solitary confinement. 
Several people volunteered to work on a statement on PHSS 
opposition to solitary confinement to help us clarify our position. 
We reaffirmed our commitment to ending solitary and to deepening 
our analysis of this.

 We also reaffirmed our interest in remaining a statewide coalition, 
retaining the name “Prisoner Hunger Strike Solidarity coalition,” 
since we came into being to amplify the voices of the people in 
SHU who led the massive California Prisoner Hunger Strikes of 
2011 and 2013.

We are a coalition committed to centering the leadership of 
currently and formerly incarcerated people and their families and 
loved ones.

We are collaborating on 3 campaigns:
Merged Yards
Parole,  and
Confidential Information

We see these campaigns as intersecting and connected to the fight 
to end solitary confinement.

We will meet once a month on the 2nd Monday of each month 
from 6-8pm at the Freedom and Movement Center and via electronic 
means for those who are not local.

We will continue with small grants and grassroots fundraising 
until we have the capacity to do more. (We no longer have capacity 
for lawyers to meet with prisoners in different prisons.)

Our intentions around abolishing solitary, are to continue to 
monitor the settlement agreements and measure their implementation 
against the three key areas: Use/abuse of Confidential Information, 
practices like forced merged yards, and recognizing ways in 
which SHU policies continue to prevent former SHU prisoners 
from being found suitable for parole. As the prisoners and their 
family members and loved ones have always said, we will pursue 
legislative, administrative, media, and legal avenues for addressing 
these issues and limiting abuses. We will center the voices of those 
directly affected, and we will continue to amplify the voices of 
those still inside. We were reminded several times that currently 
incarcerated persons and reps agree that a focus on Confidential 
Information is urgently needed. The men inside recently suggested 
that we work on getting a legislative hearing on the subject of abuse 
of confidential information, as a way of laying groundwork for 
legislation in the next session.  They were 
seeing ways ahead that we did not see.

On parole issues we let everyone know that 
a parole committee of the coalition has done 
a lot of work doing trainings, disseminating 
information to people coming up for 
hearings, challenging the psychiatric reviews 
that often find people at higher security risk 
than is supported by the facts, meeting with 
state officials to call their attention to abuses 
we see, lobbying against re-appointment 
of certain parole commissioners.  This 
committee is in transition, however, and 
new members are needed.

On forced merged yards there is already a 
robust group of family members who have 
made six trips to Sacramento, met with 
CDCR officials, held rallies and visited 
legislative offices. They will continue to meet 
and will report to the monthly meetings of 
the coalition about next steps. We realized 
that we need a new media committee to be 
assembled and to begin telling the stories of 
what is happening on these yards. We need to 
make explicit the connection between these 
protests and the hunger strike movement - 
express the urgency - people’s safety is in 
immediate danger.

One formerly incarcerated participant called 
forced merged yards “forced relocation” 
and said it is CDC-manufactured violence. 
People emphasized this was an attempt to 

PRISONER HUNGER STRIKE SOLIDARITY COALITION 
STRATEGY MEETINGbreak Agreement to End Hostilities and retaliation 

for organizing. The word we had from inside is that 
CDC is trying to create violence that they predicted 
would happen when people were released from SHU, 
but did not happen. “They are trying to disturb the 
peace that we created.”

We all recognize that the task before us of making 
meaningful changes in the state’s incarceration 
epidemic is enormous. Yet making a dent in ending 
indefinite solitary confinement in California seemed 
insurmountable prior to 2011. So we are heartened 
for the road ahead. 

GRATITUDE FROM
THE HUMAN RIGHTS

PEN PALS
    Human Rights Pen Pals takes this

opportunity to thank all who have participated
in and supported our program for the last six
years.  We are now ending HRPP in it's current
form.  Even though we did match over 500
men, nearly all whom had served time in SHU,
with folks on the outside, we had many more
requests than we were able to match.  For that
we extend our regret.

We tried to stay true to our mission
for HRPP to be "a grassroots, racial justice
community organization, in solidarity with
people in California’s solitary confinement cells.
Through letter writing and community organizing,
we promoted principled, mutually educational
relationships between people in solitary
confinement and human rights supporters outside
the prison walls."

Our hope now is that each of us will 
continue to work toward bringing a little more
justice, dignity and respect for the human rights
of all people.  

In love and solidarity,
HRPP Leadership.
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 No Showers 
for PIA Meat Plant Workers

To whom it may concern, I am a PIA (Prison Industry 
Authority)  meat plant worker here at Mule Creek… Meat 
plant workers are not getting showers coming from work ... 
to remove blood and chemicals … resulting in bird bathing. 
We process up to 50,000 pounds of meat daily we come in 
covered in blood and chemicals ... Meat plant workers truly 
need their showers ... PIA industrial superintendent sent a 
memorandum asking to allow us to shower. Still nothing 
... These new officers do not care and will shower us when 
they feel like it. Can you please help us?     Thank you. 
Anonymous, MCSP

1 Step Forward, 2 Steps Back
“Hello and Good Morning. I’m currently housed in SHU and today 
the Corcoran staff passed out a memo that says "No more bottles in 
SHU”. Everything must be in ziplock bags.... Bottles were granted 
to us during the mass hunger strikes, as you well know cause you 
covered and wrote about it. They also took color pens off canteen as 
well as pastels. Both granted to us during hunger strikes. I’m 602ing 
it…” Anonymous, COR

Collective Punishment
Currently this facility has no TV, no pull up bars, no razors to shave. 
Our hygiene is cut back to the old way.  Mail is 2 months backed up. 
This institution is blaming E.O.P. for us GP’s not being allowed to 
have the following: razors, pull up bars, in cages outside, hygiene 
limits… My point is if we’re not EOP, why are we treated like EOP?
We have put a group 602 in motion with all the bells and whistles. 
We do what we do to get through the day…Stay strong!   
Sincerely, Anonymous, CMC

  A Cruel & Unusual Punishment
I was given a medical chrono at [the previous facility] for no 

prolonged sitting or standing, [which] causes large amounts 
of pain. Valley State Prison removed this chronology and has 
assigned me to a full time job where I have no opportunity 
to lay down and relax my back.  If I do not go I will receive 
a 115 write up and lose good time.  So I have to go and I 
suffer. Forcing me to work while in pain is cruel and unusual 
punishment.    Anonymous, VSP

Mail Out, Donate, or Destroy!
The reason I’m writing is, if you could please send me the Prison 

Focus News, so I couldget some better insight on all the new laws, 
and see what's going on in other prisons.

I got to Pelican Bay SHU in May [and about a week later] I 
received my personal property, but the officer only gave me some of 
my property and gave me 3 choices on the rest ... Mail Out, Donate, 
or Destroy! I asked the officer why do I only have this three chooses 
if I’m not a “Program Failure”... The answer was, that's what it is. 
You can’t appeal.  Anonymous, PBSP

 Shackled and Trapped 
By Charles J. Snyder

I’m up state shackled and trapped
Living in the hold looking at the world through a crack
Looking back, life as a dork doesn’t seem so whack
Cuz now I’m so hungry that I attack without reason
Like a fukin dog ripping off the hand that feeds him
I call out to the sky cuz I’m lonely and scared
But only the devil replies cuz god isn’t there
I’m hoping for them better dayz
As I watch my release date fade away
It’s hard being a 90’s baby on a level 4/180
Full of sharks lions and snakes
It’s a hell of a place to spend your 21st birthday
But that’s how they made me out there where I stay
Oceanside southern killa cali all day

 Hold up!
I’m part Mexican-Tryna get your attention

Toward something they claim is not relevant.
Has society & our people grown numb to our struggles?

Blinded by greed and hatred
Calling out own people enemies & not equals?
The oppressors think it’s okay to continue with

Their tactics: of dividing & conquering
Must we allow these corrupt & racist government officials

And all their contributors to
Impose their will upon us and pre-determine
How our youth develops to end up in prison

Hooked on drugs in them streets or simply dead?
That’s what they want in [thee end]

When will we rise and unite?
“My vision of prosperous united communities is real!”

the injustices upon our communities have been
going on for way too long…

My Mexican sisters and brothers
Who has been exposed to the oppressors tactics and poison

Victimized by a powerful system meant to keep us all
Suppressed, oppressed, and imprisoned

It’s as if they’ve laid siege to the peoples’ minds
Because we continue to kill each other

We allow them to kill our people
And no social justice done??
I shake my head in disgust…

We tear each other down
Claiming “we are victims of an unjust society”
Yet. We don’t rise to accomplish our greatness

And help our communities or families
It’s a mess to adopt false narratives

Don’t sit back & turn a blind eye- wake up!
Shake out of that trance my sisters and brothers

Project self determination
Cultivate self reliance

We all make mistakes yet we can begin to heal
You see:

Our nation is comprised of many leaders heroes
Warriors and compassionate loving beings…
Why shall we allow them to tell our stories?

They’re pushing to distort all messages
Even within our vast American Nation

The multi-facets of our cultures
Stretch beyond the norm

Of course I'm the one to mention
I encourage us all to embrace our differences & truth

Unite our people!
I call upon those conscious minds and brave souls 

We are in need
Rise, Rise, Rise!

Uplift our people…
Let Donald Trump & its contributors try to go—

Toe to toe—they will not outlast positivity!

No one can.
We cannot be humble & turn a blind eye again
To those in need today or the day of tomorrow

No more  sorrows or stories of what ifs
Be fueled by the memories of all those we’ve lost

Our struggles are real
From mass incarceration—to deportations

How long? Check the numbers. Way too long
To the gang violence plaguing our streets

Cartel wars
The injustices all around run deep 

Even within penitentiaries like live cemeteries
County jails, camps

They force their torturous tactics in various fashions
Check the numbers those are facts…

The negative impacts continue with ripple effects
Shout out to the “brown berets”

C’mon lets unite & create real change
My vision is yours!

Laying down the foundation for dialogue
Amongst our divides in so ensuring we breaking

Barriers that uplift our people
Not just for a pocket of us we including

The entire spectrum of our beautiful Mexican nation
Listening & learning so that we may teach, teach

So that we empower  & give out knowledge
Collectively investing in Mexican businesses on all 

fronts legally
It’s bound to create opportunities for our families 

Within & outside our American Nation
These legislators need to know what we need

So gather up let your voices be heard
Our aim is to quench & seize all systematic

Oppression—suppression…
The poor people’s campaign is also our own

Let’s salute all those who 
Take a stand against injustices

Working diligently to create real change
Let's write proposals that take root to uproot 

Homelessness which is key in integrating
A pocket of our Mexican sisters & brothers 

And others into society productively

We can uplift, unite, inspire, lead & contribute
To our own and to others in sameness in struggles

& the dreamers: I’m with you!

Although I’m behind enemy lines
I strive & continue in my rehabilitation 

With faith in certainty I’ll one day obtain my freedom
And take part in our vision

Don’t way on me
My pride is alive

My heart bleeds for our communities
In solidarity with all in sameness

“Society can you hear me calling?!”

Society Can You Hear Me Calling?
  By Jose De Anda

The Ashes of a Peaceful War 
By Mr. Francisco Gonzalez
It wasn’t Vietnam or World War III. 
It wasn’t your War on Drugs or the War on Crime. 
It was only my fist raised in defiance. 
When you saw my Rage turn to calm, 
You only saw violence. 
When you talked about Hope, 
I expected the rain without a rainbow. 
When you felt love, 
I only saw your hate. 
Where you see Beauty, I see tragedy, 
concrete walls and steel. 
They’re all the same in the game we call time. 
No matter how you put it in a million different ways its 
Killer-Cali to the forefront with 30,000 strong  soldiers 
fighting to the death. 
The ultimate sacrifice.
The ultimate price they paid with every breath. 
The behemoth reared its ugly neck and their love 
went blind without a trace of compassion. 
Justice isn’t the only one that can’t see in this game. 
30,000 deadly soldiers of EQUANIMITY 
raise their fist in concert by refusing that tray.  
They were POW’s no more. 
A raised first against their callous cruelty. 
And with that, I lift my pen with that spirit at hand. 
Now you saw hate,
I saw only fierceness in Our eyes. 
When the rain came, 
I stood proud ready to starve to death with them. 
I have lived, hated, and raged;
When you twisted and turned your keys on us. 
Then your glee faded, 
Your desire turned to empty want, 
when it wasn’t us twisting and turning in our graves. 
It was your sinister darkness that started to expose
your souls.
Your cage, The weapon, 
My answer to the Question, 
My Life. 
Cages made for the destruction of the human spirit filtered 
our hope for another day. 
And that architectural monstrosity emanated enduring 
strength. 
Safety = equals fear. 
Unity = equals your Hate and Revenge. 
Those concrete walls and steel frozen in a moment in time. 
My eyes see the Beauty of Peaceful Calm, 
Where it all arose from the Ashes of a Peaceful War. 

  Exclusion Clause of the 13th Amendment
 Needs to Be Excluded  

I am a prisoner confined in a Washington State Prison….
I am an indigent prisoner from a poor family. I am on the waiting 
list to get an inmate worker position so that I can afford to purchase 
hygiene items from the state without accruing further debt. But the 
staff who do the hiring are not very fair and I will be lucky to begin 
working in less than six months. Even then, I will begin in an entry 
level position - 9 hours a week at 30 cents an hour. I won’t even go 
into the ridiculously inflated commissary prices.    Sincerely, John

"Dear Prison Focus, I am currently in the Corcoran SHU. I 
wanted to be a contributor by discussing some things that are 
going on right here but every way I pitch it, it sounds like dry 
snitching. So I wrote a poem instead… I’m looking for pen 
pals too. Can you get the word out there? Alright then. Thank 
you. "  Charles Snyder, AY3122 CSP-COR SHU. 4A1L - 11,  
PO Box 3476  Corcoran, CA 93717

Chemical Warfare
Never have I seen a more convincing facade of what one would 
consider a good prison, as I’ve seen here. Upon further inspection, 
we are surrounded by fields which are constantly being drenched 
in pesticides. There are also individuals marching the grounds sans 
respirators, spraying round-up. There is a cleanser called Cell Block 
which, if sprayed, will gum your eyes and clog your nose. It is doled 
out by the bucket full to rooms twice a week. And guess what? Valley 
State Prison is the number one most cancerous prisons in the United 
States. If it’s not due to the aforementioned, then it’s definitely the super 
high arsenic content in the water.   Ahhh …Home Sweet Home  (VSP)

A Channel Towards Education and
Rehabilitation

....The TV reception is still messed up. After two decades the CDCr [still] 
doesn't have the funds to fix the problem permanently. We need the TV 
prison-programmed channels for our rehabilitation and education.

 Forced Placement & Denial of Medical
Attention

By means of the conduct I want to bring to your attention the 
following matter … I am classified ADA and in 2016 I was taken 
from a Medical Institution in Lancaster and forcibly placed on 
psychiatric premises, until I managed to exonerate myself from the 
false maneuvers of the CDC. Time after time they have brought me 
through institution after institution with inadequate facilities, to be 
subject to entrapments, abuses of excessive force and deprivation of 
medical care and procedural guarantees. I am currently in Ad. Seg.. 
Now what I need most is medical attention, I am severely injured. 
Anonymous, CSP-SAC 
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 Where's the Accountability at RJD?
Dear Prison Focus,
 … CDCR officials from the Sacramento office then came 

trying to interview ‘random’ prisoners regarding treatment 
and conditions here, but still there is no discipline, 
prosecution or accountability to correctional officials who 
the prisoners swept in the wardens sweep.

 …. If the justice department don’t use the power and 
resources of the federal government to hold RJD officials 
accountable for the criminal practices and operations 
already identified by previous reports, then the California 
Correctional Peace Officers Association (CCPOA) will 
use its massive power and resources to defend an accused 
CDCR official untill vindicated or reinstated. In other 
words, when a CDCR official is accused of murder, the 
CCPOA intervene as an accomplice after the crime ... You 
see, CDCR is something of a maffia, and its no secret that 
a crime syndicate rewards its most loyal, who defend and 
protect the organization.

 So when CDCR officials demonstrate a willingness 
to lie, be dishonest and deceitful to protect the image of 
CDCR, then they are rewarded with the CCPOA’s undying 
protections as well as with ranking authority, in order to 
groom lower ranking officials on how to use the face of lies 
and deception to protect the image CDCR has built up, to 
convince the public of its honorable mission to rehabilitate, 
and ability to do no wrong.

  The Cat's Out of the Bag
Greetings to all CPF Readers & Supporters. 
I write today to salute the anonymous individual who 
exposed the truth about what has been happening at R.J 
Donovan regarding the rogue guards and their organized 
crime which was featured in the CPF #57, 2018 Winter 
edition, which was well written, and perfectly true. 

Now, I would like to give you a sample of what happened 
to me while I was at RJD Facility C back in 2017. Due in 
part to the serious decline in the C yard environment I began 
submitting back to back 602 appeals on just about every 
subject you can think of such as, food quality & quantity, 
ventilations, indigent supplies, maintenance issues and lack 
of programming just to name a few. Shortly there after I was 
approached by two rogue guards and directed to cease my 
602 activity or risk getting F*@#?!-up. Being unaware of 
all the [informants] that were kicking it with the guards, I 
proceeded full steam ahead with the 602’s. 

Later, in early August a section of chain-link fencing came 
up missing (which should have never happened had the 
guards been doing their jobs). Well, the discovery of missing 
chain-link prompted a mass search of all the housing units 
where they allegedly found a sharpened toothbrush hidden 
in my mattress, which was found by X-ray equipment ... I 
was immediately placed in Ad/Seg. 

Just for a little background, it should be noted that I 
have never had any weapons or physical altercation in my 
30 year history of being in CDCR, and for the record I 
didn’t put the weapon there! After being placed in Ad/Seg 
I was given an Investigative Employee (IE) I told her that 
I wanted a polygraph, her reply, “We don’t do that.” I stated 
that I wanted fingerprints taken. She said “We don’t do that 
either.” I then directed her to go into my property to retrieve 
a CDCR form 22 that I had in there. When I moved into that 
cell, where the weapon was found, it was never searched. 
The cell window was broke, security screws were missing 
from the light fixture and the mattress was damaged. I had 
listed all of those issues on the Form 22, and it was signed 
by my floor cop. The next thing I know, due to my triple 
CMP classification, and no power or cable outlets in Ad/Seg 
I was transferred to Lancaster without having my witnesses 
interviewed or being given the Form 22 from my property. 

The next thing I know I’m having my 115 hearing at 
Lancaster which is in violation of Title 15, 3320.I.  Inmates 
can’t be transferred before a hearing unless an emergency 
exists! When I was given the IE report she stated that she 
“was unable to find inmates property, or locate his three 
requested witnesses.” 

To make a long story short, I was subsequently found 
guilty of an A-1 offense and advised to “602 it.” A few 
weeks later I went before ICC committee where I was given 
a 7 month suspended SHU (Due to no prior history) and 
I was transferred back to RJD. When I walked back into 
my previously assigned housing unit my floor officers were 
shocked to see that I was back (they thought they had put 
me on a back burner when they planted the weapon). 

Shortly thereafter, I purchased a cellphone and began 
documenting all the set-up fights, guards sleeping, watching 
TV, unsanitary conditions, riots and the like. I was able to 
capture countless photos and video. Once I had the evidence 
I began emailing several agencies under a fictitious name, 
including the FBI, CDCR Ombudsman, Dept of Justice, 
NBC News in San Diego and an attorney in Sacramento. 

... It all came to a screeching halt … [when] the 
Investigative Security Unit (ISU) discovered that I was 
the registered owner of the Associates Network, the web 

domain, and the P.O Box. Within a few days ISU rushed my 
cell while I was on the phone to NBC …  Unfortunately, I was 
once again placed in Ad/Seg, allegedly for investigation into 
criminal activity… I’m still in ASU where I believe I am being 
silenced. Unfortunately for the guards at Donovan, the cat’s 
out of the bag. They have installed cameras. There’s a major 
ongoing investigation and I’m quite certain there’s going to 
be guards arrested! Stay tuned for more, coming to a concrete 
warehouse near you. 
Respectfully, The Associates Network (CSP-LAC) 

The Porosity of Solid Information
I am writing to inform you of my recent change of 

address - yes unfortunately back to Corcoran SHU... 
I think it’s unfortunate that those GP prisoners continue 

to ignore the fact that not all SNY inmates are rapists, child 
molesters or snitches.... A lot were run off GP yards due 
to GP prisoners acting on supposed “solid information” 
gleaned from Confidential Informants - ie: CDCR Pigs.  

Keep up the good work y’all!  Respectfully, Anon., COR

Retaliation is the Mode of Operation 
In 2013 I was placed on a special transport from Pelican Bay 

State Prison to High Desert State Prison for an assault on a 
c/o. Upon arrival I was immediatly segregated away from all 
other prisoners, in ASU. This planned decision by correctional 
staff afforded them an isolated area to: threaten/harrass me, 
contaminate/poison my food, deprive me of all basic hygeine, 
clothing, personal property, and discard my medical request for 
help forms and CDCR 602 Appeals. 

This treatment continued for approxiately 3 weeks until I 
became seriously ill, because when the c/o's were not throwing 
my food trays into my cell at me they were contaminating/
poisoning my food with some unidentified toxic substance that 
caused me to suffer a severe stomach infection (bacteria) … I 
feel  apprehensive when accepting food that's served by c/o's. 

[About a year later] I filed a §1983 civil Suit in Federal 
Court for violating my 8th & 14th Amendments rights and for 
retaliation…. Compensation is not my primary objective, I want 
to also expose c/os so that interested parties will understand 
that CDCR has not changed their illegal behavior(s) towards 
prisoners. 

The court did appoint an attorney to represent me in this 
case, though in the last 5 months he has not responded to my 
inquiries so I no longer know if he represents me. 

Holding on to Self 
Despite Cruel and Unusual Punishment

May this letter be well received ... I am a lifer who finds 
himself in ASU due to an accusation of assault on a peace 
officer - allegedly ... I’ve been productive and programming 
to lower my points and reach my goal to make it to a level 2, 
to better my chances of freedom. I won’t give up hope to be 
reunited with my wife and family…

I am serving a 37 to life sentence. I’ve been down since 
2006 came to CDCR in 2007. Ever since, I have been 
productive and without any violence on a level 4 for the  
majority of my incarceration. It’s been over 4 years since 
my last 115 or RVR [violation].

The manner I was treated after the accuser [made his] 
claim, only led to their retaliation, as if correctional officers 
have some unspoken creed. They commenced their cruel 
and unusual punishment, releasing and letting out their 
anger and frustration for allegedly assaulting one of their 
own. I had no means to defend myself while in restraints 
(cuffs).

I’ve been in similar situations in Riverside County Jail 
where inmates are beaten and thrown into unknown cells 
‘til their knots, bruises and injuries heal. If I can endure 
and survive it then, I can survive it now. Only difference is 
that today there is a means, reason, cause and purpose. It’s 
name…California Prison Focus.

I don’t fear CDCR.  Sincerely, Anonymous, Wasco 
(I share my experience with discretion)

COs Don't Take Kindly to 602s
[In] 2015, which is where I started to come across 

problems that I never faced within my nineteen years of being 
incarcerated. I am  serving a LWOP sentence which I was in 
the process of fighting when Correctional Officers (COs) threw 
away all of my transcripts and legal research.

I wound up having to file a §1983 federal civil lawsuit … 
While I was actively pursuing that case I noticed hostility…  
from various COs…. I was retaliated against with a false 115…. 
A yard guard attempted to discourage me from pursuing the 
602 by threatening me and my buddy, by stating and I quote, 
“I heard about you and how you write things up and like to 
602. I am the yard sargent and in control of the yard and I’m 
telling you, we don’t take kindly to people who 602.” After 
this, the sargent began to point me out to various COs as being 
a problem inmate. …

This set in motion a series of other retaliatory 
acts - refusing me my showers... These tactics 
wound up chilling my 602 efforts in hopes that the 
campaign of harassment would stop…

… A CO yelled out “you fucked with the wrong white boys”
and attempted to punch my belly. Then another CO slammed 
my cellie on the wall then floor. Simultaneous me and the CO 
escorting me looked back at the commotion, when another CO 
punched me with no provocation. I … could barely walk at 
this time. The CO escorting me then shoved me forward and 
as I was falling face first, I reached out instinctively. I fell on 
the CO holding his wrists two other COs started to punch me 
repeatedly. One CO then grabbed my right shoulder. The other 
CO then attacked me further by kneeing me repeatedly in my 
head ... two more COs jumped on me ... they started to verbally 
attacked us, calling us bitch, faggot, faggot boy, saying, “I got 
your punk asses now”, showing malice and forethought … I 
observed these same COs conspiring/collaborating on writing 
false RVR reports denying me my due process. This incident 
is not isolated. There are other inmates here who have went 
through similar campaigns of harassment and experienced 
unnecessary force ... Video footage/evidence is conveniently 
not available despite numerous cameras. And despite 602 staff 
complaints giving the warden/associate warden notice of these 
unconstitutional acts taking place nothing has been done to 
quell the situation.

I am going to file another §1983 suit for retaliation and 
violation of my First, Eighth and Fourteenth Amendment rights….  

Also, a friend of mine is back here in the hole again basically 
for nothing other than the CO on a yard fabricating an incident....  
Sincerely, Anonymous 

Censorship Through Retaliation
I wrote your office with a few complaints. Shortly after 

I was given a rule violation and placed in administrative 
segregation  for something I didn’t do...They read my 
letters to you - even legal mail...Anonymous, CMF

Editor’s Note: CPF does NOT currently have a 
sponsoring attorney, therefore we cannot send or 
receive (confidential) Legal Mail. Please be careful.

COMMUTATIONS AND PARDONS

Before Gov. Brown left office, he issued an executive 
order transferring all pending pardon and commutation 
applications to the next governor. Gov. Newsom should 

have access to all commutation applications. The Governor's 
website for commutations and pardons (www.gov.ca.gov/
commutation) explains how to file new applications or refile 
previous applications. Please write to CCWP to request copies 
of these documents. Those who applied in the last 3 years but 
weren't commuted or pardoned can submit a Reapplication for 
Commutation/Pardon form so that the Governor's office can 
request the file and re-open it for review.

Preparing for a parole hearing? Send your request and 4 
stamps to CPF, for a copy of Prison Focus -Special Parole 
Edition - Issue 54 

Correctional Officers Never 
Got the Message

I received your postcard (with that Maya Angelou 
poem on it). Thank you for reaching out. 

A little backstory, I have been incarcerated for 
23 years, have been to all levels except I. Over the 
course of my time I have been to 12 institutions 
and two of those twice and about 20 different 
yards. I have been to many ASU's and to both 
Tehachapi and Corcoran SHU.… 

...As I said, prior to arriving here I was off of the 
line for some time and over the course of that period 
we saw the CDCR forced into a new direction, (ie) 
the Coleman Case, Ashker, Prop 57 and the court 
ordered reductions in inmate population. Obviously 
transitioning from GP to SNY on top of going from 
a limited program environment to a open program 
setting one is bound to experience some new things 
but here at Donovan D-Yard it is beyond that. 
You may not know this but cops influence inmates 
and vice versa. The things that I am talking about 
specifically, I can only figure are a result of the tone 
that Sacramento seems to be taking. Sacramento 
says its now about programs for inmates, rehab 
for inmates, milestones. Sacramento says its about 
letting people out and keeping them out. Question 
is, has the Correctional Officers Union gotten the 
same message?     You are appreciated. 
From the frontline, still in solidarity, Anon., RJD

How to Challenge a Comprehensive Risk Assessment 
Information sheet explains the process for objecting to 
factual errors, mischaracterizations, or omissions in the CRA 
(aka psychological evaluation): Write to: Uncommon Law , 
220 4th Street, Suite 103,  Oakland, CA 94607
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JUST A DRESSED UP 
GARBAGE CAN

Mental Health Within A Broken System
 By David Perryman

I'm here to tell you my observations and what I know 
about the CDCR Coleman mental health system. It is a 
dressed up garbage can, and the entire system needs to be 

changed from top to bottom....The following is a description 
of the problems within the system, and what is needed to 
improve the system.
THE PROBLEMS
I. No Real Mental Health Care 
In the early 1990's an inmate named Ralph Coleman 
complained he was not receiving adequate mental health care 
and the judge agreed and ordered in federal court that CDCR 
was to improve its mental health care system, which it did not.
      When Ralph was in the program the only treatment available 
was the psychiatrist who oversaw medication, the therapist/
clinician who offered talk therapy, and groups. The problem 
was that when they made improvements to the Coleman 
mental health system, they simply added more programs 
and staff to more prisons, mostly procedural stuff. They 
did nothing for mental health treatment, and they kept the 
same three dusty old types of mental health treatment which 
Ralph complained about: the psychiatrist, the psychologist, 
and groups. Where was the change to the main thing Ralph 
complained of: TREATMENT?
      The problem with therapists is that they do nothing for an 
inmates with severe mental illness. They are only effective
for people with mental health problem (anger management,
stress, behavioral, etc), but they really can't do much for a 
person with a severe mental illness. Wouldn't you like to see 
Doctor Phil, on national television, try to treat a person with a 
severe mental illness? Now that would be a show to see. You 
see, a person with a severe mental illness isn't all there so he/
she can't really get what you’re teaching.
      The problem with groups is that they believe they are 
synonymous with health, like a bat is to baseball, when they 
are not. In fact many studies have shown that they have no 
effect on a person with a severe mental mental illness, and the 
same for a therapist. If a person is not all there, how can they 
get it? The only one of the three that offers any help is the 
psychologist, but even he/she lives in the dark medieval ages 
of the type of medication offered. These forms of treatment 

Guards Antagonize Mentally Ill Prisoners
    When I arrived at Lancaster I was repeatedly warned of the 
horrid conditions in the 270 Level IV EOP yards. I expected 
the usual problems we face in the Mental Health Programs, but 
nothing can ever prepare someone for the level of indifference 
by the overall staff in this facility. We had two deaths in a span 
of two weeks earlier this month. Apparently one overdose and 
a suicide. On D-facility this is nothing new to this staff who 
seem to operate their blatant abuses under the radar. Every-
thing right down to the Administration is utterly dysfunctional. 
"This block is often used as an overflow block with Prisoners 
on suicide status/crisis in the bottom tier ... I don’t even think 
it’s legit with the use of this block, to have a psych tech sitting 
in front of the cell of [somebody on] suicide status, while day-
room or yard is being run. 

 And the Mental Health Department recently instituted a 15 
minute weekly limit to our clinician appointments. And if you 
are late to an appointment you are denied service, just like that. 
It is clear they have a bunch of miracle workers coning their 
patient-prisoners in 15 minute hit-jobs because recently there 
were a large number of patient/prisoners put on a lower level of 
care....

...The disrespect and mistreatment of personal property is like 
a cancer where staff will trash your personal property if you go 
on suicide status. And that’s after they attack and beat you for 
asking for help. It’s a real systematic failure and corruption by 
staff that resent prisoners for requesting mental health services…

 The list of problems go on and on. The EOP community is 
fed up with this mistreatment, abuses, and blatant disrespect. 
Many are starting to voice concern, and this upcoming week 
the Coleman Attorneys will be visiting this prison. Silence only 
feeds the corruption therefore, I advise patient-prisoners to file 
appeals and write letters. It’s not easy but well worth the work 
to improve the EOP community and treatment.    

Francisco "Frank" Gonzalez, CSP-LAC

  Mental Health Staff: Indifferent & Negligent
I recently re-read Issue #54 and the mountain of work I’m 

facing only got bigger. The expectations put on a lifer are 
incredibly tall! The issue was “excellent” and I learned so much 
from it... 

On another note, Lancaster EOPs recently had four suicides 
that are being investigated by the Coleman Attorneys/Monitors. 
I only read the letter that was being shared by prisoners. It stated 
that mental health staff here at Lancaster are very indifferent 
and negligent… and ignored prisoners that were suicidal, and 
asking for Emergency Prison Services. I’ve been hearing the 
stories left and right about certain staff who just don’t care. I 
find it quite annoying that Mental Health Staff that only have 
a job b’cuz prisoners fueled the Coleman case and progressive 
people gave them their stinkin’ jobs, don’t care to do that job to 
the best of their abilities. Instead they hang around gossiping 
about jailhouse drama.   Anonymous, CSP-LAC

But They Could Care Less
    This whole situation also causes me great mental 
anguish.  My anxiety and depression have only 
gotten worse. My psychiatrist says I should see the clinician 
at least every other week but that does not happen. Even after 
putting in requests pretty much begging for help they could 
care less. If you tell them it is critical that you see someone 
they will pack you up and send you to another facility to a crisis 
bed. This is basically a system designed to deter inmates from 
asking for the help they need. When I read a detailed list of 
trauma … to my clinician. I was told that is a lot to deal with, 
don’t let it get to me, and that we will have to work on some of 
those things in the future when we have more time. The issue 
is there is never enough time.     
So what is it I want? 
Greater and more frequent access to mental health services.  
And the ability to ask for help without feeling like I am going 
to be punished.  Anonymous, VSP

Suicide and Depression
... I am a 34 year old African American from Los 

Angeles.  I’ve been locked up since 2011 for first degree 
burglary ... I am diagnosed with schizoaffective disorder, 
borderline personality disorder, and PTSD. Feel free to 
look up symptoms.

At New Folsom … I spoke with a psychologist. I told 
him that I was still suicidal and depressed. I had attempted 
suicide by cutting my left arm in two places, requiring 
24 stitches, while I was in California Medical Facility in 
Vacaville.

The next day they transported me to New Folsom. After 
I spoke with the psychologist he decided that he was 
going to send me back to a crisis bed. So I was placed in 
a holding cage waiting to be transferred to a crisis bed. I 
was handcuffed, with my hands behind my back and leg 
irons, per policy. 

The holding cage is located in my housing block, maybe 
three or four cages in front of the  correctional office. A 
correctional officer came on duty at 2:00 pm. There were 
now four officers in total watching me. But mainly one 
officer started talking trash about one of his co-workers, 
totally disrespecting him. Mixed with voices and trash 
talking, I told him to shut up. Then he started arguing with 
me. We threatened each other. 

Next thing, I wake up in UC Davis hospital ICU with a 
breathing tube down my throat. I was confused when they 
took the breathing tube out. The doctor asked me how I 
was feeling? I asked him what happened? The doctor said 
“you hung yourself.” I was shocked and had no memory 
of doing so. The doctor said I was very close to dying and 
that I was lucky.

I told the doctor I didn’t remember what happened. The 
doctor said someone from the prison would be coming to 
see me. The doctor explained that my losing consciousness 
and oxygen to the brain for so long, was probably the 
reason for my memory lost. 

Sergeant Steel from ISU investigation services unit came 
to interview me on camera. He asked what happened? 
I told him I couldn’t remember, except I did remember 
arguing with one of the correctional officers. He asked if 
I remembered telling all four correctional officers, Y’all 
gonna have to explain this.

[He explained that] I had then slipped out of my 
handcuffs, took off my t-shirt, ripped it up and made a 
noose. I then tied it on the top of the cage, put it around 
my neck and hung myself until I lost consciousness.

I don’t remember doing any of that! They just watch 
me try to commit suicide and did not try to stop me, why 
didn’t they stop me? The sergeant said they can’t explain 
why they didn’t stop you. They have no answers for not 
acting. 

I told the sergeant they violated the policy and 
procedure of suicide prevention protocols. Not only that 
my 8th Amendment right. The sergeant and I both agreed 
on all policy, procedure, protocol and the 8th Amendment 
violation. He said that there will be an investigation; that 
what happen was cruel and should not have happened. 

Yes it should’ve not happened... If that’s what happened. 
I am a cutter not a hanger.  The hospital did a MRI on my 
neck to see if I had any torn ligaments. I had none. I had 
no bruises or marks [except] on both of my wrists. Look I 
think at some point I was taken out of cage to be transferred 
to a crisis bed and Boom, a struggle, and I got choked out 
till I lost consciousness. Either way, my 8th amendment 
civil rights were violated; deliberate indifference, cruel 
and unusual punishment with malice intent. Such behavior 

is sick, sadistic, reckless, endangerment, gross neglect.  
As peace officers they vow to protect and serve the people 

under their care, but they failed me on purpose. I could’ve 
been a vegetable or worse, dead. Yes I have tried to commit 
suicide, but their jobs - cilvil duty, moral duty - require them 
to stop suicide, not to encourage it or sit by and watch....

… I was in my lowest, darkest place and felt like no one
cared or loved me, missing my deceased grandmother, mother, 
sister RIP... I get treated less than human; as if my life doesn’t 
matter. They played with my life. The correctional officers had 
every opportunity to intervene….  

As a result of the incident, I suffer from severe migraines 
that last one or two hours. I am on medication for blurred 
vision. I now need glasses and I have nightmares.  I am not 
the same. 

This is not the first time this has happened. I sued CDCR 
back in 2015 for misconduct of correctional officers, violating 
my 8th Amendment. But ... it was my first lawsuit. I did not have 
proper case laws or knowledge of the procedures of civil law....

...I have no family support. I am in a mental health program 
right now and cannot physically go to the prison law library. 
And they are not willing to help me, basically denying me 
access or assistance.

Those officers breached that duty, exposing me to the risk of 
imminent death. Please understand I have no one else… … I 
don’t want to be shamed, shunned, ridiculed or judged. I hated 
myself for many years now it’s time for love.   Anonymous, 
New Folsom

Playing Games With My Life
I’m under extreme stress the whole time with large num-

bers of inmates walking around me including those I consider 
enemies. 

...  at the time I was having problems breathing from my 
asthma. Stalling while stating to me I’m playing games sim-
ply trying to get in my cell. Trying to get me to stand and 
talk, are you etc. with him while I’m having an asthma at-
tack. Until I simply could no longer stand it because I could 
not breathe. I yelled in front of everyone I can’t breathe. He 
finally open my cell door so I can get my inhaler  and use it 
then he locked my door. He has continued to show open this 
like negative attitude and more toward me. Simply because 
of my medical and psych issues. I’ve attempted to talk to him  
and Sergeant Lieutenant on these issues also psych and med 
staff. Seems everyone thinks it’s a joke. 

LIES
CDCr SAYS THEY CARE

Pelican Bay State Prisons's Enhanced Outpatient Program 
(EOP) Information Orientation booklet (2013) states, under the 
headline A Personal Message: "In EOP, we treat each other and 
ourselves with the respect and dignity we all deserve. AIl of 
the staff in EOP hopes your time with us will be helpful for the 
problems that brought you here. Please speak up if you have any 
questions or concerns. We do want to hear them .

...The success of the program depends upon all of us working 
together. This means that we treat each other with the respect 
and dignity we deserve. Above all, remember this program is 
designed to provide you with a less restrictive environment 
and provide you with the necessary help you might need to 
accomplish your goals. Inmate and staff safety is of highest 
importance. Your attitude and cooperation is what will make 
the difference during your time in this program. This is your 
program. Let's make it the best that it can be. 

....If you are feeling like you are going to harm yourself or 
someone else, please tell someone: (a friend, another inmate, 
custody, nursing, a clinician) WE ALL CARE AND WANT TO HELP!" 

Always Stand on the      
TRUTH

Artwork By David Perryman

"Based on Rosie the Riveter. 
We Love You Angela."
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DELIBERATE INDIFFERENCE AND 
SUBJECTIVE RECKLESSNESS
Farmer v. Brennan (1994) 

A
ccording to U.S. courts, failure to prevent inmate 
assaults violates the Eighth Amendment only if prison 
officials were "reckless in a criminal sense," i.e., 

had "actual knowledge" of a potential danger. In Farmer v. 
Brennan, (1994) the U.S. Court of Appeals affirmed (among 
other things), the following:

 ●Deliberate indifference entails something more than 
negligence, but is satisfied by something less than acts or 
omissions for the very purpose of causing harm or with 
knowledge that harm will result. Thus, it is the equivalent of 
acting recklessly. However, this does not establish the level 
of culpability deliberate indifference entails, for the term 
recklessness is not self-defining, and can take subjective or 
objective forms. 

 ●Subjective recklessness, as used in the criminal 
law, is the appropriate test for "deliberate indifference." 
Permitting a finding of recklessness only when a person 
has disregarded a risk of harm of which he was aware is a 
familiar and workable standard that is consistent with the 
Cruel and Unusual Punishments Clause as interpreted in this 
Court's cases. The Amendment outlaws cruel and unusual 
"punishments," not "conditions," and the failure to alleviate 
a significant risk that an official should have perceived 
but did not, while no cause for commendation, cannot be 
condemned as the infliction of punishment under the Court's 
cases. Petitioner's invitation to adopt a purely objective 
test for determining liability - whether the risk is known or 
should have been known - is rejected. This Court's cases 
"mandate inquiry into a prison official's state of mind," id., at 
299, and it is no accident that the Court has repeatedly said 
that the Eighth Amendment has a "subjective component." 

 ●The subjective test does not permit liability to be 
premised on obviousness or constructive notice. Canton v. 
Harris, 489 U.S. 378 , distinguished. However, this does 
not mean that prison officials will be free to ignore obvious 
dangers to inmates. Whether an official had the requisite 
knowledge is a question of fact subject to demonstration 
in the usual ways, and a factfinder may conclude that the 
official knew of a substantial risk from the very fact that it 
was obvious. Nor may an official escape liability by showing 
that he knew of the risk but did not think that the complainant 
was especially likely to be assaulted by the prisoner who 
committed the act. It does not matter whether the risk came 
from a particular source or whether a prisoner faced the 
risk for reasons personal to him or because all prisoners in 
his situation faced the risk. But prison officials may not be 
held liable if they prove that they were unaware of even an 
obvious risk or if they responded reasonably to a known risk, 
even if the harm ultimately was not averted. 

 ●Use of subjective test will not foreclose prospective 
injunctive relief, nor require a prisoner to suffer physical 
injury before obtaining prospective relief. The subjective test 
adopted today is consistent with the principle that one does 
not have to await the consummation of threatened injury to 
obtain preventive relief." Pennsylvania v. West Virginia, 262 
U.S. 553. In a suit for prospective relief, the subjective factor, 
deliberate indifference, "should be determined in light of the 
prison authorities' current attitudes and conduct," Helling 
v.McKinney, 509 U.S.(No. 91-1958): their attitudes and
conduct at the time suit is brought and persisting thereafter. 
In making the requisite showing of subjective culpability, 
the prisoner may rely on developments that postdate the 
pleadings and pretrial motions, as prison officials may rely 
on such developments to show that the prisoner is not entitled 
to an injunction. A Court that finds the Eighth Amendment's 
objective and subjective requirements satisfied may grant 
appropriate injunctive relief, though it should approach 
issuance of injunctions with the usual caution. A court need 
not ignore a prisoner's failure to take advantage of adequate 
prison procedures to resolve inmate grievances, and may 
compel a prisoner to pursue them. 

A Viable Option
"In a class action, once the plaintiffs establish a pattern 

of abuse, courts then may determine that the defendants 
acted with "deliberate indifference" to the women prisoners' 
endurance of the condition of sexual abuse. As this Note 
suggests, however, inmate-plaintiffs proceeding individually 
actually have little opportunity to gain injunctive relief under 
the Eighth Amendment."

[Amy Laderberg, The "Dirty Little Secret": Why Class 
Actions Have Emerged as the Only Viable Option for Women 
Inmates Attempting to Satisfy the Subjective Prong of the Eighth 
Amendment in Suits for Custodial Sexual Abuse, 40 Wm. & Mary 
L. Rev. 323 (1998), https://scholarship.law.wm.edu/wmlr/ vol40/
iss1/7] 
NOTE: More from the "Dirty Little Secret" in Prison Focus 
Issue 60

still common for Californians to bring "taxpayer actions" 
against public officials for wasting public funds through 
mismanagement of a government agency, where the relief 
sought is a writ of mandate compelling the official to stop 
wasting money and fulfill his duty to protect the public 
fisc.6 The writ of mandate is also used in California for 
interlocutory appeals. In this context, the party seeking 
the writ is treated on appeal like a plaintiff, the trial court 
becomes the defendant, and the opponent is designated as 
the "real party in interest".

Editor’s Note: This type of action is used to make the prison 
follow one of their own rules or regulations. For instance, if 
a prison is refusing to process a 602, this could be used to 
make the prison provide an answer. Or if the prison is not 
giving someone a prop 57 hearing when they are entitled to 
one, or refuses to allow someone an Olsen review of their 
files. 
6 See, e.g., Humane Society of the United States v. State Bd. of 
Equalization, 152 Cal. App. 4th 349 (2007).

What exactly is a "cruel and unusual 
punishment" within the meaning of the 

Eighth Amendment?  
Published in 2019 on the Exploring Constitutional Law 
website of Doug Linder, of University of Missouri

What exactly is a "cruel and unusual punishment" within 
the meaning of the Eighth Amendment?  Did the framers 
intend only to ban punishments-- such as "drawing and 
quartering" a prisoner, or having him boiled in oil or burned 
at the stake--that were recognized as cruel at the time of the 
amendment's adoption?  Or did they expect that the list of 
prohibited punishments would change over time as society's 
"sense of decency" evolved?  One clue to the expectations of 
the framers comes from the debates of the First Congress that 
proposed the Eighth Amendment.  On the floor of the House, 
Representative Livermore complained about the vagueness of 
the amendment's language: "It is sometimes necessary to hang 
a man, villains often deserve a whipping, and perhaps having 
their ears cut off, but are we in the future to be prevented 
from inflicting those punishments because they are 'cruel'?"  
Despite Livermore's objections, the vague language, subject 
to new interpretation over time, was left unchanged and the 
amendment ratified.  The Supreme Court in the 1958 case 
of Trop v Dulles, expressly endorsed the view that what are 
prohibited "cruel and unusual punishments" should change 
over time, being those punishments which offend society's 
"evolving sense of decency."

DELIBERATE INDIFFERENCE 
EXPLAINED
Excerpts from Justia US Law: Prisons and Punishment 
https://law.justia.com

“It is unquestioned that ‘[c]onfinement in a prison . . . is 
a form of punishment subject to scrutiny under the Eighth 
Amendment standards. Conditions [in prison] must not 
involve the wanton and unnecessary infliction of pain, nor 
may they be grossly disproportionate to the severity of the 
crime warranting imprisonment. . . .  But conditions that 
cannot be said to be cruel and unusual under contemporary 
standards are not unconstitutional. To the extent that such 
conditions are restrictive and even harsh, they are part of 
the penalty that criminal offenders pay for their offenses 
against society.” These general principles apply both to the 
treatment of individuals and to the creation or maintenance 
of prison conditions that are inhumane to inmates generally. 
Ordinarily there is both a subjective and an objective inquiry. 
Before conditions of confinement not formally meted out as 
punishment by the statute or sentencing judge can qualify as 
“punishment,” there must be a culpable “wanton” state of 
mind on the part of prison officials. In the context of general 
prison conditions, this culpable state of mind is “deliberate 
indifference”; in the context of emergency actions, e. g., 
actions required to suppress a disturbance by inmates, only 
a malicious and sadistic state of mind is culpable. When 
excessive force is alleged, the objective standard varies 
depending upon whether that force was applied in a good-
faith effort to maintain or restore discipline, or whether it was 
applied maliciously and sadistically to cause harm. In the 
good-faith context, there must be proof of significant injury. 
When, however, prison officials “maliciously and sadistically 
use force to cause harm, contemporary standards of decency 
are always violated,” and there is no need to prove that 
“significant injury” resulted….

...Deliberate indifference in this context means something 
more than disregarding an unjustifiably high risk of harm that 
should have been known, as might apply in the civil context. 
Rather, it requires a finding that the responsible person 
acted in reckless disregard of a risk of which he or she was 
aware, as would generally be required for a criminal charge 
of recklessness. Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825 (1994). In 
upholding capital punishment by a three-drug lethal injection 
protocol, despite the risk that the protocol will not be properly 
followed and consequently result in severe pain, a Court 
plurality found that, although “subjecting individuals to a 
risk of future harm—not simply actually inflicting pain—can 
qualify as cruel and unusual punishment . . . , the conditions 
presenting the risk must be ‘sure or very likely to cause serious 
illness and needless suffering,’ and give rise to ‘sufficiently 
imminent dangers.’ . . . [T]o prevail on such a claim there 
must be a ‘substantial risk of serious harm,’ an ‘objectively 
intolerable risk of harm’ that prevents prison officials from 
pleading that they were ‘subjectively blameless for purposes 
of the Eighth Amendment.” Baze v. Rees, 128 S. Ct. 1520, 
1530–31 (emphasis added by the Court). This case is also 
discussed, supra, under Eighth Amendment, “Application 
and Scope.”

 
  RESOURCES? 

 I am currently trying to do my first lawsuit for Cruel & 
Unusual Punishment clause of the 8th  Amendment.  Is there 
a way ya’ll can help? Please. I would also be thankful for 
information on any LGBTQ advocacy groups or legal help you 
can direct me to. You guys have a nice one and thank you for 
listening.” Anonymous 

Tip: Grievances must be filed within 30 days of the harm 
happening. If you do not, you may not be allowed to bring a 
lawsuit. If you would like to file a lawsuit over a continuing 
issue you may file a lawsuit as long as that issue continues, and 
so long as you have exhausted your administrative remedies.

RESOURCES
Prison Law Office (PLO) provides free self-help and 
informational materials to prisoners, including a habeas 
corpus manual. They also published The California State 
Prisoners Handbook: A Comprehensive Guide to Prison 
and Parole Law.  It costs $20 for people in custody. Write to: 
Prison Law Office, General Delivery, San Quentin, CA 94964
Black and Pink is a volunteer organization that lists LGBTQ 
on a pen-pal website, distributes a monthly newsletter of 
primarily queer/trans prisoner writing, and advocates for 
specific prisoner needs when possible. May not respond 
quickly. Write to: 
Black & Pink  6223 Maple St. #4600  Omaha, NE 68104
GLBTQ Legal Advocates & Defenders (GLAD) handles 
legal issues involving GLBTQ and HIV positive prisoners.  
Will refer out non-New England prison issues. Write to:  
GLAD 18 Tremont, Suite 950, Boston, MA 02108
Transgender Law Center’s Detention Project works 
to end the abuses transgender and gender nonconforming 
(TGNC) people experience in prisons, and other forms of 
detention. Write them concerning TGNC issues, or to obtain 
copies of their list of available reports and publications 
including Safety Inside: Problems Faced by Transgender 
Prisoners and Common Sense Solutions to Them, and 
Advocating for Yourself While in Custody in California. 
Write to: Detention Project Director, Flor Bermude at PO 
Box 70976, Oakland, CA. 94612-0976, or you can call the  
Detention Project direct line, collect, at 510-380-8229. Hay 
publicaciones en Español. 
The Center of Constitutional Rights and National Lawyers 
Guild publish the Jailhouse Lawyer’s Handbook. Send your 
request to: NLG - Prison Law Project  132 Nassau Street, Rm 
922, New York, NY 10038 [Donations of $2 (or more) to help 
offset postage and shipping are greatly appreciated.]
Prison Focus Issue 57 includes an article on page 19 about 
how to conduct legal research in the law library. $2 each. 

SCOTLAND 9 HUNGER STRIKE
   By: Joseph "Shine White" Stewart (Deputy Minister of Defense of the White Panther Organization NC-Branch) 
Edited for length

O
n August 1st, 1856 here in North Carolina, a fierce battle erupted between fugitives and slaveholders who sought their capture 
and re-enslavement. With Black August upon us, resistance is in the air our fallen Komrade's voices can be heard if you 
listen closely. On July 31st, myself and eight other prisoners engaged in a hungerstrike demanding superintendent Katie 

Poole address the ongoing violations ... of confinement for prisoners being housed [in solitary confinement] at Scotland Correctional. 
Prisoners were being denied outside rec, phone calls, grievances, and their sleep was being disrupted several times every night by 
medical staff maliciously banging on their door cells. Incarcerated Workers Organizing Committee of Atlanta put out a phone zap to 
support our hungerstrike and the recreation [issue] was rectified immediately, we're still waiting to hear [on the other demands]... This 
neglience on behalf of the prison staff is nothing new and there's still a mile to walk but with the support of y'all on the outside we 
don't have to walk the mile alone. Unfortunately in this process we received various types of retaliation by severe beatings, humiliating 
body searches, cell raids, withheld mail, and stolen property. Moreover, out of the nine hungerstrikers I was the only one to receive a 
disciplinary infraction and no longer do I receive vegan meals. This disciplinary infraction is being used to prolong my stay in solitary 
confinement, which I have been in since August 2018 due to my involvement in the 2018 Nationwide Prison Strike. 

I entreat that you make a call to captain Henderson and/or superintendent Katie Poole at (910)844-3078 and let them know you are 
aware of the reprisals I'm being subjected to and you want to know why, when my advocacy efforts don't violate any of the prison rules. 
Let them know you will be contacting internal affairs demanding an investigation on my behalf. If you don't want to call, I entreat that 
you send an email to them instead at karen.henderson@ncdps.gov on katypoole@ncdps.gov.

Thank you Komrades, for y'all are my voice when mine has been suppressed.   All Power to the People
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*Update on non-violent parole hearing denials
We prisoners are being held past our scheduled release

dates, and denied non-violent parole hearings. As you can 
see, reform doesn’t work. We can call every politician and 
beg them to support every bill. It still don’t seem to stop these 
institutions whom are ongoingly and effectively cutting us off 
from any relief. There are people dying in prison who deserve 
a second chance, but the bias and prejudice side of society 
does not believe in fairness or that there are deserving people 
in here. 

I am one of those non-violent offenders who was denied 
a parole hearing because the DOC didn’t update my (128B) 
before prisoners were interviewed for non-violent parole. This 
corruption is not just due to counselors delaying paperwork, 
the Parole Board had all the facts, its mainly because the first 
Amendment only protects speech for those privileged enough 
to buy that protection. I have also filed an application for Writ 
of Habeas Corpus requesting to be immediately released due 
to the fact that the time sheet shows I have completed my 
-entire sentence- that even without the good time, the flat time 
and the work time equals the sentence imposed by the Court. 
It seems the administration does not want anyone to leave 
this place …  Have the Lawmakers and activists investigated 
the parole process accross the U.S.?? Many of us need help!

Please take notice that Subsection 3371.1 (a) was adopted 
into regulation.  This section states it was adopted to put into 
regulation Case Records Staff’s practice of reviewing court 
documents, and to clarify that case records is not obligated 
to detect sentence discrepancies, but when it does discover 
apparent discrepancies, it will write to the court about the 
apparent discrepancies found. 

Note that: some judges will not allocate credit on the bench 
but rather, will rely upon other departments to calculate 
the credit. That is why it is important to check both your 
sentencing order as well as the credit acknowledged by your 
institutions records department to make sure that the credit 
has been applied where appropriate.  I am in the process of 
filing a Writ of Mandate [See page 18].  

Respectfully Sent, Anonymous, COR

Post Ashker...Squint To See The Changes
 I did 21 yrs. In SHU and was released, persuant to 

the Ashker Settlement, in June 2014…. [In 2017] I 
was stabbed on multiple occasions and was gonna get 
stabbed again. So I requested SNY placement in January 
2018. The request was denied … So I then requested to 
be sent back to GP. Then this was also denied. He stated 
I had to debrief (mandatory) due to a memo from 2012 
(circumventing current CDCR regulations thus making 
debriefing a mandatory policy which is illegal to do so). I 
indicated I would not debrief. So he stated I’d be seen by 
DRB and sent to RCGP [which I accepted] ... I’ve been 
waiting for over a year now for DRB. Staff has  been by 
my door multiple times to ask me if I’m ready to debrief, 
which is the real cause for the delay …  

... And yes they still want people to lie and make stuff 
up against other inmates, cause their plan is to send all 
the ones they can back to the SHU indefinitely. I’m not 
looking to lie about anyone or anything; simply trying to 
move on with my life - wherever they send me, SNY/GP 
or RCGP. But CDCR continues with its tactics, trying to 
use inmates to bring down other inmates. 

The 2012 memo makes debriefing (illegally) man-
datory...It’s under Placing Validated Gang Associates/
Members on a Sensitive Needs Yard. I tried to obtain a 
copy but they denied it. Said I had to file a Freedom of 
Information Act. 

Respectfully yours, Anonymous, COR

35 years completed at 60 something years 
old. When is enough enough?!

I went to BPH and was denied 3yrs. I can go back [for another 
hearing] in 12-18 months. Which I will get into, but first, super 
great idea for Prison Focus Radio! Perfect CPF, live interviews 
and up-date broadcasts, current stories, new law changes, 
interpretations for prisoners, etc….

I want to give you an insight on my recent BPH. I was denied 3 
yrs behind a 115 for refusing a cell mate… 

My ‘dump truck’ attorney appointed by Sacramento BPH 
pulled me out for an interview, and said he only has a few minutes 
because he had 20 more to interview for BPH. I said, “Your not 
visiting me for 5 minutes” so he stayed 20 minutes ... He does 
nothing in the hearing as for objecting to anything!

These commissioners they drill you it’s like an interrogation of 
question and twisting of words. 

For the 115 [I was told by my attorney] I would receive a 3 or 
5 year denial, before I even went into the hearing! … I have all 
these support letters certificates etc. 40 support letters and chronos 
from attorneys, teachers, a priest, my kids and my mom … Not 
to mention my Paralegal Certificate, multiple college courses and 
programs, and vocational accomplishments at PBSP … I have 
Renetry Program acceptance letters with full support to help me 
get back into society. I have a very detailed support letter from my 
sister who has office space for me to open my Paralegal Business 
and a job for me as a Legal Consultant until I get on my feet. Plus 
I was going to live with her and be in Reentry Programs and enroll 
in SFSU to complete my 6 credits. 

The Board Commissioners were overly impressed by attorney 
support letters and my education accomplishments and being a 
published author….

All was set ready for BPH to parole me. — [And I’m still here} 
all because of a [bogus] 115!....

I read about memory recall and communication in Terry A. 
Kuper’s expert report about the psychological harm caused by 
prolonged SHU confinement. In part it reads, [There are an] 
“impressive number of serious symptoms that they suffered while 
confined in the SHU, including anxiety reaching the level of 
panic; distorted thinking reaching the level of paranoia; memory 
and concentration problems … 

I never thought that I was affected by SHU Syndrome. But 
... in BPH because I flash back to SHU interrogations/mental 
deprivations and to hear to debrief appears to be a trigger that 
shuts me down. etc.. Long term Confinement is effecting my 
performance in BPH. Now I seen Commissioners don’t care how 
long I was in SHU....My daughter is going to do research and 
I’m ordering a book on memory recall. I need to enhance my 
communications skills; to update my talents in that area.

… I was asked if I was a gang member and stuff like that and my
file states, after a thorough investigation, that I am … not involved 
with any gangs ...  I have no safety concerns … It’s a Dam [sic] if 
you do, Dam if you don’t scenario…. 

The District Attorney is on the table com  (conference phone) 
listening and at the end he gets to give his spell. Same as in a Court 
Room - Anti-prisoners!

He makes the crime looks like it just happened, and puts his 
own twist to the crime. Once he said it was gang related. Nowhere 
in my transcript does it say it was a gang related crime … How can 
we win freedom like that?

We had to fight ... to help change the injustice of prison life with 
segregation. Now we need to change how BPH does business, 
going by there own laws un-checked!

I have my habeas corpus against denial of transfer from DRB in 
the first district appellate court of appeals … And of course I will 
be appealing the BPH decision. 

You can write an article on what Im talking about and encourage 
others to write about their experiences of how Commissioners treat 
them, the questions asked, etc.. (would be excellent PF article!) 

Respectfully, In Solidarity, Anonymous

Editor’s Note: Thank you to our friend here for keeping us and 
our readers informed. We editors here at Prison Focus are not 
actually “journalists” or “reporters”. Nor are we experts on your 
situations. This is why we give YOU a platform to write letters 
and articles. Rather than us writing our interpretations of what you 
report to us, we prefer to let the people hear directly from you. So 
we are anonymously sharing your thoroughly informative letter, 
and many others that we receive from our correspondents, in order 
to bring awareness to the public and inspire action - and ultimately 
change. Dismantling this system is a joint venture. So, a note to 
our inside readers, please be clear if you do NOT want us to share 
your letters, either in the paper, over the radio or by reading them 
a loud at our monthly Liberate the Caged Voices events. We honor 
your intentions and share your letters cautiously - and with great 
respect. See CPF’s confidentiality statement on the back page.  

Confidential Reports; 
Just Another Retaliatory Tactic 

Hello. [I am], a validated inmate released from 
Pelican Bay SHU in 2016. I’m part of the class action 
law suit Ashker v. Governor.  On January I was placed 
in Administration Segregation for conspiracy to 
distribute controlled substances. The false accusation 
is based on four unreliable confidential reports (1030s). 
I’m innocent of all these false accusations. I’m 
scheduled to have a suitability parole hearing under 
261 Juvenile Law. I was participating in all self-help 
programs, college, working, etc. Now, I find myself in 
solitary confinement (again) fighting all these bogus, 
false accusations thanks to the lies and manipulation 
of this corrupt system.... Anonymous

Bus Therapy
CPF, Oheyo Horale Saludos to one & all. I am 

encouraged to know that you all are continuing the 
good fight. Brings the spirit great joy to know that 
there are still individuals who possess honor and 
integrity … Who’s loyalty and sacrifice is what 
makes the difference in our pursuit of justice and 
victory.

Pues Oheyo. I have been going back and forth 
from Corcoran to New Folsom since 2017. From 
SHU, to Hoyo to Linia. [the hole to the mainline] 
In the last 6 months I’ve literally been to over 25 
different cells. It’s that bus therapy, which is a 
euphemism for retaliation. I am back in the Hoyo 
again, fighting for our rights as humans.They 
started the gladiator games here at Corcoran. We 
were deprived of the basic necessities, yard, visits, 
phone calls, canteen. First chance I got, I raised 
these issues with the brass [guards]. They took it as 
a threat. Falsified documents, the whole enchilada. 
I speak truth to corrupt and lying power which they 
despise. This comes with the territory. You know 
exactly what I am talking about.

I am [currently] up for transfer … [T]he IGI and 
Admin is trying hard to put me back in the SHU. 
We shall see… I’ll keep all you kin-folks in the 
loop.

Claro que si I agree 100% with you. It is up to us 
to generate light inside, not only inside ourselves 
but in our environment! Yes, prison is inherently 
a place of mendacious vacuity. Hopelessness, de-
spair, etc.. However, light is literally energy.. And 
we know that it is a fact of nature/science that no 
matter how dark the darkness. Darkness always 
gives way to light. Our energy must be spent on 
sharing and giving light to our gente, our environ-
ment, our fellow man.

I continue to educate, and train my mind, 
body, spirit, soul. To be sharp and strong. Self 
education is key. True knowledge comes from 
knowing oneself. Once we achieve this then we 
can go out and learn other things. But if we 
don’t understand what our character is founded 
upon, we will one day fail ourselves. 

I shall keep on pushing forward. I truly appreciate 
your words of wisdom and support. A parting note: 
The laws of thermodynamics state that all energy 
in a closed system is constant. No new energy is 
created, it only changes form. The question for 
each man to ask himself, is if his energy is going 
to be spent/transformed for the good and benefit of 
humanity or for its destruction. 

Struggle Together in Solidarity. Take strong care.  
Con un Abraco and in Solidarity, Anonymous

I Should Have Been Homeward Bound. Instead 
Correctional Officer Disrimination, Misconduct 
and Abuse Landed Me In Solitary Confinement 

Hello. I am a transgender inmate, currently in ASU for a corrupt 
situation by the exact people (cdcr) that are provided to protect 
me. I was brought back here B’cuz a c/o employee alleged that 
I assaulted him after he “slammed me down”, called me obscene 
names such as “faggot” told me to “shut-up” said he’ll “break 
my arm”. . . All this behind a random pat-down coming out the 
chow hall which wasn’t random cause I was the only inmate being 
put on the wall. I was sexually touched [at this] so-called called 
pat-down... when the officer asked for [a piece of my clothing] 
I complied but asked “Why do he need it?”   He proceeded to 
grab me and yank me back…. I am completely stressed out and 
overwhelmed b’cuz I was supposed to go home soon off of  Prop 
57, but now am possibly being referred to the D.A. and facing a 
SHU term for battery on a peace officer. During the  occurrence 
the officer was scratched by my nail as he was slamming me to 
the ground. He reported [that it was intentional]. I am so scared. I 
never had an offense like this nor would I ever try to commit one….

…In A yard, us inmates have no voice (freedom of speech) to
be heard nor [are there] Leutenants or Captains reprimanding their 
staff for their misconduct…. It’s cruel and unusual punishment 
here.” I have no friends outside or family. I’m hoping y’all can 
help me get out my voice....  

Thank you for listening, Anonymous, (MCSP) 

In Germany, 92% of prison sentences are 
for 2 years or less; in the Netherlands 
95% of sentences are for 2 years or less.                         
[Vera Institute, 2013 report]. 

  
     SHU OPTIMISM     By V-A 
    Day in and day out, I’m in this cell that is designed to put me down and out.

But being strong is what this is all about.
The system could slam me down, but my spirit will never bow down.
My stay here is not easy, but prison will never be known to be easy.

 It was easy to get here but to keep the mind, spirit and body strong is the real struggle.
So I will continue to strive forward, dig deep, 10, 20 or even a hundred feet until
I find the necessary hope, faith, courage and will, 
To keep my mind, body and spirit in good condition,
To fulfill my ambition, to bring my parole plans into fruition

Prop 57 Unjustly Denied
I was granted Prop 57 but the next day told I went to SHU ... 

less than five years ago so I am excluded for review. When I have 
CDC our documentation showing I went to SHU for indeterminate 
SHU for associate with a STG1 gang in 2009.  I wrote the board 
of parole hearings explaining, yet they still refuse to acknowledge 
those facts...  Plus, my counselor can’t find or give me a copy of 
(needed documents)...   CMF says my appeal (is no good because 
it) it addresses  multiple issues,  not 
from a single event,  which is not 
true. Also [that the] writing isn’t right. 
Needs a 12 point font. What’s that? 
No one will say. Then it states I did 
not submit an original. But don’t say 
what original?  My prop 57 is being 
denied unjustly...  any help is greatly 
appreciated.  Anonymous
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V-DAY 2019 SPOTLIGHT 
ON WOMEN IN PRISON, 
DETENTION CENTERS, AND 
FORMERLY INCARCERATED 
WOMEN excerpts

The Astronomical Growth of 
Women Impacted by Incarceration

Published by VDAY at www.vday.org

T
he United States has 5% of the world's population and 
a staggering 25% of the world's incarcerated people; 
a system of mass incarceration has been created, 

with 2.1 million people behind bars and nearly 5 million 
more on probation or parole. This system is a business, with 
corporations profiting off the backs of vulnerable individuals 
who were served into it via a pipeline of injustice that finds its 
roots in inequity and racism.

The vast majority of this large incarcerated population is 
poor, Black and Hispanic, with women being the fastest-
growing segment. In fact, the United States has the world's 
highest rate of incarcerated women in the world. Despite the 
fact that only 4% of the world's female population lives in the 
United States, this group makes up over 30% of the world's 
women in prison population.  Since 1980, the number of 
women in prison has grown 700%. In addition to the numbers 
of incarcerated women, 1.2 million women live under the 
control of the criminal justice through parole or probation. 
In addition, when a woman goes to prison, her family and 
community are deeply affected. More than 60% of women in 
state prisons in the United States have a child under the age of 18.

Women of color are at far greater risk of being incarcerated. 
In 2016, the imprisonment rate for African American women-- 
96 per 100,000-- was twice the rate of that for white women-- 
49 per 100,000. Hispanic women were imprisoned at 1.4 times 
the rate of white women.

The growth of women in prison has been twice as high as 
that of men since 1980, though men continue to make up the 
vast majority. However, women in communities that have 
been targeted by mass incarceration bear the brunt of raising 

Alabama DOC used the local media to 
spread misinformation by falsely reporting 
that people were eating and that the strike had 
ended. Kenneth Traywick also went on hunger 
strike to protest transfer from medium security 
to maximum at Limestone Correctional 
Facility.

Kinetik Justice, Swift Justice and Kenneth 
Traywick are all working to expose abuses 
at Limestone. Family members are being 
extorted for money in exchange for contact 
with their loved ones inside. 

Success! The practice of “bucket detail”  
(physical and psychological torture disguised 
as a measure to prevent contraband, called 
"Potty Watch" in California) ended due to 
public pressure and media coverage. ADOC 
is under investigation by the Department of 
Justice.

An FTP organizer, in concert with Kinetik 
Justice and Swift Justice, mobilized people 
from the convergence to meet Alabama organizers, loved ones 
and Unheard Voices of the Concrete Jungle for a rally on June 
22 outside of Limestone Correctional Facility in Northern 
Alabama. This is where Swift and Kinetic are currently being 
held and where many inside organizers in Alabama have been 
sent in recent years to face torturous repression and violence.

... We received word that the guys inside were ecstatic to 
see coverage of the rally on the local news. As a direct result 
of this action, demand number 2, “the removal of the corrupt 
administration at Limestone,” has been met in part!

Monday: Convergence participants took part in two 
protest actions. One was against the Florida Department of 
Transportation, which continues to use prison slavery on roads 
and highways despite Alachua County voting to end the inmate 
leasing practice [aka: slavery]. 

The other action was a rally outside the county jail, calling 
attention to a Father’s Day Bail Out campaign that is ongoing. 
One dad was bailed out that day. FTP and IWOC Gainesville 
continue raising funds to get more dads out of jail. 

The most powerful moment of the day was when one of the 
organizers read out the names of every single person inside 
Alachua County Jail – a really important moment of solidarity 
which took a lot of physical endurance, a moment where rising 
power was felt.

These are just the take-aways that stood out to us. If you’d like 
further information or to get in touch, please write to:

IWOC Oakland
P.O. Box 6305          Or
Oakland, CA 94603

A protester holds a sign highlighting the Juneteenth and 
Father’s Day Bailout organized by the Gainesville Incarcerated 
Workers Organizing Committee that ended the 2019 Fight Toxic 
Prisons Convergence. Three people were successfully bailed 
out of the Alachua County Jail. – Photo: Jordan Mazurek

this is what women of color said would happen from the 
beginning.

Key take-aways were 1) that prevention is a much more 
effective use of resources than reaction; 2) that the Violence 
Against Women Act, which is up for renewal, while aimed at 
safety, is full of the same punitive and carceral thinking that 
Leigh’s research shows has failed; and 3) Leigh challenged 
the narrative about domestic violence as being about “power 
and control” in favor of a more holistically trauma informed 
understanding.

In a break-out session, people discussed their own 
identities and positions of privilege and how those may create 
certain dynamics within the work. White folks with middle 
class and/or academic backgrounds were encouraged to be 
intentional and reflective about how they navigate movement 
spaces, and to situate themselves in their motivations and 
meet feedback head-on, especially when it comes to one’s 
blind spots and privileges.

Over dinner, we listened to a call-in panel with several 
currently caged political prisoners: Mumia Abu-Jamal, 
Rashid Johnson, KC Canada, Kwame Shakur and recently 
freed political prisoner Shaka Zulu joining us in person. The 
panel spoke on their conditions and shared their analysis of 
the carceral system’s strategy.

Notable points: Prisons are both an economic project and 
a counterinsurgency program. Their neverending goal is to 
continue “locking people up who are trying to be free.” 

A reoccurring theme and recognition 
of the discussion was that “we can’t 
destroy prisons without destroying 
capitalism.”
Sunday: The morning began with Chairman Shaka Zulu 

speaking about “hitting the ground like a paratrooper” upon 
release to fight jail construction in New Jersey. He is the 
current chairman and cofounder with Rashid Johnson of the 
New Afrikan Black Panther Party.

Rashid, in the room again via phone, shared what 
he considers some victories: Working with Florida 
organizations to found SPARC (Supporting Prisoners and 
Real Change). Bringing together families of prisoners to fight 
video visitation and high fees for use of communications 
technology.

A strike at Red Onion State Prison (Virginia supermax) 
produced a report on abuses within the prison with the help 
of outside organizations. This report, in combination with 
organizing by prisoners and SPARC, pressured the institution 
to end the practice of 22 hour a day solitary confinement.

Rashid also favored the San Francisco Bay View National 
Black Newspaper with a hearty shoutout. Finally, Rashid 
shares what he thinks is needed as we move into the future: 
1) Effective inside-outside reporting structure to facilitate the
sharing of information. 2) Need to collaborate, consolidate 
groups and movements and build alliances. 3) Need to turn 
prisons into sites of “base-building” and political education.

Organizers who live and/or work directly with people 
incarcerated in Southern states shared their work and 
strategic trajectory:

In Atlanta IWOC and several other community 
organizations and individuals are mobilizing against Dekalb 
and Fulton County jails, where people caged have been 
experiencing severe medical neglect, moldy food and cells, 
and several deaths. Dekalb uses video visitation, which is 
how the initial call for help reached IWOC and other groups 
in Atlanta.

On April 15 a noise demo was spontaneously organized, 
and groups began tabling outside Dekalb during visiting 
hours. The people who put out the call for help were placed 
in solitary. During noise demos, people inside the jail broke 
windows, shouting and attempting to get information and 
evidence to the protesters, including mold samples. Another 
solidarity demonstration was held on July 1.

In Louisiana, acts of resistance are ongoing in Angola, 
but repression has been fierce. One prisoner was made an 
example of by being dragged by ankle chains in preemptive 
retaliation for possible strike activity. 

This information is crucial in changing the public’s story 
of imprisoned people and exposing gross inconsistencies and 
injustices on the part of the state. Many people in Louisiana 
who are serving long or life sentences were convicted by 
a jury of 10 rather than 12, and over 7,000 people have 
remained caged well after their parole dates. Angola has a 
hospice care wing and a cemetery.

In Alabama, hunger strikes continue in 2019. Holman 
and St. Clair Correctional Facility were both raided by 
SWAT teams, and 30 people were transferred to isolation in 
Holman. The hunger strikers demanded release from solitary 
confinment and to be given an explanation for the transfer.

Kinetik Justice of the Free Alabama Movement was placed 
in solitary and went on hunger strike. Unheard Voices of the 
Concrete Jungle and FTP organized a series of phone zaps. 

children alone and shoring up their families financially and 
emotionally. Women are carrying the enormous economic, 
physical and emotional burdens of mass incarceration, often 
suffering severe health problems, as well as the isolation 
due to the persistent stigma of incarceration in our society.
Immigration and Detention Centers: Impact on 
Women

In the United States, the immigration crisis under 
the Trump Administration has left a staggering number 
of refugees in over 200 immigrant prisons and jails.    
According to Freedom for Immigrants it is unclear how 
many facilities exist in the U.S. and around the world.     In 
April 2018, The Intercept reported that it had unearthed 
hundreds of complaints about sexual and physical abuse 
in detention centers at the hands of U.S. Immigration and 
Customs Enforcement (ICE) agents     .

This is just the tip of the iceberg. Women and children in 
detention, as with women and girls in prison, are not safe. 
These assaults follow an alarming trend in U.S. detention 
centers, which number close to 100 now. The New York 
Timesreports that while ICE has reported 1,310 claims 
of sexual abuse against detainees between 2013 to 2017, 
the actual numbers are likely much higher according to 
experts monitoring the issue. ProPublica reports: "Using 
state public records laws, ProPublica has obtained police 
reports and call logs concerning more than 70 of the 
approximately 100 immigrant youth shelters run by the U.S. 
Health and Human Services department's Office of Refugee 
Resettlement. While not a comprehensive assessment of the 
conditions at these shelters, the records challenge the Trump 
administration's assertion that the shelters are safe havens 
for children. The reports document hundreds of allegations 
of sexual offenses, fights and missing children." 
Global Incarceration of Women

Globally, the rate at which women are being imprisoned 
has grown by 53% since 2000. One explanation for this 
alarming trend is globalization. Michelle Chen reports in 
The Nation: "The incarceration rate and rising gender-based 
violence, paradoxically, track the growing levels of freedom 
and public activity among women. Compared with North 
American and Europe, the parts of Asia, Latin America, 
and Africa where globalization has had its most severe 
effects have also undergone significant social changes: 
young women face unprecedented pressures in education 
and work, including migration from rural areas and poor 
countries for jobs, while the expectation remains that they 
will still care for their families and children."  In essence, 
women are more at risk for imprisonment than before 
because the work they engage in, or actions they are forced 
to take, are deemed illegal by the state--actions which they 
are compelled to do because of their economic status. In 
essence, globalization is putting tremendous pressure on 
women living at society's margins. Families must be fed, 
and women are forced to do whatever it takes to put food 
on the table, with devastating consequences. Take Thailand, 
for example, where as a "war on drugs" is being waged. 
There, more and more women are being sent to prison for 
selling drugs or possessing a small amount of them.  

** VDAY is a global activist movement to end violence 
against women and girls. To read this report in it's entirety, 
with footnotes, go to: www.vday.org/spotlight2019 or send 
your request plus 3 stamps to: 

California Prison Focus  
4408 Market St., Ste A
Oakland, CA 94608

 Fight Toxic Prisons
433 South Main St. 
Gainesville, FL 32601
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are useless and need to be changed.
II. No High Level of Care Treatement for High
Functioning Inmates 
     The CDCR Coleman mental health system professionals 
suffer from what I call Steve Nash syndrome. Steve Nash was 
a university math professor who had a very severe mental 
illness. They made a movie about him called Beautiful Mind 
(played by Russel Crow). He was a very high functioning 
person with a very severe mental illness. If he were in the 
program today, the system would take away his higher 
level of care because policy dictates that a person in their 
system can't possibly have a severe mental illness and be 
high functioning. If the prisoner states that he does [in fact 
have a mental illness], then they [staff] claim he is feigning 
their diagnosis for "secondary gain" and/or is a malingerer. 
That's what I call the Steve Nash syndrome. When a mental 
health professional goes against what is "text book" to bend 
over for the system it works for, and simply push policy, they 
adhere to the myth that an inmate cannot be high functioning 
and have a severe mental illness, which is vastly far from the 
truth. 
There have been many people in history who have severe 
mental illnesses, such has Robin Williams and Carrie Fisher 
(Princess Laya in Star Wars), who both committed suicide 
because their mental illness became too big for them to 
handle. There was Sir Issic Newton, Abraham Lincoln, 
Estein, and many, many others. If these people were in this 
program they would be considered too high functioning to 
receive the higher level of care; and that's what is happening 
to me. While I  have a severe mental illness, I am very high 
functioning and because of that, I am not allowed to receive 
the higher level of care to which I have the right under federal 
ADA (American Disability Act) Law and according to the 
United States Constitution. This must STOP!
III. The 90 Day EOP Mental Health Program
 The entire CDCR Coleman mental health program is a scam 
that needs to be changed. The system is based on three levels 
of care, one higher than the other in mental health treatment. 
The EOP level of care is the second level of care where an 
inmate is evaluated every 90 days to determine if he/she still 
requires a higher level of care. His or her level of care can be 
taken away simply by the inmate demonstrating that they are 
doing well in the program, by going to groups, seeing their 
clinician regularly, taking their medication and generally 
doing well in the system. If you do this you are showing 
improvement and allegedly no longer need a higher level of 
care - This is where the Steve Nash syndrome is at its highest. 
The problem with this 90 day roadside scam is that you’re 
told: to be in the program you have to participate fully or 
you will be kicked out, and if you do well you also will be 
kicked out. Damned if you do, damned if you don't.

     The scam is that they really don't 
care about whether you have a severe 
mental illness or not. It's all about 
funding. 

To keep the funding coming in they have to show that the 
program is working. They rely on the revolving door of 
inmates to say that each has fully been treated. "Boy oh boy 
what a scam."
      What is so detrimental is that most inmates who have 
severe mental illness and are high functioning are released 
to a lower of care prison where inmates with "real" mental 
illness are frowned upon and severely (excuse the pun) 
bullied. 

I had a really good friend of mine 
commit suicide when they dropped 
his level of care and threw him to the 
wolves. 

This is the evil-dark side of the program. I still suffer PTSD 
from the incident.
       .Many inmates do horrific things to themselves to avoid 
being thrown to the wolves and remain in the program; like 
actually trying to commit suicide, banging their heads on 
plate glass window to draw blood, or cutting themselves. I 
know one guy who tried to electrocute himself to stay in the 
program, and not be thrown to the wolves. .It's categorically 
wrong to base an inmate's level of care needs on how well 
they are doing in a program. The fact that a person with  
mental illness performs/participates in group, doesn't mean 
his mental illness has changed. I must have done well in over 
one thousand groups, but it didn't change my diagnosis or the 
level of care I need. This revolving-door-forfunding-mental 
health scam has to stop.
WHAT CHANGES NEED TO BE MADE
     It's simple, the entire CDCR Coleman mental health 

program needs to be trashed, and a new program that offers 
outstanding mental health treatment needs to be built from 
the ground up. I made a detailed plan on what changes need 
to be done. The following are some excerpts of that plan:.Do 
away with the 90 day revolving door mental health scheme, 
and bring in actual treatment that could change the prognosis 
of a person’s mental health. There are so many new and 

it ended, the commissioner acknowledged my genuine 
remorse for my committing offense and also the fact that I 
had participate in several self-help groups. 

The BPH Commissioner went on to say that I have a 
good chance at parole but…. I was denied parole for seven 
years, and told that if I can show a pattern of clean behavior, 
without receiving any RVRs – to then submit a Petition 
to Advance the Parole Hearing, and that they will call me 
back before seven years for the parole consideration… 
My showing a pattern of clean behavior is doable. I have 
and employ conflict resolution skills, and I do not operate 
through violence or criminal scheming. I follow rules. My 
problem is this disorder I suffer. I feel that CDCR is doing 
me a disservice by refusing to implement treatment for 
exhibitionistic disorder, to curve, curtail and eliminate the 
symptoms, after having diagnosed me as such … [With 
treatment] I would have accomplished that pattern of clean 
behavior and be found suitable for parole. I would be out in 
society making a living for myself, as opposed to wasting 
away inside prison, burning tax-payers’ dollars. People in 
society need to know about this. Senate Bill 261? Give me 
a break!

Editors Note: The American Psychiatric Association 
classifies Exhibitionistic disorder within a larger group of 
illnesses called paraphilic disorders. According to the Merck 
Manual, a comprehensive medical information manual,  about 
30% of apprehended male sex offenders are exhibitionists 
and the vast majority of those with exhibitionism do not 
engage in physically aggressive sexual behaviors. People 
with exhibitionism often suffer from feelings of mental 
anguish or distress that exists separate from any outside 
social or cultural judgment. Treatment of exhibitionistic 
disorder typically includes cognitive work (identifying and 
changing the thoughts that drive the behavior), relaxation 
training (to reduce exposure impulses), and coping skills 
training (different ways to behave when feeling aroused). 
Treatment might include psychotherapy, support groups, and 
medications that control mood, paraphilia and depressive 
disorders, and/or testerone levels.

Should CDCR be Allowed to 
Subsitute Treatment of a Mental 
Illness with Punishment and 
Degredation?

  By Trayzon C. Gilbert

The law states that the California Board of Parole 
Hearings (BPH) may find one unsuitable for parole as 
long as there is “some” evidence of a current risk of 

dangerousness. This broad discretion allows the board panel 
to use ANY Rules Violation Report (RVR) one may have 
acquired, as “some” evidence to deny parole; the RVR does 
not have to have had resulted from violence, as the BPHS’s 
rationale is that if one cannot follow rules in prison, then one 
cannot follow rules in society. But what about when the RVR 
is for sexually disorderly conduct or indecent exposure and 
the inmate has a CDCR diagnosis of Exhibitionist Disorder 
which CDCR does not and refuses to treat? Is justice then 
served in finding one unsuitable for parole, essentially for 
having a mental illness…? 

Subsequent to the passing of Senate Bill 261 into California 
Law, which makes those inmates who committed their crime 
under the age of 23 eligible for an early parole consideration 
hearing, I found myself going before the board unexpectedly 
in November 2017, some 20 years early. By that time I 
had already been incarcerated for 20 years for a robbery/
shooting… 

Since entering prison, I have been diagnosed with an 
Exhibitionistic Disorder, an illness which directly affects 
behavior, (see below) which in turn affects one’s parole 
suitability. CDCR only treats about ten different mental 
illnesses, of which exhibitionistic disorder isn’t one. 
Instead CDCR has elected to punish, persecute, degrade 
and single out those inmates with their underground illegal 
policy (according to the Office of Administrative Law and 
Government code 11340.5) Department of Operations 
Manual (DOM) Article 25, section 52100.4, which permits 
CDCR to cover said inmates’ cell windows with yellow 
placard and in some cases forcing them to wear “exposure 
control suits” which are jumpsuits that fastens at the back 
with a long strap which is looped down the center of ones 
back, secured with a padlock. This humiliating and degrading 
outfit/contraption looks nothing like any clothing worn by the 
rest of the population, so one can imagine the spectacle….

When on the exercise yard and one has to use the restroom, 
they must yell for an officer to come unlock and unstrap the 
jumpsuit. One is fortunate if an officer responds in time – if 
at all…. DOM Article 25 Section 52100.4 places a target on 
my back, as well as on the back of others who are diagnosed 
with this disorder. Thus it is, in fact, CDCR’s policy that is 
creating and perpetuating a dangerous environment. 

Moreover, the measures which the above underground 
regulation encompasses do not curve, curtail, nor cure the 
disorder, but are supposedly enforced to stifle, leaving myself 
and others to grow vigilant beneath the threat of physical 
violence, having been targeted as “sex offenders”, while we 
further wallow in decompensation. 

My parole hearing lasted roughly three hours. Before 

innovative mental health treatments that exist today, that offer 
real hope for people struggling with mental illness, such as all 
the things the National Alliance on Mental Illness  are doing. 
This incudes biofeedback technology, marijuana therapy, sleep 
meditation, new psychiatric medications, buddy therapy and 
so much more. What about the VET psychologists who were 
using dolphins? I'm not asking CDCR to build pools and start 
a dolphin program, but rather pointing out all the new out-of-
the-box thinking available in the world of mental health.
.These types of treatments would never be implemented 
within CDCR, because...

 ...the Coleman mental health system 
is still in the medieval-dark-ages of 
mental health care, like the evil batman 
insane asylum on the hill with the dark 
cloud over it. 

I've talked to too many mental health care professionals who 
work for CDCR and many quit early because they can't take 
what the system does to mental health inmates. The ones 
who stay on are usually the Nurse Ratched - (from the movie 
One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest) types who enjoy abusing 
mental health patients (and there are a lot of those); and love, 
live and breathe being part of a system that does the same.
.The system "will" be changed. Its time has come. The EOP 
Advocacy Project partnered with other folk who care; together 
we can get it done.

David Perryman is the President and Founder of The EOP
Advocacy Project. Perryman is a human rights fighter around 
issues of mental health within the California prison system. 
He will continue his efforts to expose and explore with Prison 
Focus readers some of the difficult challenges and struggles 
facing mental health patients in CDCR, including his own 
unfolding journey. So be on the lookout for more of D.

Attack on One's Humanity
We are still not given enough time to eat our meals at the 

dining room. It is always a rush, always pushing the slave to 
barely chew his food, as if one were a damn dog.

[Last winter] I observed a black inmate walking bare 
footed and in his boxers, no other clothes were on him. He 
was coming from the program area to his building…. He was 
walking slow, the temperatures were freezing… These attacks 
to our humanity leave no doubt that there are elements within 
law enforcement that hate our humanity and suffer from some 
sort of psychopathy. Sincerely, Anonymous

Trying To Break Our Spirits
….Prisoners in New Folsom PSU have minimal contact 

with the outside world, other prisoners, friends or families, 
and received little to no medical or mental health care. We 
sure do have a lot of overwhelming remarkable amount of 
physical contact with guards. Much of this contact occurs 
during assaultive cell extractions  which are conducted 
if a prisoner refuses to be harassed, intimidated or wear 
restraints which are painful, such as small handcuffs 
squeezed on too tight or leg irons that scrape the skin off 
your ankles when we are forced to walk far distances. Some 
prisoners don’t want to be set up by guards who pay off 
prisoners to attack other prisoners. Also if a prisoner leaves 
out of his cell, guards will claim we have no privacy rights 
and will secretly intrude on your legal papers, your rap 
lyrics, tamper with food etc. and ravish ones living quarters. 

 Sometimes prisoners who lack education and have 
mental illness might refuse to return a food tray, kick the 
cell door or throw excrement at guards. In these situations 
the assaultive cell extraction/retaliation is much more 
flagrant.   

Prisoners who are targeted by guards are more likely [to 
be] attacked - while in their handcuffs, by other prisoners 
while being escorted to an EOP  mental health appointment 
or group. Sometimes we are to the point that we notify the 
staff that we feel suicidal. I have been left nearly naked 
outside at 10:30 PM to 6 AM shivering in an outdoor cage 
for hours at a time. They are trying to break our spirits. 

You'd Have To 
See It To Believe It
I invite certain prisoner 
advocacy groups to 
follow me into my lived-
journey into CDCR’s 
mental healthcare hell....
The way that I am being 
treated will definitely 
shock their conscience!  
Anonymous, COR
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STRUCTURED DECISION MAKING FRAMEWORK 
Based on information published in a recent article by the life Support Alliance, titled Have You Heard? 

The Board of Parole Hearings (BPH) is now moving toward shorter parole hearings, less subjectivity in decisions, 
a new framework for hearings created specifically for the California system of parole. The BPH, following 
several months of research, consultation and creation, has previewed the new Structured Decision Making Framework (SDMF), a process the board hopes will shorten hearings, 

while still covering all salient factors of suitability in deciding whether to grant any given inmate a parole grant.
Commissioners and Deputy Commissioners underwent two days of training at the end of April, working off a worksheet of factors identified as being relevant to the prisoner's current 

risk, thus assisting the panel members in making consistent, supportable decision based on empirical factors, not subjectivity. After the two days of training the panel members disbursed to 
hold scheduled hearings......with, frankly, mixed results. Some commissioners, apparently comfortable with the change and rapid time frame, began using the SDMF the next day, holding 
hearings that averaged, from reports, about two hours each, with several hearings reported as lasting only an hour--and often resulting in grants.

But some commissioners have not been using the SDMF guidelines, evident in the multi-hour length of their considerations. And while there are no firm figures or results as yet, clearly 
the intent of the BPH is that all commissioners will eventually move to the streamlined SDMF process. So it's clearly a work in progress, with more training and review in coming weeks. 
But to put some of the rumors to rest--there is no maximum time for hearings under SDMF; hearing will still take as long as they take, but BPH believes following the framework will 
reduce that amount of needed time.

The SDMF is not an out-of-thin-air creation, but an adaption of a process used by parole authorities in Canada and seven other U.S. states in making parole decisions. BPH, in conjunction 
with researchers and academics in Canada, with input from parole authorities in other states, worked to create a SDMF specific to California and our unique laws.

BPH Headquarters, Sacramento. All important aspects of California parole hearings will be retained: the prisoner is entitled to appear in person, to be provided legal representation at that 
hearing, will receive a psychological evaluation (CRA), input from DAs and victims will be considered and, despite the framework, the discretion of the parole commissioners to make their 
decision will be maintained.

reformed three- strikes laws but allowed those convicted on 
three-strikes statutes to apply for a modification of their 
sentences. Delaware took the common-sense step of making 
its reforms retroactive, but far too few legislatures do.
Historically, when sentencing reforms do grant relief to 
individuals already serving lengthy sentences, it is more 
often the result of a judicial order. (Courts make their 
decisions retroactive either by requiring states to change 
their laws, or by having the states erect frameworks for 
incarcerated people to apply for resentencing.)

For instance:
 ● When the U.S. Supreme Court reversed an earlier 

decision and declared in 1963 that it was unconstitutional 
to put poor people on trial without first appointing 
them a lawyer, the Supreme Court ignored the State of 
Florida’s plea to not make the ruling retroactive. The 
Supreme Court did so knowing that it would apply to 
many thousands of people serving prison sentences in 
five southern states, including a substantial portion of 
Florida’s prison population.

 ● In 2002, the U.S. Supreme Court reversed its 
earlier decision and, in Atkins v. Virginia barred the 
execution of the intellectually disabled — the Court 
used the term “mentally retarded” — instructing that 
the Eighth Amendment’s prohibition against cruel and 
unusual punishment should be interpreted in light of the 
“evolving standards of decency that mark the progress 
of a mature society.” The Court did not define “mentally 
retarded,” leaving each state to devise its own standards. 
Over the next 11 years, at least 83 individuals condemned 
to die instead had their sentences reduced because of a 
finding of “mental retardation” stemming from Atkins.

 ● The Supreme Court has made other improvements 
in sentencing retroactive as well, including barring 
execution for offenses committed before age 18 and 
barring mandatory life without parole sentences for 
offenses committed before age 18.

 ● State courts have also made changes retroactive. 
For example, in 2012 the Maryland Court of Appeals 
ruled in Unger v. Maryland that that jury instructions in 
capital murder convictions prior to 1981 were flawed and 
ordered new trials for the approximately 130 individuals 
still incarcerated with life sentences. (Most of those 
people were released by the state and placed on probation 
to great success.)
Conclusion 
If states are serious about reversing mass incarceration, 

they must be willing to leaven retribution with mercy and 
address the long sentences imposed during more punitive 
periods in their state’s history. Tis report provides state 
leaders with eight strategies to shorten overly long prison 
sentences. All that is left is the political will.
Note: Complete article with footnotes can be requested  
from CPF for 4 stamps.. 

People Wisen with Age. Why Can't Our 
Criminal Justice System Do the Same? 

To whom this may concern at California Prison Focus, 
I’m most appreciative to receive the info that your 

organization puts out and I’m glad that someone out that 
is putting in the work to change things . . . perhaps ya’ll 
will wake some people up to the fact that change is needed.

 I’ve been in prison now for almost 19 years for a crime 
in which no one was physically hurt. I’ll be 45 years of age 
in a few days. I’ve suffered a great deal during 

my time in prison as I’ve watched relationships fade - 
loved ones die - family become estranged. Although laws 
have progressively changed for the better, helped some get 
out and given others hope where there is none, there are 
still some like myself who remain stuck under draconian 
laws, such as 3 strikes.

 Every time I tell someone about my situation they are 
left shaking their heads.  Please bare with me as I explain.

On 4-22-1993 a day after my 19th birthday I 
accepted a plea agreement for 8 years and 4 months in 
state prison for my involvement in some robberies. I was 
paroled in 1998. I had done a little over 5 years. Two 
years after my release I was arrested for another robbery 
and received a term under 3 strikes; I was given two 
5 year enhancements for two prior prison terms, even 
though I only served one ... [T]he court looked at it like I 
had served two separate terms in prison.  Also I got ten 
years for a gun enhancement.

 Giving me a total for 45 years to life in prison. The 
youthfulness of my crimes don’t help me, as I have been 
told that I do not qualify as a youthful offender despite 
the fact that I was under the age of 25 when my current 
offense occurred.

 So - long story short - even with all of the changes 
occurring that have given prisoners renewed hope that 
they will be out sooner rather than later, individuals like 
myself still sit in prison hoping that another bill comes 
along that will change the three strikes law.

 I’m aware that I am [was] a dumb ass for not learning 
my lesson the first time, and that I may be preaching to 
the choir but I just wanted to reach out to some like-
minded people who know that people can change, and the 
system should reflect that change.  Thank you for your 
time and all your efforts.     Sincerely, Mustafa, HDSP

....I filed an habeaus corpus ... for the petty, 
vengeful 115 I was given prior to my BPH ... that 
BPH used  as an excuse to deny parole (despite:) my 
40 support letters, documents that two  reentry 
programs accepted me,  enrollment into SFSU, 
remorse letters to victim, insight chart excellent, 
positive chronos and certificates from my education 
teachers, my kids support letters, my mom etc ... 
They even brought up debriefing again etc. etc.

I honestly thought after 35 years,  
66 years old and 30 years in SHU without a 115 (violation) I would get paroled...

 ...Next time I will need to use SHU Syndrome (ie: memory recall & concentration) because the board
won't respect anything else. BPH interrogation type questions dig into one’s past... My daughter is going 
to prepare a study paper for me to use... I need a good private attorney but myself and family... [already] 
spent $$ on an attorney now lost down a rabbit hole. 

 I am not giving up. But I honestly thought after 35 years, 66 years old and 30 years in SHU without 
a 115 (violation) I would get paroled... Sincerely, Anonymous

Prison Stagnation 
By Paul David Johnson

Prison stagnation, there is no explanation,
it brings about false anticipation, no reparation, 

with little expectation.
Prison stagnation, there is no determination, it 

brings about lost hope, using dope, walking along 
a tightrope, stringing up wire across your throat, 
nothing more to achieve but lost seeds, and 
misused weeds.

 Prison stagnation, lost dedication, less 
education, little communication, far from 
transformation, only to be excommunicated from 
All demonstration, how do I die, I sometimes 
wonder, am I going under, depressed by their lies, 
why keep getting high prison stagnation that’s 
why.

 Prison stagnation, a few limitations, lost in 
gravitation, conformed in transportation, who 
needs segregation in this prison population of 
misfits, nitwits and confused convicts, present 

stagnation, lost with no congratulation. 

Still Waiting for that Second 

EMANCIPATORY 
EDUCATION 

As we continue in this struggle to end oppression 
throughout these prison slave kamps in 
Amerikkka, we are still being harassed by the 

fascists and retaliated against for airing our grievances. 
I’ve been told numerous times by the CO’s that IGI 
(Institutional Gang Investigators) are watching me for 
holding social gatherings on the yard, attempting to re-
educate young new Afrikans who have the potential to go 
back to society as changed men.

What I realize is that due to my long-term isolation, 
youngsters want to know how I dealt with the harsh realities 
we faced day in and out, so! I share my story in hopes that 
they will realize that they can make positive changes in 
their lives, that can impact their loved ones lives as well.

I/We on the razor wire slave plantation come from inner 
cities who were caught up in the lifestyles that was among 
us, be it gang banging, hustling street drugs, pimp’n, 
committing robberies, burglaries and other crimes due to 
survival. A lot of us, (I included) come from broken homes 
where our families were involved in criminal behavior, so 
to learn how to survive comes first-hand.

After coming to prison in early 1994 and getting into 
fights and participating in riots I was placed in the SHU  
(Security Housing Unit) where you have to learn how 
to channel your emotions, so that you don’t succumb to 
the loneliness caused by being in your cell 23 ½ hours a 
day. (The half hour includes  your every other day shower 
time.) Adjusting to being in the SHU is difficult at first, but 
once an elder gentleman gave me a book, entitled Soledad 
Brother, I realized it was by design all that has happened to 
us new Afrikans since we arrived on these shores of North 
Amerikkka, so! I continued to read and study my history. 

What I found by reading another book, Introduction of 
Afrikan Civilization, was that we were cultural people 
who lived off our land. We grew our own crops, made our 
own clothes, built our own homes, educated our children. 
We were hunters, fishermen, women sewed clothes, and 
cooked the food men brought home. 

I then started reading more, because this form of 
education was missing in school when I was growing 
up. I read Stolen Legacies by George James, and The 
Miseducation of the Negro by Carter G. Woodson and 
the Willie Lynch letter, and my views and outlook on life 
started to change, just like the author of Soledad Brother, 
So! I started following his example, and practiced an 
exercise routine, studied a lot and slept less, and turned my 
cell into a laboratory/university, so to speak, and did not let 
the entrapment of solitary confinement break me down like 
it’s done to so many other people I’ve seen.

Although solitary confinement became my reality for so 
long, I realized it’s practices were used for us new Afrikans 
to be divided and kept apart, just like our ancestors who 
were brought over here as slaves. The fascists want us to 
latch on to their way of life, speak their language, worship 
their God, and not know who we really are, because if we 
do, we’ll be awoken to our current situation in society, and 
then start to change the conditions we face. I along with 
countless others have now been released into the general 
population to do just that, and stop the practice of solitary 
confinement our oppressors are using to destroy us.

I’ll probably never be the same mentally because the 
experience I had is still there, but I remain hopeful that the 

healing process will start to take place. I also realize, I enjoy 
being human and socializing with others openly, attending 
and participating in self-help groups, and exercising with 
others in a fitness class, playing basketball and chess.

Solitary confinement in all its forms, be it Administrative 
Segregation (AdSeg) or Security Housing Unit (SHU) is 
an inhumane practice designed to break a man’s mind and 
needs to be abolished. It destroys families and friendships 
and is a very harmful practice. If anyone would like to know 
more about the PIC (Prison Industrial Complex) you can 
write to me at the address below.   In solidarity struggle.

Mwalimu S. Shakur
S/N Terrance E. White, #AG8738
CSP COR 3B205 229
P.O. Box 3466
Corcoran, CA 93212 
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  Dehumanizing Medical Emergency 
Dear California Prison Focus, Warm Greetings. I am 
requesting your help on behalf of the prisoners at Solano 
State Prison. Included with this letter is a State Prison 
Grievance (602) group appeal with 215 names signed…. 
We need outside support to put an end to a policy that is 
dehumanizing and hurtful to us. We are forced to sit on the 
ground for long periods of time, for [so-called] medical 
emergencies - sometimes for up to 30 to 40 minutes….
…These people receive more money for Medical
Emergencies. This is why they force prisoners to call ‘Man 
Down’ to receive medical assistance. I do not lie to you. The 
prison has no walk-up medical facility where we can receive 
help for minor elements. Prisoners call ‘Man Down’ for 
headaches, colds, flu, ankle sprains, and toothaches. I have 
been incarcerated for 38 year. I have never seen anything like 
this.  Anonymous, CSP-SOL

Suicide or Homicide? You Decide.
Greetings. This letter is to inform California Prison Focus 
regarding on-going retaliation and the murder of two fellow 
prisoners, Mr. Vargas (Mr. V) 
and Mr. Jordan (Mr. J) at Corcoran State Prison (COR). 
Despite retaliation, I am not afraid of CDCR’s tactical ways. 
The best way for me to protect myself is to tell the story to 
whoever will listen.  So, Prison Focus has my permission to 
print my Talking Points Memorandum, to edit my writing and 
can use my name.... Patrick J. Booth.
Talking Points Memorandum: Suicide or Homicide? 
This memorandum is based on events that occurred 4.11.19 at 
Corcoran State Prison. The purpose of this memorandum is to 
be a voice for inmates imprisoned in the CDCR. 
The mission of this publication is to report facts, and to open 
a legitimate pursuit of identifying issues within the world of 
prison. 
When the incident was happening, I started taking detailed 
notes.  Here are the facts… The reader can decide. 
SUICIDE OR NEGLIGENT HOMICIDE? 
Corcoran State Prison, 3B yard building 1. 
8:00am  An inmate began yelling out of his cell door, “I need 
help, I want to kill myself!”
8:10am Corrections Officer (CO) Butler went to cell 211 and 
talked to the inmate.
CO Butler: “What is wrong with you? 
Mr. V:  “I don’t want to live any more. 
CO Butler: “I can’t do anything for you unless you have a 
plan to kill yourself. 
Mr. V:  “I will hang myself. 
CO Butler: With what?  
Mr. V:  “I will make a rope out of a sheet.  
CO Butler: “Bull shit. You’re going to have to show me.” 
Then CO Butler walked away from Mr. V. 
8:35am Mr. V continued banging on his door and yelling, “I 
will kill myself.”
8:45am CO Denman yelled very loud up to Mr. V: “Shut the 
fuck up and kill yourself already!”
8:45am  Another prisoner was walking on the second tier, 
and looked into cell 211, Mr. V was hanging by the neck and 
shaking. 
8:45am Officers were notified. 
8:51am CO Denman went to Mr. V’s door and banged on the 
door with her nightstick. 
8:54am CO Denman asked CO Butler to come up to inmate 
Mr. V’s cell
8:56am CO Butler yelled for another officer to 'Get the cut 
down kit’!
8:59am Another prisoner was put in handcuffs for yelling out 
of his door, “You fucking CO’s killed that man. You fucking 
murdered him.”
9:00 Mr. V received medical attention.
11:45am Another prisoner, while working on an unrelated case 
in  the law library, reported that he overheard two CDCR officers 
talking as they were walking down the hallway. One of them 
stated, “I told Butler not to put the times on his report. If this 
fucking dude dies we don’t want his shit to blow up in our 
faces.”
I think it is so important that the family of Mr. V know the truth 
about his attempted [ultimately successful] suicide. We hear 
that Mr. V is now on life support and is brain dread. 

Make no mistake that men are being 
manipulated into suicide by corrupt 
CDCR officers. 

The CO gang, Green Wall, is very much active in CDCR. 
The prisons in California are supporting CO gangs or at least 
overlooking the Green Wall. On April 13, 2019 two days after 
Mr. V’s suicide, another man - a friend - a Mr. Jordan (Mr. J), 
was also manipulated into taking his own life, under similar 
circumstances. In EOP groups he spoke all the time about he 
wanted to kill himself. It was not clear why he was removed 
from the EOP program. Again, COs were overheard saying “I 
got one,” referring to Mr. J.
I am in the EOP program here at Corcoran State Prison, I have 
attempted suicide many times. I live on a fine line of suicide. 
The best thing for me that has come out of the suicide of two 
friends of mine is I have a feeling that they are calling on me 
from their grave to help them rest in peace. I will report the 
wrongs without fear of CDCR officers, or The Green Wall! 
All the prison has to say is that the inmate committed suicide 
and there is no investigation. 
The mental health staff stated that they are in contact with 
Sacramento but so far we have seen no investigation. Nobody 
here has been interviewed by investigators, despite having 
firsthand knowledge of the negligent homicide of Mr. V and 
Mr. J. One prisoner who did speak spoke out about the murder 
of Mr. J is now in the SHU for unknown reasons. 
How many people have committed suicide since CDCR has 
taken over the mental health care in the prison system? How 
many, without even an investigation? 
Update (3 months later): I have been transferred out of 
Corcoran Prison. I have had my life threatened. They took my 
job. Mr. Vargas passed away. I have made so much noise about 
this murder that there is an ongoing investigation now. 

 A Means to Detain and Divide
Dear California Prison Focus,
We all should be concerned with this immigration war that 
has been waged by our elected politicians.  Most concerning 
to me and many other Brothers within these walls are the 
immigrants who find themselves trapped here with us while… 
there is nothing being said about the tens-of-thousands who 
languish here in prison.

Hundreds of thousands of Black men who have been here, 
some like myself for three decades or more, who have no 
relief in sight and who are confronted daily with the reality 
that parole will never be a reality because there are too few 
rehabilitative programs with too many prisoners vying for 
these openings...
There needs to be a state-wide comprehensive study done on 
who CDCR is appointing to these rehabilitation programs and 
why there are no meaningful programs being implemented 
here at pelican bay state prison facility A. I, as well as many 
other brothers are being prevented from participating in the 
few programs they do have available because staff are by-
passing the black prisoners… who have an opportunity to 
earn their freedom back cannot do so because they are either 
being delayed in being assigned or are not being assigned at 
all... 
This cannot become an issue between... prisoners...We must 
demand that our political leaders and those whom they 
appoint to represent them within this prison system abide by 
the will of the people and follow the letter of the law;  Not 
come in these places and sow discord within the prison. 
There are many of us who have benefitted as a result of the 
law changes with Assembly Bills 1437 & 1473.  I myself am 
a recipient of good news under A.B.1473 and Proposition 57 
but that does not diminish my responsibilities in helping to 
correct what I see as wrong. These guards and administrators 

THE PRISONER CLASS
We respectfully address the foregoing in hopes that 

our voices will finally be heard and prompt an immediate 
investigation into our numerous complaints and injustices...

… We only wish that our efforts to lead productive lives
were met by [encouragement] ... Instead our efforts have 
been met by all levels of hostilities at every turn. All our 
self-help groups have been cut back from over ten groups to 
two, the number of inmates that can attend groups has been 
cut from 16 to ten, leaving a very long waiting list. And the 
Community Resouce Manager (CRM) is eliminating any 
names who’s job hours don’t correspond with group hours, 
making it next to impossible to attend. Workers are not 
allowed yard exercise or any form of exercise during the 
work week. There is always a 30 to 90 day wait for property 
and packages, property/package staff reflect a very hostile 
attitude towards inmates in which they routinely confiscate 
property/package items to generate hostilities…. [Y]ard is 
confined to Corcoran’s old SHU yards that have a 16 man 
limit in a space so small that it’s impossible to move around 
without disrupting some one else’s program.

Last Holiday season the institution chose to lockdown the 
prison to do annual searches, thus throughout the Holiday 
we were not allowed canteen, property, packages, yard, 
dayroom, or phone calls, and showers only every 3 days….

….CSP-Corcoran’s practices are unfair and unjustified… 
We have exhausted every avenue available to us to resolve 
these issues and to be heard, to no avail. Our voices have 
fallen on deaf ears as we watch our environment turn hostile. 
But, in the face of such injustice we still remain hopeful that 
some one will hear our voice and be guided by the empathy 
in their heart to use their power and or resource to help some 
men/human being in the process of changing their lives.

Thank you-God Bless, Anonymous (CSP-COR)

Quarantine: A Classic Cruelty
I recently became the MAC Rep (Men’s Advisory 
Committee) in D-4. My main “focus” is the Mental Health 
Department and the lack of Medical Care. We had a huge 
Norovirus Outbreak about a month ago and the response by 
medical was truly classic cruelty. 

We had a huge Norovirus Outbreak 
about a month ago and the response 
by medical was truly classic cruelty. 

They started to quarantine prisoners. There was at first twenty 
of us infected and quarantined in D-4. A lot of prisoners 
stopped asking for medical treatment when they heard 
nothing was being done and quarantine was the only response. 
At one point there was 40 plus prisoners on quarantine, just 
on D-Facility alone. Other yards were affected and they had 
up to 70 cases of Norovirus throughout the institution … I 
was on quarantine for five days of hell. I literally have not 
felt the same physically since. I suffer from severe back pain 
and persistent headaches. A few other prisoners also have felt 
these lingering  effects from the norovirus. The California 
Medical Board is investigating the matter and is looking for 
more information about the horrific treatment by Dr. Chav.
The host of problems start with basic laundry service, 
cleaning supplies, and the quality of mental health and 
medical care, which is well below inhumane. Plumbing 
problems and floods on the tier are a norm. I’m talking about 
safety type hazards of water flooding, often for days if not 
weeks ... It’s a regular problem here.

… Also, there is no programming here,
just the usual violence, drugs, and 
corruption. And it only gets worse as you 
try to address the issues or appeal. 

What I find real disheartening is the fact that this prison is 
located in Los Angeles and the feeling of isolation feels like 
the SHU in the Bay. [PBSP]   Your friend in the struggle,   
Francisco “Frank” Gonzalez, CSP-LAC

are attempting to pit the prison population against itself to 
avoid the inevitable - relief - for many of us.  We must not 
allow ourselves to be manipulated or pushed into a corner to 
where we become our own worst enemy again. … We must 
work together to ensure that the progress that is being made 
is not yielded back and we return to a place where there is no 
relief for any of us… I ask all of you - free, yet to be free and 
those with no near relief in sight - let’s keep pushing for the 
abolition of these places…
I understand a lot of us are upset that things are not fully 
working to our advantage, but do not get discouraged and 
give up on yourself or give up hope. Times are changing… 
We now have an opportunity… Giving up can never be an 
option for you… Keep the faith and trust that there are truly 
genuine people out there as well as in here who are fighting 
daily for change to happen and for many of us to live free and 
productive lives again. Don’t let dark minded people prevent 
you from living your truth. 

I just wanted to reach out because there are a lot of things 
taking place as things develop with these law changes and 
rule changes and many prisoners do not know what to do and 
are giving up hope or looking for others to blame for their 
disposition. We can’t go backwards when so much forward 
movement has been made. I close the way that I came with 
all due respect.   Anonymous, Pelican Bay

Psychological Warfare
Yeah man its nuts up here in PBSP Cal. Dept. of 

Corruption and Retardation. A lot of dudes miss the game 
that’s being played. It’s psychological warfare tactics... You 
have to be sharpen up on your game. If not, you fall right 
into these traps…. I’m stayin’ sucka-free. Everyone wants 
to bitch and whine, but when you give ‘em the game to push 
paperwork they say “It’s too much work and “602’s ain’t 
gonna work, so & so got shut down, what’s the hope in it?” 
They have broken a lot of dudes and sucked the very life 
out of the rest…. 

I tell ya it’s nuts cuz these cops know 
who and when to go pick on the weak, 
then call it “staff assault”. 
Now they want to put more cameras in the “blind spots” 

for “lawsuit reasons”… Ha! Ha! Ha! Cuz honestly that shit 
don’t matter. When they want you they got you!! “Stop 
resisting!!” is yelled and poom-pam you done. You should 
see it go down… As far as PC go, yeah they keep puttin’ 
‘em on the yard sayin’ they’re EOP (mental health patients) 
and they get fished out…. I just keep it real. I’ve come to 
terms with my lengthy sentence, and after all the bullshit 
I’ve been thru…. I have become resilient and mentally 
strong. Blue suit, green suit. We all human just with different 
temperaments. I’m going to survive wherever I am, and I 
will defend myself against the worst. Physical strength is 
only 10% of what it takes, you have to keep your mentals 
and emotions up to par and always stay ready so you don’t 
have to get ready!!  Much respect, Anonymous, PBSP
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ACUERDO PARA 
PONER FIN 

A  ENEMISTADES
Agosto 12, 2012

A Quien Corresponda y Todo Prisionero en California:
 Saludos de parte de todos los Representantes de la 
Huelga de Hambre del Corredór Corto PBSP-SHU 
Por este medio, estamos presentando este Acuerdo 
Mutuo de parte de todos los grupos raciales que se 
encuentran aquí en el PBSP-SHU(Hoyo).  En donde, 
hemos llegado a un acuerdo mutuo acerca de los 
siguientes puntos : 

 ●Si de verdad queremos llevar a cabo cambios 
sustantivos y significantes al sistema de CDCR, 
de una manera beneficiosa para todo individuo 
serio , que nunca han sido quebrantado por las 
tacticas de tortura destinadas a convertirlos a ser 
soplones estatales via interrogatorio, que ahora 
es el tiempo que juntos podamos aprovechar este 
momento, y poner un fin a los más de 20 a 30 años 
de enemistades entre nuestros grupos raciales.

 ●Por lo tanto, comenzando el 10 de Octubre, 
2012, todas las enemistades entre nuestros 
grupos raciales … en el HOYO/ SHU, Ad-Seg, 
la Población General, y Cárceles de Condado, 
oficialmente terminaran . Esto indica que, de esta 
fecha y adelante, toda enemistad entre grupos 
raciales tienen que terminar… y si asuntos 
personales se presentan entre indivíduos, todos 
tenemos que hacer todo lo posible por agotar  los 
medios diplomáticos para resolver disputas; no 
debemos permitír que los asuntos personales e 
individuales se conviertan en problemas raciales!!

 ●Tambien queremos advertirles a aquellos en la 
Población General que IGI continuará a mandando 
Informantes encubiertos al Patio de Necesidades  
Sensitivas  (SNY) entre los prisioneros serios 
de la PG, prisoneros con órdenes del IGI a ser 
informadores, soplones, ratas, y obstruir, con el 
fin de perturbar y debilitar el entendimento mutuo 
de nuestros grupos colectivos sobre los temas 
deseados para nuestras causas mutuas [es decir, 
obligar a CDCR a abrir las lineas principales a 
la GP , y regresar a un sistema rehabilitador de 
programas significativos /privilegios, inclusive 
visitas conyugales para los sentenciados a vida, 
etc. via actividades de protestas pacíficas/no 
cooperación e.g., huelgas de hambre, , no trabajar, 
etc. etc.].  Todos deben seguir concientes y 
vigilantes a tales tácticas, y rehusar permitír que 
tales soplones de IGI  ocasionen caos y reanuden 
enemistades entre nuestros grupos raciales. No 
podemos seguír siendo manipulados con las 
viejas tácticas de dividir y conquistar de los IGI, 
ISU, OCS, y SSU’s !!!

Para concluír, debemos mantenernos fuertes a 
nuestro acuerdo mutuo desde este punto en adelante 
y enfocar nuestro tiempo, atención, y energía sobre 
causas mutuas  y beneficiosas para todos nosotros [es 
decir, los prisoneros], y en nuestros mejores intereses. 
No podemos seguír permitiendole a CDCR  usarnos 
uno contra el otro para su propio beneficio! Porque 
la realidad es que juntos, somos una fuerza poderosa 
que puede positivamente transformar este sistema 
corrupto a un sistema que en verdad puede beneficiar 
a los prisoneros, y con eso, al público en General… y 
nosotros simplemente no podemos permitir a CDCR/
CCPOA – la Union de Guardias, IGI, ISU, OCS, y 
SSU, a continuár saliendose con su forma constante 
de opresión progresiva y el almacenamiento de miles 
de prisoneros, incluyendo los 14,000 (+) prisoneros 
detenidos en confinamiento solitario en camara de 
tortura [es decir,el SHU/HOYO/Unidades de Ad-
Seg], por decadas!!!
Enviamos nuestro amor y respeto a todos aquellos de 
mentes y corazones similares… adelante en la  lucha 
y solidaridad…
Presentado por el grupo en el Corredor Corto en PBSP-SHU:
Todd Ashker, C58191, Arturo Castellanos, C17275
Sitawa Nantambu Jamaa (Dewberry), C35671 Antonio 
Guillen, P81948, And the Representatives Body:
Danny Troxell, B76578, George Franco, D46556, 
Ronnie Yandell, V27927, Paul Redd, B72683, James 
Baridi Williamson, D-34288, Alfred Sandoval, D61000, 
Louis Powell, B59864, Alex Yrigollen, H3242, Gabriel 
Huerta, C80766, Frank Clement, D07919, Raymond 
Chavo Perez, K12922, James Mario Perez, B48186,
[NOTE: All names and the statement must be verbatim 
when used & posted on any website or media, or non-
media, publications.] 

MEDICAL COPAYS ENDED!

C
DCr announced that copays for medical and dental 
visits were eliminated on March 1, 2019. This is a 
positive step taken mainly due to pressure by many 

groups, including CCWP. The current legislative bill, AB 45, 
authored by Assembly member Mark Stone, which would 
abolish copays in all California prisons and jails, just passed 
through the Assembly Public Safety Committ ee and will 
continue through the legislative process. 

“Copayments prevent incarcerated people from accessing 
critically needed healthcare,” said Assembly member Stone. 
“Although CDCr took the encouraging step of voluntarily 
eliminating copayments in state prisons last week, it is still 
essential that we keep AB 45 moving forward to set this 
change in statute and to eliminate this barrier to healthcare for 
the over 70,000 people incarcerated in CA jails.” 

The ACLU of CA, CCWP, Ella Baker Center for Human 
Rights, Initiate Justice and Union of America Physicians and 
Dentists are co-sponsors of AB 45. There will be continued eff 
orts to ensure copays are eliminated in all county jails and to 
ensure that they can't be reinstated in state prisons.

STOP PRISON PROFITEERING
The Stop Prison Profiteering campaign, founded by The 

Human Rights Defense Center (HRDC). targets the financial 
exploitation of prisoners and their families through fee-based 
video visitation, debit release cards and money transfer fees, 
among other services.

Join HRDC in fighting the companies and governments that 
are financially exploiting prisoners and pushing the costs of mass 
incarceration on to the families of prisoners. This includes money 
transfer services, commissary companies, pay to stay fees, for-
profit probation and parole, the bail bond industry and the other 
parasites feeding off the prison system.
They are currently collecting information about the ways that 
family members of prisoners and detainees get cheated by the 
high cost of sending money to fund inmate accounts, and the 
ways that this money is given back upon release from custody 
(such as debit cards from private companies). There are pending 
federal actions where your stories could make a difference in 
these practices. 
The more we can collect the greater impact we can have.
If you or someone you know has been charged high fees to send 
money to a prisoner or to access money when released from 
custody we would like to know the following:
1)The name of the facility and state it is located in. 2) The
name of the company processing the money or issuing the debit 
card. 3) How much money was taken from you? Were the fees 
disclosed? If so, how? 4) What documentation do you have? 5) 
When did it occur? 6) Did you object?          
Please send responses to: Prison Legal News Attention: Kathy 
Moses , PO Box 1151 , Lake worth, FL 33460 
Or family members can email: 
kmoses@ humanrightsdefensecenter.org

CREATING A RESUME FOR A 
SUCCESSFUL RE-ENTRY
Free service provided by Lara Sedaghat 

A 
resume is the first opportunity to introduce yourself 
to a future employer, and/or to show the BPH your 
level of commitment to living a “productive” life, 

upon release. Resumes are an extension of your personality, 
character, experiences, passions, goals, dreams, skills and 
strengths. Through written correspondence, Lara takes the 
time to know you, to understand your story, and then to create 
a resume that represents who you are internally and what you 
have (and/or would like to) accomplish(ed). If you have no 
outside work experience or a low level of formal education, Lara can help you translate “street” skills into "professional" 
resume skills. Your inside work and programming will be included. Lara’s unique and innovative service is available to all 
of you, but she especially encourages those who are up for a parole hearing soon, to reach out to her. Write to Laura and 
request a list of the information you will need to provide to her, to get things started.   Lara Sedaghat, 9815 Jake Lane Apt 
13206, San Diego, CA 92126

THE MISUSE AND OVERUSE OF 
SOLITARY CONFINEMENT AT ICE 
DETENTION FACILITIES

A
s of August 3, ICE was detaining more than 55,000 
people in detention centers nationwide, inclduging 
thousands of detainees in solitary confinement, 

some for months at a time, a new report from the Project on 
Government Oversight (POGO), an independent watchdog 
that investigates government abuses, has found. There 
were at least nine cases in which detainees were held in 
isolation for more than a year. These people are often the 
most vulnerable immigrant detainees - including people with 
severe mental illness (roughly 40%), LGBTQ people and  
people with disabilities. Immigration detention is civil — it 
is not meant to be punitive.

POGO’s report analyzed more than 6,000 solitary 
confinement incident reports, covering a span of slightly 
more than two years. Studies conducted by ICE  in 2012 
and 2013 found that about 1.1 %  of the detained immigrant 
population was in isolation at any given time, as compared to 
a national average for prisoners of 4.5%.. 

 The U.N. has said that that holding somebody in solitary 
confinement for 15 days or more is torture.
[Based on an article by Spencer Woodman of The Intercept, 
published on August 14 2019 at https://theintercept.
com/2019/08/14/ice-solitary-confinement-mental-illness/]

MENTALLY ILL PRISONERS ARE 
HELD PAST RELEASE DATES
By Ashley Southall, New York Times, Jan. 23, 2019

O
n paper, a 31-year-old man found to have serious 
mental illnesses was released from a New York state 
prison in September 2017 after serving 10 years 

behind bars for two robberies.
But in reality, the man, who asked to be identified by his 

initials C.J., still wakes up each day inside a maximum-
security prison in Stormville. Though he is technically free, he 
is still confined to a cell because of a Kafkaesque bureaucratic 
dilemma: The state requires people like him to be released to a 
supportive housing facility, but there is not one available.

Lawyers for C.J. and five other mentally ill men filed a 
federal lawsuit in Manhattan on Wednesday seeking to force 
Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo to address a shortage of housing for 
people with serious mental illnesses who need help adjusting 
to life outside prison walls.

The men are no longer being held in prison because they 
committed offenses, their lawyers argue, but because the 
state has determined they are likely to become homeless once 
released — a practice they contend amounts to discrimination 
under federal civil rights laws.

  "I will say this before I let you go, I have a 
strong desire to make myself a person who's 
experiences in life not only are ones that I learn from, 
but can offer value to the lives of others..." Mustafa

PREPARING FOR PAROLE? 
NEED PROGRAMMING 
OPPS?
CORE: Criminal Offender Reform Establishment 
 A Change of Heart 2 A Heart of Change

C
ORE, A non-profit group of educators who believe in the 
powers of consideration, choice and change, provides 
incarcerated students with selfhelp course materials 

to assist in their process of rehabilitation. Students complete 
and return their completed work to receive a Certificate of 
Completion and a Letter of Reference. The Certificate of 
Completion & Reference Letter can be shown to the BPH for 
recognition and potential employers to illustrate your progress 
while incarcerated. 
Courses Available:  
Mindset makeover - Changing your thoughts to change your
ways.  Biological Blueprint - What qualities you inherited to 
become who you are.  Self-Awareness - Nurture your good 
qualities and eliminate the negative ones.  Goal Gaining - 
Setting your goals and making them achievable.  Perspective 
Personified - Seeing the world through more eyes than only 
yours. Dreaming in Color - Making your dreams a reality
Cost for each course: $20.95 
Payment may be made by Money Order/Institutional Check to: 
CORE (3 complete books of (20) Forever
Stamps will be accepted as payment for each course.)
Please send course request (on a piece of paper) and
payment to: CORE PO Box 1361 West Sacramento, CA 95605 
Please allow 2-4 weeks for delivery.* 

Prison Focus Radio
Another Platform  to Elevate Unheard Voices

Prison Focus Radio is going strong! It has been a joyful journey 
with KPOO San Francisco 89.5! And we’re grateful for all the 
help along the way, keeping Prison Focus Radio going. We’ve 
interviewed some very dynamic people on both sides of the wall, 
mostly folks who’ve just recently returned home. Join us every 
Thursday 11am-noon. KPOO 89.5, KPOO.com, or go to www.
prisons.org/kpoo.

Kim Pollak, William Palmer and Nube Brown at the KPOO radio studio
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In some states, the average amount of good time granted 
is negligible (North Dakota) or non-existent (Montana and 
South Dakota.) But in others, administrators are empowered 
by statute to award far more. For example:

 ● Alabama can award up to 75 days for every 30 days served;
 ● Nebraska can award six months per year of sentence, and 
can grant an additional three days per month for clean 
disciplinary records;

 ● Oklahoma can award up to 60 days a month, plus additional 
credits for various kinds of positive disciplinary records, 
and a number of one-time grants for various educational 
or vocational accomplishments.

Procedures will vary from state and incarcerated people 
may not automatically be awarded the statutorily authorized 
maximum. In Texas, for example, the statute authorizes up to 
45 days per 30 served, but the more typical amount awarded 
is 30, with the full amount reserved for people with non-
violent sentences assigned to work outside the fence or in 
close proximity to correctional officers.
The most robust good time systems will:

 ● Make good time eligible to every incarcerated 
person regardless of conviction, and ensure that every 
incarcerated person can apply good time toward initial 
parole or discharge. (For instance, Rhode Island prohibits 
individuals convicted of murder, sexual assault, child 
molestation, or kidnapping a minor from earning good 
time. And while Texas allows all individuals to earn good 
time, people with certain convictions are not allowed to 
apply it in the only two ways allowed - to lessen the time 
they must serve before initial parole eligibility or to shorten 
their actual time served.)

 ● Fully fund any programs in which participation can 
result in receiving good time. For example, if drug treatment 
or educational classes make someone eligible for additional 
good time credits, there should not be a significant waiting 
list.

 ● Avoid the common pitfall of restricting valuable 
rehabilitative programs to only those close to release and 
low-risk and justifying those restrictions by pointing to lean 
budgets. This runs contrary to best practices, which say 
that “targeting high-risk offenders for intensive levels of 
treatment and services has the greatest effect on recidivism, 
and low-risk inmates should receive minimal or even no 
intervention.”
 ● Grant additional good time to people who are physically 
or mentally unable to take advantage of a program that 
gives good time. Many incarcerated people are mentally 
or physically incapable of engaging in programs, and 
anyone in that category should be awarded the maximum 
offered to those who can engage in programs.

 ● Allow good time to be forfeited only for serious rule 
and law violations and allow forfeited good time to be 
restored. Texas, for example, prohibits the restoration of 
forfeited good time, while Alabama allows restoration by 
the Commissioner of the state Department of Corrections 
upon the warden’s recommendation. Finally, states should 
not allow one incident to result in a loss of good-time 
accrued over years, by vesting earned good-time after a 
certain period. We again rely on the Model Penal Code, 
which suggests good-time credits earned over five years 
be vested and untouchable.

Universal parole eligibility after 15 years
While many states will retain the option of imposing long 
sentences, their sentencing structures should presume that 
both individuals and society transform over time. This 
proposal uses the same 15-year timeline as proposed by the 
Model Penal Code for Second Look Sentencing discussed 
above.
States will vary in how they structure sentences and how 
parole eligibility is calculated, but states should ensure that 
people are not serving more than 15 years without being 
considered for parole.

Retroactive application of 
sentence reduction reforms

Sentences are determined based on the laws in place at 
the time the crime was committed. Unfortunately, when 
sentencing reform is achieved, it almost always applies 
only to future convictions. This means people currently 
incarcerated experience unequal justice and fail to benefit 
from progressive reform. Our statutes should be kept current 
with our most evolved understanding of justice, and our 
ongoing punishments like incarceration should always be 
consistent with that progress, regardless of when the sentence 
was originally imposed.
For example, one significant sentencing reform that was not 
made retroactive was Congress’ modifications to the Anti-
Drug Abuse Act of 1986, which created the infamous crack 
cocaine/powder cocaine disparity that treated possession of 
small amounts of crack cocaine as equivalent to possession 
of 100 times as much powder cocaine. Congress recognized 
that this law was based on irrational science and resulted in 
disproportionate arrests for people of color and changed it in 
2010, but the reform was for new drug crimes only. People 
sentenced under the old law were forced to continue to serve 
sentences that were now considered unjust.
Delaware passed a justice reform package in 2016 that not only 

must justify why someone should be released. Logically, 
parole should only be denied if the board can prove that the 
individual has exhibited specific behaviors that indicate a 
public safety risk (repeated violent episodes in prison, refusal 
to participate in programming, aggressive correspondence 
with the victim, etc). But parole board members - who are 
almost exclusively gubernatorial appointees - may lose their 
jobs for merely considering to release someone sentenced to 
life, or for releasing someone who unexpectedly goes on to 
commit another crime. As a result, many parole boards and 
their controlling statutes routinely stray from evidence-based 
questions about safety.
The subjectivity of the current process is powerfully illustrated 
by the tremendous variations in the rate at which states grant 
parole at parole hearings, which vary from a high of 87% in 
Nebraska to a low of 7% in Ohio, with many states granting 
parole to just 20% to 30% of the individuals who are eligible.
An effective parole system that wants people to succeed will 
start with the assumption that success is possible. Instead of 
asking “why” the parole board should believe in the person 
coming before them, it should ask “why not” let that person 
go, then outline a plan that includes in-prison program 
participation and post-release community-based programming 
to help the potential parolee overcome barriers to release.

 ● Changing this presumption would also create powerful 
new incentives for the entire system. The Department of 
Corrections would have an incentive to create meaningful 
programs, and incarcerated people would have an incentive 
to enroll and successfully complete them.

 ● An effective presumptive parole system would have 
elements like those often found in Mississippi, New 
Jersey, Michigan, and Hawaii:

 ● Give clear instructions to incarcerated people on what they 
need to do in order to be released on a specific date.

 ● Give clear instructions to incarcerated people, if they are 
denied release, on what they need to do to be released at 
the next hearing.

 ● Require re-hearings in no more than 1 or 2 years.
 ● Provide case managers to help incarcerated people  
develop a plan to be successful at parole decision time.

 ● Provide transparency to incarcerated people by sharing as 
much information as possible about how the parole board 
reached its decision.

 ● Provide transparency and accountability to the legislative 
branch by requiring annual reports on the numbers of, 
and reasons for, denials of parole, especially denials of 
individuals whose release has been recommended by 
guidelines supported by validated risk assessments.

 ● Of course, those four state models have limitations that  
other states should be cautious about repeating:Limiting 
presumptive parole to only certain offenses or for certain 
sentences. 

 ● Allowing parole boards to set aside official guidelines   
and deny release for subjective reasons.

Second look sentencing
Second-look sentencing provides a legal mechanism for 
judges to review and modify individual sentences. The most 
effective way to do this is described in the newly revised 
Model Penal Code, published by the American Law Institute.
The Model Penal Code recommends a process by which long 
sentences are automatically reviewed by a panel of retired 
judges after 15 years, with an eye toward possible sentence 
modification or release, and for subsequent review within 10 
years, regardless of the sentence’s minimum parole eligibility 
date. This proposal also requires that state Departments of 
Corrections inform incarcerated people of this review, and 
provide staff resources to help them prepare for it.
To be sure, many states may have statutes that allow sentencing 
judges to reconsider an original sentence, although except for 
in Maryland, this doesn’t happen very often.
The reality is that people and societies change, as do views 
about punishment. Second-look provides the opportunity 
for judges to weigh the transformation of an incarcerated 
individual against the perceived retributive benefit to society 
of 15 years of incarceration.
Second-look is the only proposal in this report in which 
the judiciary would play a leading role, and that makes it 
particularly powerful tool in a reformist toolkit because polls 
show that people trust the judiciary much more than they trust 
the legislative or executive branches of government.

Granting of good time
States can award credit to incarcerated individuals for 
obeying prison rules or for participating in programs during 
their incarceration. Commonly called things like “good time,” 
“meritorious credit” or something similar, these systems 
shorten the time incarcerated people must serve before 
becoming parole eligible or completing their sentences.

States are unnecessarily frugal in granting good time and 
irrationally quick to revoke it. Good time should be granted 
to all incarcerated individuals, regardless of conviction and 
independent of program participation. Prisons should refrain 
from revoking accrued good time except for the most serious 
of offenses, and after five years, any good time earned should 
be vested and immune from forfeiture.
As the name implies, good time is doled out in units of time. 
Good time systems vary between states, as the National 
Conference of State Legislatures has previously discussed. 

EIGHT KEYS TO MERCY:
How to shorten excessive prison sentences
By Jorge Renaud  
Prison Policy Initiative, November 2018
www.prisonpolicy.org/reports/longsentences

After decades of explosive growth, prison populations 
have mostly flattened. Much of that is due to 
lawmakers lessening penalties for drug possession 

or low-level property offenses. While a welcome start, a 
bolder approach is necessary to truly begin to make a dent 
in the numbers of individuals who have served and will 
serve decades behind bars. This approach will take political 
courage from legislators, judges, and the executive branch of 
state governments. Approximately 200,000 individuals are in 
state prisons serving natural life or “virtual” life sentences. 
And as of year’s end 2015, one in every six individuals in 
a state prison had been there at least for 10 years.These 
are not merely statistics. These are people, sentenced to 
unimaginably long sentences in ways that do little to advance 
justice, provide deterrence, or offer solace to survivors of 
violence. The damage done to these individuals because of 
the time they must do in prison cells - as well as to their 
families and their communities - is incalculable. People 
should not spend decades in prison without a meaningful 
chance of release. There exist vastly underused strategies 
that policy makers can employ to halt, and meaningfully 
reverse, our overreliance on incarceration. We present eight 
of those strategies below.Understanding long prison terms 
and mechanisms for release

Too many state prisons hold too many individuals 
doing too much time. The goal of our eight strategies is 
to bring immediate relief to these individuals, by creating 
or expanding opportunities for their release. However, to 
discuss such reforms, we first need to understand the basic 
mechanisms by which someone is released from prison. In 
particular, it’s important to have a general idea of how parole 
works.

In general, when someone is convicted of a felony and 
sentenced, that person loses their liberty for a period of time. 
A portion of this period is typically served in a prison, and 
often a portion is served in the community under supervision, 
also known as parole. When parole boards have discretionary 
power, they periodically review someone’s case to determine 
if they should be released, beginning on their earliest release 
date. (One’s earliest release date may be well before the end 
of their punishment, or close to the end of their punishment, 
depending on state- specific statutes and requirements set by 
the judge.)

For instance, someone convicted of aggravated robbery 
might be sentenced to a maximum of 30 years in prison, and 
in most states would be eligible for release after a certain 
period of time, let’s say 10 years. At that 10-year mark, this 
individual reaches their earliest release date, and the parole 
board considers their release on parole for the first time. If 
not released on parole, the parole board continues to consider 
release at regular intervals until that person is granted parole 
or maxes out their sentence.
Our 8 strategies

The eight suggested reforms in this report can shorten time 
served in different ways:

 ● Several ways to make people eligible for release on 
parole sooner.

 ● One way to make it more likely that the parole board will 
approve conditional release on parole.

 ● Several ways to shorten the time that must be served, 
regardless of sentencing and parole decisions.

 ● One simple way to ensure that people are not returned to 
prison.

Of course, states vary in many ways, most critically in 
how they structure parole eligibility (see sidebar above), and 
policymakers reading this report should anticipate tailoring 
our suggested reforms to their state systems. Each of the 
reforms laid out in this report could be effective independent 
of the others. However, we encourage states to use as many 
of the following tools as possible to shorten excessive 
sentences:

1. Presumptive parole
2. Second-look sentencing
3. Granting of good time
4. Universal parole eligibility after 15 years
5. Retroactive application of sentence reduction reforms
6. Elimination of parole revocations for technical violations 
7. Compassionate release
8. Commutation

(Due to space limitations, strategy 6,7 and 8 are not included here.)
Presumptive parole

Presumptive parole is a system in which incarcerated 
individuals are released upon first becoming eligible for parole 
unless the parole board finds explicit reasons to not release 
them. This approach flips the current parole approach on its 
head, so that release on parole is the expected outcome, rather 
than one that must be argued for. Under this framework, an 
incarcerated person who meets certain preset conditions will 
automatically be released at a predetermined date.Currently, 
parole boards treat continued confinement as the default and 
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In Florida, an ongoing campaign is pressuring state officials 
to divest from prison labor, It targets the local university and 
the state Department of Transportation, which continue to 
utilize forced labor. FDOT said it has used about $67 million of 
prisoner labor since July 2015 alone.

In New York, anti-repression organizers are fighting to 
support the Bronx 120, youth who were arrested on dubious 
conspiracy charges in one of the largest NYPD raids in history. 
The meeting focused on building collective capacity to support 
each other on the outside, as well as a plan to revamp the IWOC 
national newsletter. 

IWOC Oakland members and volunteers go out weekly to 
Santa Rita Jail to offer hot food, cigarettes, free clothing and 
rides to public transportation. The two organizers who have 
been coordinating and building this effort spoke about the 
process of organizing a volunteer group and the need for a 
coalition to fight the torture and abuse inflicted by the Alameda 
County Sheriff’s Office.

The talk focused on making the practice replicable in 
other cities and towns. It emphasized the fact that care for 
one another is an essential part of our work: that supporting 
and helping to meet each other’s bodily needs is critical to 
maintaining the community ties that a jail or prison seeks to 
break. The presentation also encouraged people to cultivate 
an understanding of the cages in their own neighborhoods as 
sites of counterinsurgency, where state and federal funding for 
police and sheriffs’ departments has produced a state of warfare 
against civilians.

Saturday: Prison abolitionist are very frequently met with 
the important question: “In a world without prisons, what will 
we do to address cases of abuse and violence and keep people 
safe?” The FTP convergence addressed this head-on. A panel 
discussion on domestic violence was led by a comrade from 
London, and a law professor who has written a book called 
“Decriminalizing Domestic Violence: A Balanced Policy 
Approach to Intimate Partner Violence.”

Leigh self identified as “probably the most small-c  
conservative here” and has been doing domestic violence 
work for 25 years, originally coming at it from a relatively 
mainstream, pro incarceration perspective. She shifted to 
favor decriminalizing after seeing – in her own work and in 
the research – that criminalization has failed as a strategy for 
ending intimate partner violence, and she acknowledged that 

FIGHT TOXIC PRISONS 
REPORT BACK
By Angela Roberts & Eric Palba
Published in the San Francisco Bay View on August 3, 2019

T
hree members of the Incarcerated Workers Organizing 
Committee-Oakland (IWOC) were able to attend this 
year’s Fight Toxic Prisons (FTP) Convergence in 

Gainesville, Florida, last month, and we wanted to share the 
highlights. The sessions detailed below are just a few of the 
many radical panels, call ins and conversations that made the 
weekend empowering and edifying.

Fight Toxic Prisons, a collaboration with the Abolitionist 
Law Center, is a national group focused on grassroots 
organizing at the intersection of prisons and the environment. 
FTP has also hosted convergences in Washington, D.C., 
Denton/Fort Worth and Pittsburgh.

FTP and IWOC have collaborated on several phone 
campaigns to support prisoners impacted by environmental 
contamination and disaster in states such as Michigan and 
South Carolina. IWOC is an autonomous subcommittee of 
the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW) that functions 
as an outside solidarity network for prisoners who choose to 
resist and organize against their conditions with support from 
abolitionists on the outside.

On Friday, June 14th we met with members of the 
IWOC network to hear first hand reports of IWOC actions 
and campaigns from coast to coast. We got to hear about 
campaigns to close the Dekalb County Jail in Atlanta and the 
Milwaukee Secure Detention Facility in Wisconsin. 

Center for Constitutional Rights, June 3, 2019, Oakland, 
CA

T
he Center for Constitutional Rights has asked the 
Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals to uphold two 
district court rulings that found the California 

Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation (CDCR) in 
violation of the terms of a landmark settlement agreement 
in a class action lawsuit that was intended to effectively end 
indefinite solitary confinement in California prisons. Under 
the 2015 agreement, CDCR agreed to transfer the nearly 
1,500 prisoners held in indefinite solitary confinement 
in Security Housing Units (SHU) to General Population. 
But prisoners in so-called “Level IV” General Population 
facilities are being forced to spend even more time isolated 
in their cells than when they were in the SHU. 

In July 2018, the district court agreed that CDCR 
had violated the settlement, by transferring the class to 
a different form of restricted housing, rather than a true 
general population unit. The Agreement also requires 
that prisoners held for their own safety in the “Restricted 
Custody General Population Unit” (RCGP) must be 
allowed group yard and recreation.  Instead, CDCR put 
half of the prisoners on “walk alone status” where they are 
denied all group activities. The district court agreed this 
was a second violation of the settlement. Friday evening’s 
filing documents those conditions and urges the appellate 
court to affirm lower court rulings. 

Luis Esquivel, a plaintiff who described his mistreatment 
in a declaration supporting the legal filing, reported 
spending most of the day confined in his cell every day. He 
told the court, "The conditions in ‘general population’… 
are similar to SHU, and my experience is likewise similar. I 
have limited social interaction and intellectual stimulation. 
I rarely go outside. It is difficult to find productive uses for 
my time. I have difficulty maintaining relationships with 
my family, especially since my ability to use the telephone 
is so infrequent and irregular. I suffer from insomnia. 
I suffer from anxiety that I feel is directly linked to the 
irregular programming: I am anxious because I do not 
know what will happen next.” 

A survey distributed by the Center for Constitutional 
Rights to a random sample of prisoners in Level IV 
facilities revealed that many spend under an hour out of 
their cells each day—even less time than when in solitary 
confinement. Further, prisoners on “walk alone status” 
spend their yard time confined to small cages with dirt 
floors and are afforded virtually no social interaction. 

Sam Miller, cooperating counsel with the Center for 
Constitutional Rights, said, “We are asking the appeals 
court to recognize what the lower court – and common 
sense – dictates: that locking someone up alone for 23 
hours a day and cutting off all social interaction is indefinite 
solitary confinement, no matter what you call it.” 

The district court found both the excessive restriction 
in Level IV facilities and the social isolation of “walk 
alone” status to be violations of the settlement agreement 
and ordered the CDCR to work with the Center for 
Constitutional Rights to design a remedy or to submit one 
on their own. CDCR did neither. 

Ashker v. Governor of California amended an earlier 
lawsuit filed by then-Pelican Bay SHU prisoners Todd 
Ashker and Danny Troxell representing themselves. Co-
counsel in the case with the Center for Constitutional 
Rights are Legal Services for Prisoners with Children, 
California Prison Focus, Siegel & Yee, Weil Gotshal & 
Manges LLP, Bremer Law Group PLLC, Ellenberg & 
Hull, the Law Offices of Charles Carbone, and the Law 
Office of Matthew Strugar. 

A second appeal by CDCR in the Ashker case will be 
briefed separately this summer, challenging the district 
court’s finding that CDCR is systematically violating the 
due process rights of California prisoners, and extending 
the settlement agreement to remedy those constitutional 
violations.   [See post-Ashker Letters on pg. 16]

The Center for Constitutional Rights works with 
communities under threat to fight for justice and liberation 
through litigation, advocacy, and strategic communications. 
Since 1966, the Center for Constitutional Rights has taken 
on oppressive systems of power, including structural racism, 
gender oppression, economic inequity, and governmental 
overreach. Learn more at ccrjustice.org.

WORST FEATURES OF 
SOLITARY CONFINEMENT 
PERSIST IN CALIFORNIA 
PRISONS
CDCR in Violation of Settlement

Recently paroled MOVE 9 political prisoners Debbie and Michael 
Africa, and their son Michael Africa Jr., delivering the keynote talk 
to a full auditorium of the 2019 Fight Toxic Prisons Convergence in 
Gainesville, Florida. Mike Jr. was born in a prison cell, where Debbie 
was able to hide him for his first week. – Photo: Jordan Mazurek

MESSAGE FROM NUBE
Raised fist and peace to all of you!

I 
am happy to report that we are steadily making 
improvements and continue to make progress with 
each successive month- building alliances and support, 

promoting community actions and steadily broadening 
public awareness and education.

On Juneteenth, while most people were celebrating 
the myth that slavery was abolished, we were presenting 
Liberate The Caged Voices, bringing forth the truth through 
your words, and by reading aloud the exception clause 
of the 13th Amendment, proving that slavery is legal as 
punishment for crime.

70 million people in this country have a conviction; 20 
million people are crippled by some sort of felony; 4 million 
people are on parole or probation, and 2.3 million + people 
are currently incarcerated here in Amerikkka, making 
up 25% of the world’s prison population. I’m not telling 
you anything you don’t know, but still others do not. So I 
implore you to encourage your peers inside to subscribe to 
Prison Focus, as well as your family and friends outside.

It is your voice that lets people know you and your 
families are more than a statistic. Through your voices we 
are shifting the racially and politically-motivated narrative 
of who you are from “criminal” to community member; a 
narrative that CDCr is hell bent on perpetuating. But we will 
continue our mission to replace the divisive and destructive 
system of the Prison Industrial (Slave) Complex with a 
system that recognizes everybody's humanity and potential, 
and allows people to imagine- and create, a world without 
prisons.

We remain committed to elevating your voices and 
helping to ensure that your ideas and solutions remain a 
vital and essential part of the national dialogue to enact this 
desperately needed change.

I’m also happy to report that we are now presenting LCV 
at the Freedom and Movement Center, strengthening our 
alliance with Legal Services For Prisoners With Children, 
All Of Us Or None, and California Coalition For Women 
Prisoners, with whom we share the space. 

Lastly, in issue #58, I wrote a brief piece on the death of 
Nipsey Hussle with the promise of follow-up. Many people 
were affected by his death. The commentary was diverse 
on his life - as brief as it was - , on his influence, and most 
notably, on his lasting legacy. The Crips and Bloods, their 
various factions coming from across the U.S., unified in 
grief to pay their respects to this young entrepreneur, rapper 
and community activist. Yes, he was a Crip, and still he 
promoted positivity, uplift and the ability to “work” together 
when necessary and right, for instance, on stage with the 
Bloods. (A side note: there is a little known fact in 1970’s 
history of the then flourishing CRIPS being encouraged by 
the LAPD to attack Black Revolutionary organizations. See 
film - Jackson: Not Just Another Name, The Story Of The 
Jonathan Jackson Educational Cadre (JJEC).) This seems 
particularly relevant given the strong message of Black 
unity during Black August and the continued state repression 
and tactics used to keep us divided and distrustful of each 
other). The negotiated cease fire in the name of Nipsey 
Hussle, achieved at the Gang ceasefire summit in L.A., 
brought on dialogue, questions and introspection amongst 
the gang members (See Issue #58, Pg. 9). The delicate and 
complicated dance necessary to achieve and maintain this 
cease fire cannot, and should not, be underestimated, rather 
it must be lauded, encouraged and supported - It makes me 
wonder if any of them know about the Agreement To End 
Hostilities. Nipsey Hussle, despite his success on multiple 
levels, chose to remain in his community in South Central 
LA, where he acted as a role model and inspiration through 
his community activism and the life he lived. Of course, 
there are doubters and saboteurs, but they are being proven 
wrong. The ceasefire still holds. Homicides have taken a 
slight downturn and peace talks are still ongoing. Clearly 
Nipsey Hussle lives on...Rest in Power.  All Power To The 
People! In solidarity, Nube

Soulful Sonatas 
The Black Butterflies’ Conditions

 By Torrey Hammond
  I embody the bodies
Of those who will never know
The gallows.
Still the whispers go unheard
My slang is African verbs
Catered to serve
The truth of my African word
I may have to die, to live
And alter the thoughts of all the kids
As their innocence hangs from trees
Now silenced like the leaves
Who will cry
For their beautiful lives
Of black butterflies….

Fight Toxic PrisonsContinued on page 4
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On Friday, January 18, 2019, Adnan Khan, who had 
been serving a life sentence at San Quentin, was the first 
person to be released under SB 1437. Khan’s case was 
“the inspiration for SB 1437” according to his lawyer, 
Kate Chatfield of Restore Justice. Then on January 
25th, Daniela Guzman, who served time at CCWF, was 
released from the Alameda County Jail under SB 1437. 
And on February 20th, Tara Williams, after serving 
over two decades at CCWF with an LWOP sentence, 
was released from L.A. county jail under SB 1437. 
Tara had her LWOP sentence vacated in 2018 through 
a Banks habeas petition and consequently was able 
to get relief under SB 1437. Unfortunately, there has 
been push back against implementation of SB 1437 by 
District Attorneys in several counties across California, 
including Los Angeles, San Bernadino and San Diego. 
They have opposed petitions for resentencing and 
challenged the constitutionality of SB 1437's provisions. 
Restore Justice has responded to these court challenges 
and hopefully the hold ups will soon be resolved. 

Questions have also been raised about whether it could 
cause a problem with the Parole Board if a life-term 
prisoner files a petition under SB 1437 and is rejected. 
According to Restore Justice, this isn’t clear yet. The 
SB 1437 petition might be interpreted as an indication 
that the person is not taking full responsibility for their 
crime, even though it is not supposed to be interpreted 
that way. One representative from the Parole Board 
has said informally that filing under SB 1437 should 
not cause a problem as long as the individual takes 
responsibility for their role in the crime and presents the 
same story to the Board as they do to the court in their 
petition. Since no one who has filed a SB 1437 petition 
has gone to the Board, there is no clear answer to this 
question yet. 

SB 1437 does not directly impact people serving Life 
Without Parole unless they can be resentenced via a 
Banks or Chiu petition prior to filing for relief under 
SB 1437. However, as Joanne Scheer, founder of the 
Felony Murder Elimination Project (FMEP) wrote in a 
recent letter, 

“Special circumstances law is the heart of the beast and 
continues to allow people who did not commit murder to 
be sentenced to life without parole or the death penalty 
for someone else’s actions, using the felony murder 
doctrine. We will be moving on to new strategies and 
efforts to address and extinguish this severe and extreme 
section of California’s penal code… We also understand 
that many people serving life without parole because of 
felony murder feel left behind. We continue to prioritize 
you and remain resolute in our determination to see an 
end to felony murder special circumstances.“ 

CCWP is committed to working towards these goals 
alongside FMEP! 

Traducido por Laura Santos
El viernes 18 de enero del 2019, Adnan Khan, quien estaba 

cumpliendo una sentencia de cadena perpetua en San Quentin, 
fue la primera persona en ser liberada bajo el nuevo código penal 
SB 1437. El caso de Khan fue "la inspiración para SB 1437" según 
su abogada, Kate Chatfi eld, de Restore Justice. El 25 de enero, 
Daniela Guzmán, quien estaba sirviendo su sentencia en CCWF, 
fue liberada de la cárcel del condado de Alameda bajo SB 1437. 
El 20 de febrero Tara Williams, después de haber cumplido más 
de dos décadas en CCWF con una sentencia LWOP, fue liberada 
de la cárcel del condado de Los Ángeles bajo SB 1437. A Tara 
Williams se le anuló la sentencia LWOP en el 2018 a través de la 
petición hábeas corpus basada en el caso de Banks y ella también 
pudo obtener alivio bajo SB 1437. 

Desafortunadamente, ha habido un retroceso en contra de 
la implementación de SB 1437 por parte de los Fiscales de 
Distrito(Das) en varios condados de California, incluyendo 
Los Ángeles, San Bernardino y San Diego. Se han opuesto a 
las peticiones de reevaluar las condenas y han desafi ado la 
constitucionalidad de las disposiciones en SB 1437. Restore 
Justice ha respondido a estos desafíos judiciales, esperamos que 
los retrasos se resuelvan pronto. 

También se han hecho preguntas si podría causar un problema 
con la Junta de Libertad Condicional (BPH) si un preso 
condenado a vida en prisión presenta una petición bajo SB 1437 
y es rechazada. Según Restore Justice, esto aún no está claro. La 
petición de SB 1437 puede interpretarse como una indicación 
de que la persona no está asumiendo toda la responsabilidad 
por su delito, aunque se supone que no debe interpretarse de esa 
manera. Un representante de la BPH dijo de manera informal, 
que presentar una solicitud bajo el artículo 

SB 1437 no debería causar un problema, siempre que la persona 
asuma responsabilidad de su papel en el delito y presente la 
misma historia a la Junta que presenta al tribunal en su petición. 
Dado que nadie que ha presentado una petición de SB 1437 ha 
acudido a la Junta, todavía no hay una respuesta clara. SB 1437 
no afecta directamente a las personas que sirven LWOP a menos 
que puedan ser resentidos a través de una petición de Banks o 
Chiu antes de solicitar el alivio bajo SB 1437. Sin embargo, 
como escribió Joanne Scheer, fundadora del proyecto Felony 
Murder Elimination Project (FMEP) en su carta: “

La ley de circunstancias especiales es el corazón de la bestia 
y continúa permitiendo que las personas que no cometieron 
un asesinato sean condenadas a cadena perpetua sin libertad 
condicional o la pena de muerte por las acciones de otra persona, 
utilizando la doctrina del asesinato por delito grave. Seguiremos 
avanzando hacia nuevas estrategias y esfuerzos para abordar 
y extinguir esta sección severa y extrema del código penal de 
California ... También entendemos que muchas personas que 
están cumpliendo condena sin libertad condicional bajo el código 
penal de Felony Murder se sienten abandonados. Continuamos 
priorizando a ustedes y nos mantenemos resueltos en nuestra 
determinación de ver el fi n de las circunstancias especiales de 
los delitos graves.” 

¡CCWP está comprometido a trabajar para alcanzar estos 
objetivos junto con FMEP!  

UPDATE / ULTIMAS NOTICIAS 
Reprinted from The Fire Inside Newsletter of the California Coalition for Women Prisoners, Issue 59, Spring 2019

Man Made Road Blocks
The courts are dragging their feet to process our 

SB1437 petitions for resentencing. In my case they 
are saying it will take up to six months! - a simple 
procedure. For a court to take ½ year to type one or 
two pages is ridiculous. I suspect the CDCr [is] trying 
to stop these 800 releases.  Anonymous

 DAs Make False Claims 
Designed to Stoke Fear

Some of California’s district attorneys are now 
working to block the implementation of SB 1437.  
Challenging SB 1437 in court, they argue that it’s 
unconstitutional on the grounds that it’s allegedly 
inconsistent with two ballot initiatives California 
voters passed decades ago. Despite false claims/
propoganda designed to stoke fear - such as that made 
by the president of the Association of Deputy District 
Attys for L.A. County: "We're literally talking about 
letting murderers  go free" - courts around the state 
have upheld the reform as constitutional. 

SB 1437
SB 1437 passed the Legislature last year with bipartisan support and was signed into law by then-Gov. Jerry Brown, 

ending a decades-old legal doctrine that put numerous people behind bars for murders they did not commit. California’s 
outdated and unfair felony murder rule, had allowed prosecutors to charge all accomplices to a crime with first degree murder.  

LEGISLATIVE UPDATE 
We have a lot of work to do. 
OPPOSE: 
AB 1641: Repeal of the Youthful offender law (Kiley) 
Seeks to repeal the youthful offender law (SB 1391) and take 
us backwards to the day of over-punishment and excessively 
long sentences. Would make youth offender parole hearings 
inapplicable to a person convicted of murder in the first or 2nd 
degree or a murder that was committed after the person had 
attained 18 years of age.
AB 665 Parole: youth offender parole hearings (Galligher) 
Would repeal SB 394, which allows parole hearings for juveniles 
sentenced to life without the possibility of parole

SUPPORT: 
AB 965: Milestone Credits to Advance Elderly and Youthful 
Offender Parole Hearings  (Stone) 
Provides the use of milestone credits to advance initial parole 
hearings for youthful parole and elderly parole. 
SB 136: Remove One-Year Enhancement for Felony Priors 
(Wiener)
Removes a sentencing enhancement that adds 1 year of 
incarceration for each prior prison term or felony county jail term. 
The bill would not chance the base sentence for any offense or 
amend any other enhancement. 
AB 32: Eliminates Private Prison Contracts (Bonta, Chiu, Gloria, 
Gonzalez, Kamlager-Dove, and Santiago)

Eliminates reliance on for-profit prisons and prohibits the 
CDCR from contracting with private prison facilities. 
AB 964: Right to In-Person Visits in Detention Facilities  
(Medina) 
SB 555: Supportive Connections, Commissary and Phone Call 
Fees, Inmate Welfare Fund Integrity (Skinner) 
Lowers the costs of phone calls and necessary commissary 
items for people in jail facilities. It redirects spending of the 
Inmate Welfare Fund back to support incarcerated people and 
not the correctional staff and institutions who get plenty of 
money from the state budget. 
SB 42: Guidelines for the Release of Individuals from 
Incarceration (Skinner) 
Prohibits detention facilities (jails etc.) from releasing people 
outside of normal business hours (8AM-5PM), requires posting 
of release schedules and free transportation from facilities for 
people being released. 
AB 1798: Unenforceability of Racially-Motivated Death 
Penalty Sentencing (Levine) 
Prohibits the execution of a person whose judgement was 
sought or obtained on the basis of race where a court makes a 
finding that race was a significant factor in seeking or imposing 
the death penalty. 
AB 1764: The Forced Sterilization Compensation Program 
Bill, (Carrillo).  
Provides victim compensation to survivors of California state 
sponsored sterilization between 1909 and 1979; and survivors 
of involuntary sterilizations in women’s state prisons after 
1979.

HOW YOU CAN SUPPORT 
THE FREE THE VOTE ACT

If you are on the outside:
 ● Sign up to be a Free the Vote CA Volunteer by 

going to  https://www.initiatejustice.org/parole-voting-
rights-aca6/

 ● Visit https://www.freethevoteca.org/ 
 ● Urge organizations you know to write a Letter 

of Support using Initiate Justice’s  Letter of Support 
template, which can be found on their website at https://
www.initiatejustice.org/parole-voting-rights-aca6/

If you are on the inside:
 ● Write your elected officials 
 ● Encourage others, on the inside and out, to stay 

informed  (ie: subscribe to Prison Focus), get involved, 
and to VOTE.

 ● Contact Initiate Justice (I/J) and inquire other 
ways to get involved. When you find out, tell your 
neighbors. Initiate Justice 360 E. 2nd St., Suite 710, Los 
Angeles, CA 90012

DEAD To be reintroduced next year:
SB 516 (Skinner)  - Require separate trial proceedings to 
determine active participation in a gang and culpability for 
a crime. 

HOW THE PUBLIC CAN HELP SUPPORT 
FAIR SENTENCING FOR YOUTH

 ● Sign up for news and updates about issues 
surrounding youth sentencing  and to receive alerts on 
ways you can be involved. https://www.surveymonkey.
com/r/JusticeAct

 ● And/or sign up for tweets and get occasional 
text messages on these important issues. You don’t 
need a "smart" phone. Just send a text message to the 
number 40404, and the text: follow fairsentencing  

 ● Join Fair Sentencing for Youth most first and 
third Tuesdays of the month for a telephone call meeting 
for family members and friends of youth sentenced to 
adult prison terms. It’s an hour of sharing and learning, 
and everyone is welcome to attend! Just call in at 6pm 
PST. Call: (515) 604-9384 Code: 313882#

Assembly Constitutional Amendment 
(ACA) 6 and AB 646  (McCarty)
 

The “Free the Vote Act,” would reinstate voting rights upon 
completion of a prison term. This will require passing an ACA, 
as well as an Assembly Bill (AB) to put voting rights on the 
2020 ballot. The California Constitution currently disqualifies 
state citizens from voting in elections while “imprisoned or on 
parole for the conviction of a felony.” 

Nearly 50,000 people on parole in California are working, 
paying taxes, and positively contributing to their communities, 
yet they are unable to vote at any level of government. This 
system operates as “taxation without representation,” which is 
antithetical to the founding of this country.

On 7.10.19 ACA successfully passed the Assembly 
Appropriations Committee.

“The only ground for for denial of release should be 
the board’s finding, based on credible evidence, that the 
prisoner presents an unacceptable risk of reoffending 
if released. No other criteria should matter."
 "The Future of Parole Release," Crime and Justice 46 
(2017)] Rhine, Petersilia, and Reitz
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to challenge, and if they can’t prove to the board they have 
possible employment and a place to stay, the board isn’t 
going to let them go. Preparation matters, and I suggest two 
metrics to judge states by how well they help people prepare 
for their parole hearings:

 ● Departments of Corrections should provide case 
managers to each person within six months of their 
arrival in prison. (10 pts.)These case managers would 
help inform incarcerated persons what programs they 
needed to take, work with those persons to prepare for the 
hearing itself, and connect them to outside agencies after 
parole was granted.

 ● Every incarcerated person should have access to any 
documents or records the parole board relies on to 
make its decision. (10 pts.) Parole boards make their 
decisions based on a person’s criminal history and current 
offense, and every incarcerated person should be able to 
speak to both in the presence of the board.

Transparency: Can the public understand the parole 
board’s decisions? (20 pts.)
One of the strongest critiques of state parole systems is that 
they operate in secret, making decisions that are inconsistent 
and bewildering. Neither the individuals being considered 
for parole nor the general public understand how parole 
boards decide who to release or who to incarcerate further. 
When parole systems reject people for arbitrary or capricious 
reasons, they unintentionally, but to devastating effect, tell 
incarcerated people that their transformation does not matter. 
And the public, who is paying for the criminal justice system, 
deserves to know how it works and how well it works.
Many states have begun to rely on parole guidelines and 
validated risk assessments as a way to step back from the 
entirely subjective decision-making processes they have 
been using. These instruments have their own deficiencies, 
but states that use them and provide the public access to that 
decision-making process were graded higher than states that 
refuse to pull back the parole-decision curtain.
Transparency can be measured in three ways:
• Parole boards should have guidelines to help them make
unbiased parole decisions, and those guidelines should be 
shared with the public. (8 pts.) Fair processes don’t thrive in 
the dark. More parole boards have turned to parole guidelines 
and validated risk assessments as a way to move away from 
“gut decisions,” and as a way to give themselves more cover 
for difficult political decisions. Some states will create their 
own instruments from scratch, without having them validated 
scientifically for bias, and the public deserves to know what 
criteria is being used to release people into their community, 
or to deny community members their freedom.
• Parole boards should issue yearly, public reports that
explain deviations from outcomes recommended by parole 
guidelines. (6 pts.) Institutions with oversight over parole 
boards should receive reports detailing release rates and their 
deviations from recommended guidelines and assessments. 
While parole boards are still expected to exercise personal 
discretion — otherwise, all parole decisions could be made 
by a computer — parole boards should be required to publicly 
explain why they might be consistently denying release when 
published guidelines recommend release.
• Individuals who are denied parole and fit all the
requirements should be able to appeal a denial and get 
either a rehearing or a credible explanation for that denial 
based on objective factors. (6 pts.) Every state seems to have 
a version of a statute that claims, “Parole is not a right; it is 
a privilege.” However, incarcerated individuals should have 
a reasonable expectation that they will be released if they 
are eligible for parole, if they have completed all required 
programming, if they have no major disciplinary infractions, 
and if they have housing and employment waiting for them.
Our list of 16 states that have abolished discretionary parole 
is based on the Robina Institute’s classification of states as 
having either largely a determinate — without discretionary 
parole — or indeterminate — with discretionary parole — 
system.
Our policy suggestions — and the relative point values — are 
our own, but the data for 27 of the states is based on the Robina 
Institute’s excellent series Profiles in Parole Release and 
Revocation: Examining the Legal Framework in the United 
States. For the seven states with indeterminate sentencing 
systems that the Robina Institute has not published profiles 
for (Mississippi, Montana, North Dakota, Tennessee, South 
Carolina, South Dakota, and West Virginia), Prison Policy 
Initiative volunteers Eva Kettler, Sari Kisilevsky, Joshua 
Herman, Simone Price, Tayla Smith and I delved into statutes 
and parole board policies to collect the necessary data. The 
sourcing for each state is in Appendix A. Additional data 
about how these policies are reflected in grant rates, technical 
violaton rates and other outcome metrics are available in the 
appendix to my earlier report Eight Keys to Mercy: How to 
shorten excessive prison sentences.
Our intent with the scoring was to make it possible to compare 
systems that are both very different and very complex in a 
way that will make sense across state lines. In particular, 
we tried to give factors that we felt were more important a 
greater weight. Other advocates — and some state leaders 
— may disagree with some of our findings of fact or with the 
weights that we gave to various factors that make up a fair and 
equitable parole system. We welcome new information and 

factual corrections, and encourage our readers with different 
ideas on how parole should work to publish alternative 
analyses with their own scoring systems.
Four of the sections require more comment:

 ● We believe that parole decisions should be made 
on objective criteria and that subjectivity should be 
prohibited. The decision to release someone should 
be based on a number of factors — participation 
in educational and vocational programs, in-prison 
disciplinary history, and other verifiable metrics that 
indicate personal transformation. All too often, denials 
for subjective reasons like the “gravity of the offense” 
or whether the release will “lessen the seriousness of the 
offense” serve only to diminish the motivation necessary 
for change. Unfortunately, only Michigan gets full credit 
for explicitly prohibiting subjectivity, and 16 states earned 
zero points because their statutes specifically list examples 
of subjective excuses to deny parole. For this reason, we 
gave partial credit to 17 states whose statutes refrained 
from encouraging denials for subjective reasons.

 ● We believe that prosecutors should not be allowed 
to weigh in on parole decisions. No states prohibit 
prosecutorial input, so we gave our highest score here 
— 3 points — to those states whose statutes were silent 
on this matter. We gave two points to states that alerted 
prosecutors only after parole had been granted. States that 
allowed input from prosecutors (usually also requiring that 
the prosecutor ask or register for notification of a parole 
hearing) received one point, and zero points were given 
to states that mandated prosecutors be notified before all 
parole hearings.

 ● We believe that every incarcerated person should 
be given an opportunity to be paroled, so we gave points 
to states by the share of their prison population that was 
eligible in 2016 for release on parole. This is an important 
factor because it demonstrates how many people are 
statutorily eligible to be released. This is also an imperfect 
measure, for several reasons. Some states do not report the 
necessary data; the existing data does not reflect how many 
people will never be statutorily eligible to be considered 
for release, and in addition, existing parole policies could 
influence this figure. For example, a parole board that 
refuses to release people would create a higher percentage 
of individuals eligible for release, and a parole board that 
released almost everyone at the first opportunity would 
have a lower percentage of incarcerated individuals eligible 
for release. To our knowledge, there is not yet a multi-state 
comparable way to determine: of the people sent to prison 
in a given year, how many of those will be considered 
for release before their maximum release date? And of 
those people, how many will be eligible for consideration 
significantly earlier than their maximum release date?

 ● We believe that transparency requires parole boards 
to produce annual reports to the public and the legislature 
that include statistics on parole denials and justifications 
for those denials, particularly when those denials contradict 
any guidelines given to the parole board. Because all 
parole boards issue reports, we gave the full 6 points to 
13 states that require the parole board to publish reports 
with enough detail for the legislature to hold the board 
accountable, and zero points to all other states.

We also gave extra credit — and sometimes took away points 
— for post-release policies. All too often, states that offer 
programs to incarcerated individuals to help them succeed 
then allow that work to be undone by harmful post-release 
policies. State parole authorities returned to incarceration 
approximately 60,000 individuals on parole for technical 
violations in 2016 without those individuals committing a 
new offense. The conditions placed on those leaving prison are 
rarely in and of themselves violations of law. If an individual 
on parole leaves the county without permission, buys a car 
without telling a parole official, or tests positive for drugs, 
those behaviors should be dealt with through collaboration 
between parole officials and community agencies. At no time 
should a non-criminal violation subject someone on parole to 
re-incarceration.
I thought three post-release conditions were worthy of 
singling out:
1. Prohibiting an individual from associating with someone on
parole or who has a criminal record;
2. Limiting how long someone can be on parole, or conversely,
imposing additional time past what the original sentence called 
for; and
3. Imposing supervision, drug testing, or electronic
monitoring fees.
Re: association. This prohibition is based on a belief that 
merely being in the company of another person on parole — 
or who has a criminal record, regardless of how long ago the 
actual crime occurred — will invite criminal behavior. This 
policy ignores the widely-accepted idea that the mentorship 
and guidance of someone who has gone through a negative 
experience — be it incarceration, cancer, divorce, substance 
abuse, the death of a spouse or child — is affirming and 
positive. Lastly, denying those leaving prison the right to 
associate with others like them ignores the powerful impact 
on local, state, and national criminal justice policy reform by 
groups of formerly incarcerated individuals, many of whom 
are on parole, all of whom have criminal histories.

Re: time limits. I gave points to states that provide one 
or more mechanisms to shorten parole because there is no 
evidence that unending supervision results in anything other 
than higher recidivism rates. (Recall that currently people 
are rarely granted parole unless they are deemed a low risk 
of committing another crime.) Meaningful supervision 
when someone first leaves prison can be positive, if it is 
not overly restrictive and goal-oriented instead of sanction-
oriented. However, many states issue a boiler-plate set of 
conditions that are not tailored to individual needs, and thus 
do not contribute to successful reentry. As Massachusetts 
officials readily admit, “by virtue of being under supervision 
in the community, an inmate may have a higher likelihood 
of re-incarceration.” Shockingly, a few states even give 
parole boards the power to extend supervision past the end 
of the imposed sentence - a devastating policy with dubious 
legality.
Re: fees. Finally, very few individuals have the economic 
means to comply with the array of fees that some states 
impose. While these states usually claim to waive fees 
depending on the released individual’s capacity to pay, in 
truth, parole officials pressure newly released people to pay 
as much and as quickly as possible and threaten to impose 
sanctions otherwise. That ignores two truths:
• Almost no one leaving prison has assets, wealth, or
savings.
• Many individuals leaving prison have other financial
obligations, including child support, restitution, and unpaid 
fines.
Individuals should not bear the cost of their incarceration. 
Supervision is simply an extension of that cost.
To be sure, some states have quirky, mostly punitive, 
conditions of supervision that might warrant point 
deductions, but we choose not to do that because it was 
not possible to have a comprehensive review of these 
conditions that would allow for truly fair comparisons 
between states.

This report relies heavily on the publications of the Robina 
Institute of Criminal Law and Criminal Justice at the 
University of Minnesota, which centralize many important 
details about parole eligibility, hearings, and post-release 
policies and conditions.

Corruption At RJD
Dear CPF, As the above named state prisoner, I 

write to you after having been privy to read the 
summer 2018 #56 informative newspaper ... What 
really struck my interest is the usage of bogus 
“confidential” memos being secretly placed in the 
C-file for retaliatory purposes. Because I was a target 
at RJ Donovan State Prison regarding the above, I’d 
like to share the most nefarious misconduct, leading 
to a civil trial:

In January 2014, [we] were attacked on “A” 
facility yard. An officer witnessed such but failed to 
issue a report. I filed a complaint because of their 
failure to protect. [Later in] 2014, after having done 
a SHU, I was receiving weekly visits. But in early 
August, a “secret confidential memo” was authored 
by a squad officer (my 1st complaint was filed) 
stating that I am a [gang member] in an organized 
prison drug operation, smuggling meth through 
visiting. When my brother came to visit as he always 
does, the visiting sgt/lt. told my brother that they 
have a warrant to strip search his person due to the 
suspected drug trafficking. My brother humiliated 
himself and complied. Only after he complied did 
they ask him to sign a consent to search. 

All of their allegations were absolutely false - I’ve 
never been a gang member and my brother is a 
positive member of society. 

No CDCR 1030 forms was issued. Months later 
came the retaliatory U/A’s … I was already giving 
negative tests for the drug program. However in early 
2015 the squad lieutenant ordered a yard officer to 
do a “random” test, which came back positive. I was 
found guilty of a U/A that was blatantly tampered 
with … This act caused me to seek relief in federal 
court. I’m seeking to file criminal charges because the 
memo and retaliation may affect my 3-strikes Prop 
57 chance for early parole. High ranking officers 
need to be held accountable for promoting this type 
of conduct!

What I am most grateful for is the process and 
perseverance the creator has given me to fight for 
justice - for over 20 years. It is my objective to 
parole and use these talents to educate and protect 
the youth.

For now, the fight does not stop! Thank you for 
this time and opportunity to write you. We must 
continue to address these issues because there 
are others who are unable to do so but suffer the 
consequences without having a meaningful resource.  

Respectfully, Anonymous 
NOTE: Outside friends and family members can find 
the complete Know Your Rights pocket guide: Visiting 
Rights in California Prisons published by Legal Services 
for Prisoners with Children on their website at https://www.
prisonerswithchildren.org/legal-support-center/visiting rights/
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FAILURE SHOULD NOT BE AN 
OPTION: Grading the parole release 
systems of all 50 states  
By Jorge Renaud, February 26, 2019
www.prisonpolicy.org/reports/grading_parole.html

From arrest to sentencing, the process of sending someone to 
prison in America is full of rules and standards meant to guarantee 
fairness and predictability. An incredible amount of attention is 

given to the process, and rightly so. But in sharp contrast, the processes 
for releasing people from prison are relatively ignored by the public 
and by the law. State paroling systems vary so much that it is almost 
impossible to compare them.
Sixteen states have abolished or severely curtailed discretionary parole, 
and the remaining states range from having a system of presumptive 
parole — where when certain conditions are met, release on parole is 
guaranteed — to having policies and practices that make earning release 
almost impossible.
Parole systems should give every incarcerated person ample opportunity 
to earn release and have a fair, transparent process for deciding whether 
to grant it.
Parole systems should give every incarcerated person ample opportunity 
to earn release and have a fair, transparent process for deciding whether 
to grant it. A growing number of organizationsand academics have called 
for states to adopt policies that would ensure consistency and fairness 
in how they identify who should receive parole, when those individuals 
should be reviewed and released, and what parole conditions should 
be attached to those individuals. In this report, I take the best of those 
suggestions, assign them point values, and grade the parole systems of 
each state. Sadly, most states show lots of room for improvement. 

How we graded and what distinguishes a fair and equitable parole 
system.
To assess the fairness and equity of each state’s parole system, we 
looked at five general factors:
1. Whether a state’s legislature allows the parole board to offer
discretionary parole to most people sentenced today; (20 pts.) 
2. The opportunity for the person seeking parole to meet face-to-
face with the board members and other factors about witnesses 
and testimony; (30 pts.) 
3. The principles by which the parole board makes its decisions; (30 pts.)
4. The degree to which staff help every incarcerated person prepare
for their parole hearing; (20 pts.) 
5. The degree to which the parole board is transparent in the way
it incorporates evidence-based tools. (20 pts.) 
In addition, we recognize that some states have unique policies and 
practices that help or hinder the success of people who have been released 
on parole. We gave and deducted up to 20 points for these policies and 
practices. For example, we gave or deducted some points for:
Does the state’s sentencing structure empower a parole board to 
review people for possible release on discretionary parole? (20 pts.)

Parole boards can only review individuals who the legislature (and 
sometimes judges) say they can. Sixteen states passed laws effectively 
denying the possibility of parole for almost everyone committing crimes 
after those laws went into effect. To be sure, many of the remaining 34 
states deny parole for individuals committed of certain crimes, but still 
offer discretionary parole to the majority of incarcerated individuals 
at some point in their sentence. Those 34 states all received 20 points. 
The states that have abolished discretionary parole received zero points 
and their procedures (for people convicted under the old law) were not 
evaluated further.
Parole hearings: Who gets a seat at the table? (30 pts.)
Unlike what happens in the movies, most parole hearings don’t consist 
of a few stern parole board members and one sweating, nervous 
incarcerated person. Most states don’t have face-to-face hearings 
at all, and instead do things like send a staff person to interview the 
prospective parolee. The staff person then sends a report to the voting 
members, who each vote (perhaps in isolation), and the incarcerated 
individual never has a chance to present their case or present their 
parole plans to the voting members, or perhaps to speak to their crime, 
or to rebut any wrong information the board may have. On the other 
hand, most states, by legislative mandate, give prosecutors and crime 
survivors a voice in the process. I have five metrics by which I rate 
whether or not a state has robust practices when it comes to parole 
hearings.

 ● The board should mandate face-to-face parole hearings. (15 
pts.) Few people would hire someone, or rent a room to someone, 
or buy a house from someone without first sitting down and having 
a conversation. A person seeking freedom deserves to sit down and 

Alabama - F
Louisiana - F
Ohio - F-
Alaska - F
Maine - F-
Oklahoma - F
Arizona - F-
Maryland - -D
Oregon - F-
Arkansas - F
Massachusetts - F
Pennsylvania - F
California - F-
Michigan - C-
Rhode Island - F
Colorado - F

Connecticut - F
Mississippi - C-
South Dakota - D
Delaware - F-
Missouri - F
Tennessee - F
Montana - D
Texas - F
Georgia - F
Nebraska - F
Utah - C-
Hawaii - C+
Nevada - D
Vermont - D+
Idaho - F
New Hampshire - D-
Minnesota - F-

The sixteen states with an F- made changes to their laws that largely 
eliminated the ability to earn release through discretionary parole. 
(Except for Life and some other select offenses, California abolished 
discretionary parole release in 1977.)

face those who will deny or approve that freedom. The 
voting members should see and speak to the person to 
whom they are granting or denying freedom. (And by see, 
we don’t mean via phone or video conferencing.)

 ● There should exist a process by which someone seeking 
release can challenge incorrect information that the 
board may use to deny parole. (6 pts.) A parole decision 
is often based on information provided by outside law 
enforcement agencies, or by prison gang intelligence 
officers, and that may be wrong or outdated. It is important 
that there be an opportunity to make the parole board’s 
decision more accurate.

 ● Prosecutors should not be permitted to weigh in on 
the parole process. (3 pts.) Their voices belong in the 
courtroom when the original offense is litigated. Decisions 
based on someone’s transformation or current goals should 
not be contaminated by outdated information that was the 
basis for the underlying conviction or plea bargain.

 ● Survivors of violent crimes should not be allowed to 
be a part of the parole-decision process. (3 pts.) The 
parole process should be about judging transformation, 
but survivors have little evidence as to whether an 
individual has changed, having not seen them for years. 
A truly restorative collaboration would ask survivors of 
crime for their help in crafting transformative, in-prison 
programming for individuals convicted of violent crimes, 
but would not allow their testimony to influence parole 
decisions.

 ● Supportive testimony should be encouraged. (3 pts.) 
Anyone who has had a day-to-day interaction with the 
incarcerated person and anyone who intends to offer 
tangible support to the person seeking parole should be 
allowed to testify in person. It is obvious that a person 
with a substance abuse problem would benefit from a ride 
to AA meetings and why a parole board would benefit 
from an in-person inquiry into that volunteer’s dedication. 
On the other hand, many states have rules that prohibit 
correctional staff — who are often the only people who 
have had day-to-day contact with the incarcerated person 
and can speak to their behavior and to their recent on-the-
job performance — from testifying at parole hearings.

Parole principles: Who is eligible for parole and are they 
treated fairly? (30 pts.)
Certain principles should be present in a fair parole system. 
Do all incarcerated individuals have a chance to earn parole? 
Do they understand what is expected of them? If they fulfill 
all the criteria expected of them, does the parole board grant 
parole or deny parole for other, more subjective reasons? 
And if the board denies parole, how often are individuals 
reviewed again? I graded states on the extent to which their 
parole systems reflect those principles.
 ● Every individual in prison should be eligible for parole. 
(12 pts.) In 16 states the pool of individuals eligible for 
parole is rapidly diminishing because state legislatures 
have stripped their parole boards of the power to grant 
release but to a dwindling number of individuals sentenced 
decades ago. Many other states have Truth in Sentencing 
statutes in place, which means individuals are not 
eligible for parole until they have almost completed their 
sentences. And at least six states have almost a quarter of 
their incarcerated population serving life without parole, 
or sentences so long that they amount to virtual life.

 ● Each state should have presumptive parole. (9 pts.) This 
policy gives every incarcerated person a list of specific 
things they must do to make parole, all but guaranteeing 
their release at a predetermined date if they fulfill the 
state’s requirements. This would inject fairness into the 
system and allow incarcerated persons and their families 
to better prepare for release.

 ● Parole board members should not use subjective 
criteria to deny parole. (6 pts.) Some boards and 
members base their decisions on criteria so subjective it is 
unlikely two people would agree on whether those criteria 
have been met. In addition, parole denials are often based 
on static factors that can never be changed or are beyond 
the control of the incarcerated individual. The most 
common reason for denial is a version of “serious nature 
of the offense,” which will always retain the same nature 
and is simply a way for the board members to say, “Come 
back next time.” All too often, parole boards will review 
an incarcerated person who has satisfied all of the typical 
requirements to be released and then denies that person for 
subjective or static factors. Such denials send the harmful 
message that the parole board neither recognizes nor 
rewards transformation.

 ● No more than a year should elapse between a parole 
denial and a subsequent review. (3 pts.) Some states, 
such as Texas, allow up to ten years to elapse between 
reviews. A parole denial by the board in a robust system 
should only be based on factors such as non-participation in 
required programming or recent disciplinary infractions. A 
year is more than sufficient for the incarcerated individual 
to address reasonable, objective, denials like these.

Preparation: If you get one shot at freedom, shouldn’t 
the state help you get ready? (20 pts.)

A parole hearing could be someone’s only shot at freedom 
for years. If they don’t know what programs the board 
expects them to take, or what information they may have 

NO WAY OUT? 
By Steve Drown, CSP-Soledad

Toward the end of 2006, two prisoners 
incarcerated at the California State Prison - 
Solano attempted suicide; one was successful, 

the other had to be airlifted to a special health-care 
facility due to the extent of his self-inflicted injuries. 
Both were life-term prisoners who had just completed 
or had pending parole consideration hearings before 
the then Board of Prison Terms (BPT), now known as 
the Board of Parole Hearings (BPH). 
How common is this occurrence within the state's 
other prisons? And why? 
At some point, the 'lifer' can reach the place of feeling 
hopeless, with no way out. The "Pine Box" syndrome 
comes to mind as one is repeatedly bombarded with 
the words, "The only way these lifers will ever get 
out of prison will be in a Pine Box," (Gov. Gray 
Davis) ringing in your head day in and day out. These 
feelings compound themselves until it becomes 
despair, generated by the belief that you have been 
deserted by all; your family, friends, the system. The 
questions most often asked by families are, “Why 
will they not grant you parole? Have you been lying 
to us all along?” Trust is gone due to these continuous 
denials…. 

He has experienced years and years of broken 
promises by trusted people in power, who told him  
"Stay clean and out of trouble, program and make 
something out of your life in a positive way, and 
when your time comes, you'll be free to rejoin society 
and your family.” In my case, having served over 40 
years behind these walls, bars and electric fences, I'm 
still waiting for them to make good on their end. 

The courts sentenced "lifers" to terms set by law, 
which the judges/juries felt were just punishment. 
Politicians, victims' rights groups, and the correctional 
officer's union have pushed their own special and 
separate agenda, which is in direct contrast to a 
court's action. At what expense to taxpayers? 

When a "lifer" appears before the BPT, he is given 
specific guidelines that he is expected to complete in 
order to be considered suitable for parole. At the time 
these guidelines are made by the BPT members (who 
are appointed by the governor), the "lifer" is given 
the impression that if he successfully completes the 
requirements and develops a complete understanding 
of insight and remorse for the crime he committed, 
he will be found suitable for parole, with an expected 
release forthcoming. 

However, after the prisoner completes all the 
requirements asked of him, he is then either 
continually found unsuitable for parole or has his 
parole date revoked for reasons that can never be 
corrected or improved upon; "the crime." Remember, 
the facts of the crime can never be changed. There 
are no “do-overs," just a choice to make a personal 
change and maybe, someday, make a difference. 

This is all part of the rehabilitative process. The 
desire or impulse within the "lifer" to improve is 
being taken away by the action(s) of the governor and 
the administration. Multiple governors over the years 
have said, “I'm going to let them (the members of the 
BPH) do their job." Yet, in a majority of instances, 
the suitability findings are reversed. 

Whatever happened to justice or following the 
dictates of the law? Whatever happened to the aspect 
and function of rehabilitation within the system? 
Whatever happened to acknowledging successful 
self-rehabilitation and the completion of good deeds 
while incarcerated? Whatever happened to positive 
programming and working within the system to better 
yourself? These questions need to be considered 
while not minimizing the crime in any manner. 

Statistics have continuously demonstrated that the 
rate for first time "murder offenders across the nation 
to reoffend after release is below 1%, while other 
violent crimes reoffend at a rate of approximately 
85%. Their acts result in victims having to live with 
what's been done to them for the rest of their lives. 

One can spend hours on the topic of corrections 
and the multiple problems within. However, that's not 
the reason for this missive. It is, rather, to ask a very 
important and implicating question: How many find 
themselves in this dilemma where the only way out 
is to take one's own life? And more importantly, Why? 

Life, in and of itself, is much too short to end it 
so abruptly. Yet, it's long enough to recover from its 
many adversities, People have recovered from far 
worse than  incarceration. 

Virginia - F-
Illinois - F-
New Jersey - C
Washington - F-
Indiana - F-
New Mexico - F-
West Virginia - D
Iowa - F
New York - D-
Wisconsin - F-
Kansas - F-
North Carolina - F-
Wyoming - B-
Kentucky - F
North Dakota - F
Florida - F-
South Carolina - F
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to challenge, and if they can’t prove to the board they have 
possible employment and a place to stay, the board isn’t 
going to let them go. Preparation matters, and I suggest two 
metrics to judge states by how well they help people prepare 
for their parole hearings:

 ● Departments of Corrections should provide case 
managers to each person within six months of their 
arrival in prison. (10 pts.)These case managers would 
help inform incarcerated persons what programs they 
needed to take, work with those persons to prepare for the 
hearing itself, and connect them to outside agencies after 
parole was granted.

 ● Every incarcerated person should have access to any 
documents or records the parole board relies on to 
make its decision. (10 pts.) Parole boards make their 
decisions based on a person’s criminal history and current 
offense, and every incarcerated person should be able to 
speak to both in the presence of the board.

Transparency: Can the public understand the parole 
board’s decisions? (20 pts.)
One of the strongest critiques of state parole systems is that 
they operate in secret, making decisions that are inconsistent 
and bewildering. Neither the individuals being considered 
for parole nor the general public understand how parole 
boards decide who to release or who to incarcerate further. 
When parole systems reject people for arbitrary or capricious 
reasons, they unintentionally, but to devastating effect, tell 
incarcerated people that their transformation does not matter. 
And the public, who is paying for the criminal justice system, 
deserves to know how it works and how well it works.
Many states have begun to rely on parole guidelines and 
validated risk assessments as a way to step back from the 
entirely subjective decision-making processes they have 
been using. These instruments have their own deficiencies, 
but states that use them and provide the public access to that 
decision-making process were graded higher than states that 
refuse to pull back the parole-decision curtain.
Transparency can be measured in three ways:
• Parole boards should have guidelines to help them make
unbiased parole decisions, and those guidelines should be 
shared with the public. (8 pts.) Fair processes don’t thrive in 
the dark. More parole boards have turned to parole guidelines 
and validated risk assessments as a way to move away from 
“gut decisions,” and as a way to give themselves more cover 
for difficult political decisions. Some states will create their 
own instruments from scratch, without having them validated 
scientifically for bias, and the public deserves to know what 
criteria is being used to release people into their community, 
or to deny community members their freedom.
• Parole boards should issue yearly, public reports that
explain deviations from outcomes recommended by parole 
guidelines. (6 pts.) Institutions with oversight over parole 
boards should receive reports detailing release rates and their 
deviations from recommended guidelines and assessments. 
While parole boards are still expected to exercise personal 
discretion — otherwise, all parole decisions could be made 
by a computer — parole boards should be required to publicly 
explain why they might be consistently denying release when 
published guidelines recommend release.
• Individuals who are denied parole and fit all the
requirements should be able to appeal a denial and get 
either a rehearing or a credible explanation for that denial 
based on objective factors. (6 pts.) Every state seems to have 
a version of a statute that claims, “Parole is not a right; it is 
a privilege.” However, incarcerated individuals should have 
a reasonable expectation that they will be released if they 
are eligible for parole, if they have completed all required 
programming, if they have no major disciplinary infractions, 
and if they have housing and employment waiting for them.
Our list of 16 states that have abolished discretionary parole 
is based on the Robina Institute’s classification of states as 
having either largely a determinate — without discretionary 
parole — or indeterminate — with discretionary parole — 
system.
Our policy suggestions — and the relative point values — are 
our own, but the data for 27 of the states is based on the Robina 
Institute’s excellent series Profiles in Parole Release and 
Revocation: Examining the Legal Framework in the United 
States. For the seven states with indeterminate sentencing 
systems that the Robina Institute has not published profiles 
for (Mississippi, Montana, North Dakota, Tennessee, South 
Carolina, South Dakota, and West Virginia), Prison Policy 
Initiative volunteers Eva Kettler, Sari Kisilevsky, Joshua 
Herman, Simone Price, Tayla Smith and I delved into statutes 
and parole board policies to collect the necessary data. The 
sourcing for each state is in Appendix A. Additional data 
about how these policies are reflected in grant rates, technical 
violaton rates and other outcome metrics are available in the 
appendix to my earlier report Eight Keys to Mercy: How to 
shorten excessive prison sentences.
Our intent with the scoring was to make it possible to compare 
systems that are both very different and very complex in a 
way that will make sense across state lines. In particular, 
we tried to give factors that we felt were more important a 
greater weight. Other advocates — and some state leaders 
— may disagree with some of our findings of fact or with the 
weights that we gave to various factors that make up a fair and 
equitable parole system. We welcome new information and 

factual corrections, and encourage our readers with different 
ideas on how parole should work to publish alternative 
analyses with their own scoring systems.
Four of the sections require more comment:

 ● We believe that parole decisions should be made 
on objective criteria and that subjectivity should be 
prohibited. The decision to release someone should 
be based on a number of factors — participation 
in educational and vocational programs, in-prison 
disciplinary history, and other verifiable metrics that 
indicate personal transformation. All too often, denials 
for subjective reasons like the “gravity of the offense” 
or whether the release will “lessen the seriousness of the 
offense” serve only to diminish the motivation necessary 
for change. Unfortunately, only Michigan gets full credit 
for explicitly prohibiting subjectivity, and 16 states earned 
zero points because their statutes specifically list examples 
of subjective excuses to deny parole. For this reason, we 
gave partial credit to 17 states whose statutes refrained 
from encouraging denials for subjective reasons.

 ● We believe that prosecutors should not be allowed 
to weigh in on parole decisions. No states prohibit 
prosecutorial input, so we gave our highest score here 
— 3 points — to those states whose statutes were silent 
on this matter. We gave two points to states that alerted 
prosecutors only after parole had been granted. States that 
allowed input from prosecutors (usually also requiring that 
the prosecutor ask or register for notification of a parole 
hearing) received one point, and zero points were given 
to states that mandated prosecutors be notified before all 
parole hearings.

 ● We believe that every incarcerated person should 
be given an opportunity to be paroled, so we gave points 
to states by the share of their prison population that was 
eligible in 2016 for release on parole. This is an important 
factor because it demonstrates how many people are 
statutorily eligible to be released. This is also an imperfect 
measure, for several reasons. Some states do not report the 
necessary data; the existing data does not reflect how many 
people will never be statutorily eligible to be considered 
for release, and in addition, existing parole policies could 
influence this figure. For example, a parole board that 
refuses to release people would create a higher percentage 
of individuals eligible for release, and a parole board that 
released almost everyone at the first opportunity would 
have a lower percentage of incarcerated individuals eligible 
for release. To our knowledge, there is not yet a multi-state 
comparable way to determine: of the people sent to prison 
in a given year, how many of those will be considered 
for release before their maximum release date? And of 
those people, how many will be eligible for consideration 
significantly earlier than their maximum release date?

 ● We believe that transparency requires parole boards 
to produce annual reports to the public and the legislature 
that include statistics on parole denials and justifications 
for those denials, particularly when those denials contradict 
any guidelines given to the parole board. Because all 
parole boards issue reports, we gave the full 6 points to 
13 states that require the parole board to publish reports 
with enough detail for the legislature to hold the board 
accountable, and zero points to all other states.

We also gave extra credit — and sometimes took away points 
— for post-release policies. All too often, states that offer 
programs to incarcerated individuals to help them succeed 
then allow that work to be undone by harmful post-release 
policies. State parole authorities returned to incarceration 
approximately 60,000 individuals on parole for technical 
violations in 2016 without those individuals committing a 
new offense. The conditions placed on those leaving prison are 
rarely in and of themselves violations of law. If an individual 
on parole leaves the county without permission, buys a car 
without telling a parole official, or tests positive for drugs, 
those behaviors should be dealt with through collaboration 
between parole officials and community agencies. At no time 
should a non-criminal violation subject someone on parole to 
re-incarceration.
I thought three post-release conditions were worthy of 
singling out:
1. Prohibiting an individual from associating with someone on
parole or who has a criminal record;
2. Limiting how long someone can be on parole, or conversely,
imposing additional time past what the original sentence called 
for; and
3. Imposing supervision, drug testing, or electronic
monitoring fees.
Re: association. This prohibition is based on a belief that 
merely being in the company of another person on parole — 
or who has a criminal record, regardless of how long ago the 
actual crime occurred — will invite criminal behavior. This 
policy ignores the widely-accepted idea that the mentorship 
and guidance of someone who has gone through a negative 
experience — be it incarceration, cancer, divorce, substance 
abuse, the death of a spouse or child — is affirming and 
positive. Lastly, denying those leaving prison the right to 
associate with others like them ignores the powerful impact 
on local, state, and national criminal justice policy reform by 
groups of formerly incarcerated individuals, many of whom 
are on parole, all of whom have criminal histories.

Re: time limits. I gave points to states that provide one 
or more mechanisms to shorten parole because there is no 
evidence that unending supervision results in anything other 
than higher recidivism rates. (Recall that currently people 
are rarely granted parole unless they are deemed a low risk 
of committing another crime.) Meaningful supervision 
when someone first leaves prison can be positive, if it is 
not overly restrictive and goal-oriented instead of sanction-
oriented. However, many states issue a boiler-plate set of 
conditions that are not tailored to individual needs, and thus 
do not contribute to successful reentry. As Massachusetts 
officials readily admit, “by virtue of being under supervision 
in the community, an inmate may have a higher likelihood 
of re-incarceration.” Shockingly, a few states even give 
parole boards the power to extend supervision past the end 
of the imposed sentence - a devastating policy with dubious 
legality.
Re: fees. Finally, very few individuals have the economic 
means to comply with the array of fees that some states 
impose. While these states usually claim to waive fees 
depending on the released individual’s capacity to pay, in 
truth, parole officials pressure newly released people to pay 
as much and as quickly as possible and threaten to impose 
sanctions otherwise. That ignores two truths:
• Almost no one leaving prison has assets, wealth, or
savings.
• Many individuals leaving prison have other financial
obligations, including child support, restitution, and unpaid 
fines.
Individuals should not bear the cost of their incarceration. 
Supervision is simply an extension of that cost.
To be sure, some states have quirky, mostly punitive, 
conditions of supervision that might warrant point 
deductions, but we choose not to do that because it was 
not possible to have a comprehensive review of these 
conditions that would allow for truly fair comparisons 
between states.

This report relies heavily on the publications of the Robina 
Institute of Criminal Law and Criminal Justice at the 
University of Minnesota, which centralize many important 
details about parole eligibility, hearings, and post-release 
policies and conditions.

Corruption At RJD
Dear CPF, As the above named state prisoner, I 

write to you after having been privy to read the 
summer 2018 #56 informative newspaper ... What 
really struck my interest is the usage of bogus 
“confidential” memos being secretly placed in the 
C-file for retaliatory purposes. Because I was a target 
at RJ Donovan State Prison regarding the above, I’d 
like to share the most nefarious misconduct, leading 
to a civil trial:

In January 2014, [we] were attacked on “A” 
facility yard. An officer witnessed such but failed to 
issue a report. I filed a complaint because of their 
failure to protect. [Later in] 2014, after having done 
a SHU, I was receiving weekly visits. But in early 
August, a “secret confidential memo” was authored 
by a squad officer (my 1st complaint was filed) 
stating that I am a [gang member] in an organized 
prison drug operation, smuggling meth through 
visiting. When my brother came to visit as he always 
does, the visiting sgt/lt. told my brother that they 
have a warrant to strip search his person due to the 
suspected drug trafficking. My brother humiliated 
himself and complied. Only after he complied did 
they ask him to sign a consent to search. 

All of their allegations were absolutely false - I’ve 
never been a gang member and my brother is a 
positive member of society. 

No CDCR 1030 forms was issued. Months later 
came the retaliatory U/A’s … I was already giving 
negative tests for the drug program. However in early 
2015 the squad lieutenant ordered a yard officer to 
do a “random” test, which came back positive. I was 
found guilty of a U/A that was blatantly tampered 
with … This act caused me to seek relief in federal 
court. I’m seeking to file criminal charges because the 
memo and retaliation may affect my 3-strikes Prop 
57 chance for early parole. High ranking officers 
need to be held accountable for promoting this type 
of conduct!

What I am most grateful for is the process and 
perseverance the creator has given me to fight for 
justice - for over 20 years. It is my objective to 
parole and use these talents to educate and protect 
the youth.

For now, the fight does not stop! Thank you for 
this time and opportunity to write you. We must 
continue to address these issues because there 
are others who are unable to do so but suffer the 
consequences without having a meaningful resource.  

Respectfully, Anonymous 
NOTE: Outside friends and family members can find 
the complete Know Your Rights pocket guide: Visiting 
Rights in California Prisons published by Legal Services 
for Prisoners with Children on their website at https://www.
prisonerswithchildren.org/legal-support-center/visiting rights/
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ACUERDO PARA 
PONER FIN 

A  ENEMISTADES
Agosto 12, 2012

A Quien Corresponda y Todo Prisionero en California:
 Saludos de parte de todos los Representantes de la 
Huelga de Hambre del Corredór Corto PBSP-SHU 
Por este medio, estamos presentando este Acuerdo 
Mutuo de parte de todos los grupos raciales que se 
encuentran aquí en el PBSP-SHU(Hoyo).  En donde, 
hemos llegado a un acuerdo mutuo acerca de los 
siguientes puntos : 

 ●Si de verdad queremos llevar a cabo cambios 
sustantivos y significantes al sistema de CDCR, 
de una manera beneficiosa para todo individuo 
serio , que nunca han sido quebrantado por las 
tacticas de tortura destinadas a convertirlos a ser 
soplones estatales via interrogatorio, que ahora 
es el tiempo que juntos podamos aprovechar este 
momento, y poner un fin a los más de 20 a 30 años 
de enemistades entre nuestros grupos raciales.

 ●Por lo tanto, comenzando el 10 de Octubre, 
2012, todas las enemistades entre nuestros 
grupos raciales … en el HOYO/ SHU, Ad-Seg, 
la Población General, y Cárceles de Condado, 
oficialmente terminaran . Esto indica que, de esta 
fecha y adelante, toda enemistad entre grupos 
raciales tienen que terminar… y si asuntos 
personales se presentan entre indivíduos, todos 
tenemos que hacer todo lo posible por agotar  los 
medios diplomáticos para resolver disputas; no 
debemos permitír que los asuntos personales e 
individuales se conviertan en problemas raciales!!

 ●Tambien queremos advertirles a aquellos en la 
Población General que IGI continuará a mandando 
Informantes encubiertos al Patio de Necesidades  
Sensitivas  (SNY) entre los prisioneros serios 
de la PG, prisoneros con órdenes del IGI a ser 
informadores, soplones, ratas, y obstruir, con el 
fin de perturbar y debilitar el entendimento mutuo 
de nuestros grupos colectivos sobre los temas 
deseados para nuestras causas mutuas [es decir, 
obligar a CDCR a abrir las lineas principales a 
la GP , y regresar a un sistema rehabilitador de 
programas significativos /privilegios, inclusive 
visitas conyugales para los sentenciados a vida, 
etc. via actividades de protestas pacíficas/no 
cooperación e.g., huelgas de hambre, , no trabajar, 
etc. etc.].  Todos deben seguir concientes y 
vigilantes a tales tácticas, y rehusar permitír que 
tales soplones de IGI  ocasionen caos y reanuden 
enemistades entre nuestros grupos raciales. No 
podemos seguír siendo manipulados con las 
viejas tácticas de dividir y conquistar de los IGI, 
ISU, OCS, y SSU’s !!!

Para concluír, debemos mantenernos fuertes a 
nuestro acuerdo mutuo desde este punto en adelante 
y enfocar nuestro tiempo, atención, y energía sobre 
causas mutuas  y beneficiosas para todos nosotros [es 
decir, los prisoneros], y en nuestros mejores intereses. 
No podemos seguír permitiendole a CDCR  usarnos 
uno contra el otro para su propio beneficio! Porque 
la realidad es que juntos, somos una fuerza poderosa 
que puede positivamente transformar este sistema 
corrupto a un sistema que en verdad puede beneficiar 
a los prisoneros, y con eso, al público en General… y 
nosotros simplemente no podemos permitir a CDCR/
CCPOA – la Union de Guardias, IGI, ISU, OCS, y 
SSU, a continuár saliendose con su forma constante 
de opresión progresiva y el almacenamiento de miles 
de prisoneros, incluyendo los 14,000 (+) prisoneros 
detenidos en confinamiento solitario en camara de 
tortura [es decir,el SHU/HOYO/Unidades de Ad-
Seg], por decadas!!!
Enviamos nuestro amor y respeto a todos aquellos de 
mentes y corazones similares… adelante en la  lucha 
y solidaridad…
Presentado por el grupo en el Corredor Corto en PBSP-SHU:
Todd Ashker, C58191, Arturo Castellanos, C17275
Sitawa Nantambu Jamaa (Dewberry), C35671 Antonio 
Guillen, P81948, And the Representatives Body:
Danny Troxell, B76578, George Franco, D46556, 
Ronnie Yandell, V27927, Paul Redd, B72683, James 
Baridi Williamson, D-34288, Alfred Sandoval, D61000, 
Louis Powell, B59864, Alex Yrigollen, H3242, Gabriel 
Huerta, C80766, Frank Clement, D07919, Raymond 
Chavo Perez, K12922, James Mario Perez, B48186,
[NOTE: All names and the statement must be verbatim 
when used & posted on any website or media, or non-
media, publications.] 

MEDICAL COPAYS ENDED!

C
DCr announced that copays for medical and dental 
visits were eliminated on March 1, 2019. This is a 
positive step taken mainly due to pressure by many 

groups, including CCWP. The current legislative bill, AB 45, 
authored by Assembly member Mark Stone, which would 
abolish copays in all California prisons and jails, just passed 
through the Assembly Public Safety Committ ee and will 
continue through the legislative process. 

“Copayments prevent incarcerated people from accessing 
critically needed healthcare,” said Assembly member Stone. 
“Although CDCr took the encouraging step of voluntarily 
eliminating copayments in state prisons last week, it is still 
essential that we keep AB 45 moving forward to set this 
change in statute and to eliminate this barrier to healthcare for 
the over 70,000 people incarcerated in CA jails.” 

The ACLU of CA, CCWP, Ella Baker Center for Human 
Rights, Initiate Justice and Union of America Physicians and 
Dentists are co-sponsors of AB 45. There will be continued eff 
orts to ensure copays are eliminated in all county jails and to 
ensure that they can't be reinstated in state prisons.

STOP PRISON PROFITEERING
The Stop Prison Profiteering campaign, founded by The 

Human Rights Defense Center (HRDC). targets the financial 
exploitation of prisoners and their families through fee-based 
video visitation, debit release cards and money transfer fees, 
among other services.

Join HRDC in fighting the companies and governments that 
are financially exploiting prisoners and pushing the costs of mass 
incarceration on to the families of prisoners. This includes money 
transfer services, commissary companies, pay to stay fees, for-
profit probation and parole, the bail bond industry and the other 
parasites feeding off the prison system.
They are currently collecting information about the ways that 
family members of prisoners and detainees get cheated by the 
high cost of sending money to fund inmate accounts, and the 
ways that this money is given back upon release from custody 
(such as debit cards from private companies). There are pending 
federal actions where your stories could make a difference in 
these practices. 
The more we can collect the greater impact we can have.
If you or someone you know has been charged high fees to send 
money to a prisoner or to access money when released from 
custody we would like to know the following:
1)The name of the facility and state it is located in. 2) The
name of the company processing the money or issuing the debit 
card. 3) How much money was taken from you? Were the fees 
disclosed? If so, how? 4) What documentation do you have? 5) 
When did it occur? 6) Did you object?          
Please send responses to: Prison Legal News Attention: Kathy 
Moses , PO Box 1151 , Lake worth, FL 33460 
Or family members can email: 
kmoses@ humanrightsdefensecenter.org

CREATING A RESUME FOR A 
SUCCESSFUL RE-ENTRY
Free service provided by Lara Sedaghat 

A 
resume is the first opportunity to introduce yourself 
to a future employer, and/or to show the BPH your 
level of commitment to living a “productive” life, 

upon release. Resumes are an extension of your personality, 
character, experiences, passions, goals, dreams, skills and 
strengths. Through written correspondence, Lara takes the 
time to know you, to understand your story, and then to create 
a resume that represents who you are internally and what you 
have (and/or would like to) accomplish(ed). If you have no 
outside work experience or a low level of formal education, Lara can help you translate “street” skills into "professional" 
resume skills. Your inside work and programming will be included. Lara’s unique and innovative service is available to all 
of you, but she especially encourages those who are up for a parole hearing soon, to reach out to her. Write to Laura and 
request a list of the information you will need to provide to her, to get things started.   Lara Sedaghat, 9815 Jake Lane Apt 
13206, San Diego, CA 92126

THE MISUSE AND OVERUSE OF 
SOLITARY CONFINEMENT AT ICE 
DETENTION FACILITIES

A
s of August 3, ICE was detaining more than 55,000 
people in detention centers nationwide, inclduging 
thousands of detainees in solitary confinement, 

some for months at a time, a new report from the Project on 
Government Oversight (POGO), an independent watchdog 
that investigates government abuses, has found. There 
were at least nine cases in which detainees were held in 
isolation for more than a year. These people are often the 
most vulnerable immigrant detainees - including people with 
severe mental illness (roughly 40%), LGBTQ people and  
people with disabilities. Immigration detention is civil — it 
is not meant to be punitive.

POGO’s report analyzed more than 6,000 solitary 
confinement incident reports, covering a span of slightly 
more than two years. Studies conducted by ICE  in 2012 
and 2013 found that about 1.1 %  of the detained immigrant 
population was in isolation at any given time, as compared to 
a national average for prisoners of 4.5%.. 

 The U.N. has said that that holding somebody in solitary 
confinement for 15 days or more is torture.
[Based on an article by Spencer Woodman of The Intercept, 
published on August 14 2019 at https://theintercept.
com/2019/08/14/ice-solitary-confinement-mental-illness/]

MENTALLY ILL PRISONERS ARE 
HELD PAST RELEASE DATES
By Ashley Southall, New York Times, Jan. 23, 2019

O
n paper, a 31-year-old man found to have serious 
mental illnesses was released from a New York state 
prison in September 2017 after serving 10 years 

behind bars for two robberies.
But in reality, the man, who asked to be identified by his 

initials C.J., still wakes up each day inside a maximum-
security prison in Stormville. Though he is technically free, he 
is still confined to a cell because of a Kafkaesque bureaucratic 
dilemma: The state requires people like him to be released to a 
supportive housing facility, but there is not one available.

Lawyers for C.J. and five other mentally ill men filed a 
federal lawsuit in Manhattan on Wednesday seeking to force 
Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo to address a shortage of housing for 
people with serious mental illnesses who need help adjusting 
to life outside prison walls.

The men are no longer being held in prison because they 
committed offenses, their lawyers argue, but because the 
state has determined they are likely to become homeless once 
released — a practice they contend amounts to discrimination 
under federal civil rights laws.

  "I will say this before I let you go, I have a 
strong desire to make myself a person who's 
experiences in life not only are ones that I learn from, 
but can offer value to the lives of others..." Mustafa

PREPARING FOR PAROLE? 
NEED PROGRAMMING 
OPPS?
CORE: Criminal Offender Reform Establishment 
 A Change of Heart 2 A Heart of Change

C
ORE, A non-profit group of educators who believe in the 
powers of consideration, choice and change, provides 
incarcerated students with selfhelp course materials 

to assist in their process of rehabilitation. Students complete 
and return their completed work to receive a Certificate of 
Completion and a Letter of Reference. The Certificate of 
Completion & Reference Letter can be shown to the BPH for 
recognition and potential employers to illustrate your progress 
while incarcerated. 
Courses Available:  
Mindset makeover - Changing your thoughts to change your
ways.  Biological Blueprint - What qualities you inherited to 
become who you are.  Self-Awareness - Nurture your good 
qualities and eliminate the negative ones.  Goal Gaining - 
Setting your goals and making them achievable.  Perspective 
Personified - Seeing the world through more eyes than only 
yours. Dreaming in Color - Making your dreams a reality
Cost for each course: $20.95 
Payment may be made by Money Order/Institutional Check to: 
CORE (3 complete books of (20) Forever
Stamps will be accepted as payment for each course.)
Please send course request (on a piece of paper) and
payment to: CORE PO Box 1361 West Sacramento, CA 95605 
Please allow 2-4 weeks for delivery.* 

Prison Focus Radio
Another Platform  to Elevate Unheard Voices

Prison Focus Radio is going strong! It has been a joyful journey 
with KPOO San Francisco 89.5! And we’re grateful for all the 
help along the way, keeping Prison Focus Radio going. We’ve 
interviewed some very dynamic people on both sides of the wall, 
mostly folks who’ve just recently returned home. Join us every 
Thursday 11am-noon. KPOO 89.5, KPOO.com, or go to www.
prisons.org/kpoo.

Kim Pollak, William Palmer and Nube Brown at the KPOO radio studio
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In some states, the average amount of good time granted 
is negligible (North Dakota) or non-existent (Montana and 
South Dakota.) But in others, administrators are empowered 
by statute to award far more. For example:

 ● Alabama can award up to 75 days for every 30 days served;
 ● Nebraska can award six months per year of sentence, and 
can grant an additional three days per month for clean 
disciplinary records;

 ● Oklahoma can award up to 60 days a month, plus additional 
credits for various kinds of positive disciplinary records, 
and a number of one-time grants for various educational 
or vocational accomplishments.

Procedures will vary from state and incarcerated people 
may not automatically be awarded the statutorily authorized 
maximum. In Texas, for example, the statute authorizes up to 
45 days per 30 served, but the more typical amount awarded 
is 30, with the full amount reserved for people with non-
violent sentences assigned to work outside the fence or in 
close proximity to correctional officers.
The most robust good time systems will:

 ● Make good time eligible to every incarcerated 
person regardless of conviction, and ensure that every 
incarcerated person can apply good time toward initial 
parole or discharge. (For instance, Rhode Island prohibits 
individuals convicted of murder, sexual assault, child 
molestation, or kidnapping a minor from earning good 
time. And while Texas allows all individuals to earn good 
time, people with certain convictions are not allowed to 
apply it in the only two ways allowed - to lessen the time 
they must serve before initial parole eligibility or to shorten 
their actual time served.)

 ● Fully fund any programs in which participation can 
result in receiving good time. For example, if drug treatment 
or educational classes make someone eligible for additional 
good time credits, there should not be a significant waiting 
list.

 ● Avoid the common pitfall of restricting valuable 
rehabilitative programs to only those close to release and 
low-risk and justifying those restrictions by pointing to lean 
budgets. This runs contrary to best practices, which say 
that “targeting high-risk offenders for intensive levels of 
treatment and services has the greatest effect on recidivism, 
and low-risk inmates should receive minimal or even no 
intervention.”
 ● Grant additional good time to people who are physically 
or mentally unable to take advantage of a program that 
gives good time. Many incarcerated people are mentally 
or physically incapable of engaging in programs, and 
anyone in that category should be awarded the maximum 
offered to those who can engage in programs.

 ● Allow good time to be forfeited only for serious rule 
and law violations and allow forfeited good time to be 
restored. Texas, for example, prohibits the restoration of 
forfeited good time, while Alabama allows restoration by 
the Commissioner of the state Department of Corrections 
upon the warden’s recommendation. Finally, states should 
not allow one incident to result in a loss of good-time 
accrued over years, by vesting earned good-time after a 
certain period. We again rely on the Model Penal Code, 
which suggests good-time credits earned over five years 
be vested and untouchable.

Universal parole eligibility after 15 years
While many states will retain the option of imposing long 
sentences, their sentencing structures should presume that 
both individuals and society transform over time. This 
proposal uses the same 15-year timeline as proposed by the 
Model Penal Code for Second Look Sentencing discussed 
above.
States will vary in how they structure sentences and how 
parole eligibility is calculated, but states should ensure that 
people are not serving more than 15 years without being 
considered for parole.

Retroactive application of 
sentence reduction reforms

Sentences are determined based on the laws in place at 
the time the crime was committed. Unfortunately, when 
sentencing reform is achieved, it almost always applies 
only to future convictions. This means people currently 
incarcerated experience unequal justice and fail to benefit 
from progressive reform. Our statutes should be kept current 
with our most evolved understanding of justice, and our 
ongoing punishments like incarceration should always be 
consistent with that progress, regardless of when the sentence 
was originally imposed.
For example, one significant sentencing reform that was not 
made retroactive was Congress’ modifications to the Anti-
Drug Abuse Act of 1986, which created the infamous crack 
cocaine/powder cocaine disparity that treated possession of 
small amounts of crack cocaine as equivalent to possession 
of 100 times as much powder cocaine. Congress recognized 
that this law was based on irrational science and resulted in 
disproportionate arrests for people of color and changed it in 
2010, but the reform was for new drug crimes only. People 
sentenced under the old law were forced to continue to serve 
sentences that were now considered unjust.
Delaware passed a justice reform package in 2016 that not only 

must justify why someone should be released. Logically, 
parole should only be denied if the board can prove that the 
individual has exhibited specific behaviors that indicate a 
public safety risk (repeated violent episodes in prison, refusal 
to participate in programming, aggressive correspondence 
with the victim, etc). But parole board members - who are 
almost exclusively gubernatorial appointees - may lose their 
jobs for merely considering to release someone sentenced to 
life, or for releasing someone who unexpectedly goes on to 
commit another crime. As a result, many parole boards and 
their controlling statutes routinely stray from evidence-based 
questions about safety.
The subjectivity of the current process is powerfully illustrated 
by the tremendous variations in the rate at which states grant 
parole at parole hearings, which vary from a high of 87% in 
Nebraska to a low of 7% in Ohio, with many states granting 
parole to just 20% to 30% of the individuals who are eligible.
An effective parole system that wants people to succeed will 
start with the assumption that success is possible. Instead of 
asking “why” the parole board should believe in the person 
coming before them, it should ask “why not” let that person 
go, then outline a plan that includes in-prison program 
participation and post-release community-based programming 
to help the potential parolee overcome barriers to release.

 ● Changing this presumption would also create powerful 
new incentives for the entire system. The Department of 
Corrections would have an incentive to create meaningful 
programs, and incarcerated people would have an incentive 
to enroll and successfully complete them.

 ● An effective presumptive parole system would have 
elements like those often found in Mississippi, New 
Jersey, Michigan, and Hawaii:

 ● Give clear instructions to incarcerated people on what they 
need to do in order to be released on a specific date.

 ● Give clear instructions to incarcerated people, if they are 
denied release, on what they need to do to be released at 
the next hearing.

 ● Require re-hearings in no more than 1 or 2 years.
 ● Provide case managers to help incarcerated people  
develop a plan to be successful at parole decision time.

 ● Provide transparency to incarcerated people by sharing as 
much information as possible about how the parole board 
reached its decision.

 ● Provide transparency and accountability to the legislative 
branch by requiring annual reports on the numbers of, 
and reasons for, denials of parole, especially denials of 
individuals whose release has been recommended by 
guidelines supported by validated risk assessments.

 ● Of course, those four state models have limitations that  
other states should be cautious about repeating:Limiting 
presumptive parole to only certain offenses or for certain 
sentences. 

 ● Allowing parole boards to set aside official guidelines   
and deny release for subjective reasons.

Second look sentencing
Second-look sentencing provides a legal mechanism for 
judges to review and modify individual sentences. The most 
effective way to do this is described in the newly revised 
Model Penal Code, published by the American Law Institute.
The Model Penal Code recommends a process by which long 
sentences are automatically reviewed by a panel of retired 
judges after 15 years, with an eye toward possible sentence 
modification or release, and for subsequent review within 10 
years, regardless of the sentence’s minimum parole eligibility 
date. This proposal also requires that state Departments of 
Corrections inform incarcerated people of this review, and 
provide staff resources to help them prepare for it.
To be sure, many states may have statutes that allow sentencing 
judges to reconsider an original sentence, although except for 
in Maryland, this doesn’t happen very often.
The reality is that people and societies change, as do views 
about punishment. Second-look provides the opportunity 
for judges to weigh the transformation of an incarcerated 
individual against the perceived retributive benefit to society 
of 15 years of incarceration.
Second-look is the only proposal in this report in which 
the judiciary would play a leading role, and that makes it 
particularly powerful tool in a reformist toolkit because polls 
show that people trust the judiciary much more than they trust 
the legislative or executive branches of government.

Granting of good time
States can award credit to incarcerated individuals for 
obeying prison rules or for participating in programs during 
their incarceration. Commonly called things like “good time,” 
“meritorious credit” or something similar, these systems 
shorten the time incarcerated people must serve before 
becoming parole eligible or completing their sentences.

States are unnecessarily frugal in granting good time and 
irrationally quick to revoke it. Good time should be granted 
to all incarcerated individuals, regardless of conviction and 
independent of program participation. Prisons should refrain 
from revoking accrued good time except for the most serious 
of offenses, and after five years, any good time earned should 
be vested and immune from forfeiture.
As the name implies, good time is doled out in units of time. 
Good time systems vary between states, as the National 
Conference of State Legislatures has previously discussed. 

EIGHT KEYS TO MERCY:
How to shorten excessive prison sentences
By Jorge Renaud  
Prison Policy Initiative, November 2018
www.prisonpolicy.org/reports/longsentences

After decades of explosive growth, prison populations 
have mostly flattened. Much of that is due to 
lawmakers lessening penalties for drug possession 

or low-level property offenses. While a welcome start, a 
bolder approach is necessary to truly begin to make a dent 
in the numbers of individuals who have served and will 
serve decades behind bars. This approach will take political 
courage from legislators, judges, and the executive branch of 
state governments. Approximately 200,000 individuals are in 
state prisons serving natural life or “virtual” life sentences. 
And as of year’s end 2015, one in every six individuals in 
a state prison had been there at least for 10 years.These 
are not merely statistics. These are people, sentenced to 
unimaginably long sentences in ways that do little to advance 
justice, provide deterrence, or offer solace to survivors of 
violence. The damage done to these individuals because of 
the time they must do in prison cells - as well as to their 
families and their communities - is incalculable. People 
should not spend decades in prison without a meaningful 
chance of release. There exist vastly underused strategies 
that policy makers can employ to halt, and meaningfully 
reverse, our overreliance on incarceration. We present eight 
of those strategies below.Understanding long prison terms 
and mechanisms for release

Too many state prisons hold too many individuals 
doing too much time. The goal of our eight strategies is 
to bring immediate relief to these individuals, by creating 
or expanding opportunities for their release. However, to 
discuss such reforms, we first need to understand the basic 
mechanisms by which someone is released from prison. In 
particular, it’s important to have a general idea of how parole 
works.

In general, when someone is convicted of a felony and 
sentenced, that person loses their liberty for a period of time. 
A portion of this period is typically served in a prison, and 
often a portion is served in the community under supervision, 
also known as parole. When parole boards have discretionary 
power, they periodically review someone’s case to determine 
if they should be released, beginning on their earliest release 
date. (One’s earliest release date may be well before the end 
of their punishment, or close to the end of their punishment, 
depending on state- specific statutes and requirements set by 
the judge.)

For instance, someone convicted of aggravated robbery 
might be sentenced to a maximum of 30 years in prison, and 
in most states would be eligible for release after a certain 
period of time, let’s say 10 years. At that 10-year mark, this 
individual reaches their earliest release date, and the parole 
board considers their release on parole for the first time. If 
not released on parole, the parole board continues to consider 
release at regular intervals until that person is granted parole 
or maxes out their sentence.
Our 8 strategies

The eight suggested reforms in this report can shorten time 
served in different ways:

 ● Several ways to make people eligible for release on 
parole sooner.

 ● One way to make it more likely that the parole board will 
approve conditional release on parole.

 ● Several ways to shorten the time that must be served, 
regardless of sentencing and parole decisions.

 ● One simple way to ensure that people are not returned to 
prison.

Of course, states vary in many ways, most critically in 
how they structure parole eligibility (see sidebar above), and 
policymakers reading this report should anticipate tailoring 
our suggested reforms to their state systems. Each of the 
reforms laid out in this report could be effective independent 
of the others. However, we encourage states to use as many 
of the following tools as possible to shorten excessive 
sentences:

1. Presumptive parole
2. Second-look sentencing
3. Granting of good time
4. Universal parole eligibility after 15 years
5. Retroactive application of sentence reduction reforms
6. Elimination of parole revocations for technical violations 
7. Compassionate release
8. Commutation

(Due to space limitations, strategy 6,7 and 8 are not included here.)
Presumptive parole

Presumptive parole is a system in which incarcerated 
individuals are released upon first becoming eligible for parole 
unless the parole board finds explicit reasons to not release 
them. This approach flips the current parole approach on its 
head, so that release on parole is the expected outcome, rather 
than one that must be argued for. Under this framework, an 
incarcerated person who meets certain preset conditions will 
automatically be released at a predetermined date.Currently, 
parole boards treat continued confinement as the default and 
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STRUCTURED DECISION MAKING FRAMEWORK 
Based on information published in a recent article by the life Support Alliance, titled Have You Heard? 

The Board of Parole Hearings (BPH) is now moving toward shorter parole hearings, less subjectivity in decisions, 
a new framework for hearings created specifically for the California system of parole. The BPH, following 
several months of research, consultation and creation, has previewed the new Structured Decision Making Framework (SDMF), a process the board hopes will shorten hearings, 

while still covering all salient factors of suitability in deciding whether to grant any given inmate a parole grant.
Commissioners and Deputy Commissioners underwent two days of training at the end of April, working off a worksheet of factors identified as being relevant to the prisoner's current 

risk, thus assisting the panel members in making consistent, supportable decision based on empirical factors, not subjectivity. After the two days of training the panel members disbursed to 
hold scheduled hearings......with, frankly, mixed results. Some commissioners, apparently comfortable with the change and rapid time frame, began using the SDMF the next day, holding 
hearings that averaged, from reports, about two hours each, with several hearings reported as lasting only an hour--and often resulting in grants.

But some commissioners have not been using the SDMF guidelines, evident in the multi-hour length of their considerations. And while there are no firm figures or results as yet, clearly 
the intent of the BPH is that all commissioners will eventually move to the streamlined SDMF process. So it's clearly a work in progress, with more training and review in coming weeks. 
But to put some of the rumors to rest--there is no maximum time for hearings under SDMF; hearing will still take as long as they take, but BPH believes following the framework will 
reduce that amount of needed time.

The SDMF is not an out-of-thin-air creation, but an adaption of a process used by parole authorities in Canada and seven other U.S. states in making parole decisions. BPH, in conjunction 
with researchers and academics in Canada, with input from parole authorities in other states, worked to create a SDMF specific to California and our unique laws.

BPH Headquarters, Sacramento. All important aspects of California parole hearings will be retained: the prisoner is entitled to appear in person, to be provided legal representation at that 
hearing, will receive a psychological evaluation (CRA), input from DAs and victims will be considered and, despite the framework, the discretion of the parole commissioners to make their 
decision will be maintained.

reformed three- strikes laws but allowed those convicted on 
three-strikes statutes to apply for a modification of their 
sentences. Delaware took the common-sense step of making 
its reforms retroactive, but far too few legislatures do.
Historically, when sentencing reforms do grant relief to 
individuals already serving lengthy sentences, it is more 
often the result of a judicial order. (Courts make their 
decisions retroactive either by requiring states to change 
their laws, or by having the states erect frameworks for 
incarcerated people to apply for resentencing.)

For instance:
 ● When the U.S. Supreme Court reversed an earlier 

decision and declared in 1963 that it was unconstitutional 
to put poor people on trial without first appointing 
them a lawyer, the Supreme Court ignored the State of 
Florida’s plea to not make the ruling retroactive. The 
Supreme Court did so knowing that it would apply to 
many thousands of people serving prison sentences in 
five southern states, including a substantial portion of 
Florida’s prison population.

 ● In 2002, the U.S. Supreme Court reversed its 
earlier decision and, in Atkins v. Virginia barred the 
execution of the intellectually disabled — the Court 
used the term “mentally retarded” — instructing that 
the Eighth Amendment’s prohibition against cruel and 
unusual punishment should be interpreted in light of the 
“evolving standards of decency that mark the progress 
of a mature society.” The Court did not define “mentally 
retarded,” leaving each state to devise its own standards. 
Over the next 11 years, at least 83 individuals condemned 
to die instead had their sentences reduced because of a 
finding of “mental retardation” stemming from Atkins.

 ● The Supreme Court has made other improvements 
in sentencing retroactive as well, including barring 
execution for offenses committed before age 18 and 
barring mandatory life without parole sentences for 
offenses committed before age 18.

 ● State courts have also made changes retroactive. 
For example, in 2012 the Maryland Court of Appeals 
ruled in Unger v. Maryland that that jury instructions in 
capital murder convictions prior to 1981 were flawed and 
ordered new trials for the approximately 130 individuals 
still incarcerated with life sentences. (Most of those 
people were released by the state and placed on probation 
to great success.)
Conclusion 
If states are serious about reversing mass incarceration, 

they must be willing to leaven retribution with mercy and 
address the long sentences imposed during more punitive 
periods in their state’s history. Tis report provides state 
leaders with eight strategies to shorten overly long prison 
sentences. All that is left is the political will.
Note: Complete article with footnotes can be requested  
from CPF for 4 stamps.. 

People Wisen with Age. Why Can't Our 
Criminal Justice System Do the Same? 

To whom this may concern at California Prison Focus, 
I’m most appreciative to receive the info that your 

organization puts out and I’m glad that someone out that 
is putting in the work to change things . . . perhaps ya’ll 
will wake some people up to the fact that change is needed.

 I’ve been in prison now for almost 19 years for a crime 
in which no one was physically hurt. I’ll be 45 years of age 
in a few days. I’ve suffered a great deal during 

my time in prison as I’ve watched relationships fade - 
loved ones die - family become estranged. Although laws 
have progressively changed for the better, helped some get 
out and given others hope where there is none, there are 
still some like myself who remain stuck under draconian 
laws, such as 3 strikes.

 Every time I tell someone about my situation they are 
left shaking their heads.  Please bare with me as I explain.

On 4-22-1993 a day after my 19th birthday I 
accepted a plea agreement for 8 years and 4 months in 
state prison for my involvement in some robberies. I was 
paroled in 1998. I had done a little over 5 years. Two 
years after my release I was arrested for another robbery 
and received a term under 3 strikes; I was given two 
5 year enhancements for two prior prison terms, even 
though I only served one ... [T]he court looked at it like I 
had served two separate terms in prison.  Also I got ten 
years for a gun enhancement.

 Giving me a total for 45 years to life in prison. The 
youthfulness of my crimes don’t help me, as I have been 
told that I do not qualify as a youthful offender despite 
the fact that I was under the age of 25 when my current 
offense occurred.

 So - long story short - even with all of the changes 
occurring that have given prisoners renewed hope that 
they will be out sooner rather than later, individuals like 
myself still sit in prison hoping that another bill comes 
along that will change the three strikes law.

 I’m aware that I am [was] a dumb ass for not learning 
my lesson the first time, and that I may be preaching to 
the choir but I just wanted to reach out to some like-
minded people who know that people can change, and the 
system should reflect that change.  Thank you for your 
time and all your efforts.     Sincerely, Mustafa, HDSP

....I filed an habeaus corpus ... for the petty, 
vengeful 115 I was given prior to my BPH ... that 
BPH used  as an excuse to deny parole (despite:) my 
40 support letters, documents that two  reentry 
programs accepted me,  enrollment into SFSU, 
remorse letters to victim, insight chart excellent, 
positive chronos and certificates from my education 
teachers, my kids support letters, my mom etc ... 
They even brought up debriefing again etc. etc.

I honestly thought after 35 years,  
66 years old and 30 years in SHU without a 115 (violation) I would get paroled...

 ...Next time I will need to use SHU Syndrome (ie: memory recall & concentration) because the board
won't respect anything else. BPH interrogation type questions dig into one’s past... My daughter is going 
to prepare a study paper for me to use... I need a good private attorney but myself and family... [already] 
spent $$ on an attorney now lost down a rabbit hole. 

 I am not giving up. But I honestly thought after 35 years, 66 years old and 30 years in SHU without 
a 115 (violation) I would get paroled... Sincerely, Anonymous

Prison Stagnation 
By Paul David Johnson

Prison stagnation, there is no explanation,
it brings about false anticipation, no reparation, 

with little expectation.
Prison stagnation, there is no determination, it 

brings about lost hope, using dope, walking along 
a tightrope, stringing up wire across your throat, 
nothing more to achieve but lost seeds, and 
misused weeds.

 Prison stagnation, lost dedication, less 
education, little communication, far from 
transformation, only to be excommunicated from 
All demonstration, how do I die, I sometimes 
wonder, am I going under, depressed by their lies, 
why keep getting high prison stagnation that’s 
why.

 Prison stagnation, a few limitations, lost in 
gravitation, conformed in transportation, who 
needs segregation in this prison population of 
misfits, nitwits and confused convicts, present 

stagnation, lost with no congratulation. 

Still Waiting for that Second 

EMANCIPATORY 
EDUCATION 

As we continue in this struggle to end oppression 
throughout these prison slave kamps in 
Amerikkka, we are still being harassed by the 

fascists and retaliated against for airing our grievances. 
I’ve been told numerous times by the CO’s that IGI 
(Institutional Gang Investigators) are watching me for 
holding social gatherings on the yard, attempting to re-
educate young new Afrikans who have the potential to go 
back to society as changed men.

What I realize is that due to my long-term isolation, 
youngsters want to know how I dealt with the harsh realities 
we faced day in and out, so! I share my story in hopes that 
they will realize that they can make positive changes in 
their lives, that can impact their loved ones lives as well.

I/We on the razor wire slave plantation come from inner 
cities who were caught up in the lifestyles that was among 
us, be it gang banging, hustling street drugs, pimp’n, 
committing robberies, burglaries and other crimes due to 
survival. A lot of us, (I included) come from broken homes 
where our families were involved in criminal behavior, so 
to learn how to survive comes first-hand.

After coming to prison in early 1994 and getting into 
fights and participating in riots I was placed in the SHU  
(Security Housing Unit) where you have to learn how 
to channel your emotions, so that you don’t succumb to 
the loneliness caused by being in your cell 23 ½ hours a 
day. (The half hour includes  your every other day shower 
time.) Adjusting to being in the SHU is difficult at first, but 
once an elder gentleman gave me a book, entitled Soledad 
Brother, I realized it was by design all that has happened to 
us new Afrikans since we arrived on these shores of North 
Amerikkka, so! I continued to read and study my history. 

What I found by reading another book, Introduction of 
Afrikan Civilization, was that we were cultural people 
who lived off our land. We grew our own crops, made our 
own clothes, built our own homes, educated our children. 
We were hunters, fishermen, women sewed clothes, and 
cooked the food men brought home. 

I then started reading more, because this form of 
education was missing in school when I was growing 
up. I read Stolen Legacies by George James, and The 
Miseducation of the Negro by Carter G. Woodson and 
the Willie Lynch letter, and my views and outlook on life 
started to change, just like the author of Soledad Brother, 
So! I started following his example, and practiced an 
exercise routine, studied a lot and slept less, and turned my 
cell into a laboratory/university, so to speak, and did not let 
the entrapment of solitary confinement break me down like 
it’s done to so many other people I’ve seen.

Although solitary confinement became my reality for so 
long, I realized it’s practices were used for us new Afrikans 
to be divided and kept apart, just like our ancestors who 
were brought over here as slaves. The fascists want us to 
latch on to their way of life, speak their language, worship 
their God, and not know who we really are, because if we 
do, we’ll be awoken to our current situation in society, and 
then start to change the conditions we face. I along with 
countless others have now been released into the general 
population to do just that, and stop the practice of solitary 
confinement our oppressors are using to destroy us.

I’ll probably never be the same mentally because the 
experience I had is still there, but I remain hopeful that the 

healing process will start to take place. I also realize, I enjoy 
being human and socializing with others openly, attending 
and participating in self-help groups, and exercising with 
others in a fitness class, playing basketball and chess.

Solitary confinement in all its forms, be it Administrative 
Segregation (AdSeg) or Security Housing Unit (SHU) is 
an inhumane practice designed to break a man’s mind and 
needs to be abolished. It destroys families and friendships 
and is a very harmful practice. If anyone would like to know 
more about the PIC (Prison Industrial Complex) you can 
write to me at the address below.   In solidarity struggle.

Mwalimu S. Shakur
S/N Terrance E. White, #AG8738
CSP COR 3B205 229
P.O. Box 3466
Corcoran, CA 93212 
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DELIBERATE INDIFFERENCE AND 
SUBJECTIVE RECKLESSNESS
Farmer v. Brennan (1994) 

A
ccording to U.S. courts, failure to prevent inmate 
assaults violates the Eighth Amendment only if prison 
officials were "reckless in a criminal sense," i.e., 

had "actual knowledge" of a potential danger. In Farmer v. 
Brennan, (1994) the U.S. Court of Appeals affirmed (among 
other things), the following:

 ●Deliberate indifference entails something more than 
negligence, but is satisfied by something less than acts or 
omissions for the very purpose of causing harm or with 
knowledge that harm will result. Thus, it is the equivalent of 
acting recklessly. However, this does not establish the level 
of culpability deliberate indifference entails, for the term 
recklessness is not self-defining, and can take subjective or 
objective forms. 

 ●Subjective recklessness, as used in the criminal 
law, is the appropriate test for "deliberate indifference." 
Permitting a finding of recklessness only when a person 
has disregarded a risk of harm of which he was aware is a 
familiar and workable standard that is consistent with the 
Cruel and Unusual Punishments Clause as interpreted in this 
Court's cases. The Amendment outlaws cruel and unusual 
"punishments," not "conditions," and the failure to alleviate 
a significant risk that an official should have perceived 
but did not, while no cause for commendation, cannot be 
condemned as the infliction of punishment under the Court's 
cases. Petitioner's invitation to adopt a purely objective 
test for determining liability - whether the risk is known or 
should have been known - is rejected. This Court's cases 
"mandate inquiry into a prison official's state of mind," id., at 
299, and it is no accident that the Court has repeatedly said 
that the Eighth Amendment has a "subjective component." 

 ●The subjective test does not permit liability to be 
premised on obviousness or constructive notice. Canton v. 
Harris, 489 U.S. 378 , distinguished. However, this does 
not mean that prison officials will be free to ignore obvious 
dangers to inmates. Whether an official had the requisite 
knowledge is a question of fact subject to demonstration 
in the usual ways, and a factfinder may conclude that the 
official knew of a substantial risk from the very fact that it 
was obvious. Nor may an official escape liability by showing 
that he knew of the risk but did not think that the complainant 
was especially likely to be assaulted by the prisoner who 
committed the act. It does not matter whether the risk came 
from a particular source or whether a prisoner faced the 
risk for reasons personal to him or because all prisoners in 
his situation faced the risk. But prison officials may not be 
held liable if they prove that they were unaware of even an 
obvious risk or if they responded reasonably to a known risk, 
even if the harm ultimately was not averted. 

 ●Use of subjective test will not foreclose prospective 
injunctive relief, nor require a prisoner to suffer physical 
injury before obtaining prospective relief. The subjective test 
adopted today is consistent with the principle that one does 
not have to await the consummation of threatened injury to 
obtain preventive relief." Pennsylvania v. West Virginia, 262 
U.S. 553. In a suit for prospective relief, the subjective factor, 
deliberate indifference, "should be determined in light of the 
prison authorities' current attitudes and conduct," Helling 
v.McKinney, 509 U.S.(No. 91-1958): their attitudes and
conduct at the time suit is brought and persisting thereafter. 
In making the requisite showing of subjective culpability, 
the prisoner may rely on developments that postdate the 
pleadings and pretrial motions, as prison officials may rely 
on such developments to show that the prisoner is not entitled 
to an injunction. A Court that finds the Eighth Amendment's 
objective and subjective requirements satisfied may grant 
appropriate injunctive relief, though it should approach 
issuance of injunctions with the usual caution. A court need 
not ignore a prisoner's failure to take advantage of adequate 
prison procedures to resolve inmate grievances, and may 
compel a prisoner to pursue them. 

A Viable Option
"In a class action, once the plaintiffs establish a pattern 

of abuse, courts then may determine that the defendants 
acted with "deliberate indifference" to the women prisoners' 
endurance of the condition of sexual abuse. As this Note 
suggests, however, inmate-plaintiffs proceeding individually 
actually have little opportunity to gain injunctive relief under 
the Eighth Amendment."

[Amy Laderberg, The "Dirty Little Secret": Why Class 
Actions Have Emerged as the Only Viable Option for Women 
Inmates Attempting to Satisfy the Subjective Prong of the Eighth 
Amendment in Suits for Custodial Sexual Abuse, 40 Wm. & Mary 
L. Rev. 323 (1998), https://scholarship.law.wm.edu/wmlr/ vol40/
iss1/7] 
NOTE: More from the "Dirty Little Secret" in Prison Focus 
Issue 60

still common for Californians to bring "taxpayer actions" 
against public officials for wasting public funds through 
mismanagement of a government agency, where the relief 
sought is a writ of mandate compelling the official to stop 
wasting money and fulfill his duty to protect the public 
fisc.6 The writ of mandate is also used in California for 
interlocutory appeals. In this context, the party seeking 
the writ is treated on appeal like a plaintiff, the trial court 
becomes the defendant, and the opponent is designated as 
the "real party in interest".

Editor’s Note: This type of action is used to make the prison 
follow one of their own rules or regulations. For instance, if 
a prison is refusing to process a 602, this could be used to 
make the prison provide an answer. Or if the prison is not 
giving someone a prop 57 hearing when they are entitled to 
one, or refuses to allow someone an Olsen review of their 
files. 
6 See, e.g., Humane Society of the United States v. State Bd. of 
Equalization, 152 Cal. App. 4th 349 (2007).

What exactly is a "cruel and unusual 
punishment" within the meaning of the 

Eighth Amendment?  
Published in 2019 on the Exploring Constitutional Law 
website of Doug Linder, of University of Missouri

What exactly is a "cruel and unusual punishment" within 
the meaning of the Eighth Amendment?  Did the framers 
intend only to ban punishments-- such as "drawing and 
quartering" a prisoner, or having him boiled in oil or burned 
at the stake--that were recognized as cruel at the time of the 
amendment's adoption?  Or did they expect that the list of 
prohibited punishments would change over time as society's 
"sense of decency" evolved?  One clue to the expectations of 
the framers comes from the debates of the First Congress that 
proposed the Eighth Amendment.  On the floor of the House, 
Representative Livermore complained about the vagueness of 
the amendment's language: "It is sometimes necessary to hang 
a man, villains often deserve a whipping, and perhaps having 
their ears cut off, but are we in the future to be prevented 
from inflicting those punishments because they are 'cruel'?"  
Despite Livermore's objections, the vague language, subject 
to new interpretation over time, was left unchanged and the 
amendment ratified.  The Supreme Court in the 1958 case 
of Trop v Dulles, expressly endorsed the view that what are 
prohibited "cruel and unusual punishments" should change 
over time, being those punishments which offend society's 
"evolving sense of decency."

DELIBERATE INDIFFERENCE 
EXPLAINED
Excerpts from Justia US Law: Prisons and Punishment 
https://law.justia.com

“It is unquestioned that ‘[c]onfinement in a prison . . . is 
a form of punishment subject to scrutiny under the Eighth 
Amendment standards. Conditions [in prison] must not 
involve the wanton and unnecessary infliction of pain, nor 
may they be grossly disproportionate to the severity of the 
crime warranting imprisonment. . . .  But conditions that 
cannot be said to be cruel and unusual under contemporary 
standards are not unconstitutional. To the extent that such 
conditions are restrictive and even harsh, they are part of 
the penalty that criminal offenders pay for their offenses 
against society.” These general principles apply both to the 
treatment of individuals and to the creation or maintenance 
of prison conditions that are inhumane to inmates generally. 
Ordinarily there is both a subjective and an objective inquiry. 
Before conditions of confinement not formally meted out as 
punishment by the statute or sentencing judge can qualify as 
“punishment,” there must be a culpable “wanton” state of 
mind on the part of prison officials. In the context of general 
prison conditions, this culpable state of mind is “deliberate 
indifference”; in the context of emergency actions, e. g., 
actions required to suppress a disturbance by inmates, only 
a malicious and sadistic state of mind is culpable. When 
excessive force is alleged, the objective standard varies 
depending upon whether that force was applied in a good-
faith effort to maintain or restore discipline, or whether it was 
applied maliciously and sadistically to cause harm. In the 
good-faith context, there must be proof of significant injury. 
When, however, prison officials “maliciously and sadistically 
use force to cause harm, contemporary standards of decency 
are always violated,” and there is no need to prove that 
“significant injury” resulted….

...Deliberate indifference in this context means something 
more than disregarding an unjustifiably high risk of harm that 
should have been known, as might apply in the civil context. 
Rather, it requires a finding that the responsible person 
acted in reckless disregard of a risk of which he or she was 
aware, as would generally be required for a criminal charge 
of recklessness. Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825 (1994). In 
upholding capital punishment by a three-drug lethal injection 
protocol, despite the risk that the protocol will not be properly 
followed and consequently result in severe pain, a Court 
plurality found that, although “subjecting individuals to a 
risk of future harm—not simply actually inflicting pain—can 
qualify as cruel and unusual punishment . . . , the conditions 
presenting the risk must be ‘sure or very likely to cause serious 
illness and needless suffering,’ and give rise to ‘sufficiently 
imminent dangers.’ . . . [T]o prevail on such a claim there 
must be a ‘substantial risk of serious harm,’ an ‘objectively 
intolerable risk of harm’ that prevents prison officials from 
pleading that they were ‘subjectively blameless for purposes 
of the Eighth Amendment.” Baze v. Rees, 128 S. Ct. 1520, 
1530–31 (emphasis added by the Court). This case is also 
discussed, supra, under Eighth Amendment, “Application 
and Scope.”

 
  RESOURCES? 

 I am currently trying to do my first lawsuit for Cruel & 
Unusual Punishment clause of the 8th  Amendment.  Is there 
a way ya’ll can help? Please. I would also be thankful for 
information on any LGBTQ advocacy groups or legal help you 
can direct me to. You guys have a nice one and thank you for 
listening.” Anonymous 

Tip: Grievances must be filed within 30 days of the harm 
happening. If you do not, you may not be allowed to bring a 
lawsuit. If you would like to file a lawsuit over a continuing 
issue you may file a lawsuit as long as that issue continues, and 
so long as you have exhausted your administrative remedies.

RESOURCES
Prison Law Office (PLO) provides free self-help and 
informational materials to prisoners, including a habeas 
corpus manual. They also published The California State 
Prisoners Handbook: A Comprehensive Guide to Prison 
and Parole Law.  It costs $20 for people in custody. Write to: 
Prison Law Office, General Delivery, San Quentin, CA 94964
Black and Pink is a volunteer organization that lists LGBTQ 
on a pen-pal website, distributes a monthly newsletter of 
primarily queer/trans prisoner writing, and advocates for 
specific prisoner needs when possible. May not respond 
quickly. Write to: 
Black & Pink  6223 Maple St. #4600  Omaha, NE 68104
GLBTQ Legal Advocates & Defenders (GLAD) handles 
legal issues involving GLBTQ and HIV positive prisoners.  
Will refer out non-New England prison issues. Write to:  
GLAD 18 Tremont, Suite 950, Boston, MA 02108
Transgender Law Center’s Detention Project works 
to end the abuses transgender and gender nonconforming 
(TGNC) people experience in prisons, and other forms of 
detention. Write them concerning TGNC issues, or to obtain 
copies of their list of available reports and publications 
including Safety Inside: Problems Faced by Transgender 
Prisoners and Common Sense Solutions to Them, and 
Advocating for Yourself While in Custody in California. 
Write to: Detention Project Director, Flor Bermude at PO 
Box 70976, Oakland, CA. 94612-0976, or you can call the  
Detention Project direct line, collect, at 510-380-8229. Hay 
publicaciones en Español. 
The Center of Constitutional Rights and National Lawyers 
Guild publish the Jailhouse Lawyer’s Handbook. Send your 
request to: NLG - Prison Law Project  132 Nassau Street, Rm 
922, New York, NY 10038 [Donations of $2 (or more) to help 
offset postage and shipping are greatly appreciated.]
Prison Focus Issue 57 includes an article on page 19 about 
how to conduct legal research in the law library. $2 each. 

SCOTLAND 9 HUNGER STRIKE
   By: Joseph "Shine White" Stewart (Deputy Minister of Defense of the White Panther Organization NC-Branch) 
Edited for length

O
n August 1st, 1856 here in North Carolina, a fierce battle erupted between fugitives and slaveholders who sought their capture 
and re-enslavement. With Black August upon us, resistance is in the air our fallen Komrade's voices can be heard if you 
listen closely. On July 31st, myself and eight other prisoners engaged in a hungerstrike demanding superintendent Katie 

Poole address the ongoing violations ... of confinement for prisoners being housed [in solitary confinement] at Scotland Correctional. 
Prisoners were being denied outside rec, phone calls, grievances, and their sleep was being disrupted several times every night by 
medical staff maliciously banging on their door cells. Incarcerated Workers Organizing Committee of Atlanta put out a phone zap to 
support our hungerstrike and the recreation [issue] was rectified immediately, we're still waiting to hear [on the other demands]... This 
neglience on behalf of the prison staff is nothing new and there's still a mile to walk but with the support of y'all on the outside we 
don't have to walk the mile alone. Unfortunately in this process we received various types of retaliation by severe beatings, humiliating 
body searches, cell raids, withheld mail, and stolen property. Moreover, out of the nine hungerstrikers I was the only one to receive a 
disciplinary infraction and no longer do I receive vegan meals. This disciplinary infraction is being used to prolong my stay in solitary 
confinement, which I have been in since August 2018 due to my involvement in the 2018 Nationwide Prison Strike. 

I entreat that you make a call to captain Henderson and/or superintendent Katie Poole at (910)844-3078 and let them know you are 
aware of the reprisals I'm being subjected to and you want to know why, when my advocacy efforts don't violate any of the prison rules. 
Let them know you will be contacting internal affairs demanding an investigation on my behalf. If you don't want to call, I entreat that 
you send an email to them instead at karen.henderson@ncdps.gov on katypoole@ncdps.gov.

Thank you Komrades, for y'all are my voice when mine has been suppressed.   All Power to the People

 16         PRISON FOCUS

*Update on non-violent parole hearing denials
We prisoners are being held past our scheduled release

dates, and denied non-violent parole hearings. As you can 
see, reform doesn’t work. We can call every politician and 
beg them to support every bill. It still don’t seem to stop these 
institutions whom are ongoingly and effectively cutting us off 
from any relief. There are people dying in prison who deserve 
a second chance, but the bias and prejudice side of society 
does not believe in fairness or that there are deserving people 
in here. 

I am one of those non-violent offenders who was denied 
a parole hearing because the DOC didn’t update my (128B) 
before prisoners were interviewed for non-violent parole. This 
corruption is not just due to counselors delaying paperwork, 
the Parole Board had all the facts, its mainly because the first 
Amendment only protects speech for those privileged enough 
to buy that protection. I have also filed an application for Writ 
of Habeas Corpus requesting to be immediately released due 
to the fact that the time sheet shows I have completed my 
-entire sentence- that even without the good time, the flat time 
and the work time equals the sentence imposed by the Court. 
It seems the administration does not want anyone to leave 
this place …  Have the Lawmakers and activists investigated 
the parole process accross the U.S.?? Many of us need help!

Please take notice that Subsection 3371.1 (a) was adopted 
into regulation.  This section states it was adopted to put into 
regulation Case Records Staff’s practice of reviewing court 
documents, and to clarify that case records is not obligated 
to detect sentence discrepancies, but when it does discover 
apparent discrepancies, it will write to the court about the 
apparent discrepancies found. 

Note that: some judges will not allocate credit on the bench 
but rather, will rely upon other departments to calculate 
the credit. That is why it is important to check both your 
sentencing order as well as the credit acknowledged by your 
institutions records department to make sure that the credit 
has been applied where appropriate.  I am in the process of 
filing a Writ of Mandate [See page 18].  

Respectfully Sent, Anonymous, COR

Post Ashker...Squint To See The Changes
 I did 21 yrs. In SHU and was released, persuant to 

the Ashker Settlement, in June 2014…. [In 2017] I 
was stabbed on multiple occasions and was gonna get 
stabbed again. So I requested SNY placement in January 
2018. The request was denied … So I then requested to 
be sent back to GP. Then this was also denied. He stated 
I had to debrief (mandatory) due to a memo from 2012 
(circumventing current CDCR regulations thus making 
debriefing a mandatory policy which is illegal to do so). I 
indicated I would not debrief. So he stated I’d be seen by 
DRB and sent to RCGP [which I accepted] ... I’ve been 
waiting for over a year now for DRB. Staff has  been by 
my door multiple times to ask me if I’m ready to debrief, 
which is the real cause for the delay …  

... And yes they still want people to lie and make stuff 
up against other inmates, cause their plan is to send all 
the ones they can back to the SHU indefinitely. I’m not 
looking to lie about anyone or anything; simply trying to 
move on with my life - wherever they send me, SNY/GP 
or RCGP. But CDCR continues with its tactics, trying to 
use inmates to bring down other inmates. 

The 2012 memo makes debriefing (illegally) man-
datory...It’s under Placing Validated Gang Associates/
Members on a Sensitive Needs Yard. I tried to obtain a 
copy but they denied it. Said I had to file a Freedom of 
Information Act. 

Respectfully yours, Anonymous, COR

35 years completed at 60 something years 
old. When is enough enough?!

I went to BPH and was denied 3yrs. I can go back [for another 
hearing] in 12-18 months. Which I will get into, but first, super 
great idea for Prison Focus Radio! Perfect CPF, live interviews 
and up-date broadcasts, current stories, new law changes, 
interpretations for prisoners, etc….

I want to give you an insight on my recent BPH. I was denied 3 
yrs behind a 115 for refusing a cell mate… 

My ‘dump truck’ attorney appointed by Sacramento BPH 
pulled me out for an interview, and said he only has a few minutes 
because he had 20 more to interview for BPH. I said, “Your not 
visiting me for 5 minutes” so he stayed 20 minutes ... He does 
nothing in the hearing as for objecting to anything!

These commissioners they drill you it’s like an interrogation of 
question and twisting of words. 

For the 115 [I was told by my attorney] I would receive a 3 or 
5 year denial, before I even went into the hearing! … I have all 
these support letters certificates etc. 40 support letters and chronos 
from attorneys, teachers, a priest, my kids and my mom … Not 
to mention my Paralegal Certificate, multiple college courses and 
programs, and vocational accomplishments at PBSP … I have 
Renetry Program acceptance letters with full support to help me 
get back into society. I have a very detailed support letter from my 
sister who has office space for me to open my Paralegal Business 
and a job for me as a Legal Consultant until I get on my feet. Plus 
I was going to live with her and be in Reentry Programs and enroll 
in SFSU to complete my 6 credits. 

The Board Commissioners were overly impressed by attorney 
support letters and my education accomplishments and being a 
published author….

All was set ready for BPH to parole me. — [And I’m still here} 
all because of a [bogus] 115!....

I read about memory recall and communication in Terry A. 
Kuper’s expert report about the psychological harm caused by 
prolonged SHU confinement. In part it reads, [There are an] 
“impressive number of serious symptoms that they suffered while 
confined in the SHU, including anxiety reaching the level of 
panic; distorted thinking reaching the level of paranoia; memory 
and concentration problems … 

I never thought that I was affected by SHU Syndrome. But 
... in BPH because I flash back to SHU interrogations/mental 
deprivations and to hear to debrief appears to be a trigger that 
shuts me down. etc.. Long term Confinement is effecting my 
performance in BPH. Now I seen Commissioners don’t care how 
long I was in SHU....My daughter is going to do research and 
I’m ordering a book on memory recall. I need to enhance my 
communications skills; to update my talents in that area.

… I was asked if I was a gang member and stuff like that and my
file states, after a thorough investigation, that I am … not involved 
with any gangs ...  I have no safety concerns … It’s a Dam [sic] if 
you do, Dam if you don’t scenario…. 

The District Attorney is on the table com  (conference phone) 
listening and at the end he gets to give his spell. Same as in a Court 
Room - Anti-prisoners!

He makes the crime looks like it just happened, and puts his 
own twist to the crime. Once he said it was gang related. Nowhere 
in my transcript does it say it was a gang related crime … How can 
we win freedom like that?

We had to fight ... to help change the injustice of prison life with 
segregation. Now we need to change how BPH does business, 
going by there own laws un-checked!

I have my habeas corpus against denial of transfer from DRB in 
the first district appellate court of appeals … And of course I will 
be appealing the BPH decision. 

You can write an article on what Im talking about and encourage 
others to write about their experiences of how Commissioners treat 
them, the questions asked, etc.. (would be excellent PF article!) 

Respectfully, In Solidarity, Anonymous

Editor’s Note: Thank you to our friend here for keeping us and 
our readers informed. We editors here at Prison Focus are not 
actually “journalists” or “reporters”. Nor are we experts on your 
situations. This is why we give YOU a platform to write letters 
and articles. Rather than us writing our interpretations of what you 
report to us, we prefer to let the people hear directly from you. So 
we are anonymously sharing your thoroughly informative letter, 
and many others that we receive from our correspondents, in order 
to bring awareness to the public and inspire action - and ultimately 
change. Dismantling this system is a joint venture. So, a note to 
our inside readers, please be clear if you do NOT want us to share 
your letters, either in the paper, over the radio or by reading them 
a loud at our monthly Liberate the Caged Voices events. We honor 
your intentions and share your letters cautiously - and with great 
respect. See CPF’s confidentiality statement on the back page.  

Confidential Reports; 
Just Another Retaliatory Tactic 

Hello. [I am], a validated inmate released from 
Pelican Bay SHU in 2016. I’m part of the class action 
law suit Ashker v. Governor.  On January I was placed 
in Administration Segregation for conspiracy to 
distribute controlled substances. The false accusation 
is based on four unreliable confidential reports (1030s). 
I’m innocent of all these false accusations. I’m 
scheduled to have a suitability parole hearing under 
261 Juvenile Law. I was participating in all self-help 
programs, college, working, etc. Now, I find myself in 
solitary confinement (again) fighting all these bogus, 
false accusations thanks to the lies and manipulation 
of this corrupt system.... Anonymous

Bus Therapy
CPF, Oheyo Horale Saludos to one & all. I am 

encouraged to know that you all are continuing the 
good fight. Brings the spirit great joy to know that 
there are still individuals who possess honor and 
integrity … Who’s loyalty and sacrifice is what 
makes the difference in our pursuit of justice and 
victory.

Pues Oheyo. I have been going back and forth 
from Corcoran to New Folsom since 2017. From 
SHU, to Hoyo to Linia. [the hole to the mainline] 
In the last 6 months I’ve literally been to over 25 
different cells. It’s that bus therapy, which is a 
euphemism for retaliation. I am back in the Hoyo 
again, fighting for our rights as humans.They 
started the gladiator games here at Corcoran. We 
were deprived of the basic necessities, yard, visits, 
phone calls, canteen. First chance I got, I raised 
these issues with the brass [guards]. They took it as 
a threat. Falsified documents, the whole enchilada. 
I speak truth to corrupt and lying power which they 
despise. This comes with the territory. You know 
exactly what I am talking about.

I am [currently] up for transfer … [T]he IGI and 
Admin is trying hard to put me back in the SHU. 
We shall see… I’ll keep all you kin-folks in the 
loop.

Claro que si I agree 100% with you. It is up to us 
to generate light inside, not only inside ourselves 
but in our environment! Yes, prison is inherently 
a place of mendacious vacuity. Hopelessness, de-
spair, etc.. However, light is literally energy.. And 
we know that it is a fact of nature/science that no 
matter how dark the darkness. Darkness always 
gives way to light. Our energy must be spent on 
sharing and giving light to our gente, our environ-
ment, our fellow man.

I continue to educate, and train my mind, 
body, spirit, soul. To be sharp and strong. Self 
education is key. True knowledge comes from 
knowing oneself. Once we achieve this then we 
can go out and learn other things. But if we 
don’t understand what our character is founded 
upon, we will one day fail ourselves. 

I shall keep on pushing forward. I truly appreciate 
your words of wisdom and support. A parting note: 
The laws of thermodynamics state that all energy 
in a closed system is constant. No new energy is 
created, it only changes form. The question for 
each man to ask himself, is if his energy is going 
to be spent/transformed for the good and benefit of 
humanity or for its destruction. 

Struggle Together in Solidarity. Take strong care.  
Con un Abraco and in Solidarity, Anonymous

I Should Have Been Homeward Bound. Instead 
Correctional Officer Disrimination, Misconduct 
and Abuse Landed Me In Solitary Confinement 

Hello. I am a transgender inmate, currently in ASU for a corrupt 
situation by the exact people (cdcr) that are provided to protect 
me. I was brought back here B’cuz a c/o employee alleged that 
I assaulted him after he “slammed me down”, called me obscene 
names such as “faggot” told me to “shut-up” said he’ll “break 
my arm”. . . All this behind a random pat-down coming out the 
chow hall which wasn’t random cause I was the only inmate being 
put on the wall. I was sexually touched [at this] so-called called 
pat-down... when the officer asked for [a piece of my clothing] 
I complied but asked “Why do he need it?”   He proceeded to 
grab me and yank me back…. I am completely stressed out and 
overwhelmed b’cuz I was supposed to go home soon off of  Prop 
57, but now am possibly being referred to the D.A. and facing a 
SHU term for battery on a peace officer. During the  occurrence 
the officer was scratched by my nail as he was slamming me to 
the ground. He reported [that it was intentional]. I am so scared. I 
never had an offense like this nor would I ever try to commit one….

…In A yard, us inmates have no voice (freedom of speech) to
be heard nor [are there] Leutenants or Captains reprimanding their 
staff for their misconduct…. It’s cruel and unusual punishment 
here.” I have no friends outside or family. I’m hoping y’all can 
help me get out my voice....  

Thank you for listening, Anonymous, (MCSP) 

In Germany, 92% of prison sentences are 
for 2 years or less; in the Netherlands 
95% of sentences are for 2 years or less.                         
[Vera Institute, 2013 report]. 

  
     SHU OPTIMISM     By V-A 
    Day in and day out, I’m in this cell that is designed to put me down and out.

But being strong is what this is all about.
The system could slam me down, but my spirit will never bow down.
My stay here is not easy, but prison will never be known to be easy.

 It was easy to get here but to keep the mind, spirit and body strong is the real struggle.
So I will continue to strive forward, dig deep, 10, 20 or even a hundred feet until
I find the necessary hope, faith, courage and will, 
To keep my mind, body and spirit in good condition,
To fulfill my ambition, to bring my parole plans into fruition

Prop 57 Unjustly Denied
I was granted Prop 57 but the next day told I went to SHU ... 

less than five years ago so I am excluded for review. When I have 
CDC our documentation showing I went to SHU for indeterminate 
SHU for associate with a STG1 gang in 2009.  I wrote the board 
of parole hearings explaining, yet they still refuse to acknowledge 
those facts...  Plus, my counselor can’t find or give me a copy of 
(needed documents)...   CMF says my appeal (is no good because 
it) it addresses  multiple issues,  not 
from a single event,  which is not 
true. Also [that the] writing isn’t right. 
Needs a 12 point font. What’s that? 
No one will say. Then it states I did 
not submit an original. But don’t say 
what original?  My prop 57 is being 
denied unjustly...  any help is greatly 
appreciated.  Anonymous
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 Where's the Accountability at RJD?
Dear Prison Focus,
 … CDCR officials from the Sacramento office then came 

trying to interview ‘random’ prisoners regarding treatment 
and conditions here, but still there is no discipline, 
prosecution or accountability to correctional officials who 
the prisoners swept in the wardens sweep.

 …. If the justice department don’t use the power and 
resources of the federal government to hold RJD officials 
accountable for the criminal practices and operations 
already identified by previous reports, then the California 
Correctional Peace Officers Association (CCPOA) will 
use its massive power and resources to defend an accused 
CDCR official untill vindicated or reinstated. In other 
words, when a CDCR official is accused of murder, the 
CCPOA intervene as an accomplice after the crime ... You 
see, CDCR is something of a maffia, and its no secret that 
a crime syndicate rewards its most loyal, who defend and 
protect the organization.

 So when CDCR officials demonstrate a willingness 
to lie, be dishonest and deceitful to protect the image of 
CDCR, then they are rewarded with the CCPOA’s undying 
protections as well as with ranking authority, in order to 
groom lower ranking officials on how to use the face of lies 
and deception to protect the image CDCR has built up, to 
convince the public of its honorable mission to rehabilitate, 
and ability to do no wrong.

  The Cat's Out of the Bag
Greetings to all CPF Readers & Supporters. 
I write today to salute the anonymous individual who 
exposed the truth about what has been happening at R.J 
Donovan regarding the rogue guards and their organized 
crime which was featured in the CPF #57, 2018 Winter 
edition, which was well written, and perfectly true. 

Now, I would like to give you a sample of what happened 
to me while I was at RJD Facility C back in 2017. Due in 
part to the serious decline in the C yard environment I began 
submitting back to back 602 appeals on just about every 
subject you can think of such as, food quality & quantity, 
ventilations, indigent supplies, maintenance issues and lack 
of programming just to name a few. Shortly there after I was 
approached by two rogue guards and directed to cease my 
602 activity or risk getting F*@#?!-up. Being unaware of 
all the [informants] that were kicking it with the guards, I 
proceeded full steam ahead with the 602’s. 

Later, in early August a section of chain-link fencing came 
up missing (which should have never happened had the 
guards been doing their jobs). Well, the discovery of missing 
chain-link prompted a mass search of all the housing units 
where they allegedly found a sharpened toothbrush hidden 
in my mattress, which was found by X-ray equipment ... I 
was immediately placed in Ad/Seg. 

Just for a little background, it should be noted that I 
have never had any weapons or physical altercation in my 
30 year history of being in CDCR, and for the record I 
didn’t put the weapon there! After being placed in Ad/Seg 
I was given an Investigative Employee (IE) I told her that 
I wanted a polygraph, her reply, “We don’t do that.” I stated 
that I wanted fingerprints taken. She said “We don’t do that 
either.” I then directed her to go into my property to retrieve 
a CDCR form 22 that I had in there. When I moved into that 
cell, where the weapon was found, it was never searched. 
The cell window was broke, security screws were missing 
from the light fixture and the mattress was damaged. I had 
listed all of those issues on the Form 22, and it was signed 
by my floor cop. The next thing I know, due to my triple 
CMP classification, and no power or cable outlets in Ad/Seg 
I was transferred to Lancaster without having my witnesses 
interviewed or being given the Form 22 from my property. 

The next thing I know I’m having my 115 hearing at 
Lancaster which is in violation of Title 15, 3320.I.  Inmates 
can’t be transferred before a hearing unless an emergency 
exists! When I was given the IE report she stated that she 
“was unable to find inmates property, or locate his three 
requested witnesses.” 

To make a long story short, I was subsequently found 
guilty of an A-1 offense and advised to “602 it.” A few 
weeks later I went before ICC committee where I was given 
a 7 month suspended SHU (Due to no prior history) and 
I was transferred back to RJD. When I walked back into 
my previously assigned housing unit my floor officers were 
shocked to see that I was back (they thought they had put 
me on a back burner when they planted the weapon). 

Shortly thereafter, I purchased a cellphone and began 
documenting all the set-up fights, guards sleeping, watching 
TV, unsanitary conditions, riots and the like. I was able to 
capture countless photos and video. Once I had the evidence 
I began emailing several agencies under a fictitious name, 
including the FBI, CDCR Ombudsman, Dept of Justice, 
NBC News in San Diego and an attorney in Sacramento. 

... It all came to a screeching halt … [when] the 
Investigative Security Unit (ISU) discovered that I was 
the registered owner of the Associates Network, the web 

domain, and the P.O Box. Within a few days ISU rushed my 
cell while I was on the phone to NBC …  Unfortunately, I was 
once again placed in Ad/Seg, allegedly for investigation into 
criminal activity… I’m still in ASU where I believe I am being 
silenced. Unfortunately for the guards at Donovan, the cat’s 
out of the bag. They have installed cameras. There’s a major 
ongoing investigation and I’m quite certain there’s going to 
be guards arrested! Stay tuned for more, coming to a concrete 
warehouse near you. 
Respectfully, The Associates Network (CSP-LAC) 

The Porosity of Solid Information
I am writing to inform you of my recent change of 

address - yes unfortunately back to Corcoran SHU... 
I think it’s unfortunate that those GP prisoners continue 

to ignore the fact that not all SNY inmates are rapists, child 
molesters or snitches.... A lot were run off GP yards due 
to GP prisoners acting on supposed “solid information” 
gleaned from Confidential Informants - ie: CDCR Pigs.  

Keep up the good work y’all!  Respectfully, Anon., COR

Retaliation is the Mode of Operation 
In 2013 I was placed on a special transport from Pelican Bay 

State Prison to High Desert State Prison for an assault on a 
c/o. Upon arrival I was immediatly segregated away from all 
other prisoners, in ASU. This planned decision by correctional 
staff afforded them an isolated area to: threaten/harrass me, 
contaminate/poison my food, deprive me of all basic hygeine, 
clothing, personal property, and discard my medical request for 
help forms and CDCR 602 Appeals. 

This treatment continued for approxiately 3 weeks until I 
became seriously ill, because when the c/o's were not throwing 
my food trays into my cell at me they were contaminating/
poisoning my food with some unidentified toxic substance that 
caused me to suffer a severe stomach infection (bacteria) … I 
feel  apprehensive when accepting food that's served by c/o's. 

[About a year later] I filed a §1983 civil Suit in Federal 
Court for violating my 8th & 14th Amendments rights and for 
retaliation…. Compensation is not my primary objective, I want 
to also expose c/os so that interested parties will understand 
that CDCR has not changed their illegal behavior(s) towards 
prisoners. 

The court did appoint an attorney to represent me in this 
case, though in the last 5 months he has not responded to my 
inquiries so I no longer know if he represents me. 

Holding on to Self 
Despite Cruel and Unusual Punishment

May this letter be well received ... I am a lifer who finds 
himself in ASU due to an accusation of assault on a peace 
officer - allegedly ... I’ve been productive and programming 
to lower my points and reach my goal to make it to a level 2, 
to better my chances of freedom. I won’t give up hope to be 
reunited with my wife and family…

I am serving a 37 to life sentence. I’ve been down since 
2006 came to CDCR in 2007. Ever since, I have been 
productive and without any violence on a level 4 for the  
majority of my incarceration. It’s been over 4 years since 
my last 115 or RVR [violation].

The manner I was treated after the accuser [made his] 
claim, only led to their retaliation, as if correctional officers 
have some unspoken creed. They commenced their cruel 
and unusual punishment, releasing and letting out their 
anger and frustration for allegedly assaulting one of their 
own. I had no means to defend myself while in restraints 
(cuffs).

I’ve been in similar situations in Riverside County Jail 
where inmates are beaten and thrown into unknown cells 
‘til their knots, bruises and injuries heal. If I can endure 
and survive it then, I can survive it now. Only difference is 
that today there is a means, reason, cause and purpose. It’s 
name…California Prison Focus.

I don’t fear CDCR.  Sincerely, Anonymous, Wasco 
(I share my experience with discretion)

COs Don't Take Kindly to 602s
[In] 2015, which is where I started to come across 

problems that I never faced within my nineteen years of being 
incarcerated. I am  serving a LWOP sentence which I was in 
the process of fighting when Correctional Officers (COs) threw 
away all of my transcripts and legal research.

I wound up having to file a §1983 federal civil lawsuit … 
While I was actively pursuing that case I noticed hostility…  
from various COs…. I was retaliated against with a false 115…. 
A yard guard attempted to discourage me from pursuing the 
602 by threatening me and my buddy, by stating and I quote, 
“I heard about you and how you write things up and like to 
602. I am the yard sargent and in control of the yard and I’m 
telling you, we don’t take kindly to people who 602.” After 
this, the sargent began to point me out to various COs as being 
a problem inmate. …

This set in motion a series of other retaliatory 
acts - refusing me my showers... These tactics 
wound up chilling my 602 efforts in hopes that the 
campaign of harassment would stop…

… A CO yelled out “you fucked with the wrong white boys”
and attempted to punch my belly. Then another CO slammed 
my cellie on the wall then floor. Simultaneous me and the CO 
escorting me looked back at the commotion, when another CO 
punched me with no provocation. I … could barely walk at 
this time. The CO escorting me then shoved me forward and 
as I was falling face first, I reached out instinctively. I fell on 
the CO holding his wrists two other COs started to punch me 
repeatedly. One CO then grabbed my right shoulder. The other 
CO then attacked me further by kneeing me repeatedly in my 
head ... two more COs jumped on me ... they started to verbally 
attacked us, calling us bitch, faggot, faggot boy, saying, “I got 
your punk asses now”, showing malice and forethought … I 
observed these same COs conspiring/collaborating on writing 
false RVR reports denying me my due process. This incident 
is not isolated. There are other inmates here who have went 
through similar campaigns of harassment and experienced 
unnecessary force ... Video footage/evidence is conveniently 
not available despite numerous cameras. And despite 602 staff 
complaints giving the warden/associate warden notice of these 
unconstitutional acts taking place nothing has been done to 
quell the situation.

I am going to file another §1983 suit for retaliation and 
violation of my First, Eighth and Fourteenth Amendment rights….  

Also, a friend of mine is back here in the hole again basically 
for nothing other than the CO on a yard fabricating an incident....  
Sincerely, Anonymous 

Censorship Through Retaliation
I wrote your office with a few complaints. Shortly after 

I was given a rule violation and placed in administrative 
segregation  for something I didn’t do...They read my 
letters to you - even legal mail...Anonymous, CMF

Editor’s Note: CPF does NOT currently have a 
sponsoring attorney, therefore we cannot send or 
receive (confidential) Legal Mail. Please be careful.

COMMUTATIONS AND PARDONS

Before Gov. Brown left office, he issued an executive 
order transferring all pending pardon and commutation 
applications to the next governor. Gov. Newsom should 

have access to all commutation applications. The Governor's 
website for commutations and pardons (www.gov.ca.gov/
commutation) explains how to file new applications or refile 
previous applications. Please write to CCWP to request copies 
of these documents. Those who applied in the last 3 years but 
weren't commuted or pardoned can submit a Reapplication for 
Commutation/Pardon form so that the Governor's office can 
request the file and re-open it for review.

Preparing for a parole hearing? Send your request and 4 
stamps to CPF, for a copy of Prison Focus -Special Parole 
Edition - Issue 54 

Correctional Officers Never 
Got the Message

I received your postcard (with that Maya Angelou 
poem on it). Thank you for reaching out. 

A little backstory, I have been incarcerated for 
23 years, have been to all levels except I. Over the 
course of my time I have been to 12 institutions 
and two of those twice and about 20 different 
yards. I have been to many ASU's and to both 
Tehachapi and Corcoran SHU.… 

...As I said, prior to arriving here I was off of the 
line for some time and over the course of that period 
we saw the CDCR forced into a new direction, (ie) 
the Coleman Case, Ashker, Prop 57 and the court 
ordered reductions in inmate population. Obviously 
transitioning from GP to SNY on top of going from 
a limited program environment to a open program 
setting one is bound to experience some new things 
but here at Donovan D-Yard it is beyond that. 
You may not know this but cops influence inmates 
and vice versa. The things that I am talking about 
specifically, I can only figure are a result of the tone 
that Sacramento seems to be taking. Sacramento 
says its now about programs for inmates, rehab 
for inmates, milestones. Sacramento says its about 
letting people out and keeping them out. Question 
is, has the Correctional Officers Union gotten the 
same message?     You are appreciated. 
From the frontline, still in solidarity, Anon., RJD

How to Challenge a Comprehensive Risk Assessment 
Information sheet explains the process for objecting to 
factual errors, mischaracterizations, or omissions in the CRA 
(aka psychological evaluation): Write to: Uncommon Law , 
220 4th Street, Suite 103,  Oakland, CA 94607
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Here's How You Can Help Prison Advocacy 
Network's Efforts to End the violence

*This summary is not legal advice. Writing to PAN
       does not initiate legal representation.

P
AN is starting to draft a demand letter to CDCR. Be-
low is a sample of some of the problems and rights 
violations caused by NDPF that PAN is trying to 

gather more information about with the survey. The work 
remains in progress. PAN is interested in support for its ef-
forts to summarize problems, come up with a list of de-
mands, and expand the strength of legal arguments. PAN 
needs people to transmit CDCR issued documents (115s, 
602s, 128s, or other CDCR generated documents) about 
NDPF to get more details that people are willing to share 
publicly to make the letter stronger. The questions in the 
survey are designed for people to use to fill in the blanks of 
a template letter people can use for their own 602s or pro se 
lawsuits (Send 5 stamps to CPF for a copy of the 47 page 
template). If you return the survey to PAN it will be used to 
inform templates and legal demand letters. It may also be 
used if there is a legislative hearing. This survey's purpose 
is to gather evidence about the consequences of NDPF, so 
it's helpful if you explain specificals about why the incident 
is indirectly or directly caused by NDPF. 

Only the first survey question is mandatory, but please 
share with answers to as many other questions as you feel 
comfortable. Feel free to answer in the form of a declaration 
that advocates can send directly to officials. If there are 
multiple incidents, just make that clear by explaining the 
different dates and times.
1.NDPF Violates the Right to Equal Protection

a.NDPF Violates the Rights To Be Free From Racial
discrimination

b.NDPF Violates the Rights To Be Free From Gender
Discrimination

c.NDPF Violates the Rights To Be Free From
Sexuality Discrimination

d. Sex-Offender Status Should Be Protected
e.NDPF Violates the Rights To Be Free From

Disability Discrimination and Fails to Accommodate 
Disabilities

f.NDPF Violates the Rights To Be Free From Mental-
Health Discrimination

g.NDPF Violates the Rights To Be Free From SNY
Status Discrimination
2.NDPF Is Illegal Cruel and Unusual Punishment

a. CDCR Is Acting With Deliberate Indifference
b. NDPF Is Resulting in Cruel and Unusual

Deprivations of Life’s Necessities
c. NDPF Is Cruel and Unusual As It Fails to Protect

People In CDCR’s Custody
d. NDPF Is Resulting in Cruel and Unusual

Lockdowns and “Modified Program”
e. NDPF Is Cruel and Unusual in Facilitating

“Incremental Release” Gladiator Fights
f. NDPF Is Cruel and Unusual to People Experiencing

Mental Illness
g. NDPF Is Cruel and Unusual in Causing Sexual

Assault

CDCRS NEFARIOUS COUNTER 
TO CLOSING SHUS/PSUS
By T. Turner

P
rison officials first order of business was to po-
liticize Mental Health by declaring the Enhanced 
Outpatient Program (EOP) a non designated yard; 

semantics for saying sensitive needs yard (SNY). One ma-
jor difference which activated the “administrative stir” of 
the population was stating that SNYs don’t have to “sign 
off” their status to receive the EOP services. Well, Gen-
eral Population (GP) never had to “sign on” nor “sign 
off” anything to receive such EOP services. This clearly 
illustrates prison officials wicked motive for such a move. 
Currently (Mar/Apr 2019) ASU placement notices reflect 
EOP-GP. Isn’t that an oxymoron?! A prisoner “sign on” to 
SNY; EOP is allegedly a non designated yard, however, 
prison officials are subsequently alleging SNYs are GP.  
They (did not) “sign off,” yet they’re still “signed-on”, 
remember?! Have y’all really caught the “double talk.” 
Prolly not, especially Blacks, since for the first time in 
quite awhile are being politically forced to confront what 
the masses for years have deemed “Politically Incorrect.”  
It took the “administrative puppeteers” to re-twist and spin 
words to ignite prisoner re-actions. I get that, and I also get 
the the administration’s dirty politics (under the guise of 
rehabilitation), which is affecting all races on some level 
and in some way, shape or form. They want/need the vio-
lence to significantly rise to argue for the re-opening of 
SHUs/PSUs. Why is the prisoner vs. prisoner violence ris-
ing when the administration is the one stirring the popu-
lation?! No threats meant nor intended to anyone. I am 
merely pointing out some relevant facts of what prison of-
ficials are subjecting prisoners to.

h. NDPF Is Resulting in Cruel and Unusual in
Excessive Force

i. NDPF Is Resulting in Cruel and Unusual Prolonged
Visit Interference

j. NDPF Is Resulting in Cruel and Unusual Prolonged
Phone Access Denial

k.NDPF Is Resulting In Transfers Far From Families
With Hardship
3.NDPF Housing and Classification Decisions Illegally
Violate Due Process 

a.NDPF Is Interfering with A Liberty Interest
b.CDCR is Violating Procedural Protections in

Classification
c. NDPF Is Causing Improper and Overuse of ASU

4.NDPF Is Invalid Due to Procedural Flaws In Promulgation
a. CDCR Illegally Promulgated An Underground

Regulation
b. The Remedy to An Underground Regulation Is A Rule

5.CDCR Is Engaging In Unlawful Retaliation
a.CDCR Is Engaging in Unlawful Mail Tampering about

NDPF 
6.CDCR Is Engaging in Unlawful Mail Tampering about
NDPF

Confidentiality
1.Can this information be reported to CDCR and other

government officials
  Mark only one oval. (  ) Yes      (  ) No
Tell Us About Yourself
2.Name (As Known By CDCR for mailing purposes, as

well as chosen)
3.Prison Mailing Address Including Cell/Bunk Number
4.Location Of Incident(s) (List all that apply.)
5.Does the person involved have any of these housing

characteristics? (Check all that apply and explain)
General Population (GP)
Sensitive Needs Yard (SNY)
PHU
Restricted Custody General Population (RCGP)
Non Disciplinary Segregation (NDS)
Administrative Segregation (ASU)
Debrief Processing Unit (DPU)
Stepdown Program
Other…
Please provide more details explaining any of the boxes 

checked above.
6. Does the person involved have any of these characteristics?

(Include all that apply and explain)
(  ) Enhanced Outpatient Program (EOP)
(  ) Correctional Clinical Case Management System 

(CCCMS)
(  ) MHCB Mental Health Crisis Bed
(  ) DMH Department of Mental Health (currently 

Department of State Hospitals (DSH))
(  ) ICF Intermediate Care
(  ) ACUTE Acute Care
(  ) DLT Mobility Impaired, Level Terrain
(  ) DNH Hearing, Requires Auditory Aids
(  ) DNL Learning, Requires help to understand
(  ) DNM Mobility, walks with assistance
(  ) DNS, Speech Requires Speech Aids
(  ) DNV Vision Requires Visual Aids
(  ) DPH Hearing Deaf or Hearing Impaired
(  ) LD, Learning Disability
(  ) DPM Mobility, unable to walk
(  ) DPO Mobility Intermittent wheelchair user
(  ) DPS Speech Mute or Speech Impaired
(  ) DPV Vision Blind or Low Vision
(  ) DPW Mobility Permanently requires wheelchair
(  ) DEC DDP (Developmental Disability Program) (any 

cognitive and adaptive functioning limitation)
(  ) Other 
Please provide more details explaining any of the boxes 

checked above.
Tell Us About The Facility
7.Name of Facility and Yard Where Incident(s) Occurred
8.How Many People Are There On The Yard Where The

Incident(s) Occurred?
9.Security Level of Yard: I, II, III, IV
10.How did people put CDCR on notice of the problems

before any incident occurred?
11.Describe any "town halls" or meetings or informational

literature that the facility presented about NDPF. (Please mail 
us copies.)

Tell us about what happened (circle one option, feel free 
to add detail below)

12. Do the incidents relate directly to NDPF? Yes No Maybe
13.Do the incidents relate to "incremental releases"? Yes

No Maybe
14.Do the incidents relate to "modified programs"? Yes No

Maybe
15.Do the incidents relate to "lockdowns"? Yes No Maybe
16.Did someone refuse a cellmate? Yes No Maybe
17.Describe the incident(s). Please include as much

information as you can. (Dates, times, names, locations, 
effects, and detailed facts are most helpful for a demand letter.)

Tell us about what happened after the incident(s)
Was there a committee hearing about the incident? (Was 

there notice of a hearing, was there a chance to object, was 
there a chrono? If there was a chrono, please send a copy.)

Describe any discipline that happened as a result. (For 
example, a 115 for refusing cellmate or mutual combat, 
c-status, designation as program failure, etc.)

Describe any housing transfers that resulted (such as, 
move to higher security level, custody level, ASU, SHU, 
etc.).  

Describe any physical or emotional injuries that resulted 
from the incident(s).  

Describe any impacts on release date (such as, effect on 
BPH hearing or determinate sentence credit calculations).   

Describe any lockdown that happened as a result, and 
the effects of the lockdown. 

Describe any impact on enemy chronos. (Did the 
incident involve people with existing enemy chronos? Did 
it result in enemy chronos?)

Were there past incidents with the specific people 
involved in the past? Did CDCR know about them? 

Did the people involved have incident-free time together 
on the yard before the incident?

Describe any impact on access to medical care, including 
mental health care, and disability accommodations.

Describe any impact on access to programming.
Describe any impact on classification score.
Describe any impacts on privilege group or privileges.
Describe any impacts on work group or work.
Describe any impacts on finances.
Describe any impacts on loved ones or visitors.
Describe any ways CDCR failed to follow procedure (i.e. 

denied a chance to object, didn't hold hearing or committee, 
etc.)

What reports were made to CDCR? (For example, form 
22 or 602, call or email or letter from family.) (Please 
share copies if possible.)

What is the result of reports to CDCR? (Please share 
copies if possible.)

What is the status of any 602 or staff complaint about 
this? (Please share copies if possible.)    

 What retaliation happened and why (for example, 
what action was taken as a result of a 602 being filed, or 
raising the issue at committee, etc.)

What is the status of any lawsuit about this? (Please 
share case number.) 

Are you aware of any news coverage on the incidents?
Tell us about what you think we should do about it.
41.What information do you think is needed about

NDPF? For example, through public records requests?
42.Who should be involved in organizing (name

organizations or people)?
43.What do you think advocates should do to help? (For
example, legislative hearings, challenging the underground 
regulation, writing to specific people, media work, etc.)
Mail Forms (via confidential legal mail) to: 

Prisoner Advocacy Network, NLGSF, 
Attorney Jesse Stout, CBN 284544, "Re NPDF"
558 Capp St., San Francisco, CA 94110 

(please send completed 115s, 128s, 1824s, 22s, 602s, 
letters to CDCR, petitions, declarations, etc.)

IWOC NDPF SURVEY

T
he Incarcerated Workers Organizing Committee 
of Oakland, CA (IWOC) is another group seeking 
to address the forced yard integrations and related 

issues. IWOC, a project of the Industrial Workers of the 
World, commited to the abolition of prison slavery - and a 
close ally to CPF,  has noted that your voices and perspec-
tives are often absent from these critical discussions. They 
have composed this survey with the aim of bringing your 
voices into the debate.

Notes on confidentiality and anonymity: You’ll notice 
that there is no space on this survey for your name and 
facility location – we recognize that one’s classification in 
the system might be sensitive information, so when you 
send this back to us we are separating the survey from the 
envelope and all other possible correspondence included 
that might contain your identity and location to respect and 
keep your anonymity. 

This survey is for internal use and education, but 
we would like to be able to quote prisoner voices in the 
material we produce to educate the public. Please check a 
box below:

[  ] Yes, I give Oakland IWOC permission to quote from 
my replies understanding that I remain anonymous.

[  ] No, only use my replies internally for educational 
purposes.

Questions
1.When did you first hear about “reintegration” or the

NDPF program? How did you hear of it and what was your 
reaction or opinion of it?

2.In your own words, what do you think about the SNY
and GP classification system? What are the reasons for it? 
Does it work? 

3.[Answer only if you are comfortable sharing this info.
We realize it is sensitive and personal information, but to 
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NDPF: NON DESIGNATED 
PROGRAMMING FACILITIES
Summary on Efforts to Stop Merging of the Yards 

Incarcerated people in California prisons and their 
families are living under immense fear that their loved 
ones inside will be harmed or killed while in the custody 

of CDCR. (See The Mayhem of Merged Yards on Pg. 1) In 
2016 CDCR began merging yards which were originally 
separated for safety reasons, resulting in yard fights, injury, 
death, lockdowns and parole denials. Some loved ones and 
advocates are getting together to try to stop it.

Background on CDCR Memos and Results
It appears that in April 2016, CDCR hosted a “Sensitive 

Needs Yard Summit,” after which CDCR then administered 
a policy change through a series of memos, outlining system-
wide and facility-specific NDPF policies. Ostensibly, the 
purpose of NDPF is to increase access to programming for 
everyone in CDCR. The April 26, 2018 Memo states that 
the “expansion of NDPF model seeks to balance the MSF 
populations at all institutions to provide a robust workforce 
for all institutions while also providing increased housing 
opportunities for lower level offenders.” The stated rules and 
goals laid out in the memo are not matching the reality that 
the newly integrated people are facing.

Instead of CDCR increasing program availability on each 
yard, CDCR is requiring people to change housing locations 
to unsafe housing, the process of which is taking away 
program access to protected classes of people who CDCR is 
obligated to take affirmative measures to protect. There is no 
need, much less a compelling need, to make program access 
contingent upon forcing people to face potential death. 

The memos punish people for refusing unsafe housing 
assignments that could lead to sexual assault or death. 
In contradiction to housing assignments that required 
individualized safety assessments, the NDPF memos note that 
people who refuse unsafe assignments will be disciplined, 
which can lead to transfer to higher level security facility and 
delayed release date. The memos threaten discipline under 
15 CCR 3005(c) “Refusing to Accept Assigned Housing” and 
3269.1 (“Refusal of Integrated Housing”). CDCR classifies 
both of these as a serious rules violation that results in the 
“loss of any or all of the following for up to 90 days: canteen, 
appliances, inmate packages, telephone privileges, and 
personal property.” A second offense and subsequent offense 
violations are punished with a “referral to a classification 

committee for review and determination for program failure. 
An inmate who is deemed a program failure by a classification 
committee is subject to having his/her personal property/
appliances disposed of in accordance with departmental 
procedure.”

In executing the NDPF policy as set out in the memos, 
CDCR is also forcing all  people who participate in the Mental 
Health Services Delivery System at a high level of care and 
the Enhanced Outpatient Program (EOP) — people who 
are particularly vulnerable due to their diagnosis and severe 
symptoms — to reside on non-designated yards instead of 
the typically segregated EOP housing. To qualify for EOP, 
one must show serious mental disorder and/or an inability to 
function in General Population. Thus, a policy of integrating 
people both SNY and EOP classifications with General 
Population EOP people is inherently contradictory. If CDCR 
deems someone’s mental health symptoms as so acute that 
they must be separated from people who are not designated as 
EOP, then CDCR should not house general population EOP 
with SNY EOP designated people. Putting these two groups 
who CDCR purposefully segregates to improve treatment 
together increases their risk of victimization and decreases 
their ability to program. Due to their ongoing severe 
symptoms and unique needs, CDCR should not protect 
people designated as EOP from integration with potential 
attackers, not force them to house together.

In short, the effect of NDPF is to jeopardize the very 
people CDCR deems to need special protection by forcing 
them to endure the threat of longer sentences, violence, rape, 
and death, as opposed to rewarding people who follow rules 
with more access to programs to facilitate the early release 
opoprtunites they are entitled to. 

Summary of System-Wide Problems Caused by NDPF
What follows is a summary of the system-wide effects 
of NDPF policy and its implementation gathered so far, 
however more details are needed:

 ● Increased violence, injuries, and riots.
 ● Prolonged (8 month) unnecessary lockdowns and 

more “modified program” incidences
 ● Increased discipline related to integration (For 

example, people have been disciplined for the refusal of a 
cellmate as “mutual combat,” though only one party was 
being attacked); resulting in increased sentence length for 
the victim.

 ● Increased incidences of C.O.s forcing gladiator 
fights (under the pretext of “incremental releases”).

 All the problems facing these NDY’S are happening right 
here on D-Facility EOP. ...Prisoners are bringing to light 
many of the severe issues coming from the broken failed SNY 
experiment. I’ve encountered problems that I haven’t seen or 
experienced in 27 years of incarceration, which includes prisons 
such as Pelican Bay." CSP-SAC

 “Non-designated yards are basically ending 
up on EOP & CCCM yards and it makes one wonder 
why the Coleman Attorneys haven’t made more noise 
about the experiment that they got going. Before I left 
the New Folsom EOP they had a couple of violent 
stabbings, a gruesome murder, and an attempted 
murder. This level of violence not common on an EOP 
yard, there is usually just fist fights. The violence will 
most likely end the experiment, but like everything, 
the punishments do the damage and pain inflicted on 
prisoners will just be another statistic.” CSP-LAC

 ● Negative impact on an inmate’s ability to earn credits 
under Prop 57 and access other early release mechanisms.

 ● More transfers to Pelican Bay and Corcoran 
SHUs, which are known to cause permanent physical and 
psychological damage, and to be illegal under international 
law.

 ● More dangerous cellmate assignments, as CDCR 
has ignored enemy chronos in the process of integrating 
yards

 ● Wardens made false claims about the Mitchell v. 
Felker case to justify illegal racial lockdowns.

 ● CDCR is violating the right to access to a commit-
tee hearing in issuing adverse classification determinations.

 ● CDCR is violating the due process protections re-
quired before Administrative Segregation (ASU) housing 
by moving people into ASU without proving the necessary 
“clear threat to safety and/or security.” 

 ● Increased symptom severity for people with mental 
health issues, namely those designated CCCMS or EOP, 
due to added stress of all their yards being integrated with 
people who may target Coleman victims.CDCR is failing 
to meet with Inmate Advisory Councils and Inmate Family 
Councils and is ignoring their concerns.

 ● CDCR is engaging in retaliation against opposition 
to NDPF.

 ● CDCR is tampering with mail related to NDPF.
Sample Demands

Those whos lives are in imminent danger, families and 
activists are demanding that CDCR stop violating the 
rights of incarcerated people and remedy rights viola-

tions caused by the NDPF policy. CDCR has been deliber-
ately indifferent and has subsequently failed to remedy the 
rights violations caused by the NDPF policy. Unfortunately 
the general public is largely unaware or unresponsive to the 
situation. 

Following are a list of potential demands CDCR must 
meet in order to protect the rights of the people under its 
jurisdiction.

1. Stop integrating yards.
2. Stop using illegal underground regulations.
3. Engage in formal rulemaking through the Office of

Administrative Law.
4. Participate in legislative hearings that may be held on

the issue.

[Note: For a copy of the PAN’s (47 page) template complaint 
letter, which can be customized for an individual’s situation, 
send a request and 5 stamps to California Prison Focus.]

 The system has changed for the worse as new 
laws bring hope and new chances of freedom. CDCR 
has even modified its structure, which is in progress. 
PCs are being sent here onto GP yards. This has 
already taken place in level I & II and now here in 
Wasco. The 50/50 yards [NDSF] are placing people’s 
very chances of freedom and even lives into a live or 
die situation....I strongly believe it’s gonna be chaos. 
I am trying to maintain and see this through." Wasco 

WHAT DO THE PEOPLE IN CDCR'S CUSTODY HAVE TO SAY ABOUT IT?

  WHAT DOES CDCR HAVE TO SAY ABOUT NDPF/YARD MERGING?
According to CDCR, "The safety and security of the inmates in our custody is our first priority, and our staff is well trained to ensure that continues to be the priority..."  In addition, 

"CDCR is committed to expanding rehabilitative opportunities for inmates...The focus of Non-Designated Programming Facilities is to provide an environment for inmates demonstrating 
positive programming and a desire to not get involved in the destructive cycles of violence.... 

CDCR claims that the yard merging transitions have been “mostly without incident, and the small number of people who did not agree to program on non-designated facilities have 
been transferred.”

 "... CDCR is playing the ultimate game with 
my life and the lives of many other inmates by forcing 
re-integration into a polarized broken violent prison 
system. Drop outs - child molester’s - snitches - rapists 
- homo sexual and yes, the mentally unstable are at 
risk of being smashed (beaten up) - seriously injured 
or killed under this process, while c/o’s watch and play 
it off as minimal collateral damage in order to push 
their own agenda. Saying “well there’s no SNY on the 
streets,” per CDCR director…

Questions: (1) Is this legal? (2) What happened to 
the safety and security of the institution? (3) Can I sue 
for putting my life in danger?"  HDSP

Editor's Note: See The Monell Action: Challenging 
CDCr's Failure to Protect All Persons in their Custody 
from Foreseeable Harm, Prison Focus Issue 57, pg. 7:

 "I have no problem with the concept of [Designated] 
Programming Facility Prisons. However, do not force 
prisoners who do not want to be at these prisons to go to them. 
Furthermore, if a prisoner volunteers to go to a Programming 
Facility Prison and [then] does not adhere to the rules, and 
receives a disciplinary write up … then he should be transferred 
immediately to a prison best suited for his needs. I also believe 
there should be a facility to house older prisoners who just 
want to do their time and get along." CHCF.

 "I just read your recent issue of spring 2019—Man it’s 
good. And has a lot of insight to prisoners’ struggles. I have 
a serious issue I’m dealing with. I came to prison in 2008 as 
a SNY inmate. I rescinded my SNY placement in 2017 at New 
Folsom.…My life was in danger on SNY yards and I could 
not safely program. ICC has info on the prison gang that has 
a “hit” on my life…. And now, in 2018, CDCR made non-
designated yards, and is mixing EOP inmates who are GP (as I 
am) with SNY inmates! This puts my life in danger. I’ve 602ed 
this several times and have gotten nowhere! I’ve told ICC my 
life’s in danger on SNY yards, and they do nothing! ICC has 
several “1030s” indicating my life is in danger on SNY yards! 
And they do nothing. I was sent to HDSP last October ... I was 
assaulted my first day there! I’m now in Corcoran Ad-Seg." HDSP

 I just recently read No.57-Fall 2018 issue of Prison 
Focus. It was a great issue to the current saga that is the new 
Non-Designated Yards (NDY) [Same as NDPF]. It was quite 
an eye-opener and overwhelming for an Activist in Prisoner’s 
Rights. I’ve been transferred from New Folsom EOP where 
things were starting to get testy. [Merging] all the PSU Housing 
of six total buildings is atrocious!

...The culture of corruption and abuses is so thick that many 
prisoners literally just want to transfer out of here. After reading 
and hearing the news coming out of other prisons, I know that a 
transfer is NOT the answer. [Strategies] and solutions are what 
we need. Francisco, CSP-SAC

"The 50/50 yards [NDSF] are placing 
people’s very chances of freedom and 
even lives into a live or die situation. " 
Anonymous

 Good morning to you all. I just finished reading one 
of your most informative and empowering Legal Newspaper, 
Number 57, Fall of 2018. I’m still smiling... After 27 straight 
years of confinement, and after 16 years of clean programming, 
as an elderly and disabled man confined to a wheel chair, I 
recently had to defend myself from an attack. The attacker got 
his arm fractured, and I, with 40 days to my BPH hearing was 
put in Ad-Seg, later found guilty of Battery on an inmate, with 
SBI (Causing Serious Bodily Injury), and given my first SHU 
term of 18 months...” 

 "I am an inmate who is currently being housed on 
CDC's Protected Custody Yard. Due to CDC's new integrated 
programming my safety and security is being threatened. 

Any altercations that take place due to te integrating 
procedure, inmates are being given disciplinary writs. This 
is being done to misplace CDC's responsibility for inciting 
the altercation. Duplicity, deliberate deceptiveness in their 
behavior and how c/os write the incident report "their speech".

See CA  Code of Regulations, Title 15, (pg. 145) § 3271. 
"Every employee of his or her assignment is responsibile for 
the safe custody of the inmates confined in the institution of 
the department". Comment: Former DP-4202 Reponsibility 
of Employees. Further case law Monell Action. [See Prison 
Focus issue 57] Monell v. Dpt of Social Services of the city of 
NY, 56 LED 2D611 436 U.S. 658.CDC and all dept. employees 
have a mandated duty under State and Federal Law to protect 
all persons in their custody from foreseeable harm." CVSP
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Here's How You Can Help Prison Advocacy 
Network's Efforts to End the violence

*This summary is not legal advice. Writing to PAN
       does not initiate legal representation.

PAN is starting to draft a demand letter to CDCR. Be-
low is a sample of some of the problems and rights 
violations caused by NDPF that PAN is trying to 

gather more information about with the survey. The work 
remains in progress. PAN is interested in support for its ef-
forts to summarize problems, come up with a list of de-
mands, and expand the strength of legal arguments. PAN 
needs people to transmit CDCR issued documents (115s, 
602s, 128s, or other CDCR generated documents) about 
NDPF to get more details that people are willing to share 
publicly to make the letter stronger. The questions in the 
survey are designed for people to use to fill in the blanks of 
a template letter people can use for their own 602s or pro se 
lawsuits (Send 5 stamps to CPF for a copy of the 47 page 
template). If you return the survey to PAN it will be used to 
inform templates and legal demand letters. It may also be 
used if there is a legislative hearing. This survey's purpose 
is to gather evidence about the consequences of NDPF, so 
it's helpful if you explain specificals about why the incident 
is indirectly or directly caused by NDPF. 

Only the first survey question is mandatory, but please 
share with answers to as many other questions as you feel 
comfortable. Feel free to answer in the form of a declaration 
that advocates can send directly to officials. If there are 
multiple incidents, just make that clear by explaining the 
different dates and times.
1. NDPF Violates the Right to Equal Protection

a. NDPF Violates the Rights To Be Free From Racial
discrimination

b. NDPF Violates the Rights To Be Free From Gender
Discrimination

c. NDPF Violates the Rights To Be Free From
Sexuality Discrimination

d. Sex-Offender Status Should Be Protected
e. NDPF Violates the Rights To Be Free From

Disability Discrimination and Fails to Accommodate 
Disabilities

f. NDPF Violates the Rights To Be Free From Mental-
Health Discrimination

g. NDPF Violates the Rights To Be Free From SNY
Status Discrimination
2. NDPF Is Illegal Cruel and Unusual Punishment

a. CDCR Is Acting With Deliberate Indifference
b. NDPF Is Resulting in Cruel and Unusual

Deprivations of Life’s Necessities
c. NDPF Is Cruel and Unusual As It Fails to Protect

People In CDCR’s Custody
d. NDPF Is Resulting in Cruel and Unusual

Lockdowns and “Modified Program”
e. NDPF Is Cruel and Unusual in Facilitating

“Incremental Release” Gladiator Fights
f. NDPF Is Cruel and Unusual to People Experiencing

Mental Illness
g. NDPF Is Cruel and Unusual in Causing Sexual

Assault

CDCRS NEFARIOUS COUNTER 
TO CLOSING SHUS/PSUS
By T. Turner

Prison officials first order of business was to po-
liticize Mental Health by declaring the Enhanced 
Outpatient Program (EOP) a non designated yard; 

semantics for saying sensitive needs yard (SNY). One ma-
jor difference which activated the “administrative stir” of 
the population was stating that SNYs don’t have to “sign 
off” their status to receive the EOP services. Well, Gen-
eral Population (GP) never had to “sign on” nor “sign 
off” anything to receive such EOP services. This clearly 
illustrates prison officials wicked motive for such a move. 
Currently (Mar/Apr 2019) ASU placement notices reflect 
EOP-GP. Isn’t that an oxymoron?! A prisoner “sign on” to 
SNY; EOP is allegedly a non designated yard, however, 
prison officials are subsequently alleging SNYs are GP.  
They (did not) “sign off,” yet they’re still “signed-on”, 
remember?! Have y’all really caught the “double talk.” 
Prolly not, especially Blacks, since for the first time in 
quite awhile are being politically forced to confront what 
the masses for years have deemed “Politically Incorrect.”  
It took the “administrative puppeteers” to re-twist and spin 
words to ignite prisoner re-actions. I get that, and I also get 
the the administration’s dirty politics (under the guise of 
rehabilitation), which is affecting all races on some level 
and in some way, shape or form. They want/need the vio-
lence to significantly rise to argue for the re-opening of 
SHUs/PSUs. Why is the prisoner vs. prisoner violence ris-
ing when the administration is the one stirring the popu-
lation?! No threats meant nor intended to anyone. I am 
merely pointing out some relevant facts of what prison of-
ficials are subjecting prisoners to.

h. NDPF Is Resulting in Cruel and Unusual in
Excessive Force

i. NDPF Is Resulting in Cruel and Unusual Prolonged
Visit Interference

j. NDPF Is Resulting in Cruel and Unusual Prolonged
Phone Access Denial

k. NDPF Is Resulting In Transfers Far From Families
With Hardship
3. NDPF Housing and Classification Decisions Illegally
Violate Due Process 

a. NDPF Is Interfering with A Liberty Interest
b. CDCR is Violating Procedural Protections in

Classification
c. NDPF Is Causing Improper and Overuse of ASU

4. NDPF Is Invalid Due to Procedural Flaws In Promulgation
a. CDCR Illegally Promulgated An Underground

Regulation
b. The Remedy to An Underground Regulation Is A Rule

5. CDCR Is Engaging In Unlawful Retaliation
a. CDCR Is Engaging in Unlawful Mail Tampering about

NDPF 
6. CDCR Is Engaging in Unlawful Mail Tampering about
NDPF

Confidentiality
1. Can this information be reported to CDCR and other

government officials
  Mark only one oval. (  ) Yes      (  ) No
Tell Us About Yourself
2. Name (As Known By CDCR for mailing purposes, as

well as chosen)
3. Prison Mailing Address Including Cell/Bunk Number
4. Location Of Incident(s) (List all that apply.)
5. Does the person involved have any of these housing

characteristics? (Check all that apply and explain)
General Population (GP)
Sensitive Needs Yard (SNY)
PHU
Restricted Custody General Population (RCGP)
Non Disciplinary Segregation (NDS)
Administrative Segregation (ASU)
Debrief Processing Unit (DPU)
Stepdown Program
Other…
Please provide more details explaining any of the boxes 

checked above.
6. Does the person involved have any of these characteristics?

(Include all that apply and explain)
(  ) Enhanced Outpatient Program (EOP)
(  ) Correctional Clinical Case Management System 

(CCCMS)
(  ) MHCB Mental Health Crisis Bed
(  ) DMH Department of Mental Health (currently 

Department of State Hospitals (DSH))
(  ) ICF Intermediate Care
(  ) ACUTE Acute Care
(  ) DLT Mobility Impaired, Level Terrain
(  ) DNH Hearing, Requires Auditory Aids
(  ) DNL Learning, Requires help to understand
(  ) DNM Mobility, walks with assistance
(  ) DNS, Speech Requires Speech Aids
(  ) DNV Vision Requires Visual Aids
(  ) DPH Hearing Deaf or Hearing Impaired
(  ) LD, Learning Disability
(  ) DPM Mobility, unable to walk
(  ) DPO Mobility Intermittent wheelchair user
(  ) DPS Speech Mute or Speech Impaired
(  ) DPV Vision Blind or Low Vision
(  ) DPW Mobility Permanently requires wheelchair
(  ) DEC DDP (Developmental Disability Program) (any 

cognitive and adaptive functioning limitation)
(  ) Other 
Please provide more details explaining any of the boxes 

checked above.
Tell Us About The Facility
7. Name of Facility and Yard Where Incident(s) Occurred
8. How Many People Are There On The Yard Where The

Incident(s) Occurred?
9. Security Level of Yard: I, II, III, IV
10. How did people put CDCR on notice of the problems

before any incident occurred?
11.Describe any "town halls" or meetings or informational

literature that the facility presented about NDPF. (Please mail 
us copies.)

Tell us about what happened (circle one option, feel free 
to add detail below)

12. Do the incidents relate directly to NDPF? Yes No Maybe
13. Do the incidents relate to "incremental releases"? Yes

No Maybe
14. Do the incidents relate to "modified programs"? Yes No

Maybe
15. Do the incidents relate to "lockdowns"? Yes No Maybe
16. Did someone refuse a cellmate? Yes No Maybe
17. Describe the incident(s). Please include as much

information as you can. (Dates, times, names, locations, 
effects, and detailed facts are most helpful for a demand letter.)

Tell us about what happened after the incident(s)
Was there a committee hearing about the incident? (Was 

there notice of a hearing, was there a chance to object, was 
there a chrono? If there was a chrono, please send a copy.)

Describe any discipline that happened as a result. (For 
example, a 115 for refusing cellmate or mutual combat, 
c-status, designation as program failure, etc.)

Describe any housing transfers that resulted (such as, 
move to higher security level, custody level, ASU, SHU, 
etc.).  

Describe any physical or emotional injuries that resulted 
from the incident(s).  

Describe any impacts on release date (such as, effect on 
BPH hearing or determinate sentence credit calculations).   

Describe any lockdown that happened as a result, and 
the effects of the lockdown. 

Describe any impact on enemy chronos. (Did the 
incident involve people with existing enemy chronos? Did 
it result in enemy chronos?)

Were there past incidents with the specific people 
involved in the past? Did CDCR know about them? 

Did the people involved have incident-free time together 
on the yard before the incident?

Describe any impact on access to medical care, including 
mental health care, and disability accommodations.

Describe any impact on access to programming.
Describe any impact on classification score.
Describe any impacts on privilege group or privileges.
Describe any impacts on work group or work.
Describe any impacts on finances.
Describe any impacts on loved ones or visitors.
Describe any ways CDCR failed to follow procedure (i.e. 

denied a chance to object, didn't hold hearing or committee, 
etc.)

What reports were made to CDCR? (For example, form 
22 or 602, call or email or letter from family.) (Please 
share copies if possible.)

What is the result of reports to CDCR? (Please share 
copies if possible.)

What is the status of any 602 or staff complaint about 
this? (Please share copies if possible.)    

 What retaliation happened and why (for example, 
what action was taken as a result of a 602 being filed, or 
raising the issue at committee, etc.)

What is the status of any lawsuit about this? (Please 
share case number.) 

Are you aware of any news coverage on the incidents?
Tell us about what you think we should do about it.
41. What information do you think is needed about

NDPF? For example, through public records requests?
42. Who should be involved in organizing (name

organizations or people)?
43. What do you think advocates should do to help? (For
example, legislative hearings, challenging the underground 
regulation, writing to specific people, media work, etc.)
Mail Forms (via confidential legal mail) to: 

Prisoner Advocacy Network, NLGSF, 
Attorney Jesse Stout, CBN 284544, "Re NPDF"
558 Capp St., San Francisco, CA 94110 

(please send completed 115s, 128s, 1824s, 22s, 602s, 
letters to CDCR, petitions, declarations, etc.)

IWOC NDPF SURVEY

The Incarcerated Workers Organizing Committee 
of Oakland, CA (IWOC) is another group seeking 
to address the forced yard integrations and related 

issues. IWOC, a project of the Industrial Workers of the 
World, commited to the abolition of prison slavery - and a 
close ally to CPF,  has noted that your voices and perspec-
tives are often absent from these critical discussions. They 
have composed this survey with the aim of bringing your 
voices into the debate.

Notes on confidentiality and anonymity: You’ll notice 
that there is no space on this survey for your name and 
facility location – we recognize that one’s classification in 
the system might be sensitive information, so when you 
send this back to us we are separating the survey from the 
envelope and all other possible correspondence included 
that might contain your identity and location to respect and 
keep your anonymity. 

This survey is for internal use and education, but 
we would like to be able to quote prisoner voices in the 
material we produce to educate the public. Please check a 
box below:

[  ] Yes, I give Oakland IWOC permission to quote from 
my replies understanding that I remain anonymous.

[  ] No, only use my replies internally for educational 
purposes.

Questions
1. When did you first hear about “reintegration” or the

NDPF program? How did you hear of it and what was your 
reaction or opinion of it?

2. In your own words, what do you think about the SNY
and GP classification system? What are the reasons for it? 
Does it work? 

3. [Answer only if you are comfortable sharing this info.
We realize it is sensitive and personal information, but to 
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Conquer the Dragon
Dear California Prison Focus,  I am in need of soldiers, riders, 
warriors, advocates, supporters, and activist to help give birth to 
a movement directed towards prison abolishment. First, we have 
to take on, duel, and slay the dragon, which is CDCR, a plight 
sure to not only prove strenous, but also certain to result in amany 
casualty, a prime symbol of sacrifice to effect change. 

Currently, this Non Designated Program Facility (NDPF) 
mission has set a blaze to the already infamous rivalry between 
general population [GP] and sensitive need yard [SNY] prisoners. 
The NDPF design merely facilitates the acccess, increases the 
violence, and creates what the court recognize as “imminent 
danger” conditions. 

On March 20, 2019, I filed a civil rights complaint pursuant 
to to 42 UCS Section 1983, Williams v. Allison et Al., Case No. 
1:19-cv-00371-BAM (PC), in the Eastern District of California 

Don't Settle on Settling
I’d like to respond to a letter printed in your #58, Spring 

2019 issues, page 6. It was by Anonymous about taking all civil 
litigations to trial. I was raised in Cali’s CYA’S and state prisons 
for about 23 years of my life. Before I tried to outrun the 3 strikes 
law in 2000 and ended up in a worse mandatory minimum sentence 
called measure II in Oregon. 

I agree with Anonymous ["to break the prison system by 
statewide civil litigations where all prisoner cases proceed to trial 
and absolutely no settlements."] but would argue this needs to be 
done on a nationwide basis, not just state-wide. § 1983 Civil Rights 
Cases arise in U.S District Courts which are federal and subsidized 
by the Federal Government and any settlements or damages are 
paid by the state’s insurance and/or bonding company, so you 
cannot “break the state” this way.

I’ve settled two cases out of court now and so know a bit about 
which I speak, and that’s another problem we face. They have 
deep pockets and rely upon the knowledge that the majority of us 
[don’t have]. The majority of us  are poor and have never seen 
“real money” before and so they pay us off to dismiss cases. It’s 
very hard to turn down offers in the six digits! But consider this, 
they do not settle cases with losers! They file motions to dismiss or 
summon judgment motions they know they’ll win, and so if they’re 
offering to settle it’s probably because you’re going to win. 

Keep in mind as well you’ll have to show the court a good faith 
effort. If you’re unreasonable or refuse to negotiate, the court 
won’t look on you favorably. However, if you just fail to reach any 
agreement you can say you tried. Also, you run the risk of turning 
down a large settlement and the jury only awards you one dollar! 
It’s happened before so you need to know the strength and severity 
of your case.

Before reading that article, I had already decided that all future 
cases (lifer) will go to trial to set precedent that we can all build 
upon, Cali, Oregon, and others are all within the 9th circuit 
jurisdiction. So a win for one is a win for all. And be assured that 
if you win at trial the A.G. will surely appeal to the 9th circuit, and 
their decisions are binding on all of us. Also, I would encourage 
someone somewhere to create a website to make these lawsuits 
easily available to the public so they can see the abuses for 
themselves. This would bring awareness to the general masses and 
if you want real change you have to change the public’s perceptions 
on crime and justice!

Lastly all newspapers have investigative journalists whom you 
can write to, every state has a disability rights organization or 
system designed to protect and advocate for the rights of individuals 
with mental illness; They investigate incidents of abuse, neglect, 
etc. and are authorized under 42. V.S.C. 10801-10851. They are 
government funded (so you pay nothing) or  funded by private 
charities.

You’ve heard the old saying, the pen is mightier than the sword. 
This is true but like the sword, you must first learn to wield it.  
Respect to all my Modesto homeboys, Anonymous

MANDAMUS
 A Remedy for Defects of Justice

Wikipedia, August 20, 2019

MANDAMUS (/ˈmænˈdeɪməs/; lit. 'we com-
mand') is a judicial remedy in the form of an 
order from a court1 to any government, sub-

ordinate court, corporation, or public authority, to do (or 
forbear from doing) some specific act which that body 
is obliged under law to do (or refrain from doing), and 
which is in the nature of public duty, and in certain cases 
one of a statutory duty. It cannot be issued to compel an 
authority to do something against statutory provision. For 
example, it cannot be used to force a lower court to re-
ject or authorize applications that have been made, but 
if the court refuses to rule one way or the other then a 
mandamus can be used to order the court to rule on the 
applications.

Mandamus may be a command to do an administrative 
action or not to take a particular action, and it is 
supplemented by legal rights. In the American legal 
system it must be a judicially enforceable and legally 
protected right before one suffering a grievance can ask 
for a mandamus. A person can be said to be aggrieved 
only when they are denied a legal right by someone who 
has a legal duty to do something and abstains from doing it.

The party requesting a writ of mandamus to be enforced 
should be able to show that they have a legal right to 
compel the respondent to do or refrain from doing the 
specific act. The duty sought to be enforced must have 
two qualities:2 It must be a duty of public nature and the 
duty must be imperative and should not be discretionary. 
Furthermore, mandamus will typically not be granted if 
adequate relief can be obtained by some other means, 
such as appeal.3

The purpose of mandamus is to remedy defects of 
justice. It lies in the cases where there is a specific right 
but no specific legal remedy for enforcing that right. 
Generally, it is not available in anticipation of any injury 
except when the petitioner is likely to be affected by an 
official act in contravention of a statutory duty or where 
an illegal or unconstitutional order is made. The grant 
of mandamus is therefore an equitable remedy; a matter 
for the discretion of the court, the exercise of which is 
governed by well-settled principles.4

Mandamus being a discretionary remedy, the 
application for it must be made in good faith and not 
for indirect purposes. Acquiescence cannot, however, 
bar the issue of mandamus. The petitioner must, of 
course, satisfy the Court that they have the legal right 
to the performance of the legal duty as distinct from 
mere discretion of authority.5 A mandamus is normally 
issued when an officer or an authority by compulsion of 
statute is required to perform a duty and that duty, despite 
demand in writing, has not been performed

 In some U.S. states, such as the courts of California, 
the writ is now called mandate instead of mandamus, 
and may be issued by any level of the state court system 
to any lower court or to any government official. It is 
1  Learning the Law. "Writ of mandamus and the Indian 
Constitution".Lex Warrier. India. Archived from the original on 
2015-08-19.
2  RK Choudhary's Law of Writs; Mandamus.
3  "Supreme Court Rule 20". 2011-12-15. Retrieved May 29, 
2012.
4  Gangadhar Narsingdas Agrawal v. Union of India, AIR 1967 
Goa 142 (147); Regional Director v. AS Bhangoo, (1969) 73 
Cal. WN 267; Megh Nath v. Director, Technical Education, UT 
Chandigarh, 1990 (1) RSJ 126.
5  Basantilal v. Laxminarayan, 1970 MPLJ (Note)

PRISONER CHALLENGES 
ALLEGED GANG VALIDATION 
AND DEFENDS HIS RIGHT TO 
READ AND WRITE UNDER THE 
1ST AMENDMENT 
By Kevin D. Sawyer, aka Cyrus

A small victory has taken place. On April 19, 
2019, the U.S. Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit 
“reversed and remanded" my First Amendment 

case back to the Northern District Court of California. 
Now in its eighth year, this case began in late 2011, 

when I arrived at San Quentin State Prison from Folsom 
State Prison. It was then that my writings (intellectual 
property), notes, quotes and research, compiled during 
years of reading in other prisons, was seized by prison 
guards who deemed it "indicative" of association or 
membership in the Black Guerilla Family prison gang 
(think George Jackson). I am not, nor have I ever been 
affiliated with the BGF. 

Because I had read certain books during my then-
fifteen years of incarceration, certain prison officials 
questioned and held my research and writings. I filed a 
grievance to have it returned to me, along with several 
other requests. I was later threatened with "validation" 
points that could have placed me in solitary confinement, 
indefinitely. 

 After exhausting my state administrative remedies, I 
filed a civil rights suit (42 U.S.C. $ 1983). The District 
Court granted summary judgment for the defendant(s). I 
appealed and filed a motion for appointment of counsel. 
The Ninth Circuit “denied” the motion, reasoning it was 
"unnecessary” and appointed an attorney to represent 
me on appeal, pro bono. 

The case, Sawyer v. Chappell, et al., 9th Cir. Case 
No. 17-16846 (D.C. Case No. 3:15-cv-00220-JD), 
is essential to follow, because many prisoners who 
previously filed similar suits had gang affiliation, 
long criminal records, and lengthy prison disciplinary 
records. I have none of that working against me. 

For years, the California Department of Corrections 
and Rehabilitation has placed prisoners in super-max 
prisons because of what they have read or written, 
in violation of these prisoners' rights under the U.S. 
Constitution. In 2013, these prisoners led a nationwide 
hunger strike to end solitary confinement. 

San Quentin State Prison is the state’s flag ship for 
“rehabilitation," as long as it can determine what that 
looks like. Deviation from state prescribed educational 
"programming" is oftentimes construed as one's inability 
to adjust, irrespective of them remaining disciplinary 
free. For 22 years, I haven't done anything that would 
warrant a write up. 

The public isn't aware of all that takes place inside 
San Quentin, California's oldest prison. In a politically 
twisted system that boast reform as its model, the prison's 
infamy extends far beyond the men who are confined 
here. This is because every correctional officer is 
emboldened to act as warden, with impunity. 

They tried to bury me. Maybe one 
day they'll succeed. But for the time 
being, I plan to resist, read and write 
as I please. 
What I'd like you to take away from this is the idea 

that the U.S. Constitution is not in place to protect us. 
We are positioned to protect it from the tyranny of men 
who would soon oppress others, inside and outside the 
prison gate. 

I urge you to follow this case and its developments. 
Pass the information on to other journalists, writers, and 
professionals. Thank you.

CDCr Resources Dedicated to Silencing Truth Tellers
“Though our endeavor is just, the agents of 
torture and repression – the OCS (Office of 
Correctional Safety), SSU (Special Services Unit), 
IGI (Institutional Gang Investigations) and ISU 
(Investigations Services Unit) – have dedicated 
their resources towards silencing our voices and 
suffocating the true spirit of free speech.”  Abdul 
Olugbala Shakur, Mutope Duguma and Heshima Denham (From 
the Prison Focus archives,)

I Have a Dream 
….I have a dream that one day, mass civil trials and judgements 
by prisoners who suffer unjustly while exploited for what tax 
dollars our bodies bring, will thwart prison operations statewide 
by staking claim to the very tax dollars used to render us a part of 
an industry or commodity as oppose to a part of the human race.     
Anonymous, RJD

us on the outside, having this additional data might 
be important to understanding responses and inside 
issues.]

a. Currently, what is your security level classification?
If your classification been changed over your time 
while in CDCr’s system, how has it been changed?

b. What kind of yard are you currently on? (check
appropriate box):  [  ] GP   [  ] SNY   [  ] NDPF (inc. 
medical facilities, firecamp, EOP, etc.)

c. If there is anything else you want to share with us
regarding your classification, feel free to use the space 
provided below:

4. If there was one thing you wanted the outside to
know about CDCr’s “reintegration” plans, what would 
that be?

5. Feel free to add anything else you have to say,
anything you got on your mind right now. All of it 
counts and all of it matters.
Send responses to:  IWOC Oakland

   PO Box 6305
   Oakland, CA 94603

challenging CDCr’s NDPF, and on March 25th, 2019, 
a magistrate judge ruled the allegations in challenge, 
satisfy the imminent danger requirement set by Andrews 
v. Cervantes, 493 F.3d 1047 (9th Cir. 2007)

In recognizing that are hundreds of others, statewide,
held hostage to and by the CDCR’s NDPF, it is my intent 
to aid the majority by establishing a defense fund to raise 
enough money for the right attorney to make this issue a 
class action lawsuit. I would hope to further establish a 
practice where we would resist any settlement, no matter 
how appealing, and demand our right to a jury trial, as to 
know justice by its intended form. All too often CDCR 
offers settlements in compromise, without accepting 
any real liability for what wrongs its policies, practices, 
or employees impose. Pesky settlements which equate 
to ‘hush money’ to make [us] go away, which is why 
violations and deprivations persist. 

The cost of a lengthy litigation and trial, followed by a 
most handsome judgement award against CDCR would 
compel lasting solutions….John Williams, V34099  
CMF  PIP S1 117  PO Box 2000 Vacaville, CA 95696 
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 Where's the Accountability at RJD?
Dear Prison Focus,
 … CDCR officials from the Sacramento office then came 

trying to interview ‘random’ prisoners regarding treatment 
and conditions here, but still there is no discipline, 
prosecution or accountability to correctional officials who 
the prisoners swept in the wardens sweep.

 …. If the justice department don’t use the power and 
resources of the federal government to hold RJD officials 
accountable for the criminal practices and operations 
already identified by previous reports, then the California 
Correctional Peace Officers Association (CCPOA) will 
use its massive power and resources to defend an accused 
CDCR official untill vindicated or reinstated. In other 
words, when a CDCR official is accused of murder, the 
CCPOA intervene as an accomplice after the crime ... You 
see, CDCR is something of a maffia, and its no secret that 
a crime syndicate rewards its most loyal, who defend and 
protect the organization.

 So when CDCR officials demonstrate a willingness 
to lie, be dishonest and deceitful to protect the image of 
CDCR, then they are rewarded with the CCPOA’s undying 
protections as well as with ranking authority, in order to 
groom lower ranking officials on how to use the face of lies 
and deception to protect the image CDCR has built up, to 
convince the public of its honorable mission to rehabilitate, 
and ability to do no wrong.

  The Cat's Out of the Bag
Greetings to all CPF Readers & Supporters. 
I write today to salute the anonymous individual who 
exposed the truth about what has been happening at R.J 
Donovan regarding the rogue guards and their organized 
crime which was featured in the CPF #57, 2018 Winter 
edition, which was well written, and perfectly true. 

Now, I would like to give you a sample of what happened 
to me while I was at RJD Facility C back in 2017. Due in 
part to the serious decline in the C yard environment I began 
submitting back to back 602 appeals on just about every 
subject you can think of such as, food quality & quantity, 
ventilations, indigent supplies, maintenance issues and lack 
of programming just to name a few. Shortly there after I was 
approached by two rogue guards and directed to cease my 
602 activity or risk getting F*@#?!-up. Being unaware of 
all the [informants] that were kicking it with the guards, I 
proceeded full steam ahead with the 602’s. 

Later, in early August a section of chain-link fencing came 
up missing (which should have never happened had the 
guards been doing their jobs). Well, the discovery of missing 
chain-link prompted a mass search of all the housing units 
where they allegedly found a sharpened toothbrush hidden 
in my mattress, which was found by X-ray equipment ... I 
was immediately placed in Ad/Seg. 

Just for a little background, it should be noted that I 
have never had any weapons or physical altercation in my 
30 year history of being in CDCR, and for the record I 
didn’t put the weapon there! After being placed in Ad/Seg 
I was given an Investigative Employee (IE) I told her that 
I wanted a polygraph, her reply, “We don’t do that.” I stated 
that I wanted fingerprints taken. She said “We don’t do that 
either.” I then directed her to go into my property to retrieve 
a CDCR form 22 that I had in there. When I moved into that 
cell, where the weapon was found, it was never searched. 
The cell window was broke, security screws were missing 
from the light fixture and the mattress was damaged. I had 
listed all of those issues on the Form 22, and it was signed 
by my floor cop. The next thing I know, due to my triple 
CMP classification, and no power or cable outlets in Ad/Seg 
I was transferred to Lancaster without having my witnesses 
interviewed or being given the Form 22 from my property. 

The next thing I know I’m having my 115 hearing at 
Lancaster which is in violation of Title 15, 3320.I.  Inmates 
can’t be transferred before a hearing unless an emergency 
exists! When I was given the IE report she stated that she 
“was unable to find inmates property, or locate his three 
requested witnesses.” 

To make a long story short, I was subsequently found 
guilty of an A-1 offense and advised to “602 it.” A few 
weeks later I went before ICC committee where I was given 
a 7 month suspended SHU (Due to no prior history) and 
I was transferred back to RJD. When I walked back into 
my previously assigned housing unit my floor officers were 
shocked to see that I was back (they thought they had put 
me on a back burner when they planted the weapon). 

Shortly thereafter, I purchased a cellphone and began 
documenting all the set-up fights, guards sleeping, watching 
TV, unsanitary conditions, riots and the like. I was able to 
capture countless photos and video. Once I had the evidence 
I began emailing several agencies under a fictitious name, 
including the FBI, CDCR Ombudsman, Dept of Justice, 
NBC News in San Diego and an attorney in Sacramento. 

... It all came to a screeching halt … [when] the 
Investigative Security Unit (ISU) discovered that I was 
the registered owner of the Associates Network, the web 

domain, and the P.O Box. Within a few days ISU rushed my 
cell while I was on the phone to NBC …  Unfortunately, I was 
once again placed in Ad/Seg, allegedly for investigation into 
criminal activity… I’m still in ASU where I believe I am being 
silenced. Unfortunately for the guards at Donovan, the cat’s 
out of the bag. They have installed cameras. There’s a major 
ongoing investigation and I’m quite certain there’s going to 
be guards arrested! Stay tuned for more, coming to a concrete 
warehouse near you. 
Respectfully, The Associates Network (CSP-LAC) 

The Porosity of Solid Information
I am writing to inform you of my recent change of 

address - yes unfortunately back to Corcoran SHU... 
I think it’s unfortunate that those GP prisoners continue 

to ignore the fact that not all SNY inmates are rapists, child 
molesters or snitches.... A lot were run off GP yards due 
to GP prisoners acting on supposed “solid information” 
gleaned from Confidential Informants - ie: CDCR Pigs.  

Keep up the good work y’all!  Respectfully, Anon., COR

Retaliation is the Mode of Operation 
In 2013 I was placed on a special transport from Pelican Bay 

State Prison to High Desert State Prison for an assault on a 
c/o. Upon arrival I was immediatly segregated away from all 
other prisoners, in ASU. This planned decision by correctional 
staff afforded them an isolated area to: threaten/harrass me, 
contaminate/poison my food, deprive me of all basic hygeine, 
clothing, personal property, and discard my medical request for 
help forms and CDCR 602 Appeals. 

This treatment continued for approxiately 3 weeks until I 
became seriously ill, because when the c/o's were not throwing 
my food trays into my cell at me they were contaminating/
poisoning my food with some unidentified toxic substance that 
caused me to suffer a severe stomach infection (bacteria) … I 
feel  apprehensive when accepting food that's served by c/o's. 

[About a year later] I filed a §1983 civil Suit in Federal 
Court for violating my 8th & 14th Amendments rights and for 
retaliation…. Compensation is not my primary objective, I want 
to also expose c/os so that interested parties will understand 
that CDCR has not changed their illegal behavior(s) towards 
prisoners. 

The court did appoint an attorney to represent me in this 
case, though in the last 5 months he has not responded to my 
inquiries so I no longer know if he represents me. 

Holding on to Self 
Despite Cruel and Unusual Punishment

May this letter be well received ... I am a lifer who finds 
himself in ASU due to an accusation of assault on a peace 
officer - allegedly ... I’ve been productive and programming 
to lower my points and reach my goal to make it to a level 2, 
to better my chances of freedom. I won’t give up hope to be 
reunited with my wife and family…

I am serving a 37 to life sentence. I’ve been down since 
2006 came to CDCR in 2007. Ever since, I have been 
productive and without any violence on a level 4 for the  
majority of my incarceration. It’s been over 4 years since 
my last 115 or RVR [violation].

The manner I was treated after the accuser [made his] 
claim, only led to their retaliation, as if correctional officers 
have some unspoken creed. They commenced their cruel 
and unusual punishment, releasing and letting out their 
anger and frustration for allegedly assaulting one of their 
own. I had no means to defend myself while in restraints 
(cuffs).

I’ve been in similar situations in Riverside County Jail 
where inmates are beaten and thrown into unknown cells 
‘til their knots, bruises and injuries heal. If I can endure 
and survive it then, I can survive it now. Only difference is 
that today there is a means, reason, cause and purpose. It’s 
name…California Prison Focus.

I don’t fear CDCR.  Sincerely, Anonymous, Wasco 
(I share my experience with discretion)

COs Don't Take Kindly to 602s
[In] 2015, which is where I started to come across 

problems that I never faced within my nineteen years of being 
incarcerated. I am  serving a LWOP sentence which I was in 
the process of fighting when Correctional Officers (COs) threw 
away all of my transcripts and legal research.

I wound up having to file a §1983 federal civil lawsuit … 
While I was actively pursuing that case I noticed hostility…  
from various COs…. I was retaliated against with a false 115…. 
A yard guard attempted to discourage me from pursuing the 
602 by threatening me and my buddy, by stating and I quote, 
“I heard about you and how you write things up and like to 
602. I am the yard sargent and in control of the yard and I’m 
telling you, we don’t take kindly to people who 602.” After 
this, the sargent began to point me out to various COs as being 
a problem inmate. …

This set in motion a series of other retaliatory 
acts - refusing me my showers... These tactics 
wound up chilling my 602 efforts in hopes that the 
campaign of harassment would stop…

… A CO yelled out “you fucked with the wrong white boys”
and attempted to punch my belly. Then another CO slammed 
my cellie on the wall then floor. Simultaneous me and the CO 
escorting me looked back at the commotion, when another CO 
punched me with no provocation. I … could barely walk at 
this time. The CO escorting me then shoved me forward and 
as I was falling face first, I reached out instinctively. I fell on 
the CO holding his wrists two other COs started to punch me 
repeatedly. One CO then grabbed my right shoulder. The other 
CO then attacked me further by kneeing me repeatedly in my 
head ... two more COs jumped on me ... they started to verbally 
attacked us, calling us bitch, faggot, faggot boy, saying, “I got 
your punk asses now”, showing malice and forethought … I 
observed these same COs conspiring/collaborating on writing 
false RVR reports denying me my due process. This incident 
is not isolated. There are other inmates here who have went 
through similar campaigns of harassment and experienced 
unnecessary force ... Video footage/evidence is conveniently 
not available despite numerous cameras. And despite 602 staff 
complaints giving the warden/associate warden notice of these 
unconstitutional acts taking place nothing has been done to 
quell the situation.

I am going to file another §1983 suit for retaliation and 
violation of my First, Eighth and Fourteenth Amendment rights….  

Also, a friend of mine is back here in the hole again basically 
for nothing other than the CO on a yard fabricating an incident....  
Sincerely, Anonymous 

Censorship Through Retaliation
I wrote your office with a few complaints. Shortly after 

I was given a rule violation and placed in administrative 
segregation  for something I didn’t do...They read my 
letters to you - even legal mail...Anonymous, CMF

Editor’s Note: CPF does NOT currently have a 
sponsoring attorney, therefore we cannot send or 
receive (confidential) Legal Mail. Please be careful.

COMMUTATIONS AND PARDONS

B
efore Gov. Brown left office, he issued an executive 
order transferring all pending pardon and commutation 
applications to the next governor. Gov. Newsom should 

have access to all commutation applications. The Governor's 
website for commutations and pardons (www.gov.ca.gov/
commutation) explains how to file new applications or refile 
previous applications. Please write to CCWP to request copies 
of these documents. Those who applied in the last 3 years but 
weren't commuted or pardoned can submit a Reapplication for 
Commutation/Pardon form so that the Governor's office can 
request the file and re-open it for review.

Preparing for a parole hearing? Send your request and 4 
stamps to CPF, for a copy of Prison Focus -Special Parole 
Edition - Issue 54 

Correctional Officers Never 
Got the Message

I received your postcard (with that Maya Angelou 
poem on it). Thank you for reaching out. 

A little backstory, I have been incarcerated for 
23 years, have been to all levels except I. Over the 
course of my time I have been to 12 institutions 
and two of those twice and about 20 different 
yards. I have been to many ASU's and to both 
Tehachapi and Corcoran SHU.… 

...As I said, prior to arriving here I was off of the 
line for some time and over the course of that period 
we saw the CDCR forced into a new direction, (ie) 
the Coleman Case, Ashker, Prop 57 and the court 
ordered reductions in inmate population. Obviously 
transitioning from GP to SNY on top of going from 
a limited program environment to a open program 
setting one is bound to experience some new things 
but here at Donovan D-Yard it is beyond that. 
You may not know this but cops influence inmates 
and vice versa. The things that I am talking about 
specifically, I can only figure are a result of the tone 
that Sacramento seems to be taking. Sacramento 
says its now about programs for inmates, rehab 
for inmates, milestones. Sacramento says its about 
letting people out and keeping them out. Question 
is, has the Correctional Officers Union gotten the 
same message?     You are appreciated. 
From the frontline, still in solidarity, Anon., RJD

How to Challenge a Comprehensive Risk Assessment 
Information sheet explains the process for objecting to 
factual errors, mischaracterizations, or omissions in the CRA 
(aka psychological evaluation): Write to: Uncommon Law , 
220 4th Street, Suite 103,  Oakland, CA 94607
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DELIBERATE INDIFFERENCE AND 
SUBJECTIVE RECKLESSNESS
Farmer v. Brennan (1994) 

According to U.S. courts, failure to prevent inmate 
assaults violates the Eighth Amendment only if prison 
officials were "reckless in a criminal sense," i.e., 

had "actual knowledge" of a potential danger. In Farmer v. 
Brennan, (1994) the U.S. Court of Appeals affirmed (among 
other things), the following:

 ● Deliberate indifference entails something more than 
negligence, but is satisfied by something less than acts or 
omissions for the very purpose of causing harm or with 
knowledge that harm will result. Thus, it is the equivalent of 
acting recklessly. However, this does not establish the level 
of culpability deliberate indifference entails, for the term 
recklessness is not self-defining, and can take subjective or 
objective forms. 

 ● Subjective recklessness, as used in the criminal 
law, is the appropriate test for "deliberate indifference." 
Permitting a finding of recklessness only when a person 
has disregarded a risk of harm of which he was aware is a 
familiar and workable standard that is consistent with the 
Cruel and Unusual Punishments Clause as interpreted in this 
Court's cases. The Amendment outlaws cruel and unusual 
"punishments," not "conditions," and the failure to alleviate 
a significant risk that an official should have perceived 
but did not, while no cause for commendation, cannot be 
condemned as the infliction of punishment under the Court's 
cases. Petitioner's invitation to adopt a purely objective 
test for determining liability - whether the risk is known or 
should have been known - is rejected. This Court's cases 
"mandate inquiry into a prison official's state of mind," id., at 
299, and it is no accident that the Court has repeatedly said 
that the Eighth Amendment has a "subjective component." 

 ● The subjective test does not permit liability to be 
premised on obviousness or constructive notice. Canton v. 
Harris, 489 U.S. 378 , distinguished. However, this does 
not mean that prison officials will be free to ignore obvious 
dangers to inmates. Whether an official had the requisite 
knowledge is a question of fact subject to demonstration 
in the usual ways, and a factfinder may conclude that the 
official knew of a substantial risk from the very fact that it 
was obvious. Nor may an official escape liability by showing 
that he knew of the risk but did not think that the complainant 
was especially likely to be assaulted by the prisoner who 
committed the act. It does not matter whether the risk came 
from a particular source or whether a prisoner faced the 
risk for reasons personal to him or because all prisoners in 
his situation faced the risk. But prison officials may not be 
held liable if they prove that they were unaware of even an 
obvious risk or if they responded reasonably to a known risk, 
even if the harm ultimately was not averted. 

 ● Use of subjective test will not foreclose prospective 
injunctive relief, nor require a prisoner to suffer physical 
injury before obtaining prospective relief. The subjective test 
adopted today is consistent with the principle that one does 
not have to await the consummation of threatened injury to 
obtain preventive relief." Pennsylvania v. West Virginia, 262 
U.S. 553. In a suit for prospective relief, the subjective factor, 
deliberate indifference, "should be determined in light of the 
prison authorities' current attitudes and conduct," Helling 
v. McKinney, 509 U.S.(No. 91-1958): their attitudes and
conduct at the time suit is brought and persisting thereafter. 
In making the requisite showing of subjective culpability, 
the prisoner may rely on developments that postdate the 
pleadings and pretrial motions, as prison officials may rely 
on such developments to show that the prisoner is not entitled 
to an injunction. A Court that finds the Eighth Amendment's 
objective and subjective requirements satisfied may grant 
appropriate injunctive relief, though it should approach 
issuance of injunctions with the usual caution. A court need 
not ignore a prisoner's failure to take advantage of adequate 
prison procedures to resolve inmate grievances, and may 
compel a prisoner to pursue them. 

A Viable Option
"In a class action, once the plaintiffs establish a pattern 

of abuse, courts then may determine that the defendants 
acted with "deliberate indifference" to the women prisoners' 
endurance of the condition of sexual abuse. As this Note 
suggests, however, inmate-plaintiffs proceeding individually 
actually have little opportunity to gain injunctive relief under 
the Eighth Amendment."

[Amy Laderberg, The "Dirty Little Secret": Why Class 
Actions Have Emerged as the Only Viable Option for Women 
Inmates Attempting to Satisfy the Subjective Prong of the Eighth 
Amendment in Suits for Custodial Sexual Abuse, 40 Wm. & Mary 
L. Rev. 323 (1998), https://scholarship.law.wm.edu/wmlr/ vol40/
iss1/7] 
NOTE: More from the "Dirty Little Secret" in Prison Focus 
Issue 60

still common for Californians to bring "taxpayer actions" 
against public officials for wasting public funds through 
mismanagement of a government agency, where the relief 
sought is a writ of mandate compelling the official to stop 
wasting money and fulfill his duty to protect the public 
fisc.6 The writ of mandate is also used in California for 
interlocutory appeals. In this context, the party seeking 
the writ is treated on appeal like a plaintiff, the trial court 
becomes the defendant, and the opponent is designated as 
the "real party in interest".

Editor’s Note: This type of action is used to make the prison 
follow one of their own rules or regulations. For instance, if 
a prison is refusing to process a 602, this could be used to 
make the prison provide an answer. Or if the prison is not 
giving someone a prop 57 hearing when they are entitled to 
one, or refuses to allow someone an Olsen review of their 
files. 
6 See, e.g., Humane Society of the United States v. State Bd. of 
Equalization, 152 Cal. App. 4th 349 (2007).

What exactly is a "cruel and unusual 
punishment" within the meaning of the 

Eighth Amendment?  
Published in 2019 on the Exploring Constitutional Law 
website of Doug Linder, of University of Missouri

What exactly is a "cruel and unusual punishment" within 
the meaning of the Eighth Amendment?  Did the framers 
intend only to ban punishments-- such as "drawing and 
quartering" a prisoner, or having him boiled in oil or burned 
at the stake--that were recognized as cruel at the time of the 
amendment's adoption?  Or did they expect that the list of 
prohibited punishments would change over time as society's 
"sense of decency" evolved?  One clue to the expectations of 
the framers comes from the debates of the First Congress that 
proposed the Eighth Amendment.  On the floor of the House, 
Representative Livermore complained about the vagueness of 
the amendment's language: "It is sometimes necessary to hang 
a man, villains often deserve a whipping, and perhaps having 
their ears cut off, but are we in the future to be prevented 
from inflicting those punishments because they are 'cruel'?"  
Despite Livermore's objections, the vague language, subject 
to new interpretation over time, was left unchanged and the 
amendment ratified.  The Supreme Court in the 1958 case 
of Trop v Dulles, expressly endorsed the view that what are 
prohibited "cruel and unusual punishments" should change 
over time, being those punishments which offend society's 
"evolving sense of decency."

DELIBERATE INDIFFERENCE 
EXPLAINED
Excerpts from Justia US Law: Prisons and Punishment 
https://law.justia.com

“It is unquestioned that ‘[c]onfinement in a prison . . . is 
a form of punishment subject to scrutiny under the Eighth 
Amendment standards. Conditions [in prison] must not 
involve the wanton and unnecessary infliction of pain, nor 
may they be grossly disproportionate to the severity of the 
crime warranting imprisonment. . . .  But conditions that 
cannot be said to be cruel and unusual under contemporary 
standards are not unconstitutional. To the extent that such 
conditions are restrictive and even harsh, they are part of 
the penalty that criminal offenders pay for their offenses 
against society.” These general principles apply both to the 
treatment of individuals and to the creation or maintenance 
of prison conditions that are inhumane to inmates generally. 
Ordinarily there is both a subjective and an objective inquiry. 
Before conditions of confinement not formally meted out as 
punishment by the statute or sentencing judge can qualify as 
“punishment,” there must be a culpable “wanton” state of 
mind on the part of prison officials. In the context of general 
prison conditions, this culpable state of mind is “deliberate 
indifference”; in the context of emergency actions, e. g., 
actions required to suppress a disturbance by inmates, only 
a malicious and sadistic state of mind is culpable. When 
excessive force is alleged, the objective standard varies 
depending upon whether that force was applied in a good-
faith effort to maintain or restore discipline, or whether it was 
applied maliciously and sadistically to cause harm. In the 
good-faith context, there must be proof of significant injury. 
When, however, prison officials “maliciously and sadistically 
use force to cause harm, contemporary standards of decency 
are always violated,” and there is no need to prove that 
“significant injury” resulted….

...Deliberate indifference in this context means something 
more than disregarding an unjustifiably high risk of harm that 
should have been known, as might apply in the civil context. 
Rather, it requires a finding that the responsible person 
acted in reckless disregard of a risk of which he or she was 
aware, as would generally be required for a criminal charge 
of recklessness. Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825 (1994). In 
upholding capital punishment by a three-drug lethal injection 
protocol, despite the risk that the protocol will not be properly 
followed and consequently result in severe pain, a Court 
plurality found that, although “subjecting individuals to a 
risk of future harm—not simply actually inflicting pain—can 
qualify as cruel and unusual punishment . . . , the conditions 
presenting the risk must be ‘sure or very likely to cause serious 
illness and needless suffering,’ and give rise to ‘sufficiently 
imminent dangers.’ . . . [T]o prevail on such a claim there 
must be a ‘substantial risk of serious harm,’ an ‘objectively 
intolerable risk of harm’ that prevents prison officials from 
pleading that they were ‘subjectively blameless for purposes 
of the Eighth Amendment.” Baze v. Rees, 128 S. Ct. 1520, 
1530–31 (emphasis added by the Court). This case is also 
discussed, supra, under Eighth Amendment, “Application 
and Scope.”

 
  RESOURCES? 

 I am currently trying to do my first lawsuit for Cruel & 
Unusual Punishment clause of the 8th  Amendment.  Is there 
a way ya’ll can help? Please. I would also be thankful for 
information on any LGBTQ advocacy groups or legal help you 
can direct me to. You guys have a nice one and thank you for 
listening.” Anonymous 

Tip: Grievances must be filed within 30 days of the harm 
happening. If you do not, you may not be allowed to bring a 
lawsuit. If you would like to file a lawsuit over a continuing 
issue you may file a lawsuit as long as that issue continues, and 
so long as you have exhausted your administrative remedies.

RESOURCES
Prison Law Office (PLO) provides free self-help and 
informational materials to prisoners, including a habeas 
corpus manual. They also published The California State 
Prisoners Handbook: A Comprehensive Guide to Prison 
and Parole Law.  It costs $20 for people in custody. Write to: 
Prison Law Office, General Delivery, San Quentin, CA 94964
Black and Pink is a volunteer organization that lists LGBTQ 
on a pen-pal website, distributes a monthly newsletter of 
primarily queer/trans prisoner writing, and advocates for 
specific prisoner needs when possible. May not respond 
quickly. Write to: 
Black & Pink  6223 Maple St. #4600  Omaha, NE 68104
GLBTQ Legal Advocates & Defenders (GLAD) handles 
legal issues involving GLBTQ and HIV positive prisoners.  
Will refer out non-New England prison issues. Write to:  
GLAD 18 Tremont, Suite 950, Boston, MA 02108
Transgender Law Center’s Detention Project works 
to end the abuses transgender and gender nonconforming 
(TGNC) people experience in prisons, and other forms of 
detention. Write them concerning TGNC issues, or to obtain 
copies of their list of available reports and publications 
including Safety Inside: Problems Faced by Transgender 
Prisoners and Common Sense Solutions to Them, and 
Advocating for Yourself While in Custody in California. 
Write to: Detention Project Director, Flor Bermude at PO 
Box 70976, Oakland, CA. 94612-0976, or you can call the  
Detention Project direct line, collect, at 510-380-8229. Hay 
publicaciones en Español. 
The Center of Constitutional Rights and National Lawyers 
Guild publish the Jailhouse Lawyer’s Handbook. Send your 
request to: NLG - Prison Law Project  132 Nassau Street, Rm 
922, New York, NY 10038 [Donations of $2 (or more) to help 
offset postage and shipping are greatly appreciated.]
Prison Focus Issue 57 includes an article on page 19 about 
how to conduct legal research in the law library. $2 each. 

SCOTLAND 9 HUNGER STRIKE
   By: Joseph "Shine White" Stewart (Deputy Minister of Defense of the White Panther Organization NC-Branch) 
Edited for length

On August 1st, 1856 here in North Carolina, a fierce battle erupted between fugitives and slaveholders who sought their capture 
and re-enslavement. With Black August upon us, resistance is in the air our fallen Komrade's voices can be heard if you 
listen closely. On July 31st, myself and eight other prisoners engaged in a hungerstrike demanding superintendent Katie 

Poole address the ongoing violations ... of confinement for prisoners being housed [in solitary confinement] at Scotland Correctional. 
Prisoners were being denied outside rec, phone calls, grievances, and their sleep was being disrupted several times every night by 
medical staff maliciously banging on their door cells. Incarcerated Workers Organizing Committee of Atlanta put out a phone zap to 
support our hungerstrike and the recreation [issue] was rectified immediately, we're still waiting to hear [on the other demands]... This 
neglience on behalf of the prison staff is nothing new and there's still a mile to walk but with the support of y'all on the outside we 
don't have to walk the mile alone. Unfortunately in this process we received various types of retaliation by severe beatings, humiliating 
body searches, cell raids, withheld mail, and stolen property. Moreover, out of the nine hungerstrikers I was the only one to receive a 
disciplinary infraction and no longer do I receive vegan meals. This disciplinary infraction is being used to prolong my stay in solitary 
confinement, which I have been in since August 2018 due to my involvement in the 2018 Nationwide Prison Strike. 

I entreat that you make a call to captain Henderson and/or superintendent Katie Poole at (910)844-3078 and let them know you are 
aware of the reprisals I'm being subjected to and you want to know why, when my advocacy efforts don't violate any of the prison rules. 
Let them know you will be contacting internal affairs demanding an investigation on my behalf. If you don't want to call, I entreat that 
you send an email to them instead at karen.henderson@ncdps.gov on katypoole@ncdps.gov.

Thank you Komrades, for y'all are my voice when mine has been suppressed.   All Power to the People
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NEW CURBS ON SOLITARY 
CONFINEMENT NATIONWIDE

As the terrible human cost of solitary confinement becomes more 
widely recognized, new restrictions on its use are taking effect around 
the country. Here are just a few recent developments:

On July 15, New Jersey Gov. Phil Murphy signed into law a bill 
restricting the use of isolated confinement. The new law protects 
vulnerable populations – including those under 25 or over 65, people 
with disabilities, pregnant women, and LGBTQ people -- from solitary 
confinement. And it limits duration for all to 20 consecutive days or 30 
non-consecutive days total over a 60-day period.

In New Mexico, as of July 1, pregnant women and children can no 
longer be held in solitary. Starting in November, prisons and jails in the 
state must publicly report how many people are being held in solitary; 
starting July 1, 2020,the state will restrict the use of solitary on people 
with mental illness. Also, New Mexico now has its first universal 
definition for solitary confinement. Previously the state’s jails and 
prisons were using a wide variety of definitions – making it hard for 
lawmakers and activists to get an accurate picture of how it is being used.

NEW YORK STATE TAKES A SMALL 
STEP IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION

On June 21, Gov. Andrew Cuomo, along with the Senate Majority 
leader and  Assembly Speaker announced an agreement to “dramatically 
reduce” the use of solitary confinement via administrative means (versus 
legislation that failed to pass). The deal will prohibit vulnerable prisoners, 
including pregnant women and teens, from being put in solitary. Eventually 
it would cap time spent in solitary confinement at 30 days. It also promises 
to include staff training on implicit bias and de-escalation techniques.

BIPARTISAN GROUP LAUNCHES
CRIMINAL JUSTICE THINK TANK

In an unlikely collaboration, Democratic and Republican governors, 
a Black Lives Matter organizer, and a Koch Industries exec have 
created a new criminal justice reform organization. The Council on 

Criminal Justice, which launched July 23 and is based in Atlanta, aims 
to develop bipartisan solutions to racial disparities in criminal justice 
and the negative effects of the 1994 federal crime bill. Its 25-member 
board includes political commentator Van Jones, head of the REFORM 
Alliance; California Supreme Court Chief Justice Tani Cantil-Sakauye; 
former Philadelphia mayor Michael Nutter; and Eddie Bocanegra, who 
spent 14 years in prison and now directs Readi Chicago, serving men 
affected by gun violence.

In the wake of a scathing report by 
the Los Angeles Inspector General 
regarding the rampant misuse 

of pepper spray against incarcerated 
children, the Prison Law Office joined 
dozens of juvenile justice and civil 
rights organizations to urge the Los 
Angeles County Board of Supervisors 
to phase out the use of pepper spray in 
all juvenile facilities.  In February, the 
measure passed unanimously. 

California is one of only 14 states 
that permit the use of chemical agents 
in juvenile facilities, and one of only 
five states that allow juvenile detention 
and correction that permit the use of 
chemical agents in juvenile facilities.

SETTLEMENT REACHED 
IN CLASS ACTION 
CHALLENGING CONDITIONS 
IN SACRAMENTO COUNTY 
JAIL
Prison Law Office, June 2019 (Excerpts)

On June 20, 2019, on behalf of the nearly 
4,000 people incarcerated in Sacramento 
County’s jails, the Prison Law Office, 

Disability Rights California, and Cooley LLP 
reached a proposed settlement with the County 
to address the dangerous and unconstitutional 
conditions in the jails.

The settlement of this class action lawsuit, 
Mays v. County of Sacramento, E.D. Cal. No. 
2:18-cv-02081-TLN-KJN (PC), is subject to court 
approval....

The lawsuit alleged that Sacramento County has 
failed to provide constitutionally required mental 
health and medical care to people in the jail, has 
imposed harsh and extreme solitary confinement 
conditions that disproportionately affect people 
with mental illness, and has discriminated against 
people with disabilities.

One plaintiff named in the lawsuit, Lorenzo 
Mays, spent nearly eight years in solitary 
confinement—23 hours or more in a small cell 
every day. He experienced auditory hallucinations, 
deepened depression, severe anxiety, suicidal 
thoughts, and even a Vitamin D deficiency for lack 
of exposure to sunlight. Another plaintiff, Leertese 
Beirge, spent seven months in solitary confinement 
while he was waiting to receive treatment for serious 
mental illness in a state hospital. These men, like so 
many other people held in the jail, did not receive 
the mental health treatment they needed.

“We believe the settlement, if approved, will 
result in dramatic improvements and is in the 
best interest of our clients. It calls for the County 
to end the dangerous use of ‘Total Separation’ 
for people in jail and to significantly reduce the 
use of solitary confinement. The settlement also 
requires the county to expand program activities 
and take additional measures to prevent suicide,” 
stated Jessica Valenzuela Santamaria, a partner at 
Cooley….

Under the agreement, Prison Law Office will 
monitor the implementation of these reforms to 
ensure that the County provides adequate mental 
health and medical care to the people it incarcerates,” 
said Margot Mendelson, staff attorney at PLO.

The proposed consent decree will also commit 
the County to consider measures to reduce the 
jail population and to “prevent the unnecessary 
incarceration of individuals with serious mental 
illness.” Under the settlement agreement, the County 
has agreed that a “reduction in the jail population is 
a cost-effective means to achieve constitutional and 
statutory standards.”... “The County will fail to meet 
the needs of people in Sacramento if it simply pours 
money into the jail. It must invest in community 
services and programs designed to prevent recidivism 
and reduce the need to incarcerate people 
who are homeless or have serious mental 
illness.”

LOUISIANA WINS CAUTIOUS 
PRAISE FOR “FIRST STEPS” 
IN REDUCING SOLITARY 
CONFINEMENT
Published by Kriminals.Net on May 17, 2019
 (edited for length.)

https://kriminalis.net/2019/05/17/louisiana-wins-cautious-
praise-for-first-steps-in-reducing-solitary-confinement/

Louisiana corrections authorities have taken the “first 
steps” to reform a system that places more individuals 
into solitary confinement than anywhere else in the 

nation, according to a report from the Vera Institute of Justice.
Vera researchers, who have been working with the Louisiana 

Department of Corrections (LADOC) since 2017 as part of 
the institute’s “Safe Alternatives to Segregation” initiative,  
reported that reforms are underway in several facilities to 
“reduce reliance on administrative segregation and extended 
lockdown, and [to] set limits of lengths of stay” in solitary 
confinement.

Such measures represented the “first steps towards revising 
the department’s policies to decrease reliance on indeterminate 
segregation sanctions in response to rule violations,” the 
report said.

“These initial steps…signal that possibilities for bolder and 
more impactful changes in Louisiana are on the horizon.” But 
the 109-page report made clear that there was a lot more to 
do…. 

One of the main drivers of the high numbers of individuals 
in solitary in Louisiana was the routine use of administrative 
segregation to punish “nonviolent and minor rule violations,” 
the report said.

Aside from changing the “disciplinary matrix” governing 
why and when prisoners are punished, a key long-term 
recommendation by the researchers was to phase out 
administrative segregation units altogether and replace them 
with “supportive settings tailored to the needs of different 
groups of incarcerated people,” the report said ….

But the report also made clear that although the state 
correctional leadership was committed to the change, as 
part of what it called a “blossoming” of justice reforms in 
Louisiana, there was significant resistance on the part of rank-
and-file correctional officers to ending solitary confinement.

Focus groups with security staff at every facility showed 
that most guards “viewed segregation as a tool for maintaining 
order,” and voiced “strong opposition to any ideas related 
to segregation reduction or improving living conditions in 
cellblocks.”

“In fact, line officers expressed strong beliefs that living 
conditions and privileges in these settings should be as 
minimal as possible,” the report said.

That was in stark contrast to the views of inmates, who 
provided a long list of complaints ranging from lack of air 
conditioning to the psychological trauma of being confined 
in tiny cells about the size of a parking space for long periods 
of time.

“You’re going to get claustrophobic,” said one. “You’re 
either going to start talking to yourself (or) you’re going to 
get anxiety attacks….It gets that way because humans were 
not meant to be in a cage.

“It’s bad enough you’re locked up, but when you put a 
person in a box…mentally it messes with me.”

… Although Louisiana stood out among the nation’s prison
systems for its excessive use of solitary, it continued to be a 
“debilitative practice” in many other states, said Vera in a press 
release accompanying the report. “The practice of housing 
someone in a cell for 22 hours a day with minimal human 
interaction or stimulation is used as a tool of punishment for 
approximately 61,000 incarcerated people on any given day,” 
said Vera. [Other estimates have been closer to 80,000.]

“As in all other areas of the justice system, black and brown 
people are overwhelmingly harmed, as are those who already 
have mental health needs.”

Vera’s Safe Alternatives to Segregation project has 
partnered with 16 state and local departments of corrections 
to develop reform models with a view to ending solitary in its 
current form across the U.S.

In Washington State, for example, authorities have been 
undertaking reforms since 2011, including scrapping the use 
of solitary as a form of protective custody, and developing a 
“transition pod” that can safely help individuals integrate with 
the general prison population after administrative segregation.

“Ending solitary confinement is a critical step in the work 
to address mass incarceration,” said Vera project director Sara 
Sullivan. “Our practical obligation—to reduce recidivism and 
make prisons, jails and communities safer—is as urgent as our 
moral obligation to honor the human dignity of all people.”

NEWS YOU CAN USE
 FEDERAL FIRST STEP ACT KICKS IN 

More than 3,000 individuals were released July 19 from prisons and halfway 
houses across the U.S. under the bipartisan First Step Act, which became 
law in December. And more than 1,600 federal inmates have qualified for 

a reduced sentence under the new law.
The First Step Act replaces three-strikes -- a life sentence for three or more 

convictions -- with a 25-year sentence. It reduces mandatory minimum sentences 
for nonviolent drug offenses, and retroactively reduces sentences of those found 
guilty of crack-cocaine offenses before 2010. According to a June 2019 report by 
the U.S. Sentencing Commission, African American men have been the new law’s 
biggest beneficiaries by far.

However, prison activists are concerned that the new law be adequately funded. 
Congress called for $75 million a year for each of five years, but the President’s 
2020 budget proposal explicitly lists just $14 million for First Step Act programs. 
“Trump’s plan … may foretell political fights to come over empowering the law 
or leaving it toothless,” writes the Marshall Project, a criminal-justice journalism 
group. As federal agencies, the White House, and Congress negotiate a final budget, 
prison-reform advocates are urging Congress to fully fund the First Step Act.

WOMEN WIN $53 MILLION OVER STRIP 
SEARCHES IN L.A. COUNTY JAIL

Los Angeles County has agreed to pay $53 million to settle a class-action 
lawsuit challenging invasive and humiliating searches of women at the 
Century Regional Detention Facility. A judge ruled that strip searches at the 

facility, also known as the Los Angeles County Jail for Women, violated inmates’ 4th 
Amendment protections against unreasonable search and seizure. Women at the jail 
were subjected to large, group searches in which they were forced to expose their 

genitals, with no privacy, and subjected to degrading comments from staff. The 
July 16 settlement agreement applies to more than 93,000 women incarcerated    
at the facility between March 2008 and January 2015, the LA Times reports.

L.A. SUPERVISORS 
VOTE TO PHASE OUT 
PEPPER SPRAY IN 
JUVENILE FACILITIES

JAILHOUSE SNITCHES: 
ONGOING PROBE IN ORANGE COUNTY

Federal investigators have been in Orange County, Calif. this 
summer, questioning prosecutors on their illegal use of jailhouse 
informants to extract confessions from inmates, reports the 

Orange County Register. Department of Justice investigators have also 
screened documents in cases involving jailhouse informants, looking 
for a “pattern and practice” of civil-rights violations. An appeals court 
has said the improper use of jailhouse informants and withholding of 
evidence is “systemic” in Orange County. Prosecutors and sheriff's 
officials there have been accused of deploying "professional" informants 
for decades, and the district attorney’s office has been accused of illegally 
withholding information about informants from defense attorneys. 
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STRUCTURED DECISION MAKING FRAMEWORK 
Based on information published in a recent article by the life Support Alliance, titled Have You Heard? 

T
he Board of Parole Hearings (BPH) is now moving toward shorter parole hearings, less subjectivity in decisions, 
a new framework for hearings created specifically for the California system of parole. The BPH, following 
several months of research, consultation and creation, has previewed the new Structured Decision Making Framework (SDMF), a process the board hopes will shorten hearings, 

while still covering all salient factors of suitability in deciding whether to grant any given inmate a parole grant.
Commissioners and Deputy Commissioners underwent two days of training at the end of April, working off a worksheet of factors identified as being relevant to the prisoner's current 

risk, thus assisting the panel members in making consistent, supportable decision based on empirical factors, not subjectivity. After the two days of training the panel members disbursed to 
hold scheduled hearings......with, frankly, mixed results. Some commissioners, apparently comfortable with the change and rapid time frame, began using the SDMF the next day, holding 
hearings that averaged, from reports, about two hours each, with several hearings reported as lasting only an hour--and often resulting in grants.

But some commissioners have not been using the SDMF guidelines, evident in the multi-hour length of their considerations. And while there are no firm figures or results as yet, clearly 
the intent of the BPH is that all commissioners will eventually move to the streamlined SDMF process. So it's clearly a work in progress, with more training and review in coming weeks. 
But to put some of the rumors to rest--there is no maximum time for hearings under SDMF; hearing will still take as long as they take, but BPH believes following the framework will 
reduce that amount of needed time.

The SDMF is not an out-of-thin-air creation, but an adaption of a process used by parole authorities in Canada and seven other U.S. states in making parole decisions. BPH, in conjunction 
with researchers and academics in Canada, with input from parole authorities in other states, worked to create a SDMF specific to California and our unique laws.

BPH Headquarters, Sacramento. All important aspects of California parole hearings will be retained: the prisoner is entitled to appear in person, to be provided legal representation at that 
hearing, will receive a psychological evaluation (CRA), input from DAs and victims will be considered and, despite the framework, the discretion of the parole commissioners to make their 
decision will be maintained.

reformed three- strikes laws but allowed those convicted on 
three-strikes statutes to apply for a modification of their 
sentences. Delaware took the common-sense step of making 
its reforms retroactive, but far too few legislatures do.
Historically, when sentencing reforms do grant relief to 
individuals already serving lengthy sentences, it is more 
often the result of a judicial order. (Courts make their 
decisions retroactive either by requiring states to change 
their laws, or by having the states erect frameworks for 
incarcerated people to apply for resentencing.)

For instance:
 ●When the U.S. Supreme Court reversed an earlier 

decision and declared in 1963 that it was unconstitutional 
to put poor people on trial without first appointing 
them a lawyer, the Supreme Court ignored the State of 
Florida’s plea to not make the ruling retroactive. The 
Supreme Court did so knowing that it would apply to 
many thousands of people serving prison sentences in 
five southern states, including a substantial portion of 
Florida’s prison population.

 ●In 2002, the U.S. Supreme Court reversed its 
earlier decision and, in Atkins v. Virginia barred the 
execution of the intellectually disabled — the Court 
used the term “mentally retarded” — instructing that 
the Eighth Amendment’s prohibition against cruel and 
unusual punishment should be interpreted in light of the 
“evolving standards of decency that mark the progress 
of a mature society.” The Court did not define “mentally 
retarded,” leaving each state to devise its own standards. 
Over the next 11 years, at least 83 individuals condemned 
to die instead had their sentences reduced because of a 
finding of “mental retardation” stemming from Atkins.

 ●The Supreme Court has made other improvements 
in sentencing retroactive as well, including barring 
execution for offenses committed before age 18 and 
barring mandatory life without parole sentences for 
offenses committed before age 18.

 ●State courts have also made changes retroactive. 
For example, in 2012 the Maryland Court of Appeals 
ruled in Unger v. Maryland that that jury instructions in 
capital murder convictions prior to 1981 were flawed and 
ordered new trials for the approximately 130 individuals 
still incarcerated with life sentences. (Most of those 
people were released by the state and placed on probation 
to great success.)
Conclusion 
If states are serious about reversing mass incarceration, 

they must be willing to leaven retribution with mercy and 
address the long sentences imposed during more punitive 
periods in their state’s history. Tis report provides state 
leaders with eight strategies to shorten overly long prison 
sentences. All that is left is the political will.
Note: Complete article with footnotes can be requested  
from CPF for 4 stamps.. 

People Wisen with Age. Why Can't Our 
Criminal Justice System Do the Same? 

To whom this may concern at California Prison Focus, 
I’m most appreciative to receive the info that your 

organization puts out and I’m glad that someone out that 
is putting in the work to change things . . . perhaps ya’ll 
will wake some people up to the fact that change is needed.

 I’ve been in prison now for almost 19 years for a crime 
in which no one was physically hurt. I’ll be 45 years of age 
in a few days. I’ve suffered a great deal during 

my time in prison as I’ve watched relationships fade - 
loved ones die - family become estranged. Although laws 
have progressively changed for the better, helped some get 
out and given others hope where there is none, there are 
still some like myself who remain stuck under draconian 
laws, such as 3 strikes.

 Every time I tell someone about my situation they are 
left shaking their heads.  Please bare with me as I explain.

On 4-22-1993 a day after my 19th birthday I 
accepted a plea agreement for 8 years and 4 months in 
state prison for my involvement in some robberies. I was 
paroled in 1998. I had done a little over 5 years. Two 
years after my release I was arrested for another robbery 
and received a term under 3 strikes; I was given two 
5 year enhancements for two prior prison terms, even 
though I only served one ... [T]he court looked at it like I 
had served two separate terms in prison.  Also I got ten 
years for a gun enhancement.

 Giving me a total for 45 years to life in prison. The 
youthfulness of my crimes don’t help me, as I have been 
told that I do not qualify as a youthful offender despite 
the fact that I was under the age of 25 when my current 
offense occurred.

 So - long story short - even with all of the changes 
occurring that have given prisoners renewed hope that 
they will be out sooner rather than later, individuals like 
myself still sit in prison hoping that another bill comes 
along that will change the three strikes law.

 I’m aware that I am [was] a dumb ass for not learning 
my lesson the first time, and that I may be preaching to 
the choir but I just wanted to reach out to some like-
minded people who know that people can change, and the 
system should reflect that change.  Thank you for your 
time and all your efforts.     Sincerely, Mustafa, HDSP

....I filed an habeaus corpus ... for the petty, 
vengeful 115 I was given prior to my BPH ... that 
BPH used  as an excuse to deny parole (despite:) my 
40 support letters, documents that two  reentry 
programs accepted me,  enrollment into SFSU, 
remorse letters to victim, insight chart excellent, 
positive chronos and certificates from my education 
teachers, my kids support letters, my mom etc ... 
They even brought up debriefing again etc. etc.

I honestly thought after 35 years,  
66 years old and 30 years in SHU without a 115 (violation) I would get paroled...

 ...Next time I will need to use SHU Syndrome (ie: memory recall & concentration) because the board
won't respect anything else. BPH interrogation type questions dig into one’s past... My daughter is going 
to prepare a study paper for me to use... I need a good private attorney but myself and family... [already] 
spent $$ on an attorney now lost down a rabbit hole. 

 I am not giving up. But I honestly thought after 35 years, 66 years old and 30 years in SHU without 
a 115 (violation) I would get paroled... Sincerely, Anonymous

Prison Stagnation 
By Paul David Johnson

Prison stagnation, there is no explanation,
it brings about false anticipation, no reparation, 

with little expectation.
Prison stagnation, there is no determination, it 

brings about lost hope, using dope, walking along 
a tightrope, stringing up wire across your throat, 
nothing more to achieve but lost seeds, and 
misused weeds.

 Prison stagnation, lost dedication, less 
education, little communication, far from 
transformation, only to be excommunicated from 
All demonstration, how do I die, I sometimes 
wonder, am I going under, depressed by their lies, 
why keep getting high prison stagnation that’s 
why.

 Prison stagnation, a few limitations, lost in 
gravitation, conformed in transportation, who 
needs segregation in this prison population of 
misfits, nitwits and confused convicts, present 

stagnation, lost with no congratulation. 

Still Waiting for that Second 

EMANCIPATORY 
EDUCATION 

A
s we continue in this struggle to end oppression 
throughout these prison slave kamps in 
Amerikkka, we are still being harassed by the 

fascists and retaliated against for airing our grievances. 
I’ve been told numerous times by the CO’s that IGI 
(Institutional Gang Investigators) are watching me for 
holding social gatherings on the yard, attempting to re-
educate young new Afrikans who have the potential to go 
back to society as changed men.

What I realize is that due to my long-term isolation, 
youngsters want to know how I dealt with the harsh realities 
we faced day in and out, so! I share my story in hopes that 
they will realize that they can make positive changes in 
their lives, that can impact their loved ones lives as well.

I/We on the razor wire slave plantation come from inner 
cities who were caught up in the lifestyles that was among 
us, be it gang banging, hustling street drugs, pimp’n, 
committing robberies, burglaries and other crimes due to 
survival. A lot of us, (I included) come from broken homes 
where our families were involved in criminal behavior, so 
to learn how to survive comes first-hand.

After coming to prison in early 1994 and getting into 
fights and participating in riots I was placed in the SHU  
(Security Housing Unit) where you have to learn how 
to channel your emotions, so that you don’t succumb to 
the loneliness caused by being in your cell 23 ½ hours a 
day. (The half hour includes  your every other day shower 
time.) Adjusting to being in the SHU is difficult at first, but 
once an elder gentleman gave me a book, entitled Soledad 
Brother, I realized it was by design all that has happened to 
us new Afrikans since we arrived on these shores of North 
Amerikkka, so! I continued to read and study my history. 

What I found by reading another book, Introduction of 
Afrikan Civilization, was that we were cultural people 
who lived off our land. We grew our own crops, made our 
own clothes, built our own homes, educated our children. 
We were hunters, fishermen, women sewed clothes, and 
cooked the food men brought home. 

I then started reading more, because this form of 
education was missing in school when I was growing 
up. I read Stolen Legacies by George James, and The 
Miseducation of the Negro by Carter G. Woodson and 
the Willie Lynch letter, and my views and outlook on life 
started to change, just like the author of Soledad Brother, 
So! I started following his example, and practiced an 
exercise routine, studied a lot and slept less, and turned my 
cell into a laboratory/university, so to speak, and did not let 
the entrapment of solitary confinement break me down like 
it’s done to so many other people I’ve seen.

Although solitary confinement became my reality for so 
long, I realized it’s practices were used for us new Afrikans 
to be divided and kept apart, just like our ancestors who 
were brought over here as slaves. The fascists want us to 
latch on to their way of life, speak their language, worship 
their God, and not know who we really are, because if we 
do, we’ll be awoken to our current situation in society, and 
then start to change the conditions we face. I along with 
countless others have now been released into the general 
population to do just that, and stop the practice of solitary 
confinement our oppressors are using to destroy us.

I’ll probably never be the same mentally because the 
experience I had is still there, but I remain hopeful that the 

healing process will start to take place. I also realize, I enjoy 
being human and socializing with others openly, attending 
and participating in self-help groups, and exercising with 
others in a fitness class, playing basketball and chess.

Solitary confinement in all its forms, be it Administrative 
Segregation (AdSeg) or Security Housing Unit (SHU) is 
an inhumane practice designed to break a man’s mind and 
needs to be abolished. It destroys families and friendships 
and is a very harmful practice. If anyone would like to know 
more about the PIC (Prison Industrial Complex) you can 
write to me at the address below.   In solidarity struggle.

Mwalimu S. Shakur
S/N Terrance E. White, #AG8738
CSP COR 3B205 229
P.O. Box 3466
Corcoran, CA 93212 
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ACUERDO PARA 
PONER FIN 

A  ENEMISTADES
Agosto 12, 2012

A Quien Corresponda y Todo Prisionero en California:
 Saludos de parte de todos los Representantes de la 
Huelga de Hambre del Corredór Corto PBSP-SHU 
Por este medio, estamos presentando este Acuerdo 
Mutuo de parte de todos los grupos raciales que se 
encuentran aquí en el PBSP-SHU(Hoyo).  En donde, 
hemos llegado a un acuerdo mutuo acerca de los 
siguientes puntos : 

 ● Si de verdad queremos llevar a cabo cambios 
sustantivos y significantes al sistema de CDCR, 
de una manera beneficiosa para todo individuo 
serio , que nunca han sido quebrantado por las 
tacticas de tortura destinadas a convertirlos a ser 
soplones estatales via interrogatorio, que ahora 
es el tiempo que juntos podamos aprovechar este 
momento, y poner un fin a los más de 20 a 30 años 
de enemistades entre nuestros grupos raciales.

 ● Por lo tanto, comenzando el 10 de Octubre, 
2012, todas las enemistades entre nuestros 
grupos raciales … en el HOYO/ SHU, Ad-Seg, 
la Población General, y Cárceles de Condado, 
oficialmente terminaran . Esto indica que, de esta 
fecha y adelante, toda enemistad entre grupos 
raciales tienen que terminar… y si asuntos 
personales se presentan entre indivíduos, todos 
tenemos que hacer todo lo posible por agotar  los 
medios diplomáticos para resolver disputas; no 
debemos permitír que los asuntos personales e 
individuales se conviertan en problemas raciales!!

 ● Tambien queremos advertirles a aquellos en la 
Población General que IGI continuará a mandando 
Informantes encubiertos al Patio de Necesidades  
Sensitivas  (SNY) entre los prisioneros serios 
de la PG, prisoneros con órdenes del IGI a ser 
informadores, soplones, ratas, y obstruir, con el 
fin de perturbar y debilitar el entendimento mutuo 
de nuestros grupos colectivos sobre los temas 
deseados para nuestras causas mutuas [es decir, 
obligar a CDCR a abrir las lineas principales a 
la GP , y regresar a un sistema rehabilitador de 
programas significativos /privilegios, inclusive 
visitas conyugales para los sentenciados a vida, 
etc. via actividades de protestas pacíficas/no 
cooperación e.g., huelgas de hambre, , no trabajar, 
etc. etc.].  Todos deben seguir concientes y 
vigilantes a tales tácticas, y rehusar permitír que 
tales soplones de IGI  ocasionen caos y reanuden 
enemistades entre nuestros grupos raciales. No 
podemos seguír siendo manipulados con las 
viejas tácticas de dividir y conquistar de los IGI, 
ISU, OCS, y SSU’s !!!

Para concluír, debemos mantenernos fuertes a 
nuestro acuerdo mutuo desde este punto en adelante 
y enfocar nuestro tiempo, atención, y energía sobre 
causas mutuas  y beneficiosas para todos nosotros [es 
decir, los prisoneros], y en nuestros mejores intereses. 
No podemos seguír permitiendole a CDCR  usarnos 
uno contra el otro para su propio beneficio! Porque 
la realidad es que juntos, somos una fuerza poderosa 
que puede positivamente transformar este sistema 
corrupto a un sistema que en verdad puede beneficiar 
a los prisoneros, y con eso, al público en General… y 
nosotros simplemente no podemos permitir a CDCR/
CCPOA – la Union de Guardias, IGI, ISU, OCS, y 
SSU, a continuár saliendose con su forma constante 
de opresión progresiva y el almacenamiento de miles 
de prisoneros, incluyendo los 14,000 (+) prisoneros 
detenidos en confinamiento solitario en camara de 
tortura [es decir,el SHU/HOYO/Unidades de Ad-
Seg], por decadas!!!
Enviamos nuestro amor y respeto a todos aquellos de 
mentes y corazones similares… adelante en la  lucha 
y solidaridad…
Presentado por el grupo en el Corredor Corto en PBSP-SHU:
Todd Ashker, C58191, Arturo Castellanos, C17275
Sitawa Nantambu Jamaa (Dewberry), C35671 Antonio 
Guillen, P81948, And the Representatives Body:
Danny Troxell, B76578, George Franco, D46556, 
Ronnie Yandell, V27927, Paul Redd, B72683, James 
Baridi Williamson, D-34288, Alfred Sandoval, D61000, 
Louis Powell, B59864, Alex Yrigollen, H3242, Gabriel 
Huerta, C80766, Frank Clement, D07919, Raymond 
Chavo Perez, K12922, James Mario Perez, B48186,
[NOTE: All names and the statement must be verbatim 
when used & posted on any website or media, or non-
media, publications.] 

MEDICAL COPAYS ENDED!

CDCr announced that copays for medical and dental 
visits were eliminated on March 1, 2019. This is a 
positive step taken mainly due to pressure by many 

groups, including CCWP. The current legislative bill, AB 45, 
authored by Assembly member Mark Stone, which would 
abolish copays in all California prisons and jails, just passed 
through the Assembly Public Safety Committ ee and will 
continue through the legislative process. 

“Copayments prevent incarcerated people from accessing 
critically needed healthcare,” said Assembly member Stone. 
“Although CDCr took the encouraging step of voluntarily 
eliminating copayments in state prisons last week, it is still 
essential that we keep AB 45 moving forward to set this 
change in statute and to eliminate this barrier to healthcare for 
the over 70,000 people incarcerated in CA jails.” 

The ACLU of CA, CCWP, Ella Baker Center for Human 
Rights, Initiate Justice and Union of America Physicians and 
Dentists are co-sponsors of AB 45. There will be continued eff 
orts to ensure copays are eliminated in all county jails and to 
ensure that they can't be reinstated in state prisons.

STOP PRISON PROFITEERING
The Stop Prison Profiteering campaign, founded by The 

Human Rights Defense Center (HRDC). targets the financial 
exploitation of prisoners and their families through fee-based 
video visitation, debit release cards and money transfer fees, 
among other services.

Join HRDC in fighting the companies and governments that 
are financially exploiting prisoners and pushing the costs of mass 
incarceration on to the families of prisoners. This includes money 
transfer services, commissary companies, pay to stay fees, for-
profit probation and parole, the bail bond industry and the other 
parasites feeding off the prison system.
They are currently collecting information about the ways that 
family members of prisoners and detainees get cheated by the 
high cost of sending money to fund inmate accounts, and the 
ways that this money is given back upon release from custody 
(such as debit cards from private companies). There are pending 
federal actions where your stories could make a difference in 
these practices. 
The more we can collect the greater impact we can have.
If you or someone you know has been charged high fees to send 
money to a prisoner or to access money when released from 
custody we would like to know the following:
1) The name of the facility and state it is located in. 2) The
name of the company processing the money or issuing the debit 
card. 3) How much money was taken from you? Were the fees 
disclosed? If so, how? 4) What documentation do you have? 5) 
When did it occur? 6) Did you object?          
Please send responses to: Prison Legal News Attention: Kathy 
Moses , PO Box 1151 , Lake worth, FL 33460 
Or family members can email: 
kmoses@ humanrightsdefensecenter.org

CREATING A RESUME FOR A 
SUCCESSFUL RE-ENTRY
Free service provided by Lara Sedaghat 

A resume is the first opportunity to introduce yourself 
to a future employer, and/or to show the BPH your 
level of commitment to living a “productive” life, 

upon release. Resumes are an extension of your personality, 
character, experiences, passions, goals, dreams, skills and 
strengths. Through written correspondence, Lara takes the 
time to know you, to understand your story, and then to create 
a resume that represents who you are internally and what you 
have (and/or would like to) accomplish(ed). If you have no 
outside work experience or a low level of formal education, Lara can help you translate “street” skills into "professional" 
resume skills. Your inside work and programming will be included. Lara’s unique and innovative service is available to all 
of you, but she especially encourages those who are up for a parole hearing soon, to reach out to her. Write to Laura and 
request a list of the information you will need to provide to her, to get things started.   Lara Sedaghat, 9815 Jake Lane Apt 
13206, San Diego, CA 92126

THE MISUSE AND OVERUSE OF 
SOLITARY CONFINEMENT AT ICE 
DETENTION FACILITIES

As of August 3, ICE was detaining more than 55,000 
people in detention centers nationwide, inclduging 
thousands of detainees in solitary confinement, 

some for months at a time, a new report from the Project on 
Government Oversight (POGO), an independent watchdog 
that investigates government abuses, has found. There 
were at least nine cases in which detainees were held in 
isolation for more than a year. These people are often the 
most vulnerable immigrant detainees - including people with 
severe mental illness (roughly 40%), LGBTQ people and  
people with disabilities. Immigration detention is civil — it 
is not meant to be punitive.

POGO’s report analyzed more than 6,000 solitary 
confinement incident reports, covering a span of slightly 
more than two years. Studies conducted by ICE  in 2012 
and 2013 found that about 1.1 %  of the detained immigrant 
population was in isolation at any given time, as compared to 
a national average for prisoners of 4.5%.. 

 The U.N. has said that that holding somebody in solitary 
confinement for 15 days or more is torture.
[Based on an article by Spencer Woodman of The Intercept, 
published on August 14 2019 at https://theintercept.
com/2019/08/14/ice-solitary-confinement-mental-illness/]

MENTALLY ILL PRISONERS ARE 
HELD PAST RELEASE DATES
By Ashley Southall, New York Times, Jan. 23, 2019

On paper, a 31-year-old man found to have serious 
mental illnesses was released from a New York state 
prison in September 2017 after serving 10 years 

behind bars for two robberies.
But in reality, the man, who asked to be identified by his 

initials C.J., still wakes up each day inside a maximum-
security prison in Stormville. Though he is technically free, he 
is still confined to a cell because of a Kafkaesque bureaucratic 
dilemma: The state requires people like him to be released to a 
supportive housing facility, but there is not one available.

Lawyers for C.J. and five other mentally ill men filed a 
federal lawsuit in Manhattan on Wednesday seeking to force 
Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo to address a shortage of housing for 
people with serious mental illnesses who need help adjusting 
to life outside prison walls.

The men are no longer being held in prison because they 
committed offenses, their lawyers argue, but because the 
state has determined they are likely to become homeless once 
released — a practice they contend amounts to discrimination 
under federal civil rights laws.

  "I will say this before I let you go, I have a 
strong desire to make myself a person who's 
experiences in life not only are ones that I learn from, 
but can offer value to the lives of others..." Mustafa

PREPARING FOR PAROLE? 
NEED PROGRAMMING 
OPPS?
CORE: Criminal Offender Reform Establishment 
 A Change of Heart 2 A Heart of Change

CORE, A non-profit group of educators who believe in the 
powers of consideration, choice and change, provides 
incarcerated students with selfhelp course materials 

to assist in their process of rehabilitation. Students complete 
and return their completed work to receive a Certificate of 
Completion and a Letter of Reference. The Certificate of 
Completion & Reference Letter can be shown to the BPH for 
recognition and potential employers to illustrate your progress 
while incarcerated. 
Courses Available:  
Mindset makeover - Changing your thoughts to change your
ways.  Biological Blueprint - What qualities you inherited to 
become who you are.  Self-Awareness - Nurture your good 
qualities and eliminate the negative ones.  Goal Gaining - 
Setting your goals and making them achievable.  Perspective 
Personified - Seeing the world through more eyes than only 
yours. Dreaming in Color - Making your dreams a reality
Cost for each course: $20.95 
Payment may be made by Money Order/Institutional Check to: 
CORE (3 complete books of (20) Forever
Stamps will be accepted as payment for each course.)
Please send course request (on a piece of paper) and
payment to: CORE PO Box 1361 West Sacramento, CA 95605 
Please allow 2-4 weeks for delivery.* 

Prison Focus Radio
Another Platform  to Elevate Unheard Voices

Prison Focus Radio is going strong! It has been a joyful journey 
with KPOO San Francisco 89.5! And we’re grateful for all the 
help along the way, keeping Prison Focus Radio going. We’ve 
interviewed some very dynamic people on both sides of the wall, 
mostly folks who’ve just recently returned home. Join us every 
Thursday 11am-noon. KPOO 89.5, KPOO.com, or go to www.
prisons.org/kpoo.

Kim Pollak, William Palmer and Nube Brown at the KPOO radio studio
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PRISON FOCUS 
Submissions Welcomed

Prison Focus welcomes prison reports, articles, 
stories, opinion pieces, poetry, book reports, 
cartoons and all artwork. 
Submissions are not guaranteed to be 
published, nor will they be returned. We always 
appreciate, but generally cannot respond to 
individual submissions because of the volume 
of mail we receive.

Suggestions for general submissions:
 ●  Letters or articles  (generally 250-500 words)
 ●  Larger articles are accepted though inclusion 
will depend on available space, and may be 
edited.

 ● Artwork. We always appreciate your artwork.  
Artwork may be published in the Prison Focus 
Newsletter, and/or used in other capacities to 
further CPF’s mission.

Send contributions to 
California Prison Focus, Editors
4408 Market St., Ste. A
Oakland, CA 94608 

ABOUT CPF
Prison Focus is a publication of California 

Prison Focus. We are a small, community-based 
organization that works with and on behalf of 
California prisoners. We investigate and expose 
human rights abuses within California prisons, 
through prison visits and correspondence, and 
widespread dissemination of our quarterly prison 
reports. We provide incarcerated men, women  
and the LGBTQ population, with resources on 
how to advocate for themselves. We provide 
our newsletter free of cost, to individuals in 
solitary confinement. This is our 59th issue of the 
Prison Focus Newsletter! Central to our work 
is training ourselves, prisoners and their loved 
ones in self-advocacy through public protest, 
networking, coalition building, letter-writing and 
contacting prison officials and policy makers.  
We educate, foster awareness, solidarity and 
empowerment towards change. 

CONFIDENTIALITY 
STATEMENT

We care about the privacy and 
safety of everyone who writes to us 
at CPF.  We understand that there 
are risks involved, and also realize 
that most letters are sent to us with 
the hopes that CPF will use the 
letters to expose prison conditions 
and abuses, and to change the public 
narrative about crime, "criminals" 
and justice. Unless you tell us 
otherwise, we may share your letters 
and reports anonymously, in order to 
educate the public, through your own 
voices. We rely on you to tell us if you 
do NOT want us to share your letter 
(or artwork) at all, if you specifically 
DO NOT want your letter shared in 
Prison Focus, and/or if you DO want 
us to use your name, initials and/or 
name of the facility.

Subscriptions

Subscribe to Prison Focus and receive four 
issues (published every 3-4 months)

 $20  for non-prisoners, $8 for prisoners 
and free to individuals in California SHU, ASU or 
PSU. 

Help us keep our records current.  Let us 
know if your address changes. Individuals in 
ASU must confirm address between issues.

We rely entirely on donations in order to 
keep the paper free for people in solitary 
confinement.  Every stamp and dollar counts. 

GRATITUDE
Thank you to all of those who have 
given their time and money to 
make this issue possible.  Thank 
you to all of our individual donors, 
from both inside and outside the 
prison walls.  
The number one obstacle to 
printing this newspaper more 
often is lack of funds. Thank you 
for your continued support!

California Prison Focus 
works to expose and end human rights abuses of people incarcerated in California 
by working in solidarity with and elevating the voices of those most impacted..

grassroots work that we do.

ANYTHING WE RECEIVE THROUGH THE END OF THIS YEAR WILL BE DOUBLED!  
Join CPF's efforts to elevate unheard voices by supporting this campaign. 

   Contribute by visiting www.prisons.org/donate

CPF HAS RECEIVED A $25,000 MATCHING GRANT! 

“I was kind of feeling forgotten and 
once again all of you came along” L.E.

JOIN CPF AT OUR 
MONTHLY 

LIBERATE THE CAGED VOICES!
    LCV event details, video footage   

and blog at www.prisons.org 

California Prison Focus
4408 Market St., Suite A
Oakland, CA 94608
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to challenge, and if they can’t prove to the board they have 
possible employment and a place to stay, the board isn’t 
going to let them go. Preparation matters, and I suggest two 
metrics to judge states by how well they help people prepare 
for their parole hearings:

 ●Departments of Corrections should provide case 
managers to each person within six months of their 
arrival in prison. (10 pts.)These case managers would 
help inform incarcerated persons what programs they 
needed to take, work with those persons to prepare for the 
hearing itself, and connect them to outside agencies after 
parole was granted.

 ●Every incarcerated person should have access to any 
documents or records the parole board relies on to 
make its decision. (10 pts.) Parole boards make their 
decisions based on a person’s criminal history and current 
offense, and every incarcerated person should be able to 
speak to both in the presence of the board.

Transparency: Can the public understand the parole 
board’s decisions? (20 pts.)
One of the strongest critiques of state parole systems is that 
they operate in secret, making decisions that are inconsistent 
and bewildering. Neither the individuals being considered 
for parole nor the general public understand how parole 
boards decide who to release or who to incarcerate further. 
When parole systems reject people for arbitrary or capricious 
reasons, they unintentionally, but to devastating effect, tell 
incarcerated people that their transformation does not matter. 
And the public, who is paying for the criminal justice system, 
deserves to know how it works and how well it works.
Many states have begun to rely on parole guidelines and 
validated risk assessments as a way to step back from the 
entirely subjective decision-making processes they have 
been using. These instruments have their own deficiencies, 
but states that use them and provide the public access to that 
decision-making process were graded higher than states that 
refuse to pull back the parole-decision curtain.
Transparency can be measured in three ways:
• Parole boards should have guidelines to help them make
unbiased parole decisions, and those guidelines should be 
shared with the public. (8 pts.) Fair processes don’t thrive in 
the dark. More parole boards have turned to parole guidelines 
and validated risk assessments as a way to move away from 
“gut decisions,” and as a way to give themselves more cover 
for difficult political decisions. Some states will create their 
own instruments from scratch, without having them validated 
scientifically for bias, and the public deserves to know what 
criteria is being used to release people into their community, 
or to deny community members their freedom.
•Parole boards should issue yearly, public reports that
explain deviations from outcomes recommended by parole 
guidelines. (6 pts.) Institutions with oversight over parole 
boards should receive reports detailing release rates and their 
deviations from recommended guidelines and assessments. 
While parole boards are still expected to exercise personal 
discretion — otherwise, all parole decisions could be made 
by a computer — parole boards should be required to publicly 
explain why they might be consistently denying release when 
published guidelines recommend release.
•Individuals who are denied parole and fit all the
requirements should be able to appeal a denial and get 
either a rehearing or a credible explanation for that denial 
based on objective factors. (6 pts.) Every state seems to have 
a version of a statute that claims, “Parole is not a right; it is 
a privilege.” However, incarcerated individuals should have 
a reasonable expectation that they will be released if they 
are eligible for parole, if they have completed all required 
programming, if they have no major disciplinary infractions, 
and if they have housing and employment waiting for them.
Our list of 16 states that have abolished discretionary parole 
is based on the Robina Institute’s classification of states as 
having either largely a determinate — without discretionary 
parole — or indeterminate — with discretionary parole — 
system.
Our policy suggestions — and the relative point values — are 
our own, but the data for 27 of the states is based on the Robina 
Institute’s excellent series Profiles in Parole Release and 
Revocation: Examining the Legal Framework in the United 
States. For the seven states with indeterminate sentencing 
systems that the Robina Institute has not published profiles 
for (Mississippi, Montana, North Dakota, Tennessee, South 
Carolina, South Dakota, and West Virginia), Prison Policy 
Initiative volunteers Eva Kettler, Sari Kisilevsky, Joshua 
Herman, Simone Price, Tayla Smith and I delved into statutes 
and parole board policies to collect the necessary data. The 
sourcing for each state is in Appendix A. Additional data 
about how these policies are reflected in grant rates, technical 
violaton rates and other outcome metrics are available in the 
appendix to my earlier report Eight Keys to Mercy: How to 
shorten excessive prison sentences.
Our intent with the scoring was to make it possible to compare 
systems that are both very different and very complex in a 
way that will make sense across state lines. In particular, 
we tried to give factors that we felt were more important a 
greater weight. Other advocates — and some state leaders 
— may disagree with some of our findings of fact or with the 
weights that we gave to various factors that make up a fair and 
equitable parole system. We welcome new information and 

factual corrections, and encourage our readers with different 
ideas on how parole should work to publish alternative 
analyses with their own scoring systems.
Four of the sections require more comment:

 ●We believe that parole decisions should be made 
on objective criteria and that subjectivity should be 
prohibited. The decision to release someone should 
be based on a number of factors — participation 
in educational and vocational programs, in-prison 
disciplinary history, and other verifiable metrics that 
indicate personal transformation. All too often, denials 
for subjective reasons like the “gravity of the offense” 
or whether the release will “lessen the seriousness of the 
offense” serve only to diminish the motivation necessary 
for change. Unfortunately, only Michigan gets full credit 
for explicitly prohibiting subjectivity, and 16 states earned 
zero points because their statutes specifically list examples 
of subjective excuses to deny parole. For this reason, we 
gave partial credit to 17 states whose statutes refrained 
from encouraging denials for subjective reasons.

 ●We believe that prosecutors should not be allowed 
to weigh in on parole decisions. No states prohibit 
prosecutorial input, so we gave our highest score here 
— 3 points — to those states whose statutes were silent 
on this matter. We gave two points to states that alerted 
prosecutors only after parole had been granted. States that 
allowed input from prosecutors (usually also requiring that 
the prosecutor ask or register for notification of a parole 
hearing) received one point, and zero points were given 
to states that mandated prosecutors be notified before all 
parole hearings.

 ●We believe that every incarcerated person should 
be given an opportunity to be paroled, so we gave points 
to states by the share of their prison population that was 
eligible in 2016 for release on parole. This is an important 
factor because it demonstrates how many people are 
statutorily eligible to be released. This is also an imperfect 
measure, for several reasons. Some states do not report the 
necessary data; the existing data does not reflect how many 
people will never be statutorily eligible to be considered 
for release, and in addition, existing parole policies could 
influence this figure. For example, a parole board that 
refuses to release people would create a higher percentage 
of individuals eligible for release, and a parole board that 
released almost everyone at the first opportunity would 
have a lower percentage of incarcerated individuals eligible 
for release. To our knowledge, there is not yet a multi-state 
comparable way to determine: of the people sent to prison 
in a given year, how many of those will be considered 
for release before their maximum release date? And of 
those people, how many will be eligible for consideration 
significantly earlier than their maximum release date?

 ●We believe that transparency requires parole boards 
to produce annual reports to the public and the legislature 
that include statistics on parole denials and justifications 
for those denials, particularly when those denials contradict 
any guidelines given to the parole board. Because all 
parole boards issue reports, we gave the full 6 points to 
13 states that require the parole board to publish reports 
with enough detail for the legislature to hold the board 
accountable, and zero points to all other states.

We also gave extra credit — and sometimes took away points 
— for post-release policies. All too often, states that offer 
programs to incarcerated individuals to help them succeed 
then allow that work to be undone by harmful post-release 
policies. State parole authorities returned to incarceration 
approximately 60,000 individuals on parole for technical 
violations in 2016 without those individuals committing a 
new offense. The conditions placed on those leaving prison are 
rarely in and of themselves violations of law. If an individual 
on parole leaves the county without permission, buys a car 
without telling a parole official, or tests positive for drugs, 
those behaviors should be dealt with through collaboration 
between parole officials and community agencies. At no time 
should a non-criminal violation subject someone on parole to 
re-incarceration.
I thought three post-release conditions were worthy of 
singling out:
1. Prohibiting an individual from associating with someone on
parole or who has a criminal record;
2. Limiting how long someone can be on parole, or conversely,
imposing additional time past what the original sentence called 
for; and
3.Imposing supervision, drug testing, or electronic
monitoring fees.
Re: association. This prohibition is based on a belief that 
merely being in the company of another person on parole — 
or who has a criminal record, regardless of how long ago the 
actual crime occurred — will invite criminal behavior. This 
policy ignores the widely-accepted idea that the mentorship 
and guidance of someone who has gone through a negative 
experience — be it incarceration, cancer, divorce, substance 
abuse, the death of a spouse or child — is affirming and 
positive. Lastly, denying those leaving prison the right to 
associate with others like them ignores the powerful impact 
on local, state, and national criminal justice policy reform by 
groups of formerly incarcerated individuals, many of whom 
are on parole, all of whom have criminal histories.

Re: time limits. I gave points to states that provide one 
or more mechanisms to shorten parole because there is no 
evidence that unending supervision results in anything other 
than higher recidivism rates. (Recall that currently people 
are rarely granted parole unless they are deemed a low risk 
of committing another crime.) Meaningful supervision 
when someone first leaves prison can be positive, if it is 
not overly restrictive and goal-oriented instead of sanction-
oriented. However, many states issue a boiler-plate set of 
conditions that are not tailored to individual needs, and thus 
do not contribute to successful reentry. As Massachusetts 
officials readily admit, “by virtue of being under supervision 
in the community, an inmate may have a higher likelihood 
of re-incarceration.” Shockingly, a few states even give 
parole boards the power to extend supervision past the end 
of the imposed sentence - a devastating policy with dubious 
legality.
Re: fees. Finally, very few individuals have the economic 
means to comply with the array of fees that some states 
impose. While these states usually claim to waive fees 
depending on the released individual’s capacity to pay, in 
truth, parole officials pressure newly released people to pay 
as much and as quickly as possible and threaten to impose 
sanctions otherwise. That ignores two truths:
•Almost no one leaving prison has assets, wealth, or
savings.
•Many individuals leaving prison have other financial
obligations, including child support, restitution, and unpaid 
fines.
Individuals should not bear the cost of their incarceration. 
Supervision is simply an extension of that cost.
To be sure, some states have quirky, mostly punitive, 
conditions of supervision that might warrant point 
deductions, but we choose not to do that because it was 
not possible to have a comprehensive review of these 
conditions that would allow for truly fair comparisons 
between states.

This report relies heavily on the publications of the Robina 
Institute of Criminal Law and Criminal Justice at the 
University of Minnesota, which centralize many important 
details about parole eligibility, hearings, and post-release 
policies and conditions.

Corruption At RJD
Dear CPF, As the above named state prisoner, I 

write to you after having been privy to read the 
summer 2018 #56 informative newspaper ... What 
really struck my interest is the usage of bogus 
“confidential” memos being secretly placed in the 
C-file for retaliatory purposes. Because I was a target 
at RJ Donovan State Prison regarding the above, I’d 
like to share the most nefarious misconduct, leading 
to a civil trial:

In January 2014, [we] were attacked on “A” 
facility yard. An officer witnessed such but failed to 
issue a report. I filed a complaint because of their 
failure to protect. [Later in] 2014, after having done 
a SHU, I was receiving weekly visits. But in early 
August, a “secret confidential memo” was authored 
by a squad officer (my 1st complaint was filed) 
stating that I am a [gang member] in an organized 
prison drug operation, smuggling meth through 
visiting. When my brother came to visit as he always 
does, the visiting sgt/lt. told my brother that they 
have a warrant to strip search his person due to the 
suspected drug trafficking. My brother humiliated 
himself and complied. Only after he complied did 
they ask him to sign a consent to search. 

All of their allegations were absolutely false - I’ve 
never been a gang member and my brother is a 
positive member of society. 

No CDCR 1030 forms was issued. Months later 
came the retaliatory U/A’s … I was already giving 
negative tests for the drug program. However in early 
2015 the squad lieutenant ordered a yard officer to 
do a “random” test, which came back positive. I was 
found guilty of a U/A that was blatantly tampered 
with … This act caused me to seek relief in federal 
court. I’m seeking to file criminal charges because the 
memo and retaliation may affect my 3-strikes Prop 
57 chance for early parole. High ranking officers 
need to be held accountable for promoting this type 
of conduct!

What I am most grateful for is the process and 
perseverance the creator has given me to fight for 
justice - for over 20 years. It is my objective to 
parole and use these talents to educate and protect 
the youth.

For now, the fight does not stop! Thank you for 
this time and opportunity to write you. We must 
continue to address these issues because there 
are others who are unable to do so but suffer the 
consequences without having a meaningful resource.  

Respectfully, Anonymous  
NOTE: Outside friends and family members can find 
the complete Know Your Rights pocket guide: Visiting 
Rights in California Prisons published by Legal Services 
for Prisoners with Children on their website at https://www.
prisonerswithchildren.org/legal-support-center/visiting rights/
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